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The CIA and the government have fought long
and hard - and not always ethically - first to
discourage the writing of this book and then
to prevent its publication. They have managed
through legal technicalities and by raising the
specter of "national security" violations, to
achieve an uriprecedented abridgement of my
constitutional right to free speech. They have
secured an unwarranted and outrageous
permanenl injunction against me, requiring
that anything I write or say, "factual, fictional
or otherwise," on the subject of intelligence
must first be censored by the ClA. Under risk
of criminal contempt of court, I can speak
only at my own peril and must allow the CIA
thirty days to review, and excise, my writings
- prior to submitting them to a publisher fol
consideration.

ln the fall of 1972, obviously disturbed by the
legal action the government had taken
against the book he intended to write but
which he had not yet started, he felt he needed
someone to assist him in his work; Best of all
would be a co-author with the background to
make a substantive contribution as well as to
help in the actual'writing. This book is the
result of our joint effort.
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I Publisher's Note

By federal court order, the authors were required to submit the
manuscript of this book to theClAfor reviewprior to publication.
Under the terms of the court ruling, the CIA ordered the deletion
of 339 passages of varying length. Later, following demands to
the CIA by legal counsel for the authors - and the commence-

ment of litigation by the publisher and the authors against the
CIA challenging the censorship involved - all but 168 of these
deletions were reinstated.

An additional 140 passages, plus parts of two others, were

cleared for publication by a federal judge, but because of con-
tinuing appeals they are not available for inclusion. For a full
account of these events, see the Introduction by Melvin L. Wulf,
l*gal Director of the American Civil Liberties Union, which
begins on page 19.

As it presently exists, therefore, the manuscript of The CIA and
the Cult of Intelligence demonstrates with remarkable clarity the
actual workings of the CIA's "classification" system. In this
edition, passages the CIA originally ordered excised - and then
reluctantly permitted to be reinstated - are printed in boldface

type. Firm deletions, including the 140-plus passages cleared but
stlll tied up in litigation, are indicated by blank spaces preceded

and followed by parentheses : (DELETED). Thespa@s correspond
to the actual length of the cuts.



i Authors' Prefaces

My introduction to the intelligence business came during the early
i' years of the Cold War, while serving with the U.S. Army in Ger-
[ . many. There, in 1952,I was sent to the European Command's
| "special" school at Oberammergau to study Russian and the rudi-
) ments of intelligence methods and techniques. Aftenvard I was

assigned to duty on the East German border. The information we
t, collected on the enemy's plans and activities was of little sig-' nificance, but the duty was good, sometimes even exciting. We
. believed that we were keeping the world free for democracy, that
, w€ were in the first line of defense against the spread of com-

munlsm.
After leaving the military service, I returned to college at Penn

State, wherel majored in Sovietstudies andhistory. Shortlybefore
graduation,I was secretly recruited by the CIA, which I officially

, joined in September 1955; the struggle between democracy and
;, corlrruoism seemed mgfe important than ever, the CIA was in,; COfilflluruSm SeemeG mPIe rmpOrmnt tnan ever, the UIA WaS ln
:i the forefront of that vital international battle. I wanted to
,, contribute.
,, Except for one year with the Clandestine Services, spent largely
r in training, most of my career with the CIA was devoted to

analytical work. As a Soviet military specialist, I did research,
I then current intelligence, and finally national estimates - at the
i time, the highest form of intelligence production. I was at one
i point the CIA's - and probably the U.S. goverrment's - leading
i expert on Soviet military aid to the countries of the Third World.
: I was involved in uncovering Moscow's furtive efforts that

culminaled in the Cuban missile crisis of 1962 and, later, in
i unravelingtheenigma of the "soviet ABM problem."

From 1966 to 1969I served as a staffofficer in the Office of the

i Director of the Ch, where I" held such positions as special
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assistant to the chief of Planning, Programming, and Budgeting,
special assistant to the Executive Director, and executive assistant
to the Deputy Director. It was during these years that I came to
see how the highly compartmentalized organization performed
as a whole, and what its full role in the u.s. intelrigence communi-
ty was. The view from the office of the Director was both enlight-
ening and discouraging. The cIA did not, as advertised to the
public and the congress, function primarily as a central clearing-
house and producer of national intelligence for the government.
Its basic mission was that of clandestine operations, particularly
covert action - the secret intervention in the internal affairs of
other nations. Nor was the Director of CIA a dominant - or
much interested - figure in the direction and management of the
intelligencecommunity which he supposedly headed. Rather, his
chiefconcern,like that of most of his predecessors and the agency's
current Director, was in overseeing the CIA's clandestine
activities.

Disenchanted and disagreeing with many of the agency's
policies and practices, and, for that matler, with those of the
intelligence community and the U.S. government, I resigned
from the CIA in late 1969. But having been thoroughly indoctrin-
ated with the theology of "national security" for so many years,
I was unable at first to speak out publicly. And, I must admit, I
was still imbued with the mystique of the agency and the intelli,
gence business in general, even retaining a certain affection for
both. I therefore sought to put forth my thoughts - perhaps more
accurately, oy feelings - in fictional form. I wrote a novel,
The Rope-Dancer, in which I tried to describe for the reader
what life was actually like in a secret agency such as the CIA,
and what the differences were between myth and reality in this
overly romanticized profession.

The publication bf 'the novel accomplished two things. It
brought me in touch with numerous people outside the inbred,
insulated world of intelligence who were concerned over the
constantly increasing size and role of intelligence in our govern-
ment. And this, in turn, convinced me to work toward bringing
about an opeo review and, I hoped, some reform in the U.S.
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intelligencg system. Realizing that the CiA and the intelligence
community are incapable of reforming themselves, and that
Presidents, who see the system as a private asset, have no desire
to change it in any basic way, I hoped to win support for a
comprehensive review in Congress. I soon learned, however,
that those members of Congress who possessed the power to

:institute reforms had no interest in doing so. The others either
lacked the wherewithal to accomplish any significant changes or
were apathetic. I therefore decided to write a book - this book -
expressing my views on the CIA and explaining the reasons why
I believe the time has come for the U.S. intelligence community
to be reviewed and reformed.

The CIA and the government have fought long and hard - and
not always ethically - first to discourage the writing of this book
and then to prevent its publication. They have managed, through
legal technicalities and by raising the specter of "national security"
violations, to achieve an unprecedented abridgement of my consti-
tutional right to free speech. They have secured an unwarranted
and outrageots permanent injunction against me, requiring that
anything I write or say, "factual, fictional or otherwise," on the
subject of intelligence must first be censored by the CIA. Under
risk of criminal contempt of court, I can speak only at my own
peril and must allow the CIA thirty days to review, and excise,

my writings - prior to submitting them to a publisher for con-
sideration.

It has been said that among the dangers faced by a democratic
society in fighting totalitarian systems, such as fascism and com-
munism, is that the democratic government runs the risk of
imitating its enemies'methods and, thereby, destroying the very
democracy that it is seeking to defend. I cannot help wondering
if my government is more concerned with defending our demo-
cnatic system or more intent upon imitating the methods of
totalitarian regimes in order to maintain its already inordinate
power over the American people.

VICTOR IUARCHETTI

Oakton, Yirginia
February 1974
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i; i iri April l97O.I felt personally concerned because only two months

i' ieaflier, on temporary assignment to a White House study Broup,
lil t fruO helped write a relatively pessimistic report about the situa-
',r tro in Vietnam. It seemed now that our honest conclusions about
r the tenuous position of the Thieu govemment had been used in

i;,,, some small way to justify the overt expansion of the war into a
i;il new country.
1,, I wish now that I had walked out of the State Department the

',' d"y the troops went into Cambodia. Within a few monthd
i however, I found a new job as executive assistant to Senator
i,. , CliforO Case of New Jersey. Knowing of the Senator's opposition

' to the war, I looked at my work as a chance to try to change what
I knew was wrong in the way the United States conducts its

' foreign policy.
During my three years with Senator Case, when we were con-

centrating our efforts on legislation to end the war, to limit the ':i

intelligence community, and to curb presidential abuses of execu-
riive agreements, I came to know Victor Marchetti. With our
common experience and interest in intelligence, we talked fre-
quently about how things could be improved. In the fall of 1972,

obviously disturbed by the legal action the government had taken
, against the book he intended to write but which he had not yet

started, he felt he needed someone to assist him in his work.
Best of all would be a co-author with the background to make a
substantive contribution as well as to help in the actual writing.

i This book is the result of our joint effort.
I entered the project in the hope that what we have to say will

have some effect in influencing the public and the Congress to
institute meaningful control overAmerican intelligence and to end

the type of intervention abroad which, in addition to being
r counter-productive, is inconsistent with the ideals by which our

country is supposed to govern itself. Whether such a hope was

misguided remains to be seen.
JOHN D. IYIARKS

WashWton, D.C.
February 1974

unlike victor Marchetti,I did not join the govemment to do in-
telligence work. Rather, fresh out of college in 1966,I entered the
Foreign service. My first assignment was to have been London,
but with my draft board pressing for my services, the state
Department advised me that the best way to stay out of uniform
was to go to vietnam as a civilian advisor in the so-cailed paci-
fication program.I reluctantly agreed and spent the next eighteen
months there, returning to washington just after the Tet offensive
in February 1968. From personal observation, I knew that
American policy in vietnam was ineffective, but r had been one
of those who thought that if only better tactics were used the
United States could "win". Once back in this country, I soon
came to see that American involvement in Indochina was not
only ineffective but totally wrong.

The State Department had assigned me to the Bureau of In-
telligence and Research, first as an analyst of French and Belgian
affairs and then as staff assistant to state's intelligence director.
since this bureau carries on state's liaison with the rest of the
intelligence community, I was for the first time introduced to the
whole worldwide network of American spying - not so much as a
participant but as a shuffier of top-secret papers and a note-taker
at topJevel intelligence meetings. Here I found the same kind of
waste and inefficiency I had come to know in Vietnam and, even
worse, the same sort of reasonirrg that had led the country into
vietnam in the first place. In the high councils of the intenigence
community, there was no sense that intervention in the internal
affairs of other countries was not the inherent right of the United
States. "Don't be an idealist; you have to live in the 'real, world,"
said the professionals. I found it increasingly difficult to agree.

Forme, the Iast straw was theAmericaninvasion of Cambodia
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by Melvin Wulf
I*sal DirectorI*sal Director
',Aiterican Civil Liberties Union

i,,gn aptit 18,lgl?.,Victor Marchetti became the first American

f, i*it., to be served with an official censorship order issued by a

i ;;;;;"i,il United States. The order prohibited him from "dis-

i c1osiog in any manner (1) any information relating to intelligence
uvJluh rr. E^'J __--,i-

h activities ,(2) anyinformation concerning intelligence sources and

I'l methods, or (3) any intelligence information"'

; 
-T;-r;;; 

in" oia"., sovernment lawyers had appeared in the

i 
"n"*U"tt 

or l"agt XGrt V' Bryan, Jr'' of the United States

L 6'f-irr" iourt roittre Eastern District of Virginia, in Alexandria,

1,.-, ii. *"r"r"g or April 1g, without having notified Marchetti.
I :t-' --- ---- -,, 

-^^it^A +Lat l\lfqrnhaffi had worked at,,il;;;;r"*"Irr papers recited that Marchetti had worked at

l tta 6fe from t95i to 1969, that he had signed several "secrecy

. o**,o",ts,, in which he had agreed not to reveal any information

,, ffi;; d*i";hi, emptoyment, that after he teft the CIA he had

'llril""i.o-r"rui1o." iniormation, that he was planning to write a

,t 
inon-nction book about the agency, and that publication of the

i book would..result in grave and irreparable injury to theinterests

ii,,,:of tne United States."of the United States."
Among the papers presented to the judge was an affidavit

(d"rJil; .ls.o"i,,) from Thomas H. Karamessines, Deputy

Director of the Ceniral Intelligence Agency' the head of 
]he 

CIA's
't';;";-;"ririti"s braoch. fne amOavit said that a rnasazine article

,, ,rrJuo outline of a froposed book, bothwritten by Marchetti,had

been turned over to thi CIA and that they contained information

about the cIA',s secret activities. The affidavit related several of

; iltr"o*JurrA al.ribed how their disclosure would, in the CIA's

I ;;;;i;;;;;*r"r to the united s1""i-9"11:1t"*ljg
, affidavit and others, including one by CIA Director Richard

, rra*., Judge Bry; signed u t.-porury restraining order for'
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bidding Marchetti to disclose any information about the cIA and
requiring him to submit any ..manuscript, article or essay, or
other writing, factual or otherwise," to the crA before "releasing
it to any person or corporation." It was that order which united
states marshals served upon Marchetti. .The next month was
consumed by a hectic and unsuccessful effort to have the order
set aside.

Marchetti asked the AGLU for assistance the day after receiv-
ing the order, andwas in NewYork the following dayto meethis
lawyers and prepare his defense.At the first court appearance, on
Friday, April ZT,weunsuccessfullyurged Judge Bryan to dissolve
the temporary restraining order. He also refused to order the
government to allow Marchetti's lawyers to read the "secret"
affidavit, because none of us had security clearance. The following
Monday we were in Baltimore to arrange an appear to the united
states court of Appeals to argue there that the temporary
restraining order should be dissolved. The court agreed to hear
argument two days later. During the Baltimore meeting the
government lawyers announced that they had conferred security
clearance upon me and that I would be able to read the secret
affidavit but could not have a copy of it. They said they would
clear the other defense lawyers during the next few days. we were
also told that any witnesses we intended to present at trial, to be
held that Friday, would also require security clearance before we
could discuss the secret affidavit with them. That was a hell of a
way to prepare for trial; we couldn't even talk to prospective
witnesses unless they were approved by the government.

We argued the appeal before the Court of Appeals on Wednes-
day, but that too was unsuccessful, and the temporary restraining
order remained in effect. our only satisfaction was an order by the
court prohibiting both the crA and the Department of Justice
from trylng to influence our witnesses in any way.

On Friday we appeared before Judge Bryan and reluctantly
asked for a two-week postponement because it had been impos-
sible for us to secure witnesses who could testify that day. The
need for security clearance had made it impossibre for us to
discuss the case with those witnesses who had at least tentatively
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to testify for the defense. But, more depressing, we had had
difficulty finding people willing to testify at all. We had called

p few dozen prospects, largely former members of the Kennedy
Johnson administrations who had reputations as liberals and

ibven, in some cases, reputations as civil-libertarians. I'm still
1: waiting for half of them to return my calls. Of the other half, most
,rlvere simply frightened at the idea of being identified with the

ti case, and some, including a few who had themselves revealed

f,.plassified information in their published memoirs, agreed with
Ithe government that Marchetti's pen should be immobilized.

n the end, our list of witnesses was short but notable: Professor
,,Abram Chayes of Harvard Law School, and former L,egal
jliAdvisor to the Department of State in the Kennedy administra-

iiltion; Professor Richard Falk, Milbank Professor of International
[]ll-a* at Princeton; Morton Halperin, former Deputy Assistant
li,'secretary of Defense and staff member of the National Security

i,.Council under Kissinger; and Professor Paul Blackstock, an

,r,intelligence expert from the University of South Carolina.
rr fFL^ 

-^-,i J,-,^ .-,^^l-^ .-^J L-, +L^ f-..^i-^+i-- L..-+ lF^-The next two weeks were consumed by the frustrating hunt for

i, witnesses and by other pre-trial requirements, including examina-
:' tion of Karamessines and the CIA's Security Director, who were

i ,to Ue the government's chief witnesses.

.l The trial started and ended on May 15. Essentially, it consisted
of Karamessines repeating the contents of his secret affidavit.

, 'As interesting as it would be to describe the day in detail, I am
, forbidden to, for the public was excluded and the testimony of the
,:.government witnesses is classified. The result, however, is public.

:,It was a clean sweep for the CIA, and Judge Bryan issued a per-
r manent injunction against Marchetti.
i The results on appeal were not much better. The validity of
,the injunction was broadly affirmed. The only limitation imposed
by the Court of Appeals was that only classified information

, could be deleted from the book by the CIA. The litigation finally
i came to an end in December 1972 when the Supreme Court
' refused to hear the case. It was a great defeat for Marchetti, for

his lawyers - and for the First Amendment.

,!,
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American law has always recognized that injunctions against
publication - "prior restraints," in legal jargon - threaten the
root and branch of democratic society. Until lg7l,when the New
York Times was enjoined from printing the Pentagon papers,

the federal government had never attempted to impose a prior
restraint on publication, and the handful of such efforts by the
states were uniformly denounced by the Supreme Court. As we
learned from the Pentagon Papers Case, however, the Nixon
administration was not goin3 to be deterred by a mere two
hundred years of history from becoming the first administration
to try to suppress publication of a newspaper. They ultimately
failed in their specific goal of suppressing publication of a news-
paper - but, for fifteen days, a newspaper actually was restrained
from publishing, the first such restraint in American history.

The Times' resumption of publication of the Pentagon papers

immediately'after the Supreme Court decision would seem to
mean that the case ended victoriously. Although it was a victory,
it was not a sound victory, for only Justices Black and Douglas
said that injunctions against publication were constitutionaily
forbidden under azy circumstances. The other members of the
court made it perfectly clear that they could imagine circumstances
where such injunctions would be enforced, notwithstanding the
First Amendment's guarantee of a free press. Nixon-administra-
tion lawyers could read the opinions as well as ACLU lawyers,
and they too saw that the decision in the Pentagon papers Case
was not a knockout punch. So only ten months after being beaten
off by the New York Times, they were back in court trying the
same thing again with Victor Marchetti.

Nine opinions were vrritten in the Pentagon Papers Case. Out
of all those opinions one standard emerges under which a majority
of the Justices would have allowed information to be suppressed
prior to publication: proof by the goveflrment that disclosure
would "surely result in direct, immediate and irreparable injury
to the Nation or its people." We were comfortable with that
standard because we were confident that nothing Marchetti had
disclosed or would disclose in the future wo3rld have that effect.
But we were not permitted to put the government to its proof
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ll*roggh the testimony of our four witnesses because Judge Bryan
agfeed with the government that Marchetti's case was different

i from the Pentagon Papers Case. "We are not enjoining the press
, in this case," the government lawyers said. "We are merely

i, cnforcing a contract between Marchetti and the CIA. This is not

" a First Amendment case, it's just a contract action." The contract

' to which they were referring was, of course, Marchetti's secrecy

,agtreement.1, All employees of the CIA are required to sign an agtreement in

;,which they promise not to reveal any information leamed during
,,their employment which relates to "intelligence sources or

,t rnethods" without first securing authorization from the agency.
il i Ttre standard form of the agreement includes threats of prosecu-

ir,1 tion and promises to deliver the most awful conseqdences upon

1, the slightest violation. The only trouble with the threats is that
,: until now they have been unenforceable. Apart from disclosure of
,r, information classified by the Atomic Energy Commission, it is
i not a crime to disclose classified information unless it is done
ii' under circumstances which involve what is commonly understood
,; as espionage - spying for a foreign nation. The government tried,

in the prosecution of Daniel Ellsberg, to stretch the espionage

,' statutes to punish his disclosure of the Pentagon Papers, even

:" though he had had no intent to injure the United States, as

i required by the statute. Though that prosecution was aborted
r under the most dramatic circumstances, including a surreptitious
, attempt by President Nixon to influence the trial judge, it is

unlikely that the appeals courts would have upheld such an
r expansive application of the espionage laws - assuming that the

jury would even have broueht in a guilty verdict.
In any case, being doubtful about how far the threat of

prosecution under a dubious statute would deter Marchetti from
pUblicly criticizing the CIA and inevitably disclosing some of its
piactices, the CIA fell upon the contract theory as a device for
tryrng to suppress his book before it was put into print. The
theory stnrck a harmonious note with the federal judges who
heard the case, and proved more successful than the govern-
ment probably ever dared to hope and certainly more than we
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had ever expected" But it cheapens the First Ame,ndment to say
that an aetreement by an employee of the United States not to
reveal some government activity is the same as an agreement to
deliver a hundred bales of cotton. It ignores the compelling
democratic principle that the public has a right to be well
informed about its government's actions.

Of course, some will be heard to say, "But these are sec:rets,"
and indeed much of the information you will read in this book has
been considered to be secret. But "secrets" have been revealed
before - there were literally thousands of them in the Pentagon
Papers. Every hieh government official who writes his memoirs
after leaving office reveals "secrets" he learned while in govern-
ment servioe, and most had signed secrecy agreeme,nts too.
"Secrets" are regularly lealrcd to the press by government
officers, sometimes to serve official policy, sometimes only to
serve a rnan's own arrbitions. In fact, disclosure of so-catled
secrets - even CIA secrets - has a long and honorable history
in our country, and the practice has proved to be valuable
because it provides the public with important information that it
must have in order to pass judgrnent on its elected officials.

Furthermore, disclosure of "secret" information is rarely
harmful because the declsion inside government to classify
infornration is notoriously frivolous. Experts have estimated that
up to 99 percent of the millions of documents currently classified
ought not be classified at all. But not only is disclosure of "secretn'
information generally harnrless, it is a tonic that improves our
nation's health. Government officers cried that disclosure of the
Pentagon Papers would put the nation's security in immediate
jeopardy. When they were finally published in their entirety, the
only damage was to the reputation of officials in the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations who were shown to have deceived
the nation about the war in Vietnam"

When you read this book, you will notice that, unlike any
other book previously published in the United States, this one
contains blanks. That is the remarkable eftct of the government's
success. You will also notice that the book has two authors, Victor
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Marchetti and John Marks. That is another te*.rkable effect of
the government's success. After being enjoind defeated in his

I attempts to win relief in the appellate courts, virtually ignored by
the press, shunned by his former colleague.s at the ClA, unable

, even to discuss the progress of his work with his editor at Knopf
i (because the very pgrpose of the injunction was to forbid the

publisher to see the manuscript before the CtA had had the

opportunity to @nsor it), there was serious question whether
jl Marchetti woutd be able to write the book at all. His discourage.

ment was profound and his bitterness sharp. If he had not written
i the book, the government's success would have been cOmplete,

for tlat was its real objective. Luckily, Marchetti and Marks calne
. together, ffid with a shared perspective on the evils of clandestine. 

activities, they were able to do together what the government

hoped would not be done at all.
When the manuscript was completed at the e,lrd of August 1973,

it was delivered to the CIA. Thirty days later, the time allowed

by the injunction, we received a letter from the CIA which

designated 339 portions of the book that were to be delete.d.

Some of the deletions were single words, some were several

I Hnes, somewere portions oforganizational charts, andrnanywere

I whole pages. In all, 15 to 20 percent of the manuscript was

, ordered deleted. I won'f soon forget that september evening when

Marchetti, Marks, and I sat in the ACLU office for several hogrs

literatly cutting out the deleted parts of the manuscript so that we

could deliver the remains to I(nopf. It was the Devil's work we

did that day.
i We filed suit in October, together with Knopf, challenging the

CIA's censorship. By the time we went to trial on February 28,

the agency had reduced the number of deletions from 339 to 168.

Withdrawal of half their original objections should not be taken
, 'as a slgn of the cIA's generosity. on the @ntraxy, it was the

- result of our insistent demands over a period of four months, and

the agency's recognition that we would go to the mat over the

r v€r}, last censored word. The authors gave up nothing, and

rejected several invitations to re-write parts of the book so that

it would be satisfactory to the CIA.
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There were three issues to be decided at the trial: did the cen-
sored portions of the book consist of classified information ?Was
that information learned by thoauthors during their government
employment? And was any of itin the public domain?

After a two-and-a-half day trial,including testimony bythe five
highest-rankingofficials of the CH, Judge Bryan decided thecase
on March zg.ltwas a major victory for the authors and the pub-
lisher. Bryan held that the agency had failed, with a few excep
tions, to prove that the deleted information was classif,ed.

The decision was probably more surprising to the CIA. Accus- ,
tomed as they have become to having their way, it is unlikely to
have occurred to them that a mere judge of the United States
would contradict their declarations about classified information,
for it was the government's theory throughout the case that
material was classified if hieh-ranking officials said it was
classified. Our view, presented through the expert testimony of
Morton Halperin, was that concrete proof of classification was
required. In the absence of documearts declaring specific.informa-
tion to be classified, or testimony by the employee who had in
fact classified specific information, Judge Bryan flatly rejected
mere assertions by ranking CIA officers that such inforrnation
was classified.

Of the 168 disputed iteins, he found only n which he could
say were classified. On the other hand, he found that only seven of
the 168 had been learned by Marchetti and Marks outside their
governmentemployment, and thatnone of the information was in
the public domain.

The decision is obviously important. It allows virtually the
entire book to be published (thoueh the present edition still lacks
the deleted sections cleared by Judge Bryan, since he postponed
enforcement of his decision to allow the government its right to
appeal); it desanctifies the CIA; and it discards the magical
authority that has always a@ompanied government incantation
of "national security." Hppefully, the higher courts will agree.

There will necessarily be differences of opinion on the zubject of
the disclosure of secret information. The reader of this book can

ri: Iilrodactlon ' n
i

' , decide whether the release of the information it contains serveg

i tt 
" 

pu-blic's interest or rnjurrel theaation's security. For myself, I
t have no doubts. Both individual citizens and the nation as a

,1 rrtrot" will be far better offfor the book's having been published.

, The only injury inflicted in the course of the struggle to publish

' ' the book is the damage sustained by the First Amendment.

il
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ONE

i The Cutt
of Intelligence

But this secrecy . . . has become

a god in.this countrY, and those
people who have secrets travel
in a kind of fraternity. . . and

they will not speak to anyone else.

_SENATOR J. WILLIAM FULBRIGIIT

Chairrnan, Senate Foreign
Relations Committee

November 1971



There exists in our nation today a powerful and dangerous

secret cult - the cult of intelligence.
Its holy men are the clandestine professionals of the C-entral

Intelligence Agency. Its patrons and protectors are the highest

officials of the federal government. Its membership, extending far
beyond governmental circles, reaches into the power centers of
industry, commerce, finance, and labor. Its friends are many in
the areas of important public influence - the academic world and

the communications media. The cult of intelligence is a secret

fraterrrity of the American political aristocracy.
The purpose of the cult is to further the foreiSn policies of the

U.S. government by covert and usually illegal means, while at the

same time containing the spread of its avowed enemy, commun-

ism. Traditionally,the cult's hope has been to foster aworld order
in which America would reign supreme, the unchallenged inter-
national leader. Today, however, that dream stands tarnished by
time and frequent failures. Thus, the cult's objectives are now less

grandiose, but no less disturbing. It seeks largely to advance

America's self-appointed role as the dominant arbiter of social,

economic, and political change in the awakening regions of Asia,

Africa, and Latin America. And its worldwide war against

communism has to some extent been reduced to acovert struggle

to maintain a self-serving stability in the Third World, using

whatever clandestine methods are available. For the cult of in-
telligence, fostering"stability"may in one country mean reluctant

and passive acquiescence to evolutionary change; in another coun-
try, the active maintenance of the status quo, inyet another, a de-

termined effort to reverse popular trends towards independence

lhe Cult of Intelllgencc , tt
and democracy. The ctrlt attempts that which it believes it cqn

accomplish and which - in the event of failtrre or exposure - tho

U.S. go.,ernment can plausibly deny.
The CIA is both the center and the primary instrument of the

cult of intelligence. It engages in espionage and counterespionage,

in propaganda and disinformation (the deliberate circulation of
false information), in psychological warfare and paramilitary ac'
tivities. It penetrates and manipulates private institutions, and

creates its own organizations (called "proprietaries") when neces-

sary. It recruits agents and mercenaries; it bribes and blackmails

foreignofficials to carryout its most unsavory tasks.It does what-

ever is required to achieve its goals, without any consideration of
the ethics involved orthe moral consequences of its actions. As
the secret-action arm of American foreign policy, the CIA's
most potent weapon is its covert intervention in the internal
affairs of countries the U.S. government wishes to control or
influence.
' Romanticized by myths, the operations of the CIA are also

leclouded by false images and shielded by official deceptions. Its
practices are hidden behind arcane and antiquated legalisms which

prevent the public and even Congress from knowing what the

myste-rious agency is doing - or why. This the cult of intelligence
justifies with dramatic assertions that the CIA's purpose is to
presprve the "national security," that its actions are in response tO

the needs of the nation's defense. No one - in an age in which

secrecy is the definitional operative of security - need know more

than that.
The cult is intent upon conducting the foreign affairs of the

U.S. government without the'awareness of participation of tAe

people. It recognizes no role for a questioning legislature or an
' investigative press. Its adherents believe that only they have the

rieht and the obligation to decide what is necessary to satisfy the

national needs. Although it pursues outmoded international
policies and unattainable ends, the cult of intelligence dernands

that it not be held accoqntable for its actions by the people it
professes to serve. It is a privileged, as well as s@ret, chaxge.
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lli i^ +hoir- m.rrn rrchc nf der.eit erren assert that the sovernment hnSI,i in their owrr webs of deceit, even assert that the government hag

rtl, an inherent right to lie to its people.

ll The justification for the "right to lie" is that secrecy in covert
! ! L^ 

------. 
TT Cr -^l:--:^^ ^-l ^^ri^-^ f-^*operations is necessary to pre'/ent U.S. policies and actions from

' . coming to the attention of the "enerny" - or, in the parlance of
the clandestine trade, the "opposition". If the opposition is oblivi-
ous to the CIA's operations, the argument runs, then it cannot

r, respond and the CIA activities stand a good chance of succeeding.

Nonetheless, in many instances the opposition knows exactly
, ! , - - - -^r ' -.- - --rr l-^:-- a^-^^}^J ^-^:-^j it ^^A i+ +^L^^. what covert operations are being targeted against it, and it takes

', counter-actionwhen possible.The U-2 overflights and,later,those
^- l ^-- ^- ---^il l--^--.- r^ 4L^i of the photographic satellites were, and are, as well known to the

Soviets and the Chinese as Soviet overhead reconnaissance of the

United States is to the CIA; there is no way, when engaging in
operations of this magnitude, to keep therq secret from the

I ' opposition.It, too, employs a professional intelligence service.In
LL ^

, fact, from 1952 to 1964, at the height of the Cold War, the Soviet

KGB electronically intercepted even the most secret messages

routed through the code room of the U.S. embassy in Moscow.
This breach in secrecy, however, apparently caused little damage

I to U.S. national security, nor did the Soviet government collapse

because the CIA had for years secretly intercepted the private
i conversations of the top Russian leaders as they talked over their

limousine radio-telephones. Both sides knew more than enoueh
I tb cancel out the effect of any leaks. The fact is that in this

country, secrecy and deception in intelligence operations are as

much to keep the Corlgress and the public from learning what

, their goveroment is doing, as to shield these activities from the
, opposition. The intelligence establishment operates as it does to

maintain freedom of action and avoidaccountability.

A good part of the CIA's power position is dependent upon its
careful mythologizing and glorificatioq of the exploits of the clan-

: destine profession. Sometimes this even entails fostering a sort of
,1 perverse public admiration for the covert practices of the opposi-
' tion intelligence services - to frighten the public and thereby

justify the actions of the CIA. Whatever the method, the selling
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In their minds, those who belong to the cult of intelligence
have been ordained, and their service is immune from public
scrutiny.

The "clandestine mentality"'is a mind-set that thrives on secrecy

and deception. It encourages professional amorality - the belief
that righteous goals can be achieved through the use of un-
principled and normally unacceptable means. Thus, the cult's
leaders musttenaciously guard their official actions from public
view. To do otherwise would restrict their ability tor act in-
dependently; it would permit the American people to pass
judgment on not only the utili,ty of their policies, but the ethics
of those policies as well. With the cooperation of an acquiescent,
ill-informed Congress, and the enqouragement and assistance

of a series of Presidents, the cult has built a wall of laws and
eiecutive ordersaroundthe CIA and itself, a wall thathas blocked
effective public scrutiny.

When necessary, the members of the cult of intelligence, includ-
ing our Presidents (who are always aware of, generally approve of,
and often actually initiate the CIA's major undertakings), have
lied to protect the CIA and to hide their own responsibility for its
operations. The Eisenhower administration lied to the American
people about the CIA's involvement'in the Gaatemalan. coup

d'€tat in 1954, about the agency's support of the unsuccessful
rebellion in Indonesia in 1958, and'about Francis Gary Powers'
1960 U-2 mission. The Kennedy ad.ministration lied about the
CIA's role in the abortive invasion of Cuba in 1961, admitting its
involvement only after the operation had failed disastrously. The
Johnson administration lied about the extent of most U.S.
govemment commitments in Vietnam and Laos, and all of the
CIA's. And the Nixon administration publicly lied about the
agency's attempt to fix the Chilean election in 1970" For adherents
to the cult of intelligence, hypocrisy and deception, like serrecy,
have become standard techniques for preventing public aware-
ness of the CIA's clandestine operations, and governmental
accountability for them. And these men who ask that they be
regardfo as honorable men, true patriots, will, when caught
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of the intelligence business is designed to have us admire it as
some sort of mysterious, often magical, profesgion capable of
accomplishing terribly difficult, if not miraculous, deeds. Like
most myths, the intrigues and successes of the CIA over the years
have been rnore imaginary than real. What is real, unfortunately,
is the willingness of both the public and adherents of the cult to
believe the ffctions that permeate'the intelligence business.

The original mission of the CIA was to coordinate the intelli-
gence-collection programs of the various governmental depart-
ments and. agencies, and to ptoduce the reports and studies
required by the national leadership. in couducting the affairs of
U,S. foreign policy. This was President Truman's view when he
.requested that Congress establish the secret intelligence agency by
passing the National Security Act of 1947. But General William
"Wild Bill" Donovan, Allen Dulles, and other veterans of the
wartime Office of Strateglc Services - a virtually unregulated body,
both romantic and daring, tailor-made to the fondest dreams of
the covert operator - thought differently. They saw the emer-
gency agency as the clandestine instrument by which Washington,
could achieve foreign-policy goals not attainable throqeh
diplomacy. They believed that the mantle of world leadership
had been passed by the British to the Americans, and that their
own seqret service must take up where the British left off. Thus,
theylobbied Congress for the powerto conductcovert operations.

That Truman attempted to create an overt intelligence organi-
zation, qne which would emphasize the gathering and analysis of
information rather than secret operations, was comrnendable.
That he thought he could control the advocates of covert action
was, in retrospect, a gross miscalculation. Congress, in an
atmosphere of Cold War tension, allowed itself to be persuaded
by the intelligence professionals. With the passage of the National
SecurityActof 1947 it allowed the new agency special exemptions
from the normal congressional reviewing process, and these
exemptions were expanded two years later by the Central
Intelligence Agency Act of 1949. Of the greatest and most far-
reaching consequence was the provision in the 1947 law that
permitted the CIA to "perform such other functions and duties
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rplated to intelligen@ . . . as the Nitional Security Council may
from time to time direct." From those few innocuous words tho
CIA has been able, over the years, to develop a secret charter
based on NSC directives and presidental executive orders, a
charter almost completely at variance with the appbrent intent
of the law that established tlre agency. This vague phrase has

. .provided the CIA with freedom to engage in cbvert action, the
rlght to intervene secretly in the internal affairs of other nations.
It has done so usually with the express approval of the White
House, but almost always without the consent of Congress, and
virtually never with the knowledge of the American public.

Knowing nothing has meant that the public does not even realize
how frequently the CIA has failed. In the field of classical espio-
nage, the CIA's Clandestine Services have been singularly un-,
successful in their attempts to penetrate or spy on the major
targets. The Penkovsky case in the early 1960s, the only espionage
operation against the Soviets that the agency can point to with
pride, was a fortuitous windfall which British Intelligence made
possible for the CIA. The loudly heralded Berlin tunnel operation
of the mid-1950s - actually a huge telephone wiretap - produced
literally tons of trivia and gossip, but provided little in the way of
high-grade secret information that could be used by the age-ncy's

intelligence analysts. The operation's true value was the em-
barrassment it caused the KGB and the favorable publicity it
generated for the CIA, Against China, there have been no agent-,
related espionage successes whatever.

Fortunatelyfor the United States, however, the CIA's technical
experts, working with their counterparts in the Pentagon andin
the private sector, have been able over the years to develop a wide
array of electronic methods for collecting much useful informa-
tion on the U.S.S.R. and China. From these collection systems,

supplemented by material accumulated through diplomatic
channels and open sources (newspapers, rnagazines, and so on),
the analysts in the CIA and elsewhere in the intelligence com-
munity have been able to,keep abreast of developments within
thecornmunist powers.
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1:i tess of the analysts' warnings. And since thq CIA's sccrot
,i:i intelligence is largely retained within the executive branch, thcro
l' is of course no opportunity for Congress or others to use thesO

i, warnings to question the policies of the administration and tho

., @v€ft practices of the cIA.
I , occasionally, clandestine operations backfire spectacularly in
I public - the U-2 shootdown and the Bay of Pigs invasior, for ex-

',,,, ample - and, further, investigations by journalists and uncowed

li memhrs of congress have in these instances given the public

i: Some idea of what the CIA actually does. Most recently, investiga-

1, tion of the Watergate scandal has revealed some of the CIA's
covert activities within the United States, providing a frightening

I view of the methods which the agency has employed for years

ill on".t*s. The assistance given the White House "plumbers" by

ll', the CIA and the attempts to involve.the agency in the cover-up

i: have pointed up the dangers posed to American democracy by an

i; inadequately controlled secret inteltigence organization. As the

i opportunities for covert action abroad dwindle and are thwarted,
:- ^-^^^:- -1,,' those with careers based in clandestine methods are increasingly

r, tempted to turn their talents inward against 
_the. 

citizens of the

i, u".V nation they profess to serve. Nurtured in the adversary

I 
' 

setting of the Cold War, shielded by secrecy, and spurred on by

i,i patriotism that views dissent as a threat to the national security,

l, the clandestine operatives of the cIA have the capability, the
ri resources, the experience - and the inclination - to ply their skill

;i; increasingly on the domestic scene.

ll . There can be no doubt that the gathering of intelligence is a neces-

Ii saty function of modern government. lt makes a significant con-

tribution to national security, and it is vital to the conduct of

i foreign affairs. Without an effective proglam to collect informa-

t: tion and to analyze. the capabilities and possible intentions of

;, other major powers, the United States could neither have

confidently negotiated nor could now abide by the S.A.L'T'
agreements or achieve any measure of true d€tente with itS
international rivals. The proven benefits of intelligence are not in
question. Rather, it is the illegal and unethical clandestine
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The CIA's Clandestine Services have fared better in the area

of counterespionagerthan in classical espionage. But here, too, the

gains have been largely fortuitous. Most of the,successes were not

scored by spies, but secured through the good offices of defectors

who, in return for safety, provided whatever information they

possessed. And one must subtract from even these limited achieve-

ments the misinformation passed on by "deceptions" - double

agents sent out or "surfaced" by the opposition to defect to, and

confuse, the CIA.
In its favorite field of operational endeavor, covert action' the

agensy has enjoyed its greatest degree ofsuccess, but its blunders

"rd 
fuilrrres have caused much embarrassment to the United

States. Clearly, the. CIA played a key role in keeping Western

Europe free of communism in the early cold war period,

although it sadly erred in its attempts to roll back the Iron and

Bamboo curtains in the late 1940s and in the 1950s. And it did

perform successfully, if questionably, in tbe effort to contain the

spread of communism elsewhere in the world. Some of its
.nictories,,, however, have since come back to haunt the u.s.

government. one cannot help but wonder now if it might not

f,ave been wiser for the CIA not to have intervened in Guatemala

or Cuba or Chile, not to have played its clandestine role in Iran

or elsewhere in the Middle East, not to have become so deeply

involved in the affairs of Southeast Asia, particularly Indochina'

But the agency did, and our nation will have to live with the

consequences of those actions.

when its clandestine activities are criticized, the cIA',s leader-

ship often points with disingenuous pride to the work of the

intelligence analysts. But here, too, the agency's record is spotty.

Its many errors in estimating Soviet and Chinese strategic military

capabilities and intentions have been a constant source of aggra-

vation to government officials. Often, however, it has accurately

judged the dangers and consequences of U.S. involvement in the

rniro world, especially southeast Asia and Latin America.

Ironically, the clandestine operatives who control the agency rely

little on the views of the analysts within their own organization,

and the White House stafffunctionaries tend to be equally heed'
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operations carried out under the guise of intelligence and the
dubious purposes to which they are often put by our government
that are questionable - both on moral grounds and in terms of
practical benefit to the nation.

The issue at hand is a simple one of purpose. Should the CIA
function in the way it was originally intended to - as a coordinai-
ing agency responsible for gathering, evaluating, and preparing
foreign intelligence of use to governmental policy-makers - or
should it be permitted to function as it has done over the years -
as an operational arm, a secret instrument of the Bresidency and a
handful of powerful men, wholly independent of public account-
ability, whose chief purpose is interference in the domestic affairs
of other nations (and perhaps our own) by means of penetration
agents, propaganda, covert paramilitary interventions, and an
array of other dirty tricks?

The.aim of this book is to provide the American people with
the inside information which they need - and to which they
without question have the right - to understand the significanoe
of this issue and the importance of dealing with it.

TWO

The Clandestine
Theory

' For some time I have be.en

disturbed by the way CIA
has been diverted from its

original assignment. It
has become an operational
arm and at times a pblicy-

making arm of the Government.

-PRESIDENT 
HARRY S. TRUMAN

December 1963
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( DELETED
) Henry Kissinger made that

statement not in public, but at a secret White House meeting on
June27,1970. The country he was referring to was Chile.

In his capacity as Assistant to the President for National Secur-
ity Affairs, Kissinger was chairman of a meeting of the so-called

40 Committee, an interdepartmental panel responsible for over-
seeing the CIA's high-risk covert-action operations. The 4O

Committee's members are the Director of Central Intelligence,
the Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense, and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. (At the time of the Chilean meeting, Attorney Qeneral
John Mitchell was also a member.) It is this small group of
bureaucrats and politicians - in close consultation with the
President and the governmental departments the men repreient -
that directsAmerica's secret foreign policy.

On that Saturday in June 1970, the main topic before the 40
Committee was: (

DELETED
) The Chilean election was scheduled for

the following September, and Allende, a declared l\{arxist, was one
of the principal candidates. Although AIIende had pledged to main-
tain the democratic system if he was elected, the fJ.S. ambassador
to Chile(

DELETET)

)
Most of the American companies with large investments in'

Chile were also fearful of a possible Allende triumph, and at least

l;lr
;'/ i Tke Clandestltu Theory . 4t

!i ltrno of those companies, the International Telephone and Tolo.

;ii graph Corporation (ITT) and Anaconda Copper, were spending

I substantial sums of money to prevent his election.
t , Ambassador Korry's superiors'at the State Department ln

Washington (
i

DELEIED

Richard Helms, then director of the
whatdivided (

)
CfA, represented a some

DELETED

) press - perhaps with help
from the Soviet KGB - or'by American reporters, and that such
disclosures would only help Allende.

Helms'position at the 40 Committee meetingwas influenced by
memories of the Chilean presidential election of 1964. At that
time he had been chief of the Clandestine Services and had been
actively involved in planning the CIA's secret efforts to defeat
Allende, who was then running against Eduardo Frei.** Frei had

* The official name for this part of the CIA is the Directorate of Opera-
tions (until early 1973 the Directorate of Plans), but it is more appropriately
referred to within the agency as the Clandestine Services. Some members of
Congress and certain journalists call it the "Department of Dirty Tricks," a
title never used by CIA personnel.

**Nine years later Laurence Stern of the WashingtonPost finally exposed
the CIA's ma$sive clandestine effort in the 1964 Chilean election. He quoted
a strategically placed U.S. intelligence official as saying, "U.S. government
intervention in Chile was blatant and almost obscene." Stern reported that
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won'the Presidenry, but now, six years later, he was constitution-
ally forbidden to succeed himself, and Allende's candidacy

therefore seemed stronger than before.

Anti-American feeling had grown in Chile since l96y'., and one

reason was widcpread resentment of U.S. interference in Chile's

internal affairs. The Chilean leftist press had been full of charges

of CIA involvement in the'1964 ele*tions, and these reports had

not bee-n without effect on the electorate. Additionally, in 1965

the exposure of the Pentagon's ill-advised Project Camelot had

further damaged the reputation of the U.S. government. Ironic-
ally, Chile was not one of the principal target countries of the

Camelot project, a multimillion-dollar social-science research

study of possible counterinsurgency techniques in Latin America.

But the existence of Camelot had first been made public in Chile,

and newspapers there - of all political stripes - condemned the

study as l'intervention" and "imperialism." One paper said, in
prose typical of the general reaction, that Project Camelot was

"intended to investigate the military and political situation
prevailing in Chile and to determine the possibility of an anti-
democratic coup." Politicians of both President Frei's Christian

Democratic Party and Allende's leftist coalition protested

publicly. The final result was to cause Washington to cancel first
Camelot's limited activities in Chile, and then the project as a

whole. While the CIA had not been a sponsor of Camelot, the
project added to the fears among Chileans of covert American

intelligence activities.
In 1968 the CIA's own Board of National Estimates, after

carefully studying the socio-political problems of Latin America,

had produced a National Intelligence Estimate on that region for
the U.S. government's planners and policy-makers. The central

conclusion had been that forces for change in the developing Latin
nations were so powerful aS to be beyond outside manipulation.
This estimate had been endorsed by the United States Intelligence

both the State Department and the Agency for International Development
cooperated with the CIA in funneling up to $20 million into the country'
andthat one conduit for the funds was an ostensibly private organization
called the International Development Foundation.

The Clandestlne Theory . {5

Board, whose members include the heads of the government't
various intelligence agencies, and had then been sent 'to thc
White House and to those departments that were represented on
the 40 Committee.

The 1968 estimate had in effect urged against the kind of lnter-
vention that the 40 Committee was in 1970 considering with
regard to Chile. But as is so often the casewithinthegovernment,
the most careful advance analysis based on all the intelligence

, available was either ignored or simply rejected when the time
came to make a decision on a specific issue. (

)
Henry Kissinger, the single most powerful man at the 40 Com-

mittee meeting on Chile, (

DELETED

lt
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DEI,ETED

)
During the next two months, before AIIende was officially en:

dorsd as President by the Chilean congress, (

DELEIED

)
Some months afterward President Nixon disingenuously ex-

plained at a White House press conference: "As far as what hap-
pened in Ctrile is concerned, we pan only say that for the United
State.s to have intervened in a free election and to have turned it
around, I think, would have had repercussions all around Latin
America that would have been far worse than what happened in
Chile."

The followingyear, in the fall of 1972, cIA Director Helms,
while giving a rare public lecture at Johns Hopkins University,
was asked by a student if the CIA had mucked about in the 1970
Chilean election. His response: "Why should you care? Your side
won." i

Helms was understandably perturbed. Columnist Jack Ander-
son had only recently reported "the ITT story," which among
other things revealed that the CIA had indeed been involved in an
effort to undo Allende'svictory-even after he had won the popu-
lar vote. Much to the agency's chagrin, Anderson had shown that
during September and October 1970, William Broe, chief of the
Western Hemisphere Division of the CIA's Clandestine Services,

had met several times with high officials of ITT to discuss ways
to prevent Allende from taking office. (The ITT board member
who later admitted to a Senate investigatiw committee that he had
played the key role in bringing together CIA and ITT officials
was John McCone, director of the CIA during the Kennedy ad-
ministration and, in 1970, a CIA consgltant.) Broe had proposed

The Chndestbu Thcory , 4l
,' to rrr and a few other American corporations with subatantlal
, financial interests in chile a four-part pran of economic sabotago
' which was calculated to weaken the locar economy to the pointI where the Chilean military authorities would *ou* to take over

the government and thus frustrate the Manrist's rise to power.
ITT and the other firms later claimed they had found theclA's
scheme "not workable." But almost three years to the day after

1, {t|..oAt's election, at a time when severe inflation, truckers,
qtrikes, food shortages, and international credit problems were
plaguing chile, he was overthrown and killed rn a broody coup
d'itat carried out by the combined action of the chilean armed
services and national police. His Marxist govemment was re-
placed by a military junta. what role American businesses or the
CIA may have played in the coup is not publicly known, and may
never be. rrTand the other giant corporations with investments
in chile have all'denied any involvement in the military revolt.) so has the u.s. government, although cIA Director william

{ colby admitted in secret testimony before the House Foreign
Affairs committee (revealed by Tad szulc in the october 21,1973,
washington Post)that the agency "had some intelligence coverage
about the various moves being made," that it had "penetrated" all
of chile's major political parties, and that it had secretly fur-
nished "some assistance" to certain Chilean groups. Colby,
himself theformer director of the bloody phoenix counterintelli-
gence program in vietnam, also told the congressmen that the
executions carried out by thejunta after the coup had done'.some
good" because they reduced the chances that civil war would
break out in chile - an excellent example of the sophistry with
which the CIA defendsitsstrategyof promoting..stability,, in the
Third World.

:,, Even if the CIA did not intervene directly in the final putsch,
the U.s. government as a whole did take a series of actions
designed to undercut the Allende regime. Henry Kissinger set the
tone of the official u.s. position at a background press conference
in september 1970, when he said that Allende's Marxist regime
would contaminate Argentina, Bolivia, and peru - a stretch of the

,; geo-political imaeination reminiscent of the Southeast Asian
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domino theory. Another measure of the White House attitude -
ind an indication of the rnethods it was willing to use - was the

burglarizing of the Ctrilean embassy in Washington in ffi;ay 1972

by some of the same men who the next month staged the break-in

at the Watergate. And the U.S. admittedly worked to underput

the Allende government by cutting offmost economic assistance,

discouraging private lines of ctedit, and blocking loans by inter-

natioaal organizations. State Department officials testifying before

Congress after the coup explained it was the Nixon administra-

tion's wish that the Allende regime collapse economically, thereby

discrediting socialism
Henry Kissinger has dismissed speculation among journalists

and members of Congress that the CIA helped along this

economic collapse and then engineered Allende's downfall;
privately he has said that the secret agency wasn't competent to

rnnage an operation as difficult as the Chilean coup. Kissinger

had already been supervising the CIA's most secret operations for
more than four yeaxs when he made this disparaglng remark.

Whether he was telling the truth about the CIA's non-involvement

in chile or was simply indulging in a bit of official lying (called

"plausible denial"), he along with the President would have made

the crucial decisions on the Chilean situation. For the CIA is not
an independent agency in the broad sense of the term, nor is it a
governmental agency out of control. Despite occasional drearns

of grandeur on the part of some of its clandestine operators, the

CIA does not on its own choose to overthrow distasteful govern-

ments or determine which dictatorial regimes to support. Just

as the state Department might seek, at the President's request,

to discourage international aid institutions from offering loans

to "unfriendly" governments, so does

when called upon bY the Executive.

and assets axe a resource that come

Presidency.

the CIA act primarily
The agency's methods

with the office of the

Thus, harnessing the agency's clandestine operators is not the

full, or even basic, solution to the CIA problem. The key to the

solution is controlling and requiring accountability of those in
the White House and elsewhere in the government who direct or
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rbpprove, then hide behind, the CIA and its covert operations. Thlr
ti,clusiveness, more than anything else, is the problem posed by tho

CIA.

Intelligence Versus Covert Action

The primary and proper purpose of any national intelligence
: organization is to produce "finished intelligence" for the govern-
i' ment's poliry-makers. Such intelligence, as opposed to the raw
, infornration acquired through espionage and other clandestine

means, is datacollectedfromall sources-secret, official, and open

- which has been carefully collated and analyz*dby substantive
experts specifically to meet the needs of the national leadership.
The process is difficult, time-consuming, and by no means without
error. But it is the only prudent alternative to naked reliance on

, the unreliable reporting of spies. Most intelligence agencies,

however, are nothing more than secret services, more fascinated

!v thr clandestine operations - of which espionage is but one
aspect - than they are concerned with the production of "finished
intelligence." lhe CIA, unfortunately, is no exception to this rule.
'Tactics thatrequire the employment of well-placed agents,the use

of money, the mustering of mercenary armies, and a variety of
other covert methods designed to influence directly the policies

, (or determine the life-spans) of foreign governments - such are the
tactics that have come to dominate the CIA. This aspect of the
modern intelligence business - intervention in the affairs of other
countries - is knoum at the agencyas covert action.

The United States began engaging in covert-action operations
:in a major way during World War II. Taking lessons from the
more experienced British secret services, the Office of Strategic

,. Services (OSS) learned to use iovertaction as an offensive weapon
agninst Gerrnany and Japan. Wheg the war ended, President

i: Tnrman disbanded the OSS on the grounds that such wartime
tactics as paramilitary operations, psychological warfare, and

i, political manipulation were not acceptable when the country was
at peace. At the sarne time, however, Truman recognized the need
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for a permanent organization to coordinate and analpe all the

intelliience available to the various governnrental departments'

He believed that if there had been slch an agency within the U'S'

;;;;;; itt tq+t, it would have been "difficult' if not im-

iossible', for the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor zuccessful[

It was, therefore, with "coordination of information" in mind

that Tnrman proposed the creation of the CIA in 1947.I-eadine

the opposition to Truman's "limited" view of intelligence, Allen

Dulles stated, in a memorandum prepared for the senate Armed

Services Committee, that "Intelligence work in time of peace"will

i"qoir. other techniques, other personnel, and will have rather

diFerent objectives. . . . we must deal with the problem of con'

flicting ideoiogies as dernociacyfaces communism, not only in the

relations between Soviet Russia and the countries of the west but

in the internal political conflicts with the countries of Europe,

Asia, and south America." It was Dulles - to become cIA
director six years later - who contributed to the eventual law the

clause enabling the agency to carry out "such other functiOns and

duties related to intelligence as the National security council

may from time to time direct." It was to be the fulcrum of the

' CIA'spower.
Although fifteen years later Truman.would claim that he had

not intended the cIA to become the covert-action arm of the u'S'
government, it was he who, in 1948, authorized the first postwar

iovert-action programs, although he did not at first assign the

responsibility io the CIA. Instead he created a largely separate

org*irrtion called the office of Policy coordination (oPc), and

named a former OSS man, Frank G. Wisner, Jr., to be its chief'

Truman did not go to congress for authority to form oPC. He

did it with a stroke of the presidential Den, bY issuing a secret

National security council Intelligence directive, Nsc 10/2. (Ihe

LrA;;;riJJ opc with cover uod rrpport, but wisner reborted

directly to the secretaries of State and Defense.) Two years later,

when General walter Bedell smith became cIA director, he

moved to consolidate all major elements of national intelligence

under his direct control. As part of this efort, he sought to bring
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l''Wi.n"r', operations into the CIA. Truman eventually concurred,
,,and on Janu ary 4,1951, OPC and the office of Special operations

(a similar s.-i-it O"pendent organization established in 1948 for

covert intelligence collection) were merged into the ClA, forming

the Directorate ofPlans or, as it becameknown in the agency, the

Clandestine Services. Allen Dulles was appointed first chief of
the Clandestine Services; Frank Wisnerwas his'deputy'

With its newly formed Clandestine Services and its involve-

. fi.reot in the Korean war, the agency expanded rapldly. From less

' th* Sr000 employees in 1950, the CIA grew to about 15rfi)0 by

1955 -and recruited thousands more as contract employees and

I foreign agents. During these years the agency spent well over a

' Unn* aoUars to strengthen non-communist governments in

western Europe, to subsidize political parties around the world,
, to found Radib Free Egrope and Radio Liberty for propaganda

broadcasts to Eastern Europe, to make guerrilla raids into main-
', land China, to create the Asia Foundation, to overthtow leftist

' governments in Guatemala and Iran, and to carry out a host of

, othercovert-actionPrograms.
While the agency considered most of its progxams to have been

successful, there were more than a few failures. Two notable

; examples were attempts in the late 1940s to establish guerrilla

*ou"ir"ots in Albania and in the pkraine.,.in keeping yit[the
; then current national obsession 

'of "rolling back the Iron

Curtain." Almost none of fhe agents, funds, and equipment
, infiltrated by the agency into those two countries was ever sggn

;. orheardfromagain
i fn the early fgSor another blunder occurred whe,n the _qA

tried to set up a vast underground apparatus in Poland for

espionage and, ultimately, revolutionary purposes. The operation

was supported by millions of dollars in agency gold shipped into

Poland in instalinents. Agents inside Poland, using radio broad'

casts and secret writing techniques, maintained regular contact

with their CIA case officers in West Germany. In fact, the agents

continually asked that additional agents and gold be sent to aid

the movement. occasionally an agent would even slip out of
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l sourae of intelligenm, although it has had occasional brilliant
$uc@sses."*

It had been Bissell and his boss Allen Dulles viho by the mid-
),,, 1950s had come to realize that if secret agents could nqt do the
i job, new wayrs would have to be found to collect intelligence on
'i,, the U.S.S.R. and the other communist countries. Increasingfly,
!

i,,, the CIA turned to machines to perform its espionage mission.
'i" By the end of the decade, the agency had developed the U-2 spy

plane. This hieh-altitude aircraft, loaded with cameras and elec-
t,' tronii listening devices, brought back a wealth of information
i about Soviet defenses and weapons. Even more important was
, , communications intelligence (COMINT), electronic transmissions

, monitored at a bost of billions of dollars by the Defense Depart-
il ment'sNational SecurityAgency(NsA).
' Both Bissell and Dulles, however, believed that the successful
' use of human assetswasat theheart of theintelligence ctaft. Thus,
:: it was clear to themthat if the Clandestine Services wereto survive

i i" the age of modern technical espionage, the agency's operators

i would have to expand their covert-action operations - particularly

", in the internal affairs of countries where the agency could operate
't', clandestinely.1' In the immediate postwar yearsi, CIA covert-action progralrui

;; had been concentrated in Europe, as commudist expansion into
i Wot ro Europe seemed a real threat. The Red Army had already

il occupied Eastern Europe, and the war-ravaged countries of the

, West, then trying to rebuild shattered economies, were par-

i'rr ticularly vulnerable. Consequently, the CIA subsidized political

i pafties, individual leaders, labor unions, and other groups,

r, especially in West Germany, France, and Italy. It also supported
i Eastem European 6migr6 groups in the West as part of a program
: to organize resistance in the comrnunist countries. "There were so

li' many CIA projects at the height of the Cold War," wrote

i; columnist Tom Braden in January 1973, "that it was almost
':: impossible for a man to keep them in bhlance." Braden spoke

rr'. * This and all subsequent quotes from the Bissell speech come from tho
r,, official minutes of the meeting. The minutes do not quote Bissell dircctly

'but, rather, paraphrase his remarks.

'l t;'
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Poland to report on the operation's progress - and ask for still
more agents and gold. It took the agency several years to learn
that the Polish sec:ret service had almost from the first day co- '

opted the whole network, and that no real CIA ugderground
operation existed in Poland. The Polish service kept the operation
going only to lure anti-communist Polish 6migr6s back home -
and into prison. And in the process the Poles were able to bilk the
CIA of millions of dollars in gold.

One reason, perhaps the most important, that the agenry tended

from its very beginnings to concentrate largely on covert-action
operations was the fact that in the area of traditional espionage
(the collection of intelligence through spies) the CIA was able to
accomplish little against the principal enemy, the Soviet Union.
With its closed society, the U.S.S.R. proved virtually impene-
trable. The few American intelligence officers entering the,country
were severely limited in their movements and closely followed.
The Soviet Union's all-pervasive internal security system made

the recruitment of agents and the running of clandestine opera-
tions next to impossible. Similar difficulties were experienced by
the CIA in Eastem Europe, but to a lesser degree. The agency's

operators could recruit agents somervhat more easily there, but
strict security measures and effi.cient secret-police establishments

still greatly limited successes.

Nevertheless, there were occ{tsional espionage coups' such as

the time CIA operators found an Eastern European communist
official able to provide them with a copy of Khrushchev's 1956

de-stalinization speech, which the agency then arranged to have
published in the New York Times.Or, from time tQ time, a highly

'knowledgepble defector would bolt to the West and give the
agiency valuable information. Such defectors, of course, usually
crossed over of their own volition, and not because of any
ingenious methods used by CIA. A fornler chief of the agency's

Clandestine Services, Richard Bissell, admitted years later in a
secret discussion with selected members of the Council on
Foreign Relations: "In practice however espionage has been dis-
appointing. . . . The general conclusion is that agBinst the Soviet
bloc or other sophisticated societies, espionage is not a primary
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from the vantage point of having hfunself been the CIA division
, chief in charge of rnany of these programs. By the end of the

1950s, however, pro-American governments had become firmly

effect, had given up the idea of "rolling back the Iron Curtain".
. Thus, the emphasis within the Clandestine Services shifted to-

ward the Third World. This change reflected to a certain exlent
the CIA's bureaucratic need as a secret agency to find areas where
it could be successful. More important, the shift cirme as a result

- of a hardened determination that the United States should
protect the rest of the world from communism. A cornerstone of

, that policy was secret intervention in the internal affairs of
; countries particularly,susceptible to socialist movements, either
. democratic or revolutionary. Years later, in a letter to Washington

Pos, correspondent Chalmers Roberts, Allen Dulles sumrned up
the prevailing attitude of the times. Referring to the CIA's coups
in Iran and Guaternala, he wrote: "Where there begins to be
evidence that a country is slipping and Communist takeover is
threatened . . . we can't wait for an eqgraved invitation to come
andgiveaid."

The agency's orientation toward covert action was quite ob
vious to young officers taking opepational training during the
mid-1950s at "The Farmr" the CIA's lVst Poinf loaated near
Williamsburg, Virginia, and operated under the cover of a military

, tatrght there at that time applied to covert action rather than
traditibnal espionage, and to a great extent training was oriented
toward such paramilitary activitie,s as infiltration/exfiltration,
demolitions, and nighttime parachute jumps. Agpncy offioers, at
the end of their formal clandestine education, found that most
of the job openings were on the Covert Action Staff and in the
Special Operations Division (the CIA's paramilitary component).
Assignments to Europe became less coveted, and even veterans
with European experience were traniferring to posts in'the
emerging nations, especially in the Far East.

' , The countries making up the Third World offered far more
tempting targets for covert action than those in Europe. These

',,inents are much less highly organized there is less security con-
;' sciousness; and there is apt to be more actual or potential diffu-

sion of power among parties, localities, orgatizations, and
I individuals outside the central government." And in the frequent
ii power struggles within such governments, all factions are grateful
r for outside assistance. Relatively small surns of money, whether
i, delivered directly to local forces or deposited (for their leaders)I in Swiss bank accounts, can have an almost magical effect in

changing volatile political loyalties. In such an atmosphere, the
' CTA's Clandestine Services have over the years enjoyed consider-i' able success.

Swashbucklers and Secret Wars

During the 1950s most of the CIA's covert-action operations were
not nearly so sophisticated or subtle as those Bissell would
advocate in 1968. Nor were they aimed exclusively at the rapidly
increasing and "less highly organized" govemments of the Third
World. Covert operations against the communist countries of
Europe and Asia continued, but the emphasis was on clandestine
propaganda, infiltration and manipulation of youtt\ labor, and
cultural organizations, and the like. The more heavy-handed
activities - paramilitary operations, coups, and countercoups -
were now reserved for the operationally ripe nations of Asia,
Africa, and Latin America.

Perhaps the prototype for CIA covert operations during the
1950s was the work of Air'Force Colonel Edward Lansdale. His
exploits under agency auspices, first in the Philippines and then in
Vietnam, became so well known that he served as the model for
characters in two best-selling novels, The USly American by
William J. I-ederer and Eugene Burdick, and, The Quiet Amerlcan
by Graham Greene. In the former, he was a heroic figure; in thc
latter, a bumbling fool.
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Lansdale was sent to the Philippines in the early 1950s as ad-
visor to Philippine Defense Minister Qater PresidenQ Ram6n
Magsays4y in the stryggle against the Huks, the local communist
guerrillas. Following Lansdale's counsel, Magsaysay prompted
social development and land reform to win support of the
peasantry away from the Huks. But Lansdale, backed up by
rnillions of dollars in secret U.S. government funds, took the
precaution of launching other, less conventional schemes. One
such venture was the establishment of the Filipino Civil Affairs
Office, which was made responsible for psychological warfare.

After a 1972 interview with Lansdale, now living in quiet
: retirement, journalist Stanley Karnow reported:

One [Lansdale-initiated] psywar operation played on the
superstitious dread in the Philippine countryside of the
asuang,a mythical vampire. A psyrar squad entered an area,
and planted rumors that an asuang lived on where the Com-

' munists were based. Two nights later, after giving the rumors
time to circulate among Huk sympathizers, the psywar squad
laid an ambush for the rebels. When a Huk patrol passed, the
ambushers snatched the last man, punctured his neck
vampire-fashion with two holes, hung his body until the
blood drained out, and put the corpse back on the trail. As
superstitious as any other Filipinos, the insurgents fled from
theregion.

With Magsaysay's election to the Philippine Presidency in 1953,
' Landsale returned to Washington. In the eyes of the U.S. govern-

ment, his mission had been an unquestioned success: the threat
of a cornmunist takeover in the Philippines had been eliminated.

A year later, after Vietnam had been provisionally split in
two by the Geneva Accords, I-ansdale was assigned to South
Vietnam to bolster the regime of Ngo Dinh Diem. He quickly be-
came involved in organizing sabotage and guerilla operations
against North Vietnam, but his most effective work was done in
the South. There he initiated various psyctrological-warfare
progranrs and helped Diem in eliminating his political rivals.
His activities, extensively described in the Pentagon Papers,
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ifi;.l 
extended to pdcification programs, militaiy training, even political

i consultation: Larisdale helped design the ballots when Diem
',i,. formally ran for President of South Vietnam in 1955. He used

ri red, the Asian good luck color, for Diem and green - signifying
,, a cuckold - for Diem's opponent. Diem won with an embarrass-

|i ingly higb 98 per cgnt of the vote, and Lansdale was widely
ri , credited within American government circles for having carried, , vr.s\[Lr l wltlllt"l .f1,rrlglluitru E(Jyt I'uIIlgIIt gtrcles Ior navrng calTreq

out another successful operation. He left vietnam soon afterward.
I Meanwhile, other agency operators, perhaps less celebrated
',, than Landsale, were carrying out covert-action programs in other
l" ^^-.---^-:-- tr-,*-:L h-- - t, F ,1

,:' countries. Kermit Roosevelt, of the Oyster Bay Roosevelts,
: masterminded the 1953 putsch that overthrew lran's premier
i'; Mohammed Mossadegh. The Guatemala coup of 1954 was

directed by the CIA. Less successful was thb attempt to over-
throw Indonesian President Sukarno in the late 1950s. Contrary

: to denials by President Eisenhower and Secretary of State Dulles,
,r." the CIA gave direct assistance to rebel groups located on the

I islqnd of Sumatra. Agency B26s even carried out bombing
, missions in support of the insurgents. On l\{ay 18, 1958, the
i Indonesians shot down one of these B25s and captured the pilot,

an American naned Allen Pope. Although U.S. govenrment
' officials claimed that Pope was a "soldier of fortuner" he was ln

fact an employee of a ClA-owned proprietary company, Civil Air
Transport. Within a few months after being released from prison

'-. four years later, Pope was again flyrng for the CIA - this time
' , with Southern Air Transport, an agency proprietary airline based

in Miami.
I As the Eisenhower years came to an end, there still was a
,, national consensus that the CIA wasjustified in takingalmost any

action in that "back alley" strtrggls against communism - this
i,, despite Eisenhower's clumsy effort to lie his way out of the U-2'" 

shootdown, which lyrng led to the cancellation of the l960summit
'l conference. Most Americans placed the CIA on the same above-

politics level as the FBI, and it was no accident that President-

I ebct Kennedy chose to announce on the same day that both J.
, Edgar Hoover and Allen Dulles would be staying on in his

administration.
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It took the national shock resulting from the abortive Bay of
Pigs invasion iri 1951 to bring about serious debate over CIA
operations - among high government officials and the public as a
whole. Not only had the CIA failed to overthrow the Castro
regime, it had blundered publicly, and the U.S. government had
again been Caught lyrng. For the first time, widespread popular
criticism was directed at the agency. And President Kennedy, who
had approved the risky operation, c.rme to rcaliza that the CIA
could be a definite.liability - to both his foreign poliry and his
personal political fortunes - as well as a secret and private asset

of the Presidency. Determined that there would be no repetition- of the Bay of Pigs, Kennedy tnoved quickly to tighten White
House control of the agency. He reportedly vowed "to splinter
the CIA in a thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds." But the
President?s aoger was evidently more the result of the agency's
failure to overthrow Castro than a reaction to its methods or

, techniques. While neither agency funding nor operations were
cut back in the aftermath, the Bay of Pigs marked the end of
what was probably the CIA's Golden Age. Never again would the
secret agency have so totally free a hand in its role as the clan-
destine defender of American democracy. Kennedy never carried
through on his threat to destroy the C[A, but he did purge three
of the agency's top officials, and thus made qlear the lines of
accountability. If Allen Dulles had see,med in Kennedy's eyes

only a few months earlier to be i" the salne unassailable category
as J. Edgar Hoover, the Bay of Pigs had made him expendable.
In the fall of 1961 John McCone, a defense contractor who had
formerly headed the Atomic Energy Commission, replaced

Dulles as CIA Director; within months Major General Marshall
"Pat" Carter took over from Major General Charles Cabell as

Deputy Director, and Richard Helms became chief of the
Clandestine Services in place of Richard Bissell.

Kennedy also ordered General Maxwell Taylor, then special

military advisor to the President and soon to be Chairman of the

Joint Chiefr of Staff, to make a thorough study of U.S- intelli-
gence. Taylor was joined by Attorney General Robert Kennedy,

Dulles, and Naval Chid Admiral Arleigh Btuke. The Taylor
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i cornmittee's report was to a large extent a critique of the tacticr
ljir used in - not the goals of - the Bay of Pigs operation. It did not
l, call for any fundament4l restructuring of the CIA, although
ll, many outside critics were urging that the agency's intelligence-
l, collection and analysis functions be completely separated. from
, its covert-action arm. The committee's principal recommendation
J, was that the CIA should not undertake future operations where
, weapons.larger than hand grrns would be used.

i'' Taylor's report was accepted, at least in principle, by the Ken-
i nedy administration, but its primary reconrmendation was dis-

regarded almost immediately. CIA never shut down its two
r anti-Castro operations bases located in southern Florida, and
'',, agency-sponsored raids against Cuba by exile groups continued

into the mid-1960s, albeit on a far smaller scale than the Bay of
Pies. The ageocy also became deeply involved in the chaoticI struggle which broke out in the Congo in the early 1960s. Clan-

1 destine Service operators regulartv t oeht and sotd Congolese
politicians, and the agency'supplied money and arms to the sup-

I po.te.s of Cyril Adoula and Joseph Mobutu. By 1964, the CIA
, had imported its own mercenaries into the Congo, and the agency's
' B-21; bombers, floum by Cuban exile pilots - many of whom were

Bay of Pigs veterans - were carying out regular missions against
r insurgent groups.

,' During these sarne years American involvement in Vietnanr ex-
panded rapidly, and the CIA, along with the rest of the U.S.

i' government, greatly inqeased the number of its personnel and: programs in that country. Among other activities, the agency
organized guerilla and small-boat attacks on North Vietnam,

,l armed and controlled tens of thousands of Vietnamese sold.iers

i' in irregular units, and set up a giant intelligence and interrogation
i slatem which reached into every South Vietnamese village.

In neighboring Laos, the CIA actually led the rest of the U.S.
govemment - at the White House's order - into a massive Ameri-

i can commitment. Althoueh the agency had been carrying out
lr large-scale progfturrs of political rnanipulxlion and other covert

action up to 1962, that year's Geneva agreement prohibiting tho
i proseoc€ of foreign troops in Laos paradoxically opened up tho



counky to the ClA. For almost from the mome,lrt the agreement
waq signed, the Kennedy administration decided not to pull back
but to expand American prograrns in Laos. This was justified
partly because the North Vibtnamese were also violating the
Geneva.Accords; partly because Kennedy, stitl smarting from
his Ctrban setback, did not want to lose another confrontation
with the communists; and partly because of the strategic impor-
ance placed on Laos in the then-fashionable "domino theory."
Since the United States did not want to admit that^it was not
Iiving up to the Geneva agreernent, the CIA - whose memberq
were not technically "foreign troops" - got the job of conducting
a "^e,cret" war. The Laotian operation became one of the largest
and most expensive in the agency's history: more hen 35,000
opium-growing Meo and other Lao mountain tribesmen'were
recruited into the CIA's private aflny, L'Armee Clandestine;
C[A-hired pilots flew bombing and supply missions in the
agency's own planes; and, finally, when L'Arm6e Clandestine
became less effective after long years of war, the agency recruited
and financed over 17,000 Thai mercenaries for its war of attrition
agalnst the communists.

By the late 1960s, however, many CIA career officers were ex-
pressing opposition to the agency's Laotian and Vietnamese pro-
grams - not because they objected to the Indochina wars (few
did), but because the programs consisted for the most part of
huge, unwieldy, semi-overt paramilitary operations lacking the

. sophistication and secrecy that most of the agslrcy's operators
preferred. Furthermore, the wars had dragged on too long, and
rnany offi.oers viewed them as unwinnable messes. The agency,
therefore, found itself in the awkward position of being unable
to attract sufficient volunteers to man the field assignments in
Vietnam. Consequentln it was forced to draft personnel from
other areas of its clandestine activity for service in Southeast Asia.

)'
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,,,, Covert-Action Theory

l,,l It was in such an atmosphere of restiveness and doubt, on a
i,l Januaryevening in 1968, that a small group of former intelligence
l, professionals and several other members of the cult of intelligenc€
l' met to discuss the role of the CtA in U.S. foreien policy. not atl', met to d.iscuss the role of the CIA in U.S. foreign policy, not at

CIA headquarters in Ianeley, Virginia, but at tne garoia Pratt
i, House on Park Avenue: the home of the Council on Foreign
, Relations. Thediscussion leader was investment banker C. Doug-
:' las Dillon, previously Under Secretary of State and Secretary of
i the Treasury;,the main speaker was Richard Bissell, the former
i, chief of the agency's Clandestine Services, still a oonsultant to the
i, CIA, and now a high-ranking executive with the United Aircraft

i reluctant to make his views on intelligence known to the public,
and the meeting was private.

,, In 1971, however, as part of an anti-war protest, radical stu-
dents occupied the building in Cambridge, Massachusetts, that

,r houses Harvard University's Center for International Affairs.
Once inside, the protesters proceeded to barricade the entrances

i, and ransack the files of faculty members who worked there.,, Discovered among the papers belonging to Center associate
ilr William Harris were the confidential minutes of the January 8,
;, 1968, meeting at the Pratt House. Harris admitted privately a

year later that the document in his file,s had been partially edited

i,, to eliminate particularly sensitirre material. Even so, the purloined
i version was still the most complete description of qe CIA'su,t' covert-action stratery and tactics ever made available to the

i" ^--r-fl- -- ^-tl ^ 
!l 6 -r:r outside world. Aside from a few newspaper articles which

ii lnOearef 
in 1971, however, when it was reprinted by the African

;:, Research Group, the Bissell paper attracted almost no interest
: . from the American news media.

Among the CIA's senior Clande.stine Services officers, Richard
Bissell was one of a very few who had not speDt World War II in

, theOSS;inallotherrespects,hewastheidealagencyprofessional.

i;' i

'i1,,,.
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A product of Groton and Yale, he had impeccable Eastern
Establishment credentials. Such a background was not absolutely
essential to success in ClA, but it certainly helped, especiatly dur-
ing the Allen Dulles years. And Bissell also had the advantage of
scholarly training, having earned a doctorate in economics and
then having taught the subject at Yale and MIT. He joined the
CIA in 1954 and immediately showed a grer;t talent for clandes-
tine work. By 1958 Dulleshad narned Bissell head the of Clandes-
tine Services.

At the beginning of the Kennedy administration, Bissell was
mentioned in White House circles as the logical candidate to

, succeed Dulles, who was then near serrenty. Brilliant and trbane,
Bissell seemed to fit perfectly, in David Halberstam's phrase, the
"b€st and the brightest" image of the New Frontier. But Bissell's
popularity with the Kennedy administration was short-lived, for
it was Bissell's Clandestine Services which planned and carried
out the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in April 1961. Bissell's oper-
atives had not only failed, they were not even successful in
inventing and maintaining a good cover story, or "plausible
denial," which every covert operation is supposed to have and
which might have allowed the Kennedy administration to escape
the blame. Fidel Castro had toid the truth to the world about
American intervention in Cuba while the U.S. Secretary of
State and other administration officials had been publicly caught

, in outright lies when their agency-supplied cover stories fell
apart. So Kennedy fired the CIA officials who had got him into
the Bay of Pigs, which he himself had approved; Bissell was
forced out along with Dutles and Deputy Director Charles
Cabell.

Bissell's replacement, Richard Hellrs, despite having been
second in command in the Clandestine Serviceg had managed to
stay remarkably untouched by the Bay of Pigs operation. Years
later a very senior CIA official would still speak inamazement of
the fact that not a single piece of paper existed in the agency
which linked Helms to either the planning or the actual execution
of the Bay of Pigs. This senior official was not at all critical of
Helms, who had been very much involved in the overall super-
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vision of the operation. The official simply was imprcssod by
Helms' bureaucratic skill and good judgrnent in, keeping hlr
signature off the documents conceming the invasion, even in tho
planning stage.

Helms took over from Bissell as Clandestine Services chief on
February 17,1962, and Bissell was awarded a secret intelligenco
medal honoring him for his years of service to the agency. But
Bissell remained in close touch with clandestine prograuu as a
consultant; the CIA did not want to lose the services of the man
who had guided the agency into some of its most advanoed tech-

. niques."He had been among the fust during the 1950s to under-
stand the hopelessness of spying against the Soviets and the
Chinese with classic espionage methods, and hence had pushed
the use of modern technology as an intelligence tool. He had been
instrumental in the development of the U-2 plane, which had
been among CIA's greatest successes until the Powers incident.
Bissell had also promoted, with the technical help of Kelly
Johnson and the so-called Skunk Works development facilities
of Lockheed Aircraft Corp, the A-11, later known as SR-71,
a spy plane that could fly nearly three times the speed of sound
at altitudes even hieher than the U-2.

Moreover, Bissell had been a driving force behind the develop
ment of space satellites for intelligence purposes - at times to the
embarrassment of the Air Force. He had quickly grasped the
espionage potential of placing high-resolution cameras in orbit
around the globe to photograph secret installations in the Soviet
Union and China. And due in great part to the technical advances
made by scientists and engineers working under Bissell, the CIA
Iargely dominated the U.S. goverrlment's satellite reconnaissance
progftlrns in the late 1950s and well into the 1960s. Even today,
when theAir Forcehas taken overmost of the operational aspects

of ihe satellite programs, the CIA is responsible for nrany of the
research and development breakthroughs. At the same time that
Bissell was sparking many of the innovations in overhead recon-
naissance, he was gurdtng the Clandestine Services into increased
emphasis on covert-action programs in the Third World. It wao
Bissell who developed and put into practice much of the thcory

t.
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and technique which became standard operating procedure in
the CIA's motry interventions abroad.

Bissell spoke mainly about covert action that January night in
1968 at the Council on Foreign Relations in New York, and the
minutes provide a virtual textbook outline of covert operations.
Among his listeners were former CIA officials Allen Dulles and
Robert Amory, Jr., former State Department intelligence chief
Thomas Hughes, former Kennedy aide Theodore Sorensen,
columnist Joseph Kraft, and fourteen others.* All those present

were men who had spent most of their lives either in or on the
fringes of the government. They could be trusted to rernain
discreet about what they heard.

Speaking freely to a friendly agdience, the former Clandestine
Services chief said:

Covert action [is] attemptiqg to influence the internal affairs
of other nations - sometimes called "intervention" - by covert
meaos.

. . . the technique is essentially that of "penetration," including
"penetrations" of the sort which horrify classicists of covert
operations, with a disregard for the "standards" and "agent
recruitment rule.s." Many of the "penetrations" don't take
the form of "hiring" but of establishing a close or friendly
relationship (which may or may not be furthered by the pro-
vision of money from time to time).

Bissell was explaining that the CIA needs to have its own agents

on the inside - i.e., "penetrations" - if it wants to finance a politi-
cal party, guide the editorial policy of a newspaper, or carry off
a military coup. CIA clandestine operators assigned overseas are

called case officers, and they recruit and supervise the "penetra-
tions." Their tours of duty are normally two to three years, and
most serve with false titles in American embassies. Some live
under what is called "d@p cover" in foreign countries posing as

I A completo listing of the participants, as well as the available minutes
of the meeting, are contained in the Appendix, "The Bissell Philosophy."
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businesgnen, students, newsmen, missionaries, or other soomlndy
'innooent American visitors. '

The problem of Agency operations overs@s [Bissell con-
tinuedl is frequently a problem for the State Department. It
tends to be true that local allies find themselves dealing always
with an American and an oficial American - since the cover
is almost invariably as a U.S. government employer. Therc
are powerful r@sons for this practice, and it will always be
desirable to have some CIA personnel housed in the Embassy
compound, if only for local 'ocommand post" and cornmuni-
cations requirements.

Nonetheless, it is'possible and desirable, although difficult
and time-consuming, to build overseas an apparatus of un-
official cover. This would require the use of creation of private
organizations, rnany of the personnel of which would be non-
U.S. nationals, with freer entry into the local society and less

implication for the official U.S. posture. \1

Whatever cover the case officer has, his role is to find agents
1: willing to work with or for the ClA. His aim is to penetrate the
,l host government, to learn its inner workings, to manipulate it for
, the agency's purposes.

' But for the larger and more sensitive interventions [Bissell
i went onl, the allies must have their own motivation. On the
i whole the Agency has been remarkably successful in finding

i,,, individuals and instrumentalities with which and through
lil,., which.it could work in this fashion. Implied in the require-
;: ment for a pre-existing motivation is the corollary that an

\ attempt to induce the local ally to follow a course he does not
I ' believe in will at least reduce his effectiveness and may destroy

' the whole oporation.

Covert action is thus an exercise in seeking out "allies" willing
, to cooperate with the CIA, preferably individuals who believe in

the silne goals as the agency; at the very least, people who can

' be manipulated into belief in these goals. CIA case officers must
; be adept at convincing people that working for the agency is [n
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their interest, and a good case offier normally will use whaterrcr
techniques are required to recruit a prospect: appeals to patriot-
ism and anti-communism can be reinforced with flattery, or
sweetened with money and power. Cruder methods involving
blackmail and coercion may also be used, but are clearly less

desirable.
For covert action to bemost effective, the recruitment and pene-

tration should be made long before an actual operation is sched-
uled. When the U.S. government secretly decides to provoke a
coup in a particular country, it is then too late for CIA case

officers to be looking for local allies. Instead, if the case officers
have been performing their jobs well, they will have already built
up a network of agents in that country's government, military
forces, press, labor rrnigns, and other important gfoups; thus
there is, in effect, a standing force in scores of countries ready to
serve the CIA when the need arises. In the interim, many of these

agents also serve the agency by turning over intelligence obtained
through their official positions. This intelligence can often be of
tactical value to the CIA in determining local political power
structures and calculating where cgvert action would be most
effective. Again, Bissell:
'fftrere 

is a] nee.d for continuing efforts to develop covert-
action capabilities even where there is no immediate need to
employ them. The central task is that of identifying potential
indigenous allies - both individuals and organizations -
making contact with them, and establishing the fact of a
community of interest. I

This process is called, in intelligence p.arlance, "building assets"
or developing the operational apparatus. It is a standard function
of all CIA clandestine stations and bases overseas. And when a
case officer is transferred to a new assignment after several yeaxs

in a post, he passes on his network of agents and contacts to his
replacement, who will stay in touch with them as well as search
out new "assets" himself.

Depending on the size and impbrtance of a particular country,
from one to scores of CIA case officers may operate there; to-
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lii:Eether, their co[ective "assets" rnay number in the hundreds. Tho
il,' planners of any operation will try to orchestrate the use of tho
r, available assets so as to have the maximum possible effect.

i: .Bissell:

{r, Covert intervention is probably most effective in situations
where a comprehensive effort is undertaken with a number of

t,, separate operations designed to support and cornplement one
; another and to have a cumulatively significant effect.

i In fact, once the CIA's case officers have built up their assets,

: whether or not the United States will intervene at all will be based
I in large part on a judgment of the potential effectiveness, im-
i portance, and trustworthiness of the CIA's agents or, in Bissell's

li word, "allies." Yet onlycase officers on the scene and, to a lesser
iti extent, their immediate superiors in the United States are in a
; position to make this judgment, since only the CIA knows the
, identity of its agents. This information is not shared with outsiders

I ' or even widely known inside the agency, where agents are listed

i, Uf code names even in top-secret documents. Thus, while the
,l political derision to intervene must be made in the White House,
:i it is the CIA itself (through its Clandestine Services) which sup
ll plies the President and his advisors with much of the crucial
L, information upon which their decision to intervene is based.
. , Even if the CIA's reputation for honesty and accurate assess-
i.

ment were unassailable (which it is not), there would still be a
,, built-in conflict of interest in the system: the CIA draws up the
, intervention plans; the CIA is the only agency with the specific

i knowledgetoevaluatethemeritsandthe feasibility ofthose plans;
'"' and the CIA is the action arrn which carries out the plans once

,1" 
,|:r f. approved. When the CIA has its T:"f in place, the in-

f , clination within the agency is to recornmend their use; the form of
I intervention r@ommended will reflect the type of assets which
t, have been earlier recruited. Further, simply because the assets are
I available, the top officials of the U.S. government may well rely'., too.heavily on the CIA in a real or imagined crisis situation. To
i,', these officials, including the President, covert intervention may
i' seem to be an easier solutiou to a particular problem than to

1rr

i*.
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allow events to follow iheir natural course or to seek a tortuous
diplomatic settlement. The temptation to interfere in another
country's internal a,ffairs can be atnost irresistible, when the
means ateathand.

rt is one of the contradictions of the intelligence profession, as
practised by the clA, that the views of its substantive experts -
its analysts - do not carry much weight with the clandestine
operators engagrng in covert action. The operators usually decide
which operations to undertake without consulting the analysts.
Even when pertinent intelligence studies and estimates are readily
available, they are as often as not ignored, unless they tend to
support the particular covert-action cause espoused by the opera-
tors. since the days of the oss, clandestine operators - especially
in the field - have distrusted the detached viewpoint of analpts
not directly involved in covert action. To ensure against contact
with the analysts (and to reduce interference by high-level staff
mernbers, even those in the office of the Director) the operators
usually resort to tight operational security - the ..n@d-to-know',

principle - and to bureaucratic deceptions when developing or
seeking approval of a covert-action operation. Thus, it is quite
possible in the cIA for the intelligence analysts to say one thing,
and for the covert-action officers to get the authorizationto do
another. Although the analysts saw little chance for a successful
rebellion against President Sukarno in 1958, the clandestine
services supported the abortive coup d'6tar. Despite the analysts,
view that Cxstro's government had the support of the Cuban
people, the agencyis operators attempted - and failed - at the
Bay of Pigs to overthrow him. In spite of large doubts on the
part of the analysts for years as to the efficacy of Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty, the cIA continued to fund these
propaganda efforts until 1971, when forced by Congress to
withdraw its support. Although the analysts clearly indicated that
the wars in Laos and vietnam were not winnable, the operational
leadership of the cIA never ceased to devise and raunch new
programs in support of the local regimes and in the hope of
somehow bringing about victory over the enemy. The analysts
had warned against involvement in r,atin Anerican politics,

I
I

I
t
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[,j'but covert actlon nas attempted anyway to maniputate the 196f
1,i:; and 1970 Chilean presldential elec.tions.

i,;i In theory, the dichotomy that exists between the analytical and
'l''l;,clandestine components bf the cIA is resolved at the top of the
li, agency. It is at the Director's level that the cIA's analytical
i, input is supposed to be balanced against the goars and risks of the
:r covert-action operation. But it does not always, or even often,
j, work that way. Directors like Allen Dulles and Richard Hekns,

lr both longtime clandestine operators, tended to allow their affinity
ill for secret operations to influence their judgment. Even a
ir, remote chance of success was enough to win thet approval of a

!r:, covert-action proposal. The views of the analysts, if requested
, at all, and if they survived the bureaucratic subterfuge of the, clandestine operators, were usually dismissed by the agency,s
I leadership on the grounds that they were too vague or indecisive
;r for the purposes of operational planning.i, still, regardless of the preference of the Director of centrar rn-
', telligence, it is the President or his National security Advisor whoi provides the ultimate direction and grants the final approval for
il any significant cover-action program undertaken by the CIA.
,l: often in proposing such a program the agency's operators are
i, responding solely to a presidential directive or to orders of the
I National security council. And always when a cIA covert-action
' . proposal is submitted for approval, the plqns are reviewed by the
i' 40 Committee, the special inierdepartmental group chaired by the

11, President's National security Advisor. Thus, the desire of the
, President or his advisor to move secretly to influence the iuternal

e-vents of another country is frequently the stimulus that either
I sparks the clA into action or permits its operators to launch a

1: dubious operation. only then does the apparatus get into motion;
.'l only then do the analysts become meaningless. But..only then,'
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Creoerallyspeaking, the CIA's ties withforeign political leaders
who reoeive advice and money from the agency are extremely
delicate. The CIA is interested in moving the leaderand, through
him, his party'and country into policies to the advantage of the
United States. In most countries of the Third World, the Uaited
States pohcy is usuallyto maintain thestatusqw,so mostsub
sidiesaredesignedto strengthenthepolitical base of thosein power.
The foreign leader who receivesmoneyfrom the CIA is typically

{rrthering both his own car@r and, presumably, what he believes
are the legitimate airrn of his country. But even that presumption
is shaky; any politician's ability to rationalize his actions probably
increases once he has made the decision to accept such funds.

Extensive CIA involvement with private institutions at home and
overseas (Bissell's fourth category of covert-action tactics) is one
of the few aspects of the agency's covert-action effort to have
received a good deal of public attention. The 1967 expos6 by
Ramparts nagazine of the CIA's clandestine connections with the
National Student Association was quickly followed by a flurry of
articles in the press concerning agency subsidies to scores of other
organizations. Some of these institutions, particularly those used
as conduits for covert funds, were under direct CIA control.
Others simply were financed by the agency and steered towards
policies that it favoured throueilr the manipulation of only a few
of the organization's key personnel. Sam Brown, a former head
of. the National Student Association's Natignal Supervisory
Policy Board and later a leader in the 1968 McCarthy campaign
and in the anti-war movement, told David Wise and Thonras B.
Ross that in the case of the NSA, the CIA would select one or
two association officers as its contacts. These officers were told
that they should be aware of certain secrets and were asked to
sign an oath pledging silence. "Ihen," Brown said,

they were told, "You are employed by the CfA.,, At ttat
point they were trapped, having signed a statement not to
divulge anything. . . . This is the part of the thing that I found
to be most disgusting and horrible. People were duped into this

I
i
!

i

I
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l; ' relationship with the ClA, a relationship from which thcrrl

sms no out.

Not all the student leaders recruited over the years by the ClA,
tr however, were displeased with the arrangement. some later
; ioined the agency formally as clandestine operatives, and one

rose to become executive assistant to Director Richard Helms. It
, was this same rnan who sometimes posed as an official of the

Agency for rnternational Development to entrap unsuspecting, NSA officers, revealing his "cover" only after extracting pledges
',, of secrecy and even NSA cornmitments to cooperate with

specific CIA programs.

,' Tom Braden, who headed the CIA's International Organiza-
,' tions Division from 1950 to 1954 when that component of the,' Clandestine Servi@s was responsible fe1 sufosidizing private
1 organizations, described his own experien@s in a 1967 saturday
t . I6l,,asinn D^-t a-*inlo ^^+2+l^A SaTr- /^l-l .l-^ frr ^l T- aT--,-- - , rr rr' Evening Post articleentitled "I'm Glad the cIA Is.Trilmoral,,':

i It was my idea to give the $15,000 to Irving Brown [of the
American Federation of Labor]. He needed it to pay off his

, strong-arm squads in Mediterranean ports, so that American
r supplies could be unloaded against the opposition of Com-

munist dock workers. . . . At [Victor Reuther,s] request, f
went to Detroit one morning and gave Waltpr Beutherli $SO,OOO in $50 bills. Victor.p"ot the money, mostly in West
Gerrrann to bolster labor unions there. . . .

I remember the enormous joy I got when the Boston Sym-i ghony Orchestra won more acclaim for the U.S. in paris than
i John Foster Dulles or Dwight D. Eisenhower could have
,,: bought with a hundred speeches. And then there was

Encounto, the nagaitne published in England and dedicated
to the proposition that cultural achievement and political

r freedomwereinterdependeirt.Moneyforboththeorchestra's
' tour.and the magazine's publication carne from the CIA,
: and few outside of the CIA knew about it. We had placed

one agent in a Europe-based organintion of intellectuals
called the C;ongress for Cultural Freedom. Another agent

ii became an edito: of Encouttter. fre agents could not ouly
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propose anti.C.ommunist programs to the official lcaders
of the organizations but they could also suggest ways and
means to solve the inevitable budgetary problems. Why not
see if the needed money could be obtained from..American
foundations" ? As the agents knew, the CIA financed
foundations were quite generous when it came to the national
interest.

The CIA's cultureJoving, optimistic, freewheeling operators,
however, made serious tacticalerrorb in funding these..private,,
institutions. Over the years, the agency became involvedwith so
many groups that direct supervision and accounting were not
always possible. Moreover, the agency violated a fundamental
rule of intelligence in not carefully separating the operations of
each organization from all the others. Thus, when the first
disclosures of CIA involvement were published early tn 1967,
enterprising journalists found that the financing arrangements
and the conduit foundations were so intertwined and overused
that still other groups which had been receiving cIA funds could
be tracked down. Bissell acknowledged this sloppiness of
technique when he said, ". . . it is very clear that we should have
had greater compartmenting of operations."
. In the aftermath of the disclosures; President Johnson ap

pointed a special committee cgnsisting of Under Secretary of
State Nicholas Katzenbach as chairman,'CIA Director Richard
Helms, and HEW Secretary John Gardner to study the CIA's
relationship with private organizations. On March 29,l967,the
committee unanimously recommended - and the president
accepted as the national policy - that: "No federal agency
shall provide any covert financial6ssistance or support, direct or
indirect, to any of the nation's educational or private voluntary
organizations." The report said that exceptions to this policy
might be granted in case of "overriding national security
interests," but that no organizations then being subsidized fitted
this category. The Katzenbach committee noted that it expected
the CIA largely, if not entirely, to terminate its ties with private
otganizations bytheend of 1967.

' -\ 
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Yet, a year later Richard Bissell told the Council on Foreign
Relations:

If the Agency is to be effective, it will have to make use of
private institutions on an expanding scale, though those rela-

' tions which have "blown" cannot be resurrected. We need to
operate under deeper cover, with increased attention to the
use of '!sut-outs" [i.e., intermediaries]. CIA's interface with
the rest of the world needs to be better protected. If various
groups hadn't been aware of the sour@ of their funding, the
damage subsequent to disclosure miglrt have been far less

than occurred. The CIA interface with various private
groups, including business and student groups, must be
remedied.

Bissell\ comments seemed to be in direct contrad.iction to the
official U.S. government policy established by the President. But
Bissell, no longer a CIA officer, wasn't challenging presidential
authority, and his audience understood that, just as it understood
what, indeed, the Katzenbach cornmittee had recommended.
Bissell was merely reflecting the generai view within the CIA and
the cult of intelligence that President Johnson had been pressured
by liberals and the press into taking some action to reduce the
agpncy's involvement with private groups; that by naming
Katzenbach (then considered by the CIA to be a "friend") as

chairrran of the committee and by making CIA Director Helms
the second of its three members, the President was stacking the
deck in the CIA's favor; that the agency certalnly could be criti-
cized for its lack of professional skill in so sloppily funding the
private groups; buttlnt,essentially, the President did'not wish to
change appreciably the CIA's covert-action programs.

Once the Katzenbach report appeared, the CIA arranged secret
exceptions to themuch-heralded new policy. Two CIA broadcast-
ing stations, Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, which to-
gether received more than $30 million annually in CIA funds,
were irnmediately placed outside the restrictions of the presiden-
tial order. And the CIA delayed withdrawing its support for othor
organizations whose agency ties had been exposed until new formr
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of financing them could be developed. Thus, as }ate as 1970 the
CIA was still Strbsidizing a maior international youth organization
through a penetration who was one of the organization's officers.
In some cases, "'severance payments" were made that could keep
at or ganir*;tion afl oat for years.

Althoueh the CIA had been widely funding foreign labor unions
f'or more than fifteen years and some of the agency's labour
activities were revealed in Tom Braden's Saturday Evening Post
article, the Katzenbach committee did not specify unions as the
type of organizations the CIA was barred from financing. At the
1968 Council on'Foreign Relations meeting 'at which Bissell
spoke, Meyer Bernstein, the Steelworkers Unipn's Director of
International Labor Affairs, commented :

the turn of events has been unexpected. First, there hasn't
been anyreal problemwith international labor programs. In-
deed, there has been an increase in demand for U.S. labor
programs and the strain on our capacity has been em-
barrassing. Formerly, these foreign labor unions knew we
were short of funds, but now they all assume we have secret
CIA money, and they ask for more help.'

Worse yet, Vic Reuther, whohad been alleging that others
were receiving CIA money, and whose brother's receipt of
$50,000 from CIA in old bills was subsequently disclosed by
Tom Braden, still goes on with his.charges that'the AFL-
CIO has taken CIA money. Here again, no one seems to
listen. "The net result has been as close to zero as possible.
We've come to accept CIA, like sin." So, for example,
British Guiana's lGuyana] labor unions were supported
througft CIA conduits, but now they ask for more assistance
than before. So, our expectations to the contrary, there has
beeu almost no damage.

In Vietnam, enthusiastic officials of the U.S. embassy in
Saigon were fond of saying during the late 1960s that Tran Ngr5c
Buu was the Samuel Gompers of the Vietnarnese labor move-
ment. They did not say - and most probably did not know - (

DELETED

:
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:, Bissell also identified "'private'training of individuals and ex-
change ofpersons" as a form ofcovert action:

Often activities have been initiated throuClr CIA channels
because they could be started more quickly and informally
but do not inherently need to be secret. An example might be
certain exchange-of-persons programs designed to identify

i potential political leaders and give them some exposure to
the United States. It should be noted, however, that many
such innocent programs are more effective if carried out by

; private auspices than if supported officially by the United
States Government. They do not need to be covert but if
legitimate private entities such as the foundations do not
initiate them, there may be,no way to get them done except

, bycovert support to'nfront" organizations.

,,. He was referring to the so-called people-to-people exchange

I prosams, most of which are funded openly by the State Depart-
i ment, the Agency for International Development, the U.S.
I Information Agency, and various private organizations andI foundations. But the CIA has also been involved to a lesser

extent, and has brought foreigners to the United States with funds
secretly supplied to conduit organizations. On occasion, the agemy

, will sponsor the training of foneign officials at the facilities of
another government agency. A favorite site is AID's Internatlonal
Police Academy in Washington.Ihe academy is operated by AID's
Public Safety (police) Division, which regularly suBplies cover to
CIA operators all over the world. And the CIA takes advantage

,,,1 of exchange programs to recruit agents. While a systematic
t, approach is not followed, the agency considers foreigners visiting
i tne United States to be legitimate targets for recruitment.

The CIA has undertaken comparatively few economic covcrt-
action prograrru (Bissell's seventh category) over the ]oors, prG-

ferring the more direct approach of paramilitary operations or
i propaganda. And those economic programs attempted by tho
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agency have not been notably successful. During the mid-1960s
Japanese investors were used in an effort to build up the South
Vietnamese economy, because Arnerican companies tended to shy
away from making substantial investments in Vietnam. The U.S.
government hoped that the Japanese would fill the void at least
partially, and eventually lighten U. S. aid requirements. Thus, CIA
representatives promised certain Japanese businessmen that the
agencywould supply the investment capital if the Japanesewould
front for the operation and supply the technical expertise for large
commercial farms. After long and detailed negotiations, the deal
faltered and then failed.

A few years earlier the CIA had tried to disrupt Cuba's sugar
trade as part of its progmm to undercut Fidel Castro's regime. At
one point the Clandestine Services operatives proposed that the ,

CIA purchase large amounts of sugar and then dump it in a certain
forergn country so as to destroy the market for Cuban sugar. This '

plan also fell through, but a more serious attack on Cuban sugax

occurred in August 1962 when a British freighter under.lease tp .

the Soviets docked in Puerto Rico for repairs. The freighter,
carrying Cuban sugar destined for the Soviet Union, was placed

in a bonded warehouse while the ship was in dry dock. CIA
agents broke into the warehouse and contaminated the sugar
with a non-poisonous but unpalatable substance.

As pointed out earlier, one of the advantages a sectet agency like
the CIA provides to a President is the unique pretext of being
able to disclaim responsibility for its actions" firus, a President
can direct or approve high-risk clandestine operations such as a
manned overflight of the Soviet Union on the eve of a summit-
conference, a Bay of Pigs invasion, penetration and manipulation
of private youth, labor, or cultural organizations, paramilitary
adventures in Southeast Asia, or intervention in the domestic
politics of Chile without openly accepting the consequences of
these decisions. tf the clandestine operations are successful -
good. If they fail or backfire, then usually all the President and
his staffneeddo to avoidculpability is to blame the CIA.

In no instance has a President of the Uaited States ever made a

(t';rr r
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'serious attempt to review or revamp the covert practices of the
i) ClA. Minor alterations in operational methods and techniques

have been carried out, but no basic changes in policy or practice
have ever been demanded by the White House. And this is not

I strrprising: Presidents like the CIA. It does their dirty Work -
l; work that might not otherwise be "do-able." When the agency

;, fails or blunders, all the President need do is to deny, scold, or
threaten.

I Fcir the CIA's part, being the focus of presidential blame is an
occupationalhazard, but one hardly worth worrying about. It is
merely an aspect of the cover behind which the agency operates.
Like the other aspects of cover, it is part of a deception. The CIA

, fully realizes that it is too important to the government and the
r , &nelisan political aristocracy for any President to do more tlran' tinker with it. The CIA shrugs off its blunders and proceeds to

devise new operations, secure in the knowledge that the White
I House usually cannot resist its offerings, particularly covert

action - covert action that dominates, that determines, that
, defines the shapeand purpose of theClA.Arnerica'sleadershave
, not yet reache{ the point where they are willing to forsake inter-
i vention in the internal affairs of other countries and let events
i nattrally run their course. There still is a widely held belief in this
'; countr! that America has the right and the responsibility to
, become involved in the internal political processes of foreign
i nations, ffid while faith in this belief and that of doctrinaire

anti+ornnunism may have been somewhat shaken in the last
decade (

DELETET)





The CIA is big, very big. Officially, it has authorized man-
power of 16n500, and an authorized budget of $750 million -
and even those figures are jealously guarded, generally made avail-
able only to Congress. Yet, regardless of its official size and cost,
the agency is far larger and more affiuent than these figures

"H:'L itself does not even know how many people work for
it. The 16,500 figure does not reflect the tens of thousands who
serve under contract (mercenaries, agents, consultants, etc.) or
who workfor the agency's proprietarycompanies.* Past effortsto
total up the number of foreign agents have never resulte.d in
precise figures because of the inordinate secrecy and compart-
mentalization practised by the Clandestine Services. Sloppy
record-keeping - often deliberate on the part of the operators "for
security purposes" - is also a factor. There are one-time agents
hired for specific missions, contract agents who seryeforextended
periods of time,and career agentswho spend theirentireworking
lives secretly employed by the CIA. In some instances, contract
agents are retained long after their usefulness has passed, but
usually are,known only to the case officers with whom they deal.
One of the Watergate burglars, Eugenio Martinez, was in this
category. When he was caught inside the Watergate on that day
in June lnz,he still was receiving a $l0Ga-month stipend from
the agency for work apparently unrelated to his covert assignment
for the Committee to Re-Elect the President. The 91[ slaims to
have since dropped him from the payroll.

t Nor does the figure include the €uard force which protects the CIA'g
buildings and installations, the maintenance and char force, or the people
who run the agency's cafeterias. The General Services Administration em-
ploys most of these personnel.

ftjji;i,li r,;1'' I r
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ii a good chunk of the agsncy's annual operational funds, ccllod
{1 "project moneyr" is wasted in this fashion. Payments to no.
i' r; t^-^^- --^J--^r:-.^ ^-^a3a ^- :.--}:c^J ^- ^^.,^-^t -^..-l^. 

rl.ril;],longer-productive agents are justified on several grounds: thc
,' need to maintain secrecy about their operations even though

ii, these occurred years ago; the vague hope that such agents will
again prove to be useful (operators are always reluctant to givo

,, up an asset, even a useless one), and the claim that the agency
;' has a commitment to its old allies - a phenomenon known in tho
, CIA as "emotional attachment." It is the last justification that
i carries the most weight within the agenry. Thus, hundreds -

perhaps thousands - of former Cuban, East EuroF€&D, and other

; minor clandestine agents are still on the CIA payroll, at an annual
cost to the tuxpayers of hundreds of thousands, if not millions,
ofdollars ayear.

;: All mercenaries and many field-operations officers used in
; CIA paramilitary activities are also contractees and, therefore,

-^a -^d^^.^J:- r1-^ ^-^-;.t^ ^--rL^-i-^I l^-,^l tfL^
arg not reflected in the agency's authorized manpower level. The

, records kept on these soldiers of fortune'are at best only gxosg

i approximations. In Laos and Vietnam, for example, the Clan-
. 'r{mfina Qanrinas ltazl a foirlv nlcqt iAcq nf lrarrr rnonv lnnal +rihac-ll; destine Services had a fairly clear idea,of how many local tribes-

i,. men were in its pay, but the operators were never quite certain

i,, of the total number of mercenaries they were financing through
': the agency's numerous support progranrs, some of which were

fronted for by the Department of Defense, the Agency for Inter-
national Development, and, of course, the CIA proprietary, Air
America.

' Private individuals under contract to - or in confidential
ii I contact with - the agency for a wide variety of tasks other than
i,; soldiering or spying are also left out of the personneliotals, and

i,l complete records of their employment are not kept in any single

li, place.* In 1967, however, whel the CIA's 1o]e 
on-American

,, campuses was under close scrutiny because of the embarrassing

1,, 
' National Student Association reVelations, Helms asked his staff

i to find out just how many university personnel were under secret

I Attempts to computerize the complete CIA employment list were frus-
r ttated and eventually scuttled by Director Helos, who viewed the eflort ac'l 

" 
pot"otial breach ofoperationaisecurity.
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l 'prsssions. Overseas, agency wives were often put on cootract to
li. , 

- --f^- -^-^L^-t.l J--r:--i' perform secretarial duties.

l' Just as the personnel figure is deceptive, so does the budgot

f 
i figure not account for a geat part of the CIA's campaign chest.

,,, The agency's proprietaries are often money-making enterprisos,

.and thus provide "fr@" services to the parent organization. Tho

Size and Cost otthe CIA
(Approximate)

,J
f ..,

1.1

, Office of the Director

Clandestine Services
: @irectorate of Operations)

i, Espionage/Counterespionage

ll Covert Action

Directorate of Intelligence
Analysls
Infonnation Processing

Personnel $ Milions
400 10

6,000 m

(4,2fi)) (180)

(l,EoO) (260)

r Directorate of l\{anagemeht and Service ,5r3m 1f0
Communications (2,000) (70)

Other Support (3,3m) (40)

3,500 70
(1,200) (50)
(2,300) (20)

Directorate of Science and Technotogy 1,300 120

Technical Collection (1,000) (50)

Researc.h and Development (300) (70)

16,500t 750rt

primeexamples of this phenomehon are the airlines (Air America,
Air Asia, and others) organized under the CIA holding company,
the Pacific Corporation, which have grown bigger than the CIA

* Nearly 51000 CIA personnel serye oYerseas, the maiority (6&70 per-
oent) being members of the Clandestine Services. Of the remainder, moet
are communications officers and other operational support personnel.

tf Does not include the Director's Sllecial Contingency Fund.

:,1
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contract to the CIA. After a few days of investigation, senior CIA
officers reported back that they could not find the answer. Helms

immediately ordered a full study of the situation, and after more

than a month of searching records all over the agency, a report
was handed in to Helms listing hundreds of professors and

administrators on over a hundred campuses. But the staffofficers
who compiled the r€port knew that their work was incomplete.

Within w@ks, another campus connection was exposed in the
press. The contact was not on the list that had been compiled

for the director.
Just as difficult as adding up the number of agency contractees

is the task of figuring out how many people work for its pro-
prietaries. CIA headquarters, for instance, has never been able to
compute exactly the number of planes flown by the airlines it
owns, and personnel figures for the proprietaries are similarly
imprecise. An agency holding company, the Pacific Corporation,
including Air America and Air Asia, alone accounts for almost

20,000 people, than the entire workforce of the parent CIA.
For years this vast activity was dominated and controlled by one

contract agent, George Doole, who later was elevatpd to the rank
of a career officer. Even then his operation was supervised, part

time, by only a single senior officer who lamented that he did not
know "what the hell was going on."

Well awarg that the agency is two or three times as large as it
appeaxs to be, the CIA's leadership has consistently sought to
downplay its size. During the directorship of Richard Helms,

when the agency had a career-personnel ceiling of 18'fi)0, CIA
administrative officers were careful to hold the employee totals

to 200 or 300 people below the authorized complement. Even at
the heiglrt of the Vietnam war, while most national-security

agencies were incteasing their number of employees, the CIA
handled its increased needs through secret contracts, thus giving

a deceptive impression of personnel leanness. Other bureaucratic
gambits were used in a similar way to keep the agency below the

181000 ceiling. Senior officers were often rehired on contract

immediately after they retired and started to draw government

i
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itself by conducting as much private business as possible and con-
tinually reinvesting the profits. These companies generate revenues
in the tens of rnillions of dollars each year, but the figures are
imprecise because detailed accounting of their activities is not
norrnally required by agency bookkeepers. For all practical pur-
poses, the proprietaries conduct their own financial affairs with a
minimum of oversight from CIA headquarters. Only when a pro-
prietary is in need of funds for, say, expansion of its fleet of planes

does it request'agency money. Otherwise, it is free to use its
profits in any way it sees fit. In this atmosphere, the proprietaries
tend to take on lives of their own, and several have grown too big
and too independent to be either controlled from or dissolved by
headquarters.

Similarly, the CIA's annual budget does not show the Penta-
gon's annual contribution to the agency, amounting to hundreds
of millions of dollars, to fund certain major technical espionage
programs and some.particularly expensive clandestine activities.
For example, the CIA's Science and Technology Directorate has
an annual budget of only a little more than $lfi! million, but it
actually spends well oyer $$()Q million a year. Ihe difference ls
funded largely by the Air Force which undixwrites the national
overhead-reconnaissance efrort for the entire U.S. intelligence
community. Moreover, the Clandestine Services waged a
"secret" war in Laos for more than a decade at an annual cost to
the government of approximately $500 million. Yet, the CIA itself
financed less than 10 percent of this amount each year. The bulk
of the expense was paid for by other federal agencies, mostly the
Defense Department but also the Agency for International
Development.

Fully aware of these additional sources of revenue, the CIA's
chief of planning and programming reverently observed a few
years ago that the director does not operate a mere multimillion-
dollar agency but actually nrns a multibillion-dollar conglomerate
- with virtually no outside oversight.

In terms of financial assets, the CIA is not only more affiuent
than its official annual budget reflects, it is one of the few federal
agencies that have no shortage of funds. In fact, the CIA has more

90

,; 'Uoney to spend than it needs. Since its creation in 1947, thc
. agency has ended almost every fiscal year with a surplus - whlch
ii ,it takes great pains to hide from possible discovery by the Officc of
,' Management and Budget (OMB) or by the congressional over-
I sight subcommittees. The risk of discovery is not high, however,
,, since both the OMB and the subcommittees are usually friendly

and indulgent when dealing with the CIA. Yet, each year the
r;, agency's bookkeepers, at the direction of the organization's top
: leadership, transfer the excess funds to the accounts of the CIA's
, major compoqents with the understanding that the money will be

kept available if requested by the directors' office. This practice of
, squirreling away these extra dollars would seem particularly un-
i; necessary because the agency always has some $50 to $lfi) million
,1, on call for unanticipated costs in a special account called the
1 Director's C;ontingency Fund.
i The Director's C,ontingenry Fund was authorized by a piece of
; legislation which is unique in the American system. Under the

Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, the Director of Central
, Intelligence @CI) was granted the privilege of expending funds
i "without regard to the provisions of law and regulations relating
, to the expenditure of Government funds; and for objects of

1, confidential, extraordinary, or emergency nature, such ex-

I penditures to be accounted for solely on the certificate of the
Director. . . ." In the past, the Fuad (

DELETED

li'li ) But there have been tlmes when the
,i-

fuid has been used for the hlghly questionable purpose of Baying
expenses lncurred by other agencies of the governmeut

In 1967 Seqetary of Defense Robert McNarnara promised
I Norwegian officials that the U.S. government would provide them
;; With some new air-defense equipment costing several million

dollars. McNamara subsequently learned the equiprnent was not
iil' available in the Pentagon's inventories and would have to be
lll sneciallv mrrchaserf for rleliverv io Nnnrrnv I{e rrqa qlan infnmradr Bpecially purchased for delivery to Norway. He was also informed
; that, because of the high cost of the Vietnam war (for which tho

,ir

' !'n'
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flefeoseDepartment was the,n seeking a suppleme,ntal appropria.:
tion from Congress), funds to procure the air-defense equipment
were not immediately at hand. Further complications arose from

' the fact that the Secretary was then engaged in a disagreement
with some members of Congress over the issue of foreign military
aid. It was therefore decided not to openly request the funds for
the small but potentially sticky commitment to the Norwegians.
Irctead, the Pentagon asked the CIA (with White House approval)
to supply the money needed forlhe purchase of airdefense equitr
ment. The fimds were Eecrefly transferred to the Defense (

DELETE)

) That sarne year Presi-

dent Johnson traveled to Punta del Este, a posh resort in
Uruguay, for a meeting of the Organization of American States.

He entertained the attending foreign leadets in a lavish rnnner
which he apparently thoueht befitted the President of the United
States, and he freely dispensed expensive gifts and souvenirs.

In the process, LBJ greatly exceeded the representational allow-
ance that the State Department had set aside for the conference.
When the department found itself in the embarrassing position
of being unable to cover the President's bills because of its tight
budget (due in paxt to the economies LBJ had been demanding
of the federal btreaucracy to help pay for the war in Vietnarn), it
was reluctant to seek additional ftrnds from Congress. Re-
presentative John Rooney of Brooklp, who almost single-
handedly controlled State's appropriations, had for years been
a strong critic of representational funds (called the "booze
allowance") for America's diplomats. Rather than fae Rooney's
wrath, State turned to the ClA, and the Director's Contingency
Fuld was used to pay for the President's fling at hrnta del Este.

For some reason - perhaps because of the general view in the
CtA that its operations axe above the law - the agency has tended
to play fiscal ganes that other government departmentswouldnot

|'f i
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{i; 
Orr" engagB in. One example concerns the agency's usc of ltr onr.

,, ployee retirement fund, certain agent and contract-personnol ol-
i,,crow accounts, and the CIA credit union's capital, to play tho
,r stock market. With the approval of the.top CIA leadership, a
,' strnall group of senior agency officers has for years secretly supGr.

il 
I , vised the management of these funds and invested them in stocks,
I hoping to turn a greater profit than normally would be earned

i through the Treasury Department's traditional low-interest but
li^j safe bank deposits and bond issues. Originally, the investment

Broup, consisting of CIA economists, accountants, and lawyers,
dealt with an established Boston brokerage house, which made the
final investment decisions. But several years ago the BostonI ullsl IuvWDllllWus \I\ /rDr\ruD. UrIt Dl/Ywt(LI JwsrD sbv L)

i l brokers proved too conservative to suit the agency investors, some
i, of whom were making fatter profits with their personal portfolios.

ll The CIA group decided it could do much better by picking its
., own stocks, so the brokerage house was reduced to doing only the

,' actual stock trading (still with a handsome commission, of
. course). Within a matter of months the agency investors were
, earning bigger profits than ever before. Presumably, the gains
, were plowed back into the retirement, escrow, and credit-union
funds.*

:i,, In 1968, Senatol Richard Russell of Georgia, then the chairman
,t of the Senate joint subcommittee for overseeing the CIA's activi-
l, ties, privately informed Director Helms that because of increasing
' skepticism among certain Senators about theagency operations,
I it probably would be a gobd idea for the CIA to arrange to have

,; its financial procedures reviewed by an independent authority.
r Thusr in Russell's view, potential Senate critics who might be con-

, sidering-making an issue of the agency's special fiscal privileges

* The investment practices of the CIA group in companies with overseas
il holdings open up some interesting questions about "insider" information.

lVould the CIA group have sold Anaconda Copper short in 1970 when the
I agency rcaliznd that its covert efforts to prevent Salvador Allende from

assuming the Pnesidency of Chile had failed? Or in 1973, when Director
, Iames Schlesinger decided to allow William Broe, the former chief of tho

Clandestine Serices' Western Hemisphere Division, to testify before tho
$enate Foreigs Relations Committee and describe ITT's role in trying to
provoke CIA action against Allende, might the investment 8f,oup not havo
boea tempted to dump its ITT stock (if it had any) ?
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would be undercut in advance. Senator Russell suggBsted the
Dames of afew private individuals who might bewi[ing to under-

take such a task on behalf of the CIA. After conferring with his

senior offioers, Helms chose to ask Wilfred McNeil, at that time
thepresident of Grace ShippingLines (

DELETED

) to serve as the confidential reviewer of the

agenct's budgetary practices. McNeiI, a former admiral and once

comptroller for the Defense Department' was thought by Helms

to be ideatly suited, politically and otherwise, for the assignment.

McNeit accepted the task and soon calne to CIA headquarters

for a futl briefing on the agency's most sensitive financial pro-

cedures - iagluding alr account of the methods used for pur'
chasing and laundering crurency on the international black

market. He was told of the CIA's new planning, programming,

and budgeting system, modeled after the innovations Robert

McNamara had introduced at the Defense Department. Agency

experts explained to McNeil how funds for new operations were

authorized within the agency. He learned that the agency rnain-

tained a sliding-scale system for the approval of new proiects

or the periodic renewal of ongoing ones; that espionage opera-

tions costing up to $10,000 could be okayed by operators in the

field; and that progfessively more e:rpensive operations necessi'

tated branch, division, and CXandestine Services chief approval
gntil, finally, operations costing over $1001000 were authorized

personally by the Director. McNeil also was briefed on the

ae€ncy's interual auditing system to prevent field operatives from

misusingsecretfunds
ucNiit,s reaction to his long and detailed briefing was to ex-

press surprise at the scope of the CIA's financial system and to

praise the accognting practies used. When askedwhereandwhen

he would like to begin his work in depth, he politely derlsred
and departed - never to return. A month or so lateraClAofficer
working in the Director'sofficelearned that McNeil had had cer'

tain misgivings about the project and had sought the advie of
former agency Director lvilliam Raborn, who had his own

1i(;l;,t;:1[f,:t;:;,,:;:,,tjl 'i:t ] :i' r,l 
l.
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',1'
i,'6oubts about the reliability of the CIA's top carocr omoott.

ilii''nuUo* hid apparently discouraged McNeil from becomln3
I involved in such a review. But as far as the CIA was concorncd,
il;; Senator Russell's rbquest for an indeperident audit had bocn
ill ^^-:^l ---a -t-^^LL^^-^-^--r^c.^- - l ..-.-^^:^-^r-^JL---- r-,r --i -----lll carried out,sincetheagency'sfiscal practices had been looked ovor
i by a qualified outsider and found to be in no need of improve-

ment. The whole matter was then dropped.

iiiil'ri:

i' ',

Organization

The CIA is neatly organized into five distinct parts, a relatively
small office of the Director and four functional directorates, the
largest of which is the Directorate of Operations (known inside
the agency as the Clandestine Services). The executive suite houses
the CIA's only two political appointees, the Director of Central
Intelligence (DCI) and the Deputy Director (DDC[), and their
immediate staffs. Included organizationally, but not physically, in
the Office of the Director are two components that assist the DCI
in his role as head of the U.S. intelligence community. One is a
small group of senior analysts, drawn from the CIA and the other
agencies of the community, which prepares the "blue books," or
National Intelligence Estimates, on such subjects as Soviet
strategic defense capabilities, Ctrinese long-range missile develof
ments, and the political outlook for Chile.* The other is the
Intelligence Resources Advisory Committee, a group qeated in
1971, which provides staffassistan@ to the Director in his efforts
to manage and streamline the $6-billion intelligence communif.

The Intelligence Resources Advisory Committee, long a drearn
of those officers who believe the U.S. intelligence community to
be too big and inefficient, has thus far proven to be something of
a nightmare. Instead of eliminating wasteful and redundant ac-
tivitids within U.S. intelligence, it has been turned into a vehiclo

t These senior analysts are called National Intelligence Officers (and
sometimes "the Wise Men" by their colleagues withig the community).
The group has replaced the Board of National Estimates, which was a largor
and more formalized body of senior officers who oversaw the preparation of
national estimates. 

\
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The largest of the agency's four directorates is the Directorate of

Operati,ons, or the Clandestine Services, which has about 6'000

professionals and clericals. The ratio between professionals,

mostly operations offi.cers, and clericals, largely secretaries, is

roughly two to one. Approximately 45 percent of the Clandestine

Services personnel is stationed overseas, the vast majority using

official cover - i.e., posing as representatives of the State or

Defense Department. About two out of three of the people in the

Clandestine Services are engaged in general intelligence activities -
liaisOn, espionage, and counterespionage - the remainder con-

centrating on various forms of covert action. Yet despite the

smaller number of personnel working on covert action, these

interventions in the internal affairsof other countriescostabout

half again as much as spying and counterspying ($260 million v.

$180 million annually). The gfeAter expense for covert action is

explained by the high costs of paying for paramilitary operations

and subsidizing political parties, labor unions, and other inter-

national gtroups.

The Clandestine Services is broken down into fi"fteen separate

components, but its actual operating patterns do not follow the

neat lines of an organizational chart. Exceptions are the rule.

Certain clandestine activities which would seem'to an outsider to

be logically the responsibilityof one component are oftencarried

out by another - because of political sensitivity, because of an

assumed need for even gf,eater secrecy than usual, because of

bureaucratic compartmentalization, or simply because things have

always been done that waY.

The bulk of the Clandestine Services' personnel, about 41800

people, work in the so-called area divisions, both at headquarters

"od 
ou.rr.as. These divisions colrespond rouefly to the State

Department's geoglaphic bureaus - a logical breakdown, since

most CIA operators in foreigp countries work under State cover'
, The largest area division is the Far East (with about 1'500

people), followed in order of descending size by Europe (West-

irn-Burope only), Western He,misphere (Latin America plus

canada), Near East, Soviet Bloc @astern'Europe), and Africa
(with only 3()0 staff). The chain of command goes from the head

for the military intelligence agencies to justify and expand their

already overly ambitious collection programs. Likewise, therecent

revamping of the Board of National Estimates, under present

Director william colby, has been characterized by some ex-

perienced hands as "a sellout" to Pentagon power' caused in part

Ly tne political pressures of Henry Kissinger's National Security

iorrocit staff. Under Colby, the board has been greatly reduced

in both prestige and independence, and has been brought under

the stifling influence of military men whose first allegiance is to

their parent services rather than to the production of objective,

balanced intelligence assessments for the policy-makers.

The other components of the office of the Director include

those traditionally found in governmental bureaucracies: press

offi.cers, congressional liaison,legal counsel,and so on. Onlytwo

merit speciainote: the Cable Secretariat and the Historical Stqff'

The former was established in 1950 at the insistence of the

Director, General walter Bedell smith. when smith, an exper-

ienced military staff officer, learned that agency communications,

especially those between headquarters and the covert field stations

and bases, were controlled by the Clandestine Services, he im-

mediately demanded a change in the system. "The operators are

not goini to decide what secret information I will sge or not see,"

he is reported to have said. Thus, the Cable Secretariat, or mes-

sage center, was put under the Director's immediate authority.

Since then, however, the operators have found other ways' when

it is thought necessary, of keeping their most sensitive cornsruni-

cations from going outside the Clandestine Services'

The Historical staff represents one of the cIA's more clever

attempts to maintain the secrecy on which the organization

thrives. Several years ago the agency began to invite retiring

offi.cers to spend an additional year or two with the agency - on
'contract, ai regular pay - writing their official memoirs. The

product of their effori is, of course, highlv classified and tightly

restricted. In the agency's eyes, this .is far better than having

former officers opejy publish what really happened during their

careers with the CIA.
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of the clandestine services to the chiefs of the area divisions, then
overseas iu the chiefs of stations (cos) and their chiefs of bases
(coB).

The CIA's stations.and bases around the world serve as the
principal headquarters of covert activity in the country in which
each is located.The station is usually housed in the U.s. embassy
in the capital city, while bases are in other major cities or some-
times on American or foreign military bases. For example, in
West Germany, the CIA's largest site for operations, the station is' located in Bonn; the chief of'station is on the staffof the American
ambassador. There are subordinate bases in ( DELETED

) and a few other cities, along with several bases under Amer-
ican military cover scattered throughout the German countryside,

The Domestic operations Division of clandestine services is,
in essence, an area division, but it conducts its mysterious clandes-.
tine activities in the united States, not'overseas. Its chief - like
the other area-division chiefs, the civilian equivalent of a two- or
ttrree-star general - works out of an office in downtown washing-
ton, within two blocks of the White House. Under the Washing-
ton station are bases.located in other major American cities.

AIso in the clandestine service! are three staffs, Foreign Inter-
ligence (espionage), Counterintelligence (counterespionage), and
covert Action, which oversee operational policy in their res-
pective specialties and provide assistance to the area divisions
and the field elements. For instance, in an operation to plant a
slanted news story in a chilean newspaper, propaganda experts
on the covert Action staffmight devise an article in cooperation
with the chilean desk of the western Hemisphere Division. A
CIA proprietary, like ( DELETED ) mrght
be used to write and transmit the story to chile so it would
not be directly attributable to the agency, and then a clandestine
operator working out of the American embassy in santiago might
work through one of his penetration agents in the local press to
ensure that the article is reprinted. while most cIA operations
abroad are carried out through the area divisions, the operational
staffs, particularly the covert Action stafl, also conduct indepen-
dent activities.

; , ' The CIA otd the Intelligence Commtnlty . l0l
i The Special Operations Division is something of a hybrid bo-
I ,tween the area divisions and the operational staffs. Its main

function is to provide the assets for paramilitary operations,
i largely the contracted manpower (mercenaries or military men on

Ioan), the mat6riel, and the expertise to get the job done. Its
operations, however, are organizationally under the station chief

, in the country where they are located.
The remaining three components of the Clandestine Services

provide technical assistanceto the operational components. These
three are: the Missions and Programs Staff,.which does much of
the bureaucratic planning and budgeting for the Clandestine

. services andwhichwrites upthejustificationforcovertoperations
submitted for approval to the 40 Committee; the Operational
Services Division, whichamong other things sets up coverarrange-
ments forclandestine officers ; and the Technical services Division,
which produces in its own laboratories the gimmicks of the spy
trade - the disguises, miniature cameras, tape recorders, secret
writing kits, and the like.

The Directorate of Management and Services (formerly the
Directorate of Support) is the CIA's administrative and house-
keeping part. However, most of its budget and personnel is
devoted to assisting the Clandestine Services in carrying out
covert operations. (This directorate is sometimes referred to
within the agency as the Clandestine Services' "slave" directorate.)
Various forms of support are also provided to the Directorate of
Intelligence and the Directorate of Science and Technology, but
the needs of these two components for anything beyond routine
administrative tasks are generally minimal. Covert operations,
however, require a Iarge support effort, and the M&S Directorate,
in addition to providing normal administrative assistance,
contributes in such areas as communications, logistics, and

i training.
r The M&S Directorate's Office of Finance, for example, main-

tains field units in Hong Kong, Beirut, Buenos Aires, and Geneva

I with easy access to the international money markets. The Office
of Finance tries to keep a ready inventory of the world's cruren-
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cies on hand for future clandestine operations. Many of the
purchases are made in illegal black markets where certain
currencies are available at bargain rates. In some instancres, most
notably in the case of the South Vietnamese piaster, black-
market purchases of a single currency amount to millions of
dollars a year.

The Office of Security provides physical protection for clandes-
tine installations at home and abroad and conducts polygraph
(lie detector) tests for all CIA employees and contract personnel
and most foreign agents. The Office of Medical Services heals the
sicknesses and illnesses (both mental and physical) of CIA per-

.sonnel by providing "cleared" psychiatrists and physicians to
treat agency officers; analyzes prospective and already recruited
agents; and prepares "psychological profiles" of foreign leaders
(and once, in 1971, at the request of the Watergate "plumbers",
did a "profile" of Daniel Ellsberg). The Office of Logistics
operates the agency's weapons and other warehouses in the
United States and overseas, supplies normal office equipment
and household furniture, as well as the more esoteric clandestine
matdriel to foreign stations and bases, and performs other
housekeeping chores. The Office of Communications, employing
over 40 percent of the Directorate of Management and Services's
more than 51000 career employees, maintains facilities for secret

communications between CIA headquarters and the hundreds
of stations and bases overseas. It also provides the same services,

on a reimbursable basis, for the State Department and most of its
embassies and consulates. The Office of Training operates the
agency's training facilities at many locations around the United
States, and a few oversead. lthe Office of Communications,
however, runs (

DELETED
) The Office of Persorinel handles the recruit-

ment and record-keeping for the CIA's career personnel.

Support functions are often vital for successful conduct of
covert operations, and a good support officor,like a good supply
sergeant in an army, is indispensable to a CIA station or base.

Once a station chief has found the right support officer, one who

\\.
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' can provide everything from housekeeping to operational support,
i the two will often form a professional alliance and stay together as

they move from post to ilost during their careers. In some in-
stances the senior support officer may even serve as the de facto
second-in-command because of his close relationship with the
chief.

Together, the Clandestine Services and the Directorate for
Management and Services constitutoan agencywithin an agency.
These two components, like the largest and most dangerous part
of an iceberg, float along virtually unseen. Their missions,
methods, and personnel are quite different from those of the

I CIA's other two directorates, which account for only less than a
' third of the agency's budget and manpower. Yet the CIA - and

particularly former Director Richard Helms - has tried to con-
vince the American public that the analysts and technicians of
the Directorates for Intelligence and Science and Technology,
the clean white tip of the CIA iceberg, are the agency's key
personnel.

The Directorate of Intelligence, with some 31500 employees, en-

, gages in two basic activities: first, the production of finished in-
telligence reports from the analysis of information (both classified
and unclassified); and second, the performance'of certain services
of common concern for the benefit of the whole intelligence com-

, munity. Included in the latter category are the agency's various
reference services (e.g., a huge computerized biographical library

, of foreign personalities, another on foreign factories, and so
, on); the Foreign Broadcasting Information Service (a world-

wide radio and television monitoring system); and the National
Photographic Interpretation Center (an organization, run

/ in close cooperation with the Pentagon, which analyzes photo-
graphs taken from satellites and spy planes). About two thirds of

'' the Intelligence Directorate's $70 million annual budget is devoted
,, to carrying out these services of common concern for the govern-
; ment's entire national-security'bureaucracy. Thus, the State and

Defense departments arespared the expense of maintaining dupli-
cate facilities, receiving from the CIA finished intelligence in areas
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i' The fourth and newest of the CIA's directorates. Scienco and
Technology, also'employs the smallest number of personnel,

il; about 1,300 people. It carries out functions such as basic research
and development, the operation of spy satellites, and intelligencc
analysis in hiehly technical fields. In addition to these activities,

, it also handles the bulk of the agency's electronic data-processing
' (computer) work. While the S&T Directorate keeps abreast of and

does research work in a wide variety of scientific fields, its most
important su@esses have come in developing technical espionage
systems. The precursor of this directorate was instrumental in
the development of the U-2 and SR-71 spy planes. The S&T ex-
perts have also made several brilliant breakthroughs in the intel-
ligence-satellite field. In the late 1950s, when Clandestine Services

' chief Richard Bissell encouraged the technicians in their develop-
ment of America's first photo-reconnaissance satellite, they pro-
duced a model which was still in use as late as 1971. And agency
technicians have continued to make remarkable advances in the

,' "state of the art." Today spy satellites, capable of producing
photographs from space with less than ( DELETED )
resolution, lead all other collection means as a source of intelli-
gence. The S&T Directorate has also been a leader in developing

. other technical espionage techniques, such as over-the-horizon
' radars, "stationary" satellites, and various other electronic infor-
. mation-gatheringdevices.

The normal procedure has been for the S&T Directorate, using

t both CIA and Pentagon funds, to work on a collection system

through the research-and-development stage. Then, once the sys-

,' tem is perfected, it is turned over to the Defense Department. In
the case of a ferr particularly esoteric systems, the CIA has kept
operational control, but the agency's S&T budget of about $120
million per year is simply not large enough to support many

' independent technical collection systems.

,, CIA technicians, for example, worked with Lockheed Aircraft
at a secret site in Nevada to develop the A-11, probably the most

I potent airborne collection system ever to fly. In February 1964,
before the plane became operational, President Johnson revealed
its existence to the news media, describing it as a long-range Air

x
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'of interest to them. For example, when there is a shift in the

Soviet leadership, or a new Chinese diplomat is posted to Wash-
ington, the Intelligence Directorate routinely sends biographical
information (usually classified "secret") on the personalities

involved to the'other government agencies. Similarly, the various

State Department bureaus (along with selected American

academicians and newspapers) regularly receive the agency's

unclassified transcripts of foreign radio and television broadcasts.

Most of the rest of the Intelligence Directorate's assets are

focused on political, econodric, and strategic military research.

The agency's specialists produce both current intelligence -
reports and explanations on a daily basis of the world's breaking

events - and long-range analysis of trends, potential crisis areas'

and other matters of interest to the government's policy-makers.

Turning out current intelligence reports is akin to publishing a'
newspaper, and, in fact, the Intelligencs Directorate puts out
daily and weekly publications which, except for their high
security classifications, are similar to work done bytheAmerican
press. These regular intelligence reports, along with special ones

on topics like corruption in South Vietnam or the prospects for
the Soviet wheat crop, are sent to hundreds of "consumers" in
the federal government. The primary consumer, however, is the

President, and he receives every morning a special publication

called the President's Daily Brief. In the Johnson administration
these reports frequently contained, in addition to the normal

intelligence fare, rather scandalous descriptions of the private

lives of certain world leaders, always avidly read by the President.*

The agency found, however, that in the Nixon administration
such items were not appreciated, and the tone of the daily report

was changed. Even so, President Nixon and Henry Kissinger

soon lost interest in reading the publication; the task was relegated

to lower-ranking officials on the National Security Council staff.

* President Johnson's taste in intelligence was far from conventional. A
forrrer high State Department official tells of attending a meeting at the
White House and then staying on for a talk with the President afterward.
LBJ proceeded to play for him a tape recording (one of those presumably

nade bythe FBD oiMartin Luther Kingin a rathercompromising situation.
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Force interceptor. Five months later, at another news conference,
the President disclosed that there was a second version of the
aircraft, which he described as "an advanced strategic reconnais-
sance plane for military use, capable of worldwide reconnais-
sance." Three years after that, when the A-11, now the SR-71,
was flying regularly,.the program was turned over to the Air
Force. (

DELEIED

)
Any reasonable reviewer of the CIA, after surveying the de-

ployment of agency funds and personnel and weighing these
against the intelligence gains produced by the various directorates,
would probably come to the same conclusion as did Richard
Helms' temporary replacement as Director, James Schlesinger.
On April 5, 1973, Schlesinger admitted to the Senate Armed
Forces Committee that "We have a problem . . . we just have too
many people. It turns out to be too many people in the opera-
tional areas. These are the people who in the past served over-
seas. . . . Increasing emphasis is being placed on science and
technology, and on intelligence judgments."

Schlesinger's words - and the fact that he was not a "house
man" from the Clandestine Services - were auguries of hope to
those many critics of the CIA who believe that it is overly pre-
occupied with the covert side of intelligence. But Schlesinger lasted
only four months at the agency before he was named Secretary of
Defense, and the changes he effected were generally confined to a
Gpercent staff cut and an early-retirement program for certain

The CIA and the Intelligence Communily . tO?

, sop"."rruated employees. Schlesinger has been succoodod by
William Colby - a man who had a highly successful car@r er r
clandestine operator specializing in."dirty tricks," and who canr only be expected to maintain the Dulles-Helms policy of con-
centration on covert action.

At present the agency uses about two thirds of its funds and ltr
mEupower for covert operations and. their support - proportlone
that have been held relatively constant for more than ten years.
Ihus, out of the agency's caf,eer workforce of roughly 161500
people and yearly budget of about $750 millrorq 11,000 personnel

' and roughly $550 million are earmarked for the Ctandestine Serv-
ices and those activities of the Direc{orate of I\{anagement and
Services (formerly the Direc{orate of Support), such as communl-
cations, logistics, and training, which conhibute to covert ac-
tiyities. OnIy about 20 percent of the CTA,s career employees
(spending less than 10 percent of the budget) work on intelligence
analysis and informatio.n processing. There is little reason, at

, present, to'expect that things will change.

The Inte llig enc e Community

Taken as a whole, U.S. intelligence is no longer made up of a
small glamorous fraternity of adventurous bluebloods - men
motivated by a sense of noblesse oblige who carry out daring
undercover missions. That is the romantic myth without which
there would,be few spy novels, but it is not the substance of the

'modern intelligence profession. Today the vast majority of those
in the spy business are faceless, desk-bound bureaucrats, far
removed from the world of the secret agent. To be sure, the CIA
still strives to keep alive such techniques as classical espionage
and covert action, but its efforts have been dwarfed by the huge
technical collection progratns of other government intelligence
organrzations - chiefly military agencies.

In all, there are ten different components of the federal govern-
ment which con@rn themselves with the collection and/or
analysis of foreign intelligence. These ten agencies, complete with
their hundreds of subordinate commands, offices, and staffs, are
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commonly referred to as the "intelligence community." Operating
silently in the shadows of the federal goverrrment, carefully ob-
scured from public view and virtually immune to congressional
oversight, the intelligence cofirmunity every year spends over $6
billion and has a full-time workforce of more than I 50,000 people.
The bulk of this money and manpower is devoted to the collec-
tion of information through technical means and the processing
and analysis of that information. The intelligence community
amasses data on all the world's countries, but the primary
targets are the communist nations, especially the Soviet Union
and China, and the most sought-after information concerns their
military capabilities and intentions.

Size and Cost of
U.S. lntelligence Community

(Approximate)

ORGANIZATION
Central Intelligence Agenry
National Security Agencyr
Defense Intelligence Agencyr
Army Intelligence*
Naval Intelligence*
Air Force Intelligenccr

(Including the National
Reconnaissance Office)

State Deparfinent

@ureau of Intelligence
and Research)

Federal Bureau of Investigation
(Internal Security Division)

Atomic Enerry C.ommission
(Division of Intelligence)

Treasury Department

TOTAL

'I)epartment of Defense agency

AIYNUAL
PERSONNEL BUDGET

16,500 $750,000,000
u,No $1,200,000,000
5,000 $200,000,000

35,000 s700,000,000
15,000 $600,m0,m0
56,000 $2,700,000,u)o

t88,000,000

$40,fi)o,000

$20,000,m0
$10,000,000

rl3"250 $6p2E,000,000

800

300
300
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i , As can be seen, the intelligence community's best-knowr filoln
,) ber, the cIA, accounts for less than 15 percent of its total fundt

and personnel. Despite the agency's comparatively small sizo,
however, the head of the cIA is not only the number-one man in
his own agency, but as a result of the National Security Act of'' 1947 , is also the Director of central Intelligence (DCI) - the titular, chief of the entire intelligence comrnunity. However, the com-
munity which the DCI supposedly overs@s is made up of fiercelyI independent bureaucratic entities with littre d'esire for outside
supervision. All the members except the cIA are parts of much
larger governmental departments, and they look to their parent
agencies for guidance, not to the DCI. while all participants

1 share the same profession and general aim of protecting thei national security, the intelligence community has developed into
an interlocking, overlapping tnazpof organizations, eacb with its
own goals. rn the words of Admiral Rufus Taylor, former head of
Naval Intelligence and former Deputy Direclor of the clA, it
most closely resembles a "tribal federation.,,

The Director of central rntelligence heads up severar inter-
, agency groups which were created to aid him in the management

and operation of the intelligence cornmunity. The DcI's two
principal tools for managing intelligen@ are the Intelligence Re-
sources Advisory committee (IRAC) and the united states
Intelligence Board. (usIB). The IRAC's members include repre-
sentatives from the state Department, Defense, the office of
Management and Budget, and the crA itself. (since the agency's
Director chairs the group in his role as Dcr, or head of the intel-
ligence community, the CIA is also given a seat.) IRAC was, --o---- ersv Ervrr' I DWl.,, lA.rL\/ WCIDi formed in Nove,mber 1971, and it is supposed to prepare a con-

' solidated budget for the whole community and generally assure

! that intelligence resources are used as efficiently as possible. How-
ever, it has not bepn in existence long enough for its perforrrance

' to be judged, especially since three different DcIs have already
headed it.

The usrB's main tasks arethe issuance of Nationar Intelligence
Estimates and the setting of collection requirements and priori-
ues. under it are fifteen pemunent inter-agency committees and a

trl

1,' 
,
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variety of ad ltoc groups for special problems. Working throueh
these committees and groups, the USIB, among other th,ings,

lists the targets for American intelligence and the priority attached

to each one,* coordinates within the intelligen@ conununity the

estimates of future events and enemy strengths, controls the

classification and security systems for most of the U.S. govern-

ment, directs research in the various fields of technical inteUi-
gence, and decides what classified information will be passed on
to foreign friends and allies.f

The USIB meets every Thursday morning in a conference room
on the seventh floor of CIA headquarters. At a typical meeting

there are three or four subjects on the agenda, itself a classified

document which the USIB secretariat circulates to each member

a few days before the meeting. The first item of business is always

the approval of the minutes of the last session; in the interest of.

security, the minutes are purposely made incornplete. Then the

USIB turns to the Watch Report, which has been prepared earlier
in the week by an inter-agency USIB committee responsible for
keeping an eye out for any indication that armed conflict, par-

ticularly one which might threaten the United States or any of its

allies, may break out anyrhere in the world. A typical Watch

Report might, in effect, say something like: War between the
United States and the Soviet Union does not seem imminent this

week, but the Soviets are going ahead with the development of
their latest missile and have moved two new divisions into

r Although in a crisis situation,like the implementation of the Arab-Israeli
cease-fire in 1970, Henry Kissinger or occasionally the President himself may
set the standards. In the 197$ case (

DELETED

)
t Intelligence reports are routinely provrded to e,ertain foreign countries,

especially the English-speaking ones, on the basis of so-called intelligence
agreements entered into by the DCI and his foreign equivalents- Although
these agleements commit the United States government to a specified course
of action enforceable under international law, they are never submltted as

treaties to the U.S. Senate. In fact, they are negotiated and put into force
in complete secrecy, and no member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee has ever seen one, even for informational purposes.

'i. TIE CIA md tlu Intelligence Communlty ' llt
ffii position along the Chinese border; North Vietnamese lnffltrr.
1l1j" tion along the Ho Chi Minh trail (as monitored by sensors and
ti radio intercepts) indicates that the level of violence will probably

ii rise in the northern half of South Vietnam; and satellite photos
of the Suez Canal ( DELETED ) point to a
higher level of tension between Israel and Egypt.

Once the USIB gives it routine assent, the Watch Report is
forwarded to thenation'stoppolicy-makers, who normally do not

I even glance at it, since they know that everything in it of any con-
sequence has already been distributed to them in other intel-
ligence reports. If some apocalyptic sign that war might break out
were ever picked up by any agency of the community, the President
and his top aides would be notified immediately, and the USIB
'would not be consulted; but as long as nothing of particular
note is occurr''ing, every Thursday morning the USIB spends an
average of about thirty seconds discussing the Watch Report
(which actually takes several man-weeks to prepare) before it is

, forwarded to the White House.
Next on the USIB agenda is the consideration and, almost

I always, the approval of the one or two National Intelligence
, Estimates which have been completed that week. These estimates

of enemy capabilities and future events are drafted in advance by
the CIA's National Intelligence Officers and then coordinated at

, thestafflevelwith thevarious USlB-memberagencies. By the time
the estimates come before the USIB itself, all differences have
normally been. compromised in the inter-agency coordination
meetings, or, failing in that accommodation, a dissenting member
has already prepared a footnote stating his agency's disagreement
with the conclusions or text of the NIE.

Once the USIB has approved the estimates before it (now
certified as the best judgments of the intelligence community on

' the particular subject), the board turns to any special items which
' all the members have the prerogative of placing on the agenda.

One Thursday in 1969 the chief of Naval Intelligence asked the
, USIB to reconsider a proposal, which had earlier been turned

down at the USIB subcommittee level, to furnish the Brazilian
naw with relatively advanced American cryptological equipment.
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Because of the sensitivity of U.S. codes and encqpting devioes,
exports - even to friendly countries - need the USIB's approval;
the board turned down this particular request. At another meeting
in 1970 the special discussion was on whether or not a very
sophisticated satellite should be targeted against the @ELETED)
part of the (DELETED) instead of @ELETED). The Air Force's
reQuest to (DELETED) its satellite came to the USIB under its
responsibility for setting intelligenoe-collection priorities; citing
the great cost of the satellite and the possibility that the @E"
LETED) might lead to a malfunction, the USIB said no to the
(DELETED). In another 1970 meeting the USIB considered a
Pentagon proposal to lower the U.S. goverrrment's research goals

. for the detection of underground nuclear explosions. Agpin the
USIB saidno.+

On occasion, when extremely sensitive matters are to be dis-
cussed, the USIB goes into executive session - the practical effect
of which is that all staffmembers leave the room and no minutes
at all are kept. The USIB operated in this atmosphere of total
privacyfor a 1969 discussion of the Green Beret murder case and
again in 1970 for a briefing of the Fitdrugh panel's recommenda-
tions on the reorganization of Pentagon intelligence (see p. 128).

Under DCl Helms, most USIB meetings were finished within
forty-five minutes. Since almost all of the substantive work had
been taken care of in preparatory sessions at the staff level, the
USIB rarely did anything more than ratify already determined
decisions, and thus the board, the highest-level substantive com-
mittee of the U.S. intelligence community, had very little work to
do on its own.

* The Pentagon claimed that there was not enough money available in
its budget to attain the level of detection on the Richter scale set forth in
tbe USIB guidelines, and that relaxing the standard reflected this fnancial
reality. The State Department argued that a changed goal might open the
intelligence community up to criticism on grounds that it had not done
everything possible to achieve a comprehensive nuclear test ban.- which
would ultimately be dependent on both sides, being confident that cheating
by the other party could be detected. DCI Helms sided with State. But the
civilian victory was a hollow oile, since there was Do way the DCI could
ensure that the Pentagon would indeed spend more money on seismic
research in order to be able to meet the level of detection fixed by the USIB.

:i, r The CIA and the Intelltgence Communlly . tl,
fliifte usIB and its fifteen comrnittees deal exclusively with whrt
] is called national intelligence - intelligence needed, in theory, by

the country's policy-makers. But there is a second kind of intol-
I ligence - "departmental" -which is, again in theory, solely for tho

use of a particular agency or military service. The Army, Navy,
and Air Force collect great amounts of departmental intelligenco' to support their tactical missions. For example, an American

, commander in German5r may desire data on the enemy forces that
would oppose his troops if hostilities broke out, but the day-to-day

: movements of Soviet troops along the East German border are of' Iittle interest to hieh officials back in Washington (unless, of
;, course, the Sqviets are massing for an invasion, in which case the
I information would be upgraded to national intelligence). The
, dividingline between national and departmental intelligence, how-

ever, is often quite faint, and the military have frequently branded
as departmental a number of wasteful collection programs that

; they know would not be approved on the national level.I Although the CIA has had since its creation exclusive responsi-
! Uitity for carrying out overseas espionage operations for the col-
i; Iection of national intelligence, the various military intelligence

agencies and the intelligence units of American forces stationed
abroad have retained the right to seek out tactical informationlt---

i for their own departmental requirements. During the Korean and
. Vietnamese wars, field commanders understandably needed data

of enemy troop movements, and one way of obtaining it was
through the hiring of foreign agents. But even in peacetime, with
U.S. forces permanently stationed in countries like England,

, Germany, Italy, Morocco, Turkey, Panama, Japan, and Australia,
I the military intelligence services have consistently sought to

acquire information through their own secret agents - the
justification, of course, always being the need for departmental
or tactical intelligence. To avoid duplication and proliferation
of agents, all of these espionage missions are supposed to be

, coordinated with the CIA. But the military often fail to do this
trcause they know the CIA would not give its approval, or

I bccause an arrangement has been previously worked out to the
Offect that as long as the militaqy stay out of CIA's areas of
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interest, they can operate on their own. Every military unit has
an intelligence section, and few commanders wish to see their
personnel remaln idle. Therefore, if for no other reasons than
to keep their soldiers occupied, American military intelligence
units overseas are usually involved in the espionage garne.

For example, a military intelligence unit assigned to Bangf,ok,
Ihailand, as late as 1971 was trying to entrap Soviet KGB officcrs,
recruit local sptes, and even was attempting to run its own agents
into China through Hong Kong. Little or none of rhis sctivity was

beingcleared withthe g[, $lmilsrly, in (

DELETET)

) at virtually every level

The tribalism that plagues the intelligence community is at its
worst in the military intelligence agencies, and most of the per-
sonnel working for these'oryatrzalions feel their first loyalty is to
their parent service. The men who run military intelligence are
almost all career officers who look to the Army, Navy, and Air
Force for promotion and other advancement. They serve only a
tour or two in intelligence before they return to conventional
military life. Very few are willing to do anything in their intel-
ligence assignments which will damage their careers, and they
know all too well that analysis on their part which contradicts
the views or the policies of the leadership of their parent service
will not be well received. Thus, their intelligence judgrnents tend
to be clouded by the prejudices and budgetary needs of the
military service whose uniform they wear.

The Arrry, the Nary, and the Air Force traditionally main-
tained their own independent intelligence agencies - ostensibly to
support their tactical responsibilities and to maintain an enemy
"order of battle." Each service collected its own information and
quite often was less than forthcoming to the others. The result
was a large amount of duplication and an extremely parochial
approach in each seryice's analysis of enemy capabilities.

This self-serving approach of the military services toward intel-
kgence led to the fOrmation in 1961 of the Defense Intelligence
Agency, which was supposed to coordinate and consolidate the

I

I

i

I

i
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$ views and, to some extent, the functions of the thee servlco tlGtt,
i' 
i cies. It was planned thht the DIA would replace the Army, Navy,

flfl and Air Force at the USIB meetings, but Allen Dulles and suc.

I cessive DCIs have balked at leaving total responsibility for repro.
ij senting the Pentagon to the DIA,. which has subsequcntly

i developed its own brand of parochialism as the intelligence arm
of the Joint Ctriefs of Staff. Thus, while only the DIA is an official
USIB member, the heads of the three service agencies remain at
the table for the weekly sessions, push their pet theories, and de-

i mand that footnotes be included in intelligence estimates that
run contrary to their views of their service.

Aside from operating the overt system of military attachds

, working out of American embassies overseas, the DIA does little
information collection on its own. It is largely dependent on the

,; service intelligence agencies for its raw data, and its 5r(X)0 em-
ployees process and analyze this material and turn it into finished

I intelligence reports which are circulated within the Pentagon and
to the rest of the intelligence community. The DIA also prepares

I daily and weekly intelligence digests that are similar in form and
i; content to the CIA publications, and makes up its own estimates

,' of enemy capabilities. This latter function did not take on much
I significanceintheDlAuntil November lg70,whentheagencywas
' reorganized and Major General Daniel Graham was given a man-

date by DIA chief Lieutenant General Donald Bennett to im-
i prove the agency's estimating capability. Graham had served two

earlier tours of duty in CIA's Office of National Estimates, and
he quickly established the DIA office as a serious rival to the
agency's estimative function. *

Although the DIA was originally intended to take over many
of their functions, the service intelligence agencies have continued

l, to grow and flourish since its founding.Indeed, each of the three

i As a colonel in the late 1960s, Graham nearly resigned from the Army
, to accept an offer of permanent employment with the CIA. In early 1973' DCI James Schlesinger brought him back to the agency, still in uniform,
I' to work on military estimateJ. Graham was widely tnowi in the corridori
,1, ,of the CIA as the-funny little military officer who hung a drawing of a

bayonet over his desk with a caption describing it as "The weapon of thc' future."
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/National Security Agency. The NSA, the most secretivc mcmbor
I,of the intelligence community, breaks foreign codes and ciphoru

, and develops secure communications for the U.S. government -
: :atacost to the taxpayer of about $1.2 billion everyyear. Founded

inl952 by a classified presidential order, the NSA employs about

t 24,000 people. Its headquarters is at Fort Meade, Maryland, and
I its hundreds of listening posts around the worldeavesdrop on the

; coilrmunications of most of the world's countries - enemy and

ftiend alike. Most of the NSA's intercept stations are operated by

special cryptological units from the armed forces, which are sub'
ordinate to thehead of the NSA.

I Under the Fitztrugh recommendations, which were put into effect
':1, 

in 1972, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence has

overall responsibility for military intelligence. Independent of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff and the military services, he is supposed to
il coordinate and generally supervise the activities of the DIA, the

' service intelligence agencies, the NSA, the Defense Mapping
, Agency, and the Defense Investigative Service. These latter two

organizations were formed in early 1972 (also as a result of the
i Fitztrugh recommendations) out of the three separate mapping

" and investigative agencies which had previously existed in the

, Arrny, Navy, and Air Force. .The mappers, aided by satellite
i photography, chart nearly every inch of the earth's surface. The

i investigators perform counterintelligence work and look into the

backgrounds of Defense Department personnel. In the late 1960s,

however, the three units which would later become the Defense

Investigative Service devoted much of their time and effort to
reporting on domestic dissident and anti-war gxoups. The Secre-

,, tary of Defense ordered that this military surveillance of civilians
i be stopped in early 1971, but there are indications that it is still
r gomg on.r , g(,llrB,uu.

; The State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Research

, has the smallest budget in the intelligence community - only $8

1 miltion - and it is the only member with no collection capability
of its own. It is completely dependent on State Department diplo-

, matic cables and the sources of other community members for the
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is larger than the DIA, and Air Force intelligence is the brgeest

spy organization in the whole intelligence community, with
56,000 employees and an annual budget of about $2.7 bilHon.

Most of this latter figure goes to pay for the extremely costly
reconnaissance satellites and the rockets necessary to put them
in orbit. A separate part of Air Force intelligence, the National
Reconnaissance Office, operates these satellite programs for the
eutire community, end the I\RO's budget alone is more than
$1.5 billion a yeax. The NRO works in such'intense secrecy that
its very existence is classified. Its dirqctor for many y€ars was a

mysterious Air Force colonel (and later brigadier general) named

Ralph Steakley, who retired in the early 1970s to take employ-
ment with Westinghouse, a' defense contractor which sells

considerable equipment to theNRO.
The Office of Naval Intelligence, v/ith about 15,000employees

and a $@0 million annual budget, is perhaps thefastest-growing
member of the intelligence community. At the same time sub
marine-missile (Polaris and Poseidon) programs hav.e in recent
years received larger and larger budgets ( DELETED

) have similarly captued the irnagination of the military
planners. Naval Intelligence operates ( DELETED

) crammed with the most modern sensors, radars,
c€uneras, and otherlistening deviceswhich (

DELEIET)

)
The Nary formerly sent surfaoe ships,like the Liberty and the

Pueblo, on similar missions, but since the attack on the former
and the capture of the latter, these missions have largely'been
discontinued.

Army Intelligence is the least mechafiznd of the three service

agencies. Its mission is largely to acquire tactical intelligence in
support of its field forces. Yet, due to the great size of the Army
and the proliferation of G2-type trnits, the Army still manages to
spend about $7fi) million annually and employ 35,000 people

inintelligence.
The remaining large component of military intelligence is the
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data which its 350 employees turn into finished intelligenoe
reports. INR represents State on all the USIB and other inter-
agency panels dealing with intelligence. It coordinates within
State the departmental position for 40 Committee meetings, and
does the Under Secretary's staff work for these meetings. The
Director of INR until the end of 1973, Ray S. Cline, spent
twenty-two years with the CIA before he joined the State
Department in 1969. He had risen to be the agency's Deputy
Director for Intelligence before losing out in an internal CIA
struggle in 1966, when he was sent offto head agency operations
in West Gerrnany. Although the German station was (and is)

the CIA's largest in the world, Cline was far from the center
of power in Washington. However, his absence apparently did
not dirninish either his bureaucratic skills or his capabilities sls an
intelligence analyst, and he bolstered fNR's position within the
communi8, although the bureau, without any resources of its
own, still remains a comparatively minel participana.*

The FBI, the Atomic Enerry Commission, and the Treasury
Department - the lesser members of the USIB - are all active
participants in the intelligence community although the primary
functions of these organizations are unrelated to the collection of
foreign intelligence. Nevertheless, the EBI's internal-security
duties include protecting the country against foreign espionage
attempts, a responsibillty considered to be associated with that
of the intelligence community. The Atomic Energy Commission
has an intelligence division which con@rns itself with information
about nuclear developments in foreign countries and maintains
technical listening posts around the world (sometimes manned by
CIA personnel) to monitor foreign atomic blasts. The Treasury
Department's connection with the intelligence commrrnity is based
primarily in its campaign to halt drues entering the United States.

Contrary to the National Security Act of 1947, the CIA today
does not in fact perform the function of "coordinating the

* INR's position within the intelligence community has been upgraded
recently because of Henry Kissinger's assumption of tho role of Socretary of
State and by his appointment of long-time NSC aide and former CIA officer
William Hyland to the postof director.
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'lntellige,nce activities of the several governmental departmontr
and agencies." For a time during the early 1950s the DCI dld

f, maouge some degree of control over the other agencies, but in
I' the years that followed came the technological explosion in
il intelligence and with it the tremendous expansion of the com-

munity. The spnng trade was transformed - everywhere but at
the CIA - from a fairly small, agent-oriented profession to a
machine-dominated information-gathering enterprise of almost

, boundless proportions. Technical collection, once a relatively4vv sr'vE

minor activity in which gentlemen did read other gentlemen's

mail, blossomed into a wide range of activities including
I COMINT (cornmtrnications intelligence), SIGINT (signal' VVlVnt\ r \Wrurrr'lwllvu9 rulvsrEvuw,rt vlvu! I \grE rer

' intelligence), PHOTINT (photographic intelligence), ELINT
' (electronic intelligence), and RADINT (radar intelligence). Data
i was ,obi'ained by hiehly sophisticated equipment on planes,
i ships, submarines, orbiting and stationary space satellites, radio

and electronic intercept stations, and radars .- some the size
: of three football fields strung together. The sensors, or devices,
1 used for collection consisted of high-resolution and wide-angle

ca.meras, infrared carneras, receivers for intercepting microwave
" hansmissions and telemetry signals, side-looking and over-the-

; horizon radars, and other even more exotic contrivances.
The proliferation of technical collection has also had a signifi-

I cant influence on the personnel makeup of the intelligence com-
I munity. The mountains of information reeived gave rise to a

variety of highly specialized data processors: cr5ptanalysts,
taffic analysts, photographic interpreters, and telemetry, iadar,
aud si$al analysts, who convert the incomprehensible bleeps
and squawks intercepted by their machines into forms usable
by the substaritive intelligence analysts. And it has created a new

I class of technocrats and managers who conceive, develop, and
i oupervise the operation of systems so secret that only a few

thousand (sometimes only a couple of hundred) people have high
cnoueh security clearances to see the finished intelligence
product.

, The information collected by the technical systems constitutes
the most valuable data available to U.S. intelligence. Without it,
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r,Directorate for Science and Technology and recruited a brllllrnt
,young scientist, Albert "Bud" Wheelon, to head the componcnt.

But try as he might, the tenacious, hprd-driving McCone could
i not cope with the Pentagon juggernaut, then under the direction

of Robert McNamara, who energetically supported the military

, services in thdir efforts to gain maximum control of all technical

collection. McCone was forced to conclude that the battle with
; the Defense Department was lost and the trend toward Pentagon

domination was irreversible. This was one of the reasons that
McCone resigned in 1965 (another treing, in McCone's view,

i President Johnson's lack of appreciation for strategic intelligence

such as the National Intelligence Estimates).

' UcCone was followed by Admiral William Raborn, whose in'
effective tour as DCI was mercifully ended after only fourteen

months, to the relief of all members of -the intelligence com-

munity.
Richard Helms took over the CIA in the spring of 1966. Like

Dulles, he was much more interested in the cloak-and-dagger

field, where he had spent his entire career, than in the machines

that had revolutionized the intelligence trade. Althougfi he was
, Director of C-entral Intelligence, not just the head of CIA, Helms

rarely challenged the Pentagon on matters regarding technical

collection - or, for that matter, intelligence analysis - until,
belatedly, his last years as DCI. As a result, during his director-

ship the CIA was completely overshadowed by the other agencies

in all intelligence activities other than covert operations, and even
I herethemilitarymade deepinroads.
; Richard Helms clearly understood the bureaucratic facts of
i life. He knew all too well that he did not have Cabinet status and
l' thus was not the equal of the Secretary of Defense, the man

l, uttirrately responsible for the military intelligence budget. Helms

simply did not have the power to tell the Pentagon that the overall

needs of U. S. intelligence (which were, of course, his responsibil ity

. as DCI) demanded that the military cut back on a particular

,' spnog program and spend the money elsewhere. Since managing

the intelligence community did not interest him very much

An) ilay, only on a few occasions did he make the effort to exerciso

;',1

til
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there would be no continuing reliable way for government to
determine with confidence the status of foreign - especially Soviet
and Chinese - strategic military capabilities. Without it, also,
there would have been no agr@ment with the Soviet Union in
1972 for the limitations of strategic armaments, since.that pact
was absolutely dependent on each side being confident that it
could monitor new military developments even possible

cheating - on the other side through its own satellites and other
surveillance equipment.

The first advanced overhead"reconnaissance systems - the U-2
spy planes and the early satellites in the late 1950s and early
1960s - provided valuable information about the Soviet Union,
but their successes only whetted the appetites of U.S. military
planners, who had so long been starved for good intelligence on
America's main adversary. Once thby got a taste of the fr'uits
of technical collection, they demanded more specific and more
frequent reporting on the status of the Soviet armed forces. And
the technicians, with nearly unlimited funds at their disposal,
obliged them, partly because the technicians themselves had a
natural desireto expand the state oftheir art.

A complementary circle of military intelligence requirements
and technical collection methods evolved. Collection responded to
requirements and, in turn, generated still further demands for in-
formation, which resulted in the development of yet bigger and
better collection systems. If some particular type of data could
somehow be collected, invariably one or another part of the
,Pentagon would certify that it was needed, and a new technical
system for gathering it would be developed, The prevailing ethic
became collection for collection's sake.

In the infant years of the technological explosion, Allen Oulles
paid scant attention to technical collection's potential as an intel-
ligence tool. He was far more interested in clandestine operations
and the overthrowing of foreign governments. After the Bay of
Pigs debacle in 1961 cut short Dulles'career as DCI, his successor,

John McCone, soon grasped the importance of the new informa-
tion-gathering systerns. He tried to reassert the CIA's leadership
position in this area, and as part of his effort he created the
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some measure of influence over the other agencies outside the
CIA.

In 1967 Helms was urged by his staff to authorize an official
review of intelligence collection by conrmurtity members, with
special emphasis on the many technical collection systems. How-
ever, Helms was reluctant to venture very far into this higtrly
complex, military-controlled field, and decided only to authorize
a study of the CIA's "in-house" needs. He named an experienced
senior agency offi.cer, Hugh Cunningham, to head the small group
picked to make the study. Cunningham, a former Rhodes scholar,
had previously served in top positions with the Clandestine
Services and on the Board of National Estimates. Withhis broad
experience, he seemed to agency insiders to be an ideal choice
to carry out the rgview. After several months of intense investiga-
tion, he and his small group concluded - this was the fitst
sentence of their report - "The United States intelligence
communitycollects too much information." They found that there
was a large amount of duplication in the collection effort, with
two or more agencies often spending great amounts of money
to amass essentially the same data, and that much of the inforrna-
tion collected was useless for anything other than lowJevel
intelligence analysis. The study noted that the glut of raw data
was clogging the intelligence system and making it difficult for the
analysts to separate out what was really important and to
produce thoughtful material for fhe policy-makers. The study
also observed that the overabundance of collection resulted
in an excess of finished intelligence reports, many of which were
of little use in the formulation of national policy; there simply
were too many reports on too many subjects for the high-level
policy-makers to cope with.

The Cunningham study caused such consternation in the CIA
that Helms refused to disseminate it to the other intelligence
agencies. Several of his deputies complained bitterly about the
study's critical view of their own directorates and the way it
seemed to diminish the importance of their work. Since the study
was even harsher in dealing with the military's intelligence
programs, Helms was further unwilling to risk the Pentagon's
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wrath by circulating it within the intelligence community. Ho
decided to keep the controversial report within the CIA.

Always the master bureaucrat, Helms resorted to the timo
honored technique of forming another special study group to
lrcview the work of the first group. He organiznd a new com-
mittee, the Senior Executive Group, to consider in general terms

the CIA's managerial problems. The SEG's first job was to look
over the Cunningham study, but its members were hardly fitted
to the task. They were the chiefs of the agency's four directorates,

, each of which had been heavily criticized in the original study;
the Executive Director (the CIA's number-three man), a plodding,
unimaginative former support officer; and - as chairman - the
Deputy DC[, Admiral Rufus Taylor, a car@r naval officer. After
several prolonged meetings, the SEG decided, not surprisingly,
that the study on collection was of only marginal value and
therefore not to be acted on in any significant way. A short time
later Cunningham was transferred to the Office of Training, one' 
of the CIA's administrative Siberias. The SEG never met again.

Although Richard Helms showed little talent for management

- and even less interest in it - during his years as DCI he did make
some efforts to restrict the expansion of the intelligence com-
munity. One such try was successful.It occurred in the late 1960s

when Helms refused to give his approval for further development' work on the Air Force's extremely expensive manned orbiting
laboratory (MOL), which was then being promoted as being,

among other things, an intelligence-collection system. Without
I Helms'endorsement, the Air Force was unable to convince the

White House of the need for the project, and it was subsequently

dropped by the Johnson administration. (Some Air Force officials
viewed Helms' lack of support as retaliation for the Air Force's

"capture" in 1967 of the SR-71 reconnaissance plane, which the
CIA had originally developed and would have preferred to keep

' under its control, but this criticism was probably unfair. Helms
eimply seemed to be going along with the strong pressure in the
Jo\psoir administration to cut costs because of the Vietnam war,
and saw the MOL as a particularly vulnerable - and technically
iubious - program in a period of tieht budgets.)
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Helms was always arealistabout power within thegovernment,
and he recognized that, except in a rare case like that of the MOL,
he simply did not have the clout to prevent the introduction of
most new technical collection systems. He also understood that the
full force of the Pentagon was behind these projects - as redund-
aht or superfluous as they often were - and that if he concentrated
his efforts on trying to eliminate or even reduce unproductive and
outdated systems, he was making enemies who could undercut his
own pet clandestine projects overseas. But even the few efforts he
did bring against these obviously wasteful systems failed (save

that against the MOL), demonstrating vividly that the true power

over budgets in the intelligence community lies with the Pentagon,
not the Director of Central Intelligence.

ln 1967, for example, Helms asked Frederick Eaton, a promi-
nent and conservative New York lawyer, to conduct a review'of
the National Security Agency. For some time the NSA's cost-
effectiveness as a contributor to the national intelligenceefforthad
been hiehly suspect within the community, especially in view of
the code-breaking agency's constantly growing budget, which had
then risen over the billion-dollar mark. Eaton was provided with a
staff composed of officials from several intelligence offices,
including the CIA, the State Department; and the Pentagon, and
this staff accumulated substantial evidence that much of the
NSA's intelligence collection was of little or marginal use to the
various intelligence consumers in the community. But Eaton,
after extensive consultation with Pentagon officials, surprised

his own staff by recommending no reductions and concluding that
all of the NSA's programs were worthwhile. The staff of intel-
ligence professionals rebelled, and Eaton had to write the con-
clusions of the review himself.

The lesson of the Eaton study was clear within the intelligence
community. The NSA was widely recognized as the community
member most in need of reform, and the professionals who had
studied the matter recommended substantial change in its
programs. Yet Helms'effort to improve the supersecret agency's
performance through the Eaton study accomplished nothing,
and if the Director of Central Intelligence could not, as the

,'i{
,1
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',orofessionals said, "getahandle on" the NSA, then it was hlghly
unlikely that he could ever influence the expanding programt

: of the other Pentagon intelligence agencies.
In 1968 Helms created another select inter-agency group at the

' insistence of his staff: the National Intelligence Resources Board
:' (the forerunner of the Intelligence Resources Advisory Commit-
I tee). Intended to bring about economies in the community by

cutting certain marginal programs, the NIRB had more bureau-
cratic power than any of its predecessors because it was chaired by
the Deputy Director of the CIA and had as members the directors
of the Defense Intelligence Agency and the State Department's
Bureau of Intelligence and Research. It immediately decided to
take a new look at the NSA's prograrns, and it singled out a
particular communications-intercept program, costing millions
of dollars a year, as particularly wasteful. The NIRB had found

i that nearly all intelligence analysts within the community who
, had access to the results of the NSA program believed the data

to be of little or no use. These findings were related to Paul Nitze,
then Deputy Secretary of Defense, with the recommendation that
the program be phased out. (The final decision on continuing
the NSA program, of course, had to be made in the Pentagon,
since the NSA is a military intelligence agency.) Nitze didnothing

i with the recommendation for several months. Then, as he was
leaving office in January l969,he sent a letter to Helms thanking
itre OCI for his advice but informing him that approval had been

' given by Pentagon decision-makers to continue the dubious' project. And despite the NIRB's overwhelming arguments against
; the project, Nitze did not even bother to list any reasons why the

Pentagon chose not to concur with the decision of the Director
I ofCentrallntelligence.
i In the wake of such defeats, Helms gave up on making attempts

at managing the intelligence cornmunity. At one point, months' later, he observed to his staffthat while he, as DCI, was theoreti-
:1, cally responsible for 100 percent of the nation's intelligence
I activities, he in fact controlled less than 15 percent of the com-

munity's assets - and most of the other 85 percent belonged to the
Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Under such
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circumstances, Helms concluded, it was unrealistic for any DCI
to think that he could have a significant influence on U.S.
{ntelligence-resource decisions or the shaping of the intelligence
community.

But when the Nixon administration took over in 1969, some
very powerful people, including Defense Secretary Melvin Laird
and the President himself, became concerned about the seemingly
uncontrolled expansion of the Pentagon's intelligence programs.
Laird said in his 1970 Defense budget statement:

Intelligence is both critical and costly. Yet we have found
intelligence activities, with management overlapping or non-
existent. Deficiencies have provoked criticism that became
known even outside the intelligence community. These criti-
cisms can be summarized in five principal points:

1. Our intelligence product was being evaluated poorly.*
2. Various intelligence-gathering activities overlapped and

there was no rnechanism to eliminate the overlap.
3. There was no coordinated long-range program for

resource management and programming.
4. Significant gaps in intelligence-gathering went un-

noticed.
5. The intelligence community failed to maintain frank

and unrestricted channels of internal communication.

That same year President Nixon appointed a "blue-ribbon"
panel chaifed by Gilbert W. Fitzhugh, chairman of the board of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, to conduct a review
of the Defense Department's entire operations and organization.
Fitzhugtr declared at a July 1970 press conference that his
investigation showed that the Pentagon was "an impossible
organization to administer in its present form, just an amorphous
lump." Then turning to military spying, he stated, "I believe that

* Some intelligence was not being evaluated at all, and, as a result, a new
concept, "the linear drawer foot," entered the English language. Translated
from Pentagonese, this refers to the amount of paper needed to fill a file
drawer one foot in length. A 1969 House Armed Services Committee
report noted that the Southeast Asia office of the DIA alone had 517 linear
drawer feet of unanalyzed raw intelligence locked in its vaults.
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,, the Pentagon suffers from too much intelligence. They canrt uto
: what they get because there is too much collected. It would almort

be better that they didn't have it because it's difficult to find out
what's important." The Fitzhugh panel r@ommended a series of
economies in Pentagon espionage and also urged that a new post
of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence be created.
Under this proposal, the various military intelligence agencies,

i which previously had been scattered all over the Defense
: Department's organizational chart, were to be put under the
,' 'authority of the new Assistant Secretary, who in turn would
1 report to Secretary Laird.

By 1971, before the Fitzhugh recommendations were put into
effect, the House Committee on Appropriations had become
aware that military intelligence was in need of a shake-up. The
committee released a little-noticed but blistering report which

, stated that "the intelligence operations of the Department of
Defense have grown beyond the actual needs of the Department
and are now receiving an inordinate share of the fiscal resources

, of the Department." The congressional report continued,
"Redundancy is the watch word of many intelligence operations.
. . . Coordination is less effective than it should be. Far more
material is collected than is essential. Material is collected which

l' cannot be evaluated . . . and is therefore wasted. New intelligence
; means have become available . . . without offsetting reductions in

old procedures." With these faults so obvious eveo to the highly
conservative and military-oriented congressional committee,
strong reform measures would have seenred to be in order. But
little was done by the Congress to bring the intelligen@ com-
munity under control. The fear on Capitol Hill of violating the
sacred mystique of "national security" prevented any effective
corrective action.

, Finally, in November 1971, after a secret review of the intel-
ligence community carried out by the Office of Management and
Budget's James Schlesinger, who would a year later be named
Director of the CIA, the Nixon adrrinistration announced. '.a
number of management steps to improve the efficiency and
cfiectivenessl' of U.S. intelligeace. The President reportedly had
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been grumblihg for some time about the poor information
furnished him by the intelligen@ community. Most recently he
had been disturbed by the community's blunder in assuring that
American prisoners were being held at the Son Tay camp in
North Vietnam, which during a dramatic rescue mission by U.S.
commandos in 1970 was found to be empty. Nixon was also
angered by the failure of intelligence to warn about the ferocity
of the North Vietnamese response to the South Vietnamese
invasion of Laos in early 1971. (In both these instances the faulty
intelligence seems to have come from the Pentagon,* although
there are good reasons to believe that in the Son Tay case the
President's political desire to make a show of support for the
prisoners outweighed the strong possibility that no prisoners
would be found there.) The President, as the nation's primary
consumer of intelligence, felt that he had a right to expect better
information.

Whether a President takes great personal interest in intelligence,
as Lyndon Johnson did, or, as in Nixon's case, delegates most of
the responsibility to an aide (Henry Kissinger), the intelligence
field remains very much a private presidential preserve. Congress
has almost completely abdicated any control it might exercise.
Thus, when President Nixon chose to revamp the intelligence
structure in 1977, he did not even bother to consult in advance
those few Congressmen who supposedly oversee the intelligence
community.

The ostensible objective of the 1971 reorganiz.ation was to im-
prove management of the intelligence community by giving the
DCI "an enhanced leadership role . . . in planning, reviewing,
coordinating, and evaluating all intelligence programs and activi-
ties, and in the production of national intelligence." LJnder the
Nixon plan, the DCI's powers over the rest of the community for
the first time included the right to review the budgets of the other
members - iln unprecedented step in the tribal federation of in-

r Reporter Tad Szulc, formerly of the New York Times, recalls that
after the Son Tay raid a CIA official approached him to emphasize that the
agency had played no part in the operation and that the faulty information
had originated with military intelligence.
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telligence and one absolutely necessary to the exercisc of any
meaningful degree of control.

But with this very same plan to enhance the DCI's "leadershlp
role," the President was also placing control over all U.S. intelli-
gence squarely in the National Security Council staff, still headed
today by HenryKissinger, even afterhe also hasbecome Secretary
of State. Kissinger was put in charge of a new NSC Intelligencc
Committee which included as members the DCI, the Attorney
General, the Under Secretary of State, the Deputy Secretary of
Defense, and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This
Intelligence Committee was to "give direction and guidance on
national intelligence needs and provide for a continuing evalua-
tion of intelligence products from the viewpoint of the intelligence
user " At the same time the President established another new
body, called the Net Assessrnent Group, under Kissinger's- control, to analyze U.S. military capabilities in comparison with
those of the Soviets and Ctrinese as estimated by intelligence
studies. Already chairman of the 40 Committee, which passes on
all high-risk CIA covert operations, ffid the Verification Panel,
which is responsible for monitoring the intelligenoe related to
the S.A.L.T. negotiations and agreements, Kissinger, with his
control now asserted over virtually all the NSC's key committees,
had clearly emerged as the most powerful man in U.S. intelli-
gence - as well as in American foreign policy.

Yet with Kissinger almost totally occupied with other matters,
the President clearly intended under his November 1971 reorgani-
zation that CIA Director Helms take over and improve the actual
management of the intelligence community - under Kissinger's
general supervision, to be sure. Partly because of the nearly
impervious tribalism of the community and partly because of
Helm's pronounced lack of interest in management and technical
tnatters, the shake-up had little effect on the well+ntrenched
ways of the community. Much to the amazpment of his staff,
Helms did virtually nothing to carry out the wishes of the Presi-
dent as contained in the restructuring order.

Shortly after the 1972 election, Helns was fired by the President
as Director of Central Intelligenoe. According to his own testimony
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before the Senate Foreign Relations Committe, he wanted to stay
on the job, but that was not the wish of the White House. The
President's dissatisfaction with Helm's rnanagement of the intelli-
gence community was certainly a factor in his ouster, as perhaps
were Helms' social connections with liberal C-ongressrnen and
journalists (some of whom were on the White House "enemies"
list).

Fromhis earlierwork at the Office of Management and Budget
and the Rand Corporation, James Schlesinger appeared knowl-
edgeable about the problems facing the community and moved
quickly, once he arrived at the CIA to replace Helms, to set up
the bureaucratic structures neoessary to exercise control over the
other intelligence agencies. He created a new Deputy Director for
Community Relations and strengthened the Intelligence Resources
Advisory Committee, but his four-month tenure was too short to
bring about any large-scale reform. And nothing in the record of
his successor, William Crclby - a clandestine operator for thirty
years - indicates that he has either the management skills or the
inclination to bring the spiraling gowth of the intelligence com-
munity under control.

Clearly, the CIA is not the hub, nor is its Director the head, of
the vast U.S. intelligence community. The sometimes glamorous,
incorrigibly clandestine agency is merely a part of a rnuch larger
interdepartmental federation dominated by the Pentagon. And
although the Director of Crntral Intelligence is nominally desig-
nated by each President in turn as the govemment's chief intelli-
gence advisor, he is in fact overshadowed in the realities of
Washington's politics by both the Sectetary of Defense and the
President's own Assistant for National SecurityAffairs, as well as

byseveral lesser figures, such as the Ctrairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Nevertheless, agency directors and the CIA itself have uran-
aged to survive, and at times even flourish, in the secret bureau-
craticjungle because of their one highly specialized contribution
to the national intelligence effort. The CIA's primary task is not
to coordinate the efforts of U.S. intelligence or even to produce
finished national intelligence for the policy-makeri. tts3ob is, for
better or worse, to conduct the government's covert foreign policy.

PART II
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Covert action - intervention in the internal affairs of other
nations - is the most controversial of the CIA's clandestinefunc-
tions. It is the invariable means to the most variable ends. It is
basic to the clandestine mentality. And the crudest, most direct
form of covert action is called "special operations."

These activities, mostly of a paramilitary or warlike nature, have
little of the sophistication and subtlety of political action (pene-

tration and manipulation) or propaganda and disinformation.
Although planned by the CIA's professionals, these opera-
tions are to a large extent carried out by agency contract em-
ployees and mercenaries - both American and foreign. Within the
CIA's Clandestine Services, "special ops" have always been

viewed with mixed emotions. Most of the professionals, especially
in recent years, have looked down on such activities, even while
at times recommending their use. It is widely recognized within
the agency, however, that less direct forms of covprt action have
their limitations, especially when timely, conclusive action is
thought necessary to put down a troublesome iebel movement
or to overthrow an unfriendly government. In these cases, the
CIA usually calls on its own "armed forces," the Special Opera-
tions Division (SOD), to do the job.

By definition, speclal ops are violent and brutal; most clandes-
tine operators prefer more refined techniques. The CIA profes-
sional is a flimflam artist, involved in the creative challenge of
plotting and grchestrating a clandestine campaign without
resorting to violence. In such non-paramilitary covert action, the
operator tends to keep his hands unbloodied, and his crimes
are of the white-collar variety - conspiracy, bribery, corruption.
His failure or exposure is normally punished only with expulsion

ir Special Operatlons . lt?
from the country where he is operating. He is, in the end, morcly
engaging in a "gentlemail's" game. The paramilitary operator, on
the contrary, is a gangster who deals in force, in terror, in vlo-
lence. Failure can mean death-if not to the operator himself, thon
to the agents he has recruited. The SOD man wages war, albeit on
a small and secret level, but none of the rules of warfare apply.
His is a breed apart; in the CIA, special ops types are sometimes
referred to as the "animals" of the agency.

In the CIA's early years, and especially during the Korean war,
many paramilitary (PM) specialists, mostly former military men,
were hired as career officers. But the CIA soon learned that their
military skills were not easily transferable to other types of
clandestine work and that most of the PM experts were next to
useless in the bureaucratic and diplomatic settings in which the
agency usually functions. At times, when special operations were
at a low ebb, the agency had difficulty in finding jobs that the pM
specialists could handle. Hence, during the late 1950s PM man-
power was gradually reduced to a cadre of a couple of hundred
operators capable of doing the planning and the training for
paramilitary operations. When more men were needed, the
agency would hire them on short-term contracts. These contract
forces tended to be a m6lange of ex-military men, adventurers,
and outright mercenaries; others came to the CIA on direct loan
from the armed services. The U.S. Army's Special Forces and the
counterguerilla units of the Navy (SEALs) and Air Force (SOFs)
provided many of the recruits, since veterans of these branches
already possessed the most up-to-date paramilitary skills. Some-
times these military men "resigned" from the service in order to
accommodate the CIA's cover requirements for their activities,
but they did so with the understanding that eventually they would
return to military service - their time with the CIA counting to-
ward promotion and retirement. (This process is known in the
intelligence trade as "sheep-dipping.") But the agency was always
careful to keep direct control over the planning, logistics, and
communications of its special or paramilitary operations. The
contractees merely did the dirty work.

The CIA set up training facilities in the United States and over-
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seas to prepare both its own car@r operators and the temporary
personnel on contract for paramilitary work. Camp Peary - "The
Farm" - in southeastern Virginia provided the basic courses. More
advanced techniques, such as demolitions and heavy weapons, were

taught at a secret CIA base in North Carolina. Instruction in
parachuting and air operations was provided at both these facilities
and at the headquarters of Intermountain Aviation near Tucson,
Arizona. A secret installation in the Canal Zone was the site for
jungle-warfare and survival training. Here the agency's trainees
would play paramilitary war games, pitted against the 6lite of the
U.S. Army's Special Forces.

Large-scale paramilitary operations also necessitated special
training bases for the mercenaries. For the 1954 Guatemalan
invasion, the CIA built installations in Nicaragua and Honduras.
For the 1961 attack at the Bay of Pigs, sites were established agiiin
in Nicaragua and this time also in Guatemala, which had become
available to the CIA as a result of its success there seven years

earlier ( DELETED
constructed large support facilities in Northeast India and gave
( DELETED ) the guerrillas at a deserted army base in the
mountains. And for its many Southeast Asia adventures, the
Special Operations Division had "a home away from home"
under Navy coyer on the Pacific islanrl of Saipan.

Saipan, however, was not a U.S. possession, but rather a Trust
Territory of the United Nations under LI.S. care, and consequenUy

there was some concern within the agency that the establishment

and operation of a secret military base there would raise stichy
problems in the U.N. But being masters of the art of cover and
deception, the CIA contingent on Saipan merely "sanitized" the
base whenever fJ.N. representatives visited the islanrl on inspection

tours. According to a native of the island, trainees and instructors
alike disappeared; the barbed wire and "no admittance to un-

authorized personnel" signs were tahen down. In a day or sot
the camp was made to appear iust like any other iumble of military
quonset huts, which the inslrcctors ignored. As soon as they were
gone, howeyer, all was returned to normal, and the CIA's special
ops training was begun rr€w.

Special Operatlons . 139

i Oo. former officer of the CIA's Clandestine Services, ivho was
hained in special ops, wrote this account of his experiences for
Ramparts magazine:

The'stated purpose of paramilitaryschool was to train and
equip us to become instructors for village peasants who
wanted to defend themselves against guerrillas. I could
believe in that.

Some of the training was conventional : But then we moved
. up to the CIA's demolition training headquarters. It was here
that Cubans had been, and still were [in the mid-1960s] being
trained in conventional and underwater demolitions. And it
was here that we received training in tactics which hardly
conformed to the Geneva Convention.

The array of outlawed weaponry with which we were
familiarized included bullets that explode on impact, silencer-
equipped machineguns, homemade explosives and self-made
napalm for stickier and hotter Molotov cocktails. We were
taught demolition techniques, practicing on late model cars,
railroad trucks, and gas storage tanks. And we were shown a
quick method of saturating a confined area with flour or
fertilizer, causing an explosion like in a dustbin or granary.

And there was a diabolical invention that might be called
a mini-cannon. It was constructed of a concave piece of steel
fitted into the top of a f10 can filled with a plastic explosive.
When the device was detonated, the tremendous heat of
friction of the steel turning inside out made the steel piece a
white-hot projectile. There were a number of uses for the
mini-cannon, one of which was demonstrated to us using an
old army school bus. It was fastened to the gasoline tank in
such a fashion that the incendiary projectile would rupture
the tank and fling flaming gasoline the length of the bus
interior, incinerating anyone inside. It was my lot to shqw the
rest of the class how easily it could be done. It worked, my
God, how it worked. I stood there watching the flames con-
sume the bus. It was, f guess, the moment of truth. What did
a busload of burning people have to do with freedom? What
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uccess. And under the prevailing political circumstances of tho

ltimes, there was little likelihood. of eventual overt military sup-

port from the U.S. armed forces. Thus, the Fastern European

; governments, with their rigid internal-security systems' wero
i easily able to thwart CIA paramilitary efforts against them.

: In those areas of the world not under communist domination,

, however, the CIA's clandestine paramilitary operations fared

somewhat better, at least during the early 1950s. But unlike the
, OSS, which had supported partisan eroups fiehting against

fascist-dominated governments, the CIA more often than not

found itself in the position of supporting the counterinsurgency

: efforts of established regimes threatened from the left by local

guerrilla movements. Blinded by its fear and distrust of commun-

,' ism, the CIA had gradually drifted into a posture whereby its

paramilitary operations were in support of the status quo. The

, agency, in pursuit of "stability" and " orderly changer" increasingly

associated itself with protecting vested interests. In the view of
much of the world, it had become a symbol of repression rather

than freedom. While the CIA's paramilitary activities were at
, times successful, many of the victories won took on a Pyrrhic
:; quality. They always seemed to work against legitimate social
'; and political change - for which the U.S. government would in
,,later years be held accountable by the peoples of these

countries.

' D*ing the first years of its existence and particularly after the

outbreak of the Korean war in 1950, the CIA recruited and

I trained large numbers of officers fof special operations. Many
,, were, of course, intended for service in Korea, but the American

commander there, General Douglas MacArthur, was not par-

ticularly fond of clandestine paramilitary operations, and he did
I his best to keep the CIA's special-ops experts out of his theater.

il fnt agency did nevertheless manage to launch a large number

L Of secret operations, resulting in the loss of numerous Korean

ii agents and few, if any, meaningful gains.

i; with its newly expanded staff, the cIA',s Special operations

Division was able to turn its attention to other countries in Asia.

il

I

I
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rrght did I have, in the name of democracy and the CIA, to
decide that random victims should die ? The intellectual ga.me

was over. I had to leave.

The heavy reliance on paramilitary methods in the CIA's special

operations is a direct outgrowth of the clandestine guerrilla pro-
grams undertaken by the office of strategic Services during world
war II. The OSS,like its British counterpart, special operations
Executive, made extensive use of indigenous underground re-

sistance movements to sabotage the activities of German and

Japanese armed forces in the occupied countries and to foment

national unrest in these areas. In running such operations, the

OSS officers performed as advisors and acted as channelsforcom-
munications and support from the Allied powers. Basic to the

success of the OSS operations was the fact that the countrieb in
which it conducted its covert activities were under the military
control of foreigp armies despised by native resistance forces.

Even so, the resistance movements in most occupied countries

enjoyed limited success until the regular Allied fgrces had won

sufficient victories to force the Axis powers into an essentially de-

. fensive strategy of protecting their homelands.
During the early postwar years, as we have noted, the CIA's

initial reaction to the Cold War was to employ the wartime tactics

of the oSS in new efforts to organizn and promote paramilitary

resistance movements iqsuch areas as Albania, the Ukraine, and

other parts of Eastern Europe. Almost all of these operations

were complete failures. (Similar setbacks occttrred in agency para-

military operations against China and North Korea.) The con-

trolling military forces in Eastern Europe, although supported by

the Soviet Union, were for the most part of native origin - often

directed by the same political elements that had cooperated with
the OSS and other Allied intelligence services in the prior struggle

against the Nazi occupiers. Despite a large amount of disenchant-

ment with the communist regimes on the part of the indigenous

populations, which the CIA grossly misinterpreted as revolu'

tionary fervor, the war-weary populations were not willing to
join, in significant nurnbers, resistancegroups with littlechance of
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Attempts were made to develop resistance movements in china,
but these efforts accomplished virtually nothing more than the
capture of agency officers John Downey and Richard Fecteau -
and death for the Nationalist chinese agents they were helping to
infiltrate. Mainland china, likb Eastern Europe, was'not fertile
territory for agency operations

There were some successes elsewhere. The Huk insurgency in
the Philippines was put down with CIA help. Agency-supported
Nationalist chinese troops in Burma (when not engaging in their
principal pastime of trafficking in opium) were induced to con-
duct occasional raids into the hinterland of communist china. rn
south vietnam the crA played alarge part in consolidating the
power of the Diem regime - and this was considered by the agency
to be a major accomplishment.

such gains in Southeast Asia were offset by some rather notable
failures, most particularly the agencyrs inability to overthrow
President sukarno of Indonesia in 1958. while this crA-supported
revoltwas goingon, the u.s. government categorically denied pro-
viding any support to the anti-sukarno forces. In March 1958,
secretary of state John Foster Dulles tolil a congressional com-
mittee that "we are not intervening in the internal affairs o'f this
country." six weeks later President Eisenhower stated that while
"soldiers of fortune" probably were involved in the affair, ..our
policy is one of careful neutrality and proper deportment alr the
way through so as not to be taking sides where it is not of our
business." These statements were of course false. The Indonesian
government put little credence in the denials and denounced the
united states for its intervention. The New york rimes,however,
chose to believe the official American version and indignantry
scolded the rndonesians for circulating false reports saying that
the U.S. govemment was giving aid to the rebels. TheTimes com-
mented that the secretary of state and "the president himself"
had denied American involvement, and that "the united states
is not ready . . . to step in to help overthrow a constituted govern-
ment." The pattern of lying to cover up failure was established;
it would find further manifestation during the lJ-2 affair, and
again at the Bay of Pigs.

Spgctal Operatlons . l4l
,i1 In 1959 the CIA found another opportunity to engagc ln
special ops when the Tibetans revolted against the chinese com-

flimunists who eight years before had imposed their rule on the
l1 mountain kingdom. sparked by peking's move to replace the
li Dalai Lama, Tibet's traditional religious and temporal ruler, with

', 
tl" l_ul.hen Lama, an important religious leader controlled by

,: 
the chinese, there was a short-lived uprising. After its failure, the
Dalai Lama with several thousand followers and troops escaped
'to rndia, where he and his loyalists were granted sanctuary.
Then, (

DELETED

) talrcn on a tour of friendly Aslan and Euro-
r Pen capitals as living, though somewhat incongruous proof - since
,,' he was himself an autocrat - of communist chinars totalitarianism.
i Later, he was brought to the united states for a visit, during
; which he appeared at the United Nations to plead his case and
I to denounce the Peking government. (
jI DELETED

) special ops ofEcers began secrefly training aud
rcequipping the Dalai Lama's troops - fearsome Khamba horse-
Den - in preparation for eventuar clandestine forays into Tibet.
Some of the Tibetans were quiefly brought to the unitea states for
tpecial paramilitary training at Camp Hale, Colorado.

Although the cIA officers led their Tibetan trainees to believe
.'that they were being readied for the reconquering of their home-;hd, even within the agency few saw any real chance that this

;q$d happen. some of the covert operators who worked directly
wlth the Tibetans, however, eventually came to believe their own
persuasive propaganda. years later, they would flush with anger
ud frustration describing how they and their Tibetans had been

,lltdone by the bureaucrats bael in \ilashington.* Several of them

"-. 
t Fi: phen-omenon of "emotional attachment" is not rare in the clandes-

iloo ousmess, but it is particularly prevalent in special operations. The officers
u'no en_gage in special ops often have a deep psychological need to belong,lnd believe. This, coupGd with the duog"r'r'ano naraiuiridy *ili"gri
mdure, tends to drive tlem to support exti"-" 

"aus"s 
and seek unattainable

torls.
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woukl turn for solrce to the Tibetan Brayers whlch they had
Iearned durlng their years with the Dalai Lamo.

Ftom the beginning of the Tibetan operation, it was clear that
its only value would be one of harassment. Spot raids agairnt
Chinese flrcilities in the backward mountain country were an
armoyance to Peking and a reminder of its vulnerablllty. But the
fueam of reoccupying the land and reestablishing the Dalai Lana
as its political ruler wagan impossible one.

The guerril}n raids of the Dalai Lama's forces lnto fibet,
planned by CIA operators and on occasion led by agercy con-
tract mercenaries, were supported and covered by "prlvate" planes
of the. Ciyil Atr Transp,ort complex, a CIA proprietary which was
also instrumental in secrefly supplying weapons ( DELETED

) part, the raids accomplfuhed Iittle beyond

dving the Tibetan troops some temporary satisfrction and fanning
their hopes that someday they would lead a true invasion of their
homeland. Communication lines were cut, some sabotage was
caried out, and from time to time an ambush of a small Chinese
Communist force was undertahen.

One such ambush resulted in an intelllgence windfall The
fibetans had waylald a small nilitary conyoy on a lonely mountaln
road and were preparing to put the torch to the Chinese vehicles
when it was discovered that one of them comtained severalmailbags.
A quic.k exarnination disclosed that in additlon to the routine mix
of general correslnndence, the mall included official governmental

and military documents being deHvered from China pro1rcr. Ihe
naihags were salvagod and returned to India by the Tibetan
guerrillas, where they were turned over to the CIA operatives
working on the operatlon. The contents of the mailbags were
later anatyzrd in detail by the agency's China e4lerts in Langley,
Yirginfa" Data and insights asto the statusof theCtinese occu1ra-

tion of Tibet were found in abundance: While difficultie were
being mcountered in imposing communist rule on the feuilal system
of the mountain nation, it was clear that the Chinese were in
full control of the situation and were determined to have their
nay. Even more interesting to the agency's China watchers, how-
ever, was authentic background information revealing that Mao

Spectal Operatbns ,, l{t
Isotung's "Great kap Forward" had failed in scvoral cruclrt

to achieve its goal of raising China from the depthc of
')'tmderdevelopment. As incredible as it may seem ln rctroopect,
t' bome of the CIA's economic analysts (and many other ofrclnls ln
'TYashington) were in the early 1960s still inclined to accept much
' of Pekingts prolnganda.as to the success of l\[ao's economlc ex-

periment lhe acquisition of the fibetan documents was a slgnlfl-
cant contribution to the resolution of this particular debate wlthltr

' the U.S. lntelligence cufimr*ity.
Without any other noteworthy gains, the Tibetan operation

sputtered hopelessly on. A few years later, at the end of 1964,the
Chinese rernoved the Panchen Lama from power, setting off an-
other minor revolt. But the Dalai Lama's CtA-trahed troops, now
more than five years in exile in India, were unable to come to the
rescue of their countrlnnen. With the CIA's Bay of Pigs defeat still
fresh in American minds, there was little interest in Washington
in supporting the dreams of the Ktramba horsemen. Gradually the
Tibetan operation atrophied. By the late 1960s the CIA's clandes-

I tine operatives were interested only in seeking a graceful way to
,' terminate their association with the Dalai Iama and his aging,

now useless troops.

The Tibetan operation was soon overshadowed and succeeded

by CIA involvement in the Congo. The chaotic strife which grip
ped that country atnost from the moment it became independent
of Belgian rule provided the CIA, along with intelligence services

of many other countries, fertile ground for special operations. The
U.S. govemment's intent was to promote a stable pro-Western

' regime that would protect foreign investments, and the CIA was
given muc.h of the responsibility for carrying out this policy.
At frst the agency's covert activities were conffned to political

I manipul,afion and cash payments to selected Boliticians, but as

the Congolese political soene became more and more unraveled,

the agency sent its pantniUtary erylerts and mercenaries to sup.

, port the new govenrment. By 1:9&1, CIA 825 aircraft flown by

i Cuban pilots under contract with the C[A were carrying out
r€grrlar bombing missions against rebel areas" I-ate4 in 1966, the
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New York Timeswould describe the CIA planes as "an instant
air force." While the agency was not completely happy with this
publicity, many operators were pleased with the newspaper's rec-
ognition of the CIA's skill in putting the operation together on
comparatively short notice.

Relying in large part on the considerable assistance furnished
by the CIA and other U.S. government agencies, the central
Congolese goveflrment under President Mobutu was finally able
to inipose some degree of stability throtrehout the country. (

DELETED

.)
.During the years when the fibetan and Congolese programs

were in full operation, the CIA and its-special Operations Divi-
sion were already becoming increasingly preoccupied with South-
edst Asia, In Laos, agency operators were organizing a private
army (L'Armee Clandestine) of more than 30,000 men and
building an impressive string of bases throughout the country.
A few of these bases were used as iumping-off points to send
guerrilla raiding parties into North Vietnam and China

The secret war in Laos was viewed within the CIA with much
more favor than the huge military struggle that eventually devel-
oped in Vietnam. The fiehting was not hiehly visible to the Ameri-
can public or the world. In fact, the Laotian war was years alorig
before the U.S. Congress even became aware it was going on. In
r,aos the CIA was in complete control, but at no time were more
than forty or fifty operations officers required to direct the para-
military effort. The dirty and dangerous work - the ground
fighting - was,handled by hundreds of agency contract personnel
and -more than 30,000 Lao tribesmen under the leadership of
General Vang Pao - whom the CIA from time to time secretly
decorated with "intelligence" medals. The CIA's Laotian forces
were augmented by thousands of Thai "volunteers" paid by the
agency. Air support, an extremely dangerous business in Laos,
was supplied by Air America - a ClA-onmed airline - and on
occasion by the Thai Air Force. Thus, while the CIA's special-ops
officers masterminded the war and called all the shots, largely

i Spectal Operutlotu , ll7
the Laotian capital of Vientiane or from s€cul! buof

lpcountry, most were not required to run the physical riskr of
. The laotian operation was, as special operations gor I troaf,.

'",perfect situation for the career offi.cer.
Meanwhile, in Vietnam the CIA supported and financed a

iforce of rougily 45,000 Civilian Irregular Defense Guards
(CIDGs), local guerrilla troops who fought under the operational
direction of the U.S. Army's Special Forces. SOD operators and

, agency contractees ran the Counter Terror teams which employed
gimilar methods to oppose the Vietcong's terror tactics of kid-
napping, torture, and murder. The agency.also orgurized guerrilla

, ralds against North Vietnam, with special emphasis on intrusions
by sea-borne commando grouBs coming "over the beachrt on

h cpecially designed, heavily amed high.speed PT-tyae boats. At
least one such CIA raiding party was operating in that part of the
TonIfu Gulf in 1964 whcre two U.S. destroyers allegedly came

, tmder attack by North Vietnamese ships. These CIA raids may
Well have specifically provoked the North Vietnamese action
against the destroyers, which in turn led to the passage of the
Tonkin Gulf resolution by the U.S. Congress in 1964, thusI -v-s--- servu vJ luv V.v. WuErVa,., fU I-7\,-1, .llttlD
,Eotting the s?ige for large-scale American military involvement in

i Indochina.
. The CfA's sferial operations in Southeast Asia were massive in
: gcale and an important part of the overall U.S. war effort. Many
i,of these operations are described in detail in official U.S. govern-
', ment documents published in The Pentagon Paper s. Nevertheless,
, a few operatiohs not mentioned therein deserve particular note.
i One involved the Nungs, a national minority of Chinese hill

people who fought on the French side in the fust Vietnam war and
,,lthen came south in large numbers after 1954. The Nungs were
.known to be extremely fierce fighters, and they became a

I r,;ffi';".il*TT##::#Ei #;.JilI, in south
pl Vietnam. In fact, casual observers could nearly always spot

rccret CIA installations in the Vietnamese provirices by the
lrfrrng guaxds out front, dressed invariably in jtrngle camouflage
uniforms.

"' In addition, Nung mercenaries were often sent by the CIA on
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forays along the Ho Chi Minh trail. Their function was to observe
North Vietnamese and Vietcong supply movements and on
occasion to make attacks against convoys, or to carry out
sabotage on storage depots. Slnce most of the Nrmgs were illiterate
and had great difficulty in sending back quick, accurate reports of
what they saw, the CIA technlcians developed a, special kind of
radio transmitter for their use. Each transmitter had a set of buttons
corresponding to pictures of a tanh, a huck, an artillery piece, or
some other military-r,elated obiect. lVhen the Nung trail watcher
saw a Vietcong convoy, he would push the appropriate button as
mary times as he couted such obiects go by hfun. Each push sent a
specially coded impulse back to a base camp which could in this way
keep a running account of supply movements on the hail.In some
instances the signals would be recorded by observation planes that
would relay the information to attack aircraft for immediate bomb
ing raiils on the trail.

The Nung units made special demands on their CIA case of-
ficers,. and consequently they cost the agency about 100 times
as much per soldier as the Meos fighting in CIA's L'Armee
Clandestine in Laos, who could be put into the field for less than

, 
ten cents per man per day. The higher cost for the Nung's services
wai caused by their irnwillingness to go into remoteregions under
ag€ncy command unless they were regularly supplied with beer
and prostitutes - thus, the agency had no choice but to provide
flying bar and brothel services. Even though one of the CIA's own
airlines, Air America, handled this unusual caxgo; the cost of the
air support was still hieh. The CIA's case officers would have
preferred to give the Nungs whiskey, which, while more expensive
to buy, was considerably lighter and hence cheaper to fly in, but

' the l$ungs would fight only for beer. The prostitutes also presented
a special problem because the agency did not want to compromise
the secrecy of the'operations by supplying women from local areas
who might be able to talk to the Nungs. Thus, Air America
brought in only prostitutes from distant parts of Southeast Asia
who had no language in common with the Nungs.

With their characteristic enthusiasm for girnmicks and gad-
Eeffy, the CIA came up with two technical discoveries in the

speclal op*atloru . tag 
' ::.i'H:jr 'l

\

1960s that were used in Vietnam with limited succou but
rgrgat delieht. (

DELETED

i ) In actual practice, how-
l"

. ever,.whatever damage was caused by the chemical was quickly
repaired by the Vietcong and North Vietnamese.

The agency's other discovery was a weapons-detection system.
: It worked by spraying a special chemical on the hands of a sus-
r pected Vietcong and then, after a few minutes, shining an ultra-
i violet light on his hands. If the chemical glowed in a certain

I manner, that meant that the suspect had held a metal object = in
theory, a weapon - during the preceding twenty-four hours. The

' system's main drawback was that it was just as sensitive to steel

farm implements as to guns and it could implicate a person who

had been merely working with a hammer. The CIA considered
t the system such a success, however, that it passed it on through a

domestic training progr€Lm to the police forces of several Ameri'
,'cancities.(

DELETEI)
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DELETED )
Latin America in 1954 was the scene of one of the CIA', greatest
paramilitary triumphs - the successful invasion of Guatemala by
an agency-organized rebel force. And it was in Latin America
that the CIA seven years later suffered its most notable failure -
the abortive invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. But the agency
was slow to accept defeat in the Cuban operation. The only
reason for the failure, the CIA's operators believed, was that
President Kennedy had lost his nerve at the last minute, refusing
frore air support for the invasion and withholding or reducing
other possible assistance by U. S. forces. Consequently, the agency
continued its relationships with its "penetrations" of Cuban exile
gxoups - in a way reminiscent of its lingering ties with Eastern
European 6migrd organizations from the early Cold War period.
And the CIA kept many of the Bay of Pigs veterans under
contract, paying them regular salaries for more than a decade
afterward.

(

DELETED

)
Time after time, the Cuban government would parade CIA-
sponsored rebels before television cameras to display them and

.their equipment to the Cuban public and the world. Often the
captives made full confessions of the agency's role in their
activities.

Nevertheless, the CIA kept looking for new and better ways to
attack the Castro government. Under contract to the agency, the
ElectricBoat Division of General Dynamics at Groton, connecticut
developed a highly maneuyerable high+peed boat desigued for
ise by guerril}r raiders. The boat was supposed to.be faster than
any ship in the Cuban nayJr, and thereby able to move arms and
men into Cuba at will. There were numerous delays in putting the
boat ftrto production, however, and no deliveries were made up to

Speclal Opuatlotu . ttt
. By that time, the U.S. was too deeply lnvolved ln Soutb

ipost A"i,. to think seriously about a new invasion of Cuba. Thr
C{A, therefore, quietly dropped the boat proiect and trunod tho

,, developmental model over to the fJ.S. Nayy.
Also during the mid-1960s, (

DELEIED

)
, Bylg6S,almosteveryone in the Clandestine Services had finally

accepted the fact that special operations against Cuba had out-
i lived their usefulness. To be sure, there were still some diehard

yeterans around who would continue to propose new schemes,

but even "Frank Bender" - the heavy-accented, cigar-smoking
German refugee who had helped manage the Bay of Pigs fiasco -

' could no longer bring himself to believe in them. The death knell
for CIA Cuban operatiorrs was sounded that year, seven years

after the Bay of Pigs, when the agency closed down its two largest
bases in Florida. One of these,located on an old naval air station
at Opalocka, had served as an all-purpose base for ClA-sponsored

, raids on Cuba. (

)' While the CIA was largbly concerned with Cuba in its Latin
American operations during much of the 1960s, the rest of the

I pontinent was by no means neglected. For the most part, the

'r agency's aim was not to overthrow particular Latin American
governments but rather to protect them from local insurgent
movements. The CIA generally avoided getting involved in any
large way, instead using relatively small amounts of covert
money, arrns, and advisors to fight leftist groufts. While this switch
ln tactics reflected the counterinsurgency theories popular in tho
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Kennedy and Johnson administrations, it also came as a result
of the diversion of a substantial part of the nation's military
resources - covert and otherwise - to Southeast Asia.

The cIA assumed the role of coordinator of all u.s. govern-
ment counterinsurgency activities in Latin America, and other
agencies - particularly ArD, with its police-tralning programs,
and the Defense Department, wit! its military-assisiance and
civic-action programs - provided the cIA with cover and addi-
tional resources. Much of the agency's manpower for Latin
American special operations was furnished by the U.s. Army's
special Forces ; small detachments. of Green Berets were regularly
placed under cIA control. These soldiers usually came from thi
Third Battalion of the Seventh special Forces, Iocated at Fort
Gulick in the canal zone, The agency had its own paramilitary
base in the c-anal zone,and even when the special Forces carried
on missions outside the cIA's direct command, agency operators
kept in close touch with what was going on. Since 1962 more than
600 special Forces "mobile training teams" have been dispatched
to the rest'of Latin America from Fort Gulick, either under
direct crA control or under pentagon auspices. Green Berets
participated, for example, in what was the cIA's single large-
scale Latin American intervention of the post-Bay of pigs era.
This occurred in the mid-1960s, when the agency secrefly came to
the atd of the Peruvian goyemment, then plagued by guerrilla
troubles in its iemote eastern regions. unable to cope adequately
with the insurgent movement, Lima had turned to theu.s. govern-
,"It for aid, which was immediately and covertly forthcoming.

rhe agency financed the construction of what one experienced
observer described as "a miniature Fort Bragg', in tho troubted
Peruvian iungle region, complete with mess halls, c}assrooms, bar-
racksr'administrative buildings, parachute iump towers, amphibious
Ianding lircilities, and a[ the other accoutrements of paramilitary
operations. Helicopters were furnished under coyer of ofrcial miti-
tary 8id lrograrns, and the cIA flew in arms and other combat
equipment. Training was provided by the agencyrs speciar opera-
tions Division personnel and by Green Beret inshuctors on loan
fromtheArmy.

:: Special Operatlotu . Ifl
l.l) As the training progressed anil the proficiency of the courlu.
i Buerrilla troolx increased, the Peruvian government grew uneuyr
rDarlier, the national mititary comrnanders had been reluctant to
.provide personnel for the counterinsurgency force, and thus tho

I cIA had been required to recruit its fighting manpower from
among the available local populace. By paying higherwages than
the army (and offering fringe benefits, better training, and
"cprit de corps") the agency soon developed a relatively efficienti 0ghting force. In short order, the local guerritlns were largely
wiped out.

'A few months later, when Peru was cerebrating its chief national
holiday, the authorities refused to allow the crA-hained troop
lnto the capitat for the annual military parade. rnstead, they had
to settle for marching through streets of a dusty provincial town,

, ln a satellite observance of the great day. Realizing that nany a
r,stin American regime had been toppled by a erack regiment,
Peru's leaders were unwilling to let the crA force even come to

, Lfuna, and the government soon moved to dismantle the unit.
As large and successful as the cIA's peruvian operation might

lrave been, it was outweighed in importance among agency leaders
by a smatler intervention in Bolivia that occurred in 1967; for the
crA was out for bigger game in Borivia than iust local insurgents.
Ihetarget was Che Gueyara.

The Tracking of Che

when he vanished from the cuban scene in the spring of 1965,
, there were reportqthat Ernesto "che" Guevara, the Argentinian
: physician and comrade-in-arms of Fidel castro, had challenged
i the cuban leader's authority and, as a result, had been executed
, or imprisoned. There were other reports.that Guevara had gone

mad, beyond all hope of recovery, and was under confnement in
' a villa somewhere in the cuban provinces. And there were still

other reports that che had forrred a small cadre of dedicated
, disciples and had gone off to make a new revolution. At first no
i one in the cIA knew what to believe. But eventually afew clues

I r-1

i
I'
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to Guevara's whereabouts began to dribble in from the agency's
field stdtions and bases. They were fragmentary, frustratingly
flimsy, and, surprisingly, they pointed to Africa - to the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo, now called Zahe. Yet'another
insurrection was going on in the former Belgian colony, and
information from the CIA's operatives in the field indicated that
foreign revolutionaries were participatihg in it. Some of their
tactics suggested the unique style of Che Guevara.

Before the intelligence could be verffied, however, the rebellion
in the eastern inland territories suddenly evaporated. By the fall
of 1965, Lake Tanganyika was again calm. But the CIA mercen-
aries (some of them veterans of the Bay of Pigs gperation),who
had been assisting the Congo government in repressing the revolt,
were convinced, as weretheir Agency superiors in Africa, that Che
had indeed been in the area.

Later it was learned by the CIA that Guevara and a group of
more than 100 Cuban revolutionaries had infiltrated into the
Congo from neighboringTanzania in the spring of 1965. They
intended to set Africa aflame with rebellion, but their revolution-
ary zeal was not matched by that of the native.guerrillas or the
local populace. In disgust, six months later Che secretly returned
to Cuba to lay plans for his next adventure. At the time, however,
the CIA knew only that he had once again disappeared. Again
conflicting reports as to his whereabouts and status, health and
otherwise, began to drift into the agency. By early 1967, almost
a year and a half later, the information available to the agency
pointed to the heart of South America, to Bolivia.

While many of the officers in the CIA's Clandestine Services
firmlybelieved that Guevarawas behind the insurgent movement
in the southern mountains of.Bolivia, a few'of the agency's top
officials hesitated to accept the fact. Despite the air of doubt,
sone agency special operations personnel were sent to the land-
locked South American codntry to assist local forces in dealing
with thc rebel morrement. Ironically, at this point not evefl
Bolivial President Ren6 Barrientos thoueht that Guevara was
involved in the guerrilla movement.

A couple of months later, in April, two events occurred that

Spectal Operatlont .

tdramatically underscored the belief of the CIA's clandortlnr

l operators,both in Boliviaand at headquarters, that Che was loed.
r ingthe rebels. Earlyin themonthaBolivianarmyunit overran tho

i. base camp of the guerrillas at Nancahuazir, capturing documents
: diaries, and photographs which the fleeing insurgents had left

behind. Included in the materials seized at the guerrilla basc
' camp were photographs of a partially bald, gray-haired man with

glasses who, upon close examination of certain features, bore a
striking resemblance to Che Guevara. In addition, a couple of
smudged fingerprints on some of the documents seemed to match
Guevara's. The documents, further-more, cleady established that
a number of the guerrillas operating in Bolivia were Cubans,
probably some of the same men who were thou&t to have been

with Guevara in the Congo.
Ten days later Regis Debray, the leftist French journalist, who

had disappeared months earlier upon arriving in Bolivia to do a
geopolitical study, was captured near Muyupampa, along with
two other,foreigners suspected of having been in contact with the
rebels. According to his statements months later, the journalist

Debray was saved from summary execution by the CIA men
accompanying the, Bolivian forces who captured him. Afterward
he was confronted with secret evidence by these same CIA
operatives, disclosing that the agency kriew .a great deal more
about his activities abroad and in Bolivia than he had thoueht

' possible. Denying, at first, any knowledge of Guevara's conn@-

tion with the rebel movement, Debray soon wilted and began

to talk in an attempt to save himself from trial and execution.

I nu"o with the rapidly rnounting evidence, Director Richard
' Helms still could not accept that the legendary Cuban revolution-

ary had indeed reappeared to lead another rebellion. He scoffed

, at the claims of his clandestine operatives that they had acquired
proof of Guevara's presence in Bolivia; Helms gpessed Che was
probably dead. Thomas Karamessines, then chief of the CIA's
Clandestine Services, who had presented the caSe to the Director,

, would not, however, back down from the contention that his
' operatives were now hot on Guevara's trail, and Helms'attitude
. roemed to spur the clandestine operators to gtreater efforts.
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More agency "adyisorsr" including Cuban veterans of the Bay

of Pigs adventure, were soon dispatched to Bolivia to assist in the
tracking down of Guevara. A team of experts from the Army's
Special Forces was sent to La Paz from the Canal Zone to train
Bolivian "rangers" in the art of counterinsurgency operations.

The Clandestine Services wereobsessedwith Guevara, and even

somewhat fearful of him. He was in part a constant and irritating
reminder of their failure in the Cuban operation. Unable to vent

their frustrations and anger against those U.S. officials who had
undercut that desperate effort, and incapable of gaining direct
retribution by destroying Fidel himself or his Soviet and Chinese

allies, the CIA's Clandestine Services were leftto brood over their
failure - until Guevara exposed himself. In so doing he presented

himself to the CIA as an inviting target; his capture or death

would provide some measure of revenge for past failures.

During the summer of 1967, while the agency's special ops

experts were assisting the Bolivian army in hunting down

Guevara, information as to his entry into Bolivia became avail-
able. It was learned that in November 1966 he had come to La
Pap from Havana, via Prague, Frankfurt, and 56o Paulo, travel-

ing on a false Uruguayan passport and disguised as a balding,
gray-haired merchant with horn-rimmed spectacles - a far cry
from the familiar poster picture. He had been preceded by fifteen

Cubans who would assist him in his Bolivian venture. There was

no longer any doubt in anyone's mind that Che Guevara was in
the country and in charge of the guerrilla movement in the

southern mountains. Both President Barrientos and Helms now

accepted the fact. The Bolivian government offered a reward

($4,200) for Guevara - dead or alive. It was only a matter of time

until Chewouldberun to ground.

In the months that followed, the guerrillas suffered defeat after

defeat at the hands of the American-trained, ClA-advised

Bolivian rangers. One battle, on the last day of August, resulted

in the death of the mysterious Tania, the lone female in Guevara's

rebel band. Although she had posed as a Cuban intelligence agent,

a link betweea the guerrillas and Havana, it was ultimately

learned by the cIA that the East German woman was actually

i, Specbl Opuatloru . lt?
ii'4 double agent. Her primary employer was the Sovlct KOlt
i',:which, like the CIA, wanted to keep tabs on Guevara's Cubtn.

" Bponsored revolutionary activities in Latin America. t oss thrn
' six weeks later, on October 8, Guevara himself waswoundedand

!',: captured near the small mountain village of La Higuera.
;i As they had done for Debray earlier,the ClAadvisors with tho

Bolivian afrny tried to bring Guevara back alive to La Paz for in-
'depth 

interrogations. The Bolivian comrnander, however' was

under orders to execute Guevara. All that was to be brought back

were the head and hands - incontestable proof that Che had

failed in his mission and was dead.

While the CIA advisors stalled" the Bolivian colonel, the

. agency's station chief in La Paz tried to convince President

Barrientos of the long-range advantages of bringing Guevara

i out of the mountains as a prisoner of the government. Barrientos

was adamant. He argued that the Debray affair had caused

I onough difficulties, and that the arrival of Che Guevara, alive,
I in the capital mlght spark distirbances among the students

and leftists which his government would not be able to control.
In desperation, the station that night appealed to Langley head'

I quarters for assistance, but to no avail.
Going o-n the assumption that neither the station nor head'

i, quarters would be successful in getting Barrientos to change his

I position, the senior CIA operative atLa Higuera, (DELETED)
j attempted to questioh Che. The revolutionary, however, would

not cooperate. He was willing to discuss political ptilosophies and

:, revolutionary movements in general, but he refused to permit
r himself to be interrogated about the details of his operation in

Bolivia or any of his previous guerrilla activities elsewhere' The
: CIA would have to settle for the contents of his personal diary,

whichhehad been carrying atthe time of his capture. I

Final word came from the capital early the next morning. The

prisoner was to be executed on the spot and his body, strapped to

thelandin ggearof ahelicopter, was to beflownto Vallegrandefor
inspection at a local laundry house by a small group of reporters

and government officials. Afterward the corpse was to be buried

ln an unmarked grave outside of town. On hearing the order,
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(DELETED) the Cfa operative, hurried back tg the schoolhouse
where Guevara was being held, to make one last attempt at inter-
rogating Che. There was not much time left; the execution was to
becarried out in the next hour or two.

Guevarats last moments were recorded in a rare, touching
message to headquarters from the CIA operator. The Cuban
veteran, and agency contract officer, noted that Guevara was at
first still confident of somehow surviving his ordeal, but when he
finally realized that he was about to die, his pipe fell flom his
mouth. Che, however, quickly recovered his composure and
asked for some tobacco. His painfully wounded leg no longer
seemed to bother him. He accepted his fate with a sigh of resigna-
tion, requesting no last faVors. (DELETED) clearly felt admira-
tion for the revolutionary and compassion for the man he had
helped to capture and thereby condemn. Minutes later Che
Guevara was dead.

The following summer Che's diary suddenly surfaced and
soon found its way into the hands of his comrades in Havana and
certain American admirers (Ramparts magazine), who im-
mediately verffied its authenticity and published it, much to the
chagrin of the CIA and the Bolivian govemment, which had been
releasing only those portions which buttressed their case against
Guevara and his rebels. In the midst of the confusion, charges,
and counter-charges, Antonio Arguedas, Bolivian Minister of the
Interior, disappeared in July among rumors that he had been the
dne who had released the document. Arguedas, as Minister of the
Interior, was in charge of the Bolivian intelligence service, with
which the agency had many close connections. And Arguedas
himself was an agent of the CIA.

It was quickly learned that Arguedas had escaped to Chile,
where he intended to ask for political asylum.Instead, authorities
there turned him over to the CIA station, and the agency man
who had been his original case officer was dispatched from head-
quarters in Washington to cool him off. But despite the CIA's
counsel, Arguedas spoke out publicly against the agency and its
activities in Bolivia. He denounced the Barrientos regime as a tool
of American imperialism, sriticized the government's handling of

Spectal Opqatloru . lll
1,'the Guevara affair, and then disappeared again, proclpltrtln3 f
: major political crisis in Bolivia.
,' At various times during the next several months of 196E,

t .!

. Arguedas popped up in London, New York, and Peru. AlternatolyI cajoled and threatened at each stop by CIA operatives who
: wanted him to shut up, the former minister nevertheless admittod
; he had been the one who had released Che's diary because, hc
i, said, h9 agreed with the revolutionary's motives of attempting to
i bniog about popular social, political, and economic change in

tsolivia and elsewhere in Latin America. And ultimately, much
to. the horror of the CIA and the Barrientos government,

, Arguedas announced that he had been an agent of the CIA since
1965 and claimed that certain other Bolivian officials were also

i ' in the pay of the secret agency. He described the circumstances
t under which he had been recruited, charging that the CIA had .

r', threatened to reveal his radical student pu.t uod ruin his political
1,r C&ro€r if he.did not agree to participate in its operations. .

,'' Eventually the CIA was able to strike a bargain with i{rguedas,
and he voluntarily returned to Bolivia - apparently to qtand trial.

l, He told a New York Times reporter on the flight from Lima to
, La Paz that should anything untoward happen to him, a tape
'' recording detailing his accusations against the crA and the Bar-
1, rientos government would be delivered to certain parties in the
' united states and cuba. The tape, he said, was being held for him

by Lieutenant Mario Ter6n. Terin, inexplicably, was previously
' ldentified as Ctre Guevara's executioner.
i' Arguedas, during his interview, hinted at the magnitude of his

lntential revelations by disclosing the names of several cIA
r, officers with whom he had worked in the past: Hugo Murray,

,, $ief oj statjoU John S. Hitton, former COS; Cotonel ErI Fox;
, rarry sternfield; and Nick r-endiris. He arso identified some of the

jgency's contract officers who had assisted^in the tracking down
'.' of Guevara: Jolio Gabriel Garcia (cuban), ahd Eddie and Mario
'Gonzales (Bolivians). Arguedas credited the Gonzates brothers
with Faving saved. Debray's life. He now claimed, how€ver, that
Barrientos and even the u.s. ambassador were unaware of the'full s"ope of the cIA's penetration of the Bolivian government,
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r Radio Liberty, both established in the early 1950s. The corporate
I structures of these two stations served as something of a proto-

i, type for other agency proprietaries. Each functioned under

il tir! 
""ur. 

proJota uv a board of directok rnade up of prominent

, Americans, who in the case of RFE incorporated as the National
, Crmmittee for a Free Europe and in the case of RL as the
I American Committee for Liberation. But CIA officers in the key

i management positions at the stations made all the important
, decisions regardirig the programming and operations of the

1,, stations
In 1960 when the agency wasi preparing for the Bay of Pigs

invasion and other paramilitary attacks against Castro's Cuba, it
set up a radio station on desolate Swan Island in the Caribbean

to broadcast propaganda to the Cuban people. Radio Swan, as
'it was called, was operated by a New York company with a

' Miami address, the Gibraltar Steamship Corporation. Again the

CLA had found a group of distinguished people - as usuall corl
porate leaders with govenrment ties - to front for its clandestine.

activities. Gibraltar's president was Thomas D. Cabot, who had

once been president of th€ United Fruit Company and who had

held a high position in the State Department during the Truman
administration. Another "stockholder" was Sumner Smith, also

of Boston, who claimed (as did the Honduran goverriment) that
I his family owned Swan Island and who was president of the

:; AbingtonTextileandMachineryWorks.rington Textile and Machinery Works.
During the Bay of Pigs operation the following year, Radio

; Swan ceased its normal fare of propaganda broadcasts and issued

, military commands to the invading forces and to anti-Castro

i, guerrillas inside cuba. what little cover Radio swan might have

had as a "private" corporation was thus swept away. Ultimately'
:' Radio Swan changed its name to Radio Anericas (althoueh still .

broadcasting from swan !sland), and the Gibraltar steamship

,; corporation became the vanguard service corporation (but with

, the sarne Miami address and telephone number as Gibraltar). The

, corporation, however, remained a CIA proprietary until its dis-
1 solution in the late 1960s.

At least one other agency proprietary, the Double-Chek Cor-

I

I

Late one windy spring afternoon rn l97l a small g.oup of men

gathered unobtrusively in a plush zuite at washington's May-

flowerHotel. The hostfor the meetingwas ProfessoirIaw Howe

Ransom of Vanderbilt University, author of The Intelligence

Bstablishment,arespected academic study of the U.S. intelligence

system. He was then doing research for another book on the

subject and had invited the others for drinks and dinner, hoping

to gather some new material from his guests, who included ex-

CIA officials, congfessional aides, and David Wise, co-author

of The Invisible Government and The Espionage Bstablishment,

two of the best books on the CLA and clandestine intelligenco

operations ever published' Someone brought up the CIA's use

of frontcompanies.
"Oh, you mean the Delaware corpbratioDs," said Robert

Amory, ir., u former Deputy Director of the ClA. "Well, if the

agpncy wants to do something in Angola, it needs the Delawaro

corporations."
By..Delaware corporations" Amory was refe,lring to what aro

more commonly known in the agency as "proprietary corpora-

tions,' or, simply, ..proprietaries." These are ostensibly private

insiitutions and businesses which are in fact financed and con-

trolled by the CIA. From behind their commercial and sometimes

ooo-profit covers, the agency is able to carry out a multitude of
clandestine activities - usually covert-action operations. Many of
the firms are legally incorporated in Delaware because of that

state,s lenient regulation of corporations, but the clA has not

hesitated to use other states when it found them more con-

venient.

The ClA,s best-[nown proprietaries were Radio Free Eruope and
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poration, figured in the CIA's operations against Orba. Double-
Chek was founded in Miami (which abounds with agBncy
proprietaries) in 1959, and, according to the records of the
Florida state government, "brokerage is the general nature of the
business engaged h." In truth, Double-Chek was used by the
agency to provide air support to Cuban exile groups, aod it was
Double-Chek that recruited the fotr American pilots who werp

'kifled during the Bay of Pigs invasion. Aftennnard the CIA
through Double,Chek, paid pensions to the dead fliers'widows
and warned them to maintain silence about their husbands'
formeractivities.

When the CtA intervened inlg&,C\rban exile pilots - some of
vfrom were veterans of the Bay of Pigs - flew 8-26 bombers
against the rebels. These pfloh were hired by a company calted
Cammar (Carfbb€an l\darlne Aero Corlnration), another CIA
proprietary.

Often the weapons and other military equipment foran opera-
tion such as that in the Congo are provided by a "private" artrls
dealer. The largest such deater in the United States is the Inter-
national Armament Corporation, or Interarmco, which has its
main office and some warehouses on the waterfront irr Alexandria,
Virginia. Advertirsing that it specializes in arms for law-enforce-
ment agencies, the corporation has outlets in Manchester ia
Fngland, Monte Carlo, Singapore, Pretoria, South Africa, and in
several Latin American cities. Interarmco was founded in 1953 by
Samuel Cummings, a CIA officer during the Korean war. The
circumstances surounding Interarrnco's earlier yeaf,s are murky,
but CIA funds and support undoubtedly were available to it at the
beginning. Although Interarmco is now a truly private corpora-
tion, it still maintains close ties with the agency. And while the
CtA wiU on occasion buy arrns for specific operations, it generally
prefers to stockpile military mat6riel in advance. For this reason,
it maintains'several storage facilities in the United States and
abroad for untraceable or "sterile" weapons, which are always
available for immediate use. Interarmco and similar dealers are
the CIA's second most important sour@, after the Pentagon, of
military mat6riel for paranilitary activities.

Proprie tary O rgmtzatlota

' The Air Proprietaries
Direct clA ownership of Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty,

and the Bay of Pigs proprietaries, and direct involvement in rnter-
,' orrnco are largely past history now. Nevertheless, the agency is
i still very much involved in the proprietary business, especially to

support its paraffitary operations. cIA mercenaries or cIA-
',, supported foreign troops need air support to fight their..sectet,'i, w&rsr and it was for just this purpose that the agency built a huge
,r network of clandestine airlines whictr are far and away the largest
[. 

. and the most dangerous of all the CIA proprietaries.
rncredible as it may seem, the clA is currentry the owner of one

of the biggest - if not the biggest - fleets of "commercial" airplanes
L in the world. Agency proprietaries include Air America, Air Asia,
i,; civil Air rbansport, rntermountain Aviation, southern Air rtans-

port' @ELETED) and several other air charter companies
i aroundtheworld.

civil Air Transport (cAT), the original llnk in the cIA alr' empire, was started in china inl946,one yeax before the agency
itself was established by c;ongress. cAT was an offshoot of
General claire chennault's Flying Tigers, and during its early
days it flew missions of every kind in support of chiang Kai-shek's
unsuccessful effort to retain control of the chinese mainland.
.when chiang was finally driven out of chinain 1949, cAT went

ri with him to Taiwan and continued its clandestine air-operations.
, ln tgso cAT was reorganized as a Delaware corporation under a

clA proprietary holding company called the pacific corporation.
In a top-secret memorandum to General Maxwell Taylor on

, "unconventional-warfare resources in Southeast Asia,, in 1961,
: published, in The Pentagon Papers, Brrgadier General Edward
' Lansdale described CAT'sfunctions asfollows:

CAT is a commercial air line engaged in scheduled and non-
' scheduled air operations throughout the Far F.ast, with head-

quarters and large maintenance facilities located in Taiwan.
CAT, a CIA proprietary, provides air logistical support
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under cornmercial cover to most CIA and other U.S. Govern-
ment agencies'requirements. CAT supports covert and clan-
destine air operations by providing trained and experienced
personnel, procurement of supplies and equipment through
overt commercial channels, and the maintenance of a fairly
large inventory of transport and other type aircraft under
both Chinat [Chinese NationalistJ and.U.S. registry.

CAT has demonstrated its capability on numerous occa-
sions to meet all types of contingency or long-term covert air
requirements in support of U.S. objectives. During the past
ten years, it has had some notable achievements, including
support of the Chinese Nationalist withdrawal from the main-
land, air drop support to the French at Dien Bien Phu, cotr-
plete logistical and tactical air support for the Indonesian

. operation, air lifts of refugees from North Vietnam, moro
than 200 ovgrflights of Mainland Ctrina and Tibet, and ex-
tensive air support in Laos during the current crisis. . . .

The air drops at Dien Bien Phu occurred in 1954 when the U.S.
govemment decided not to come directly to the assistance of the
beleaguered French force but did approve covert military
support. 1954 was also the year of the airlift of refugees from
North Vietnam to the South. These were non-secret missions, but
the CIA could not resist loading,the otherwise empty planes that
flew to North Vietnam with a cargo of secret agents and military
equipment to be used in a clandestine uetwork then being
organized in North Vietnam. Like other guerrilla operations
against communist countries, whether in Europe or Asia, this
CIA venture was a failure.

By ('the Indonesian operationr" Lansdale was re{erting to the
covert air and other military support the CIA prorided to the
rebels of the Sukarno goyemment in 1958,* The "more than 200

+ Allen Pope, the pilot who was shot down and captured durlng thls
operatlon by the Indoneslan government, was a CAT pilot. Six mon&s after
his release in 1962 he went to work for another CIA proprietary, Southern
Air Transport. The attorney for Southern at that time was a man named
Alex E. Carlson, who had only a year before been the larryer for Double-
Chek Corporation when that CIA proprietary had furdshed the pilots for
theBayof Pigs.
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i overflights of Mainland china and Tibet" that r-ansdale men-'. tioned occurred mainly during the 1950s @ut continued well into

operations, and it was in a cAT plane that Richard Fecteau and
Jobn Downey were shot down by the communist chinese in 1954.

By the end of the r950s, cAT had split into three separate
airlines, all controlled by a clAproprietary holding company, theI Pacific corporation. one fifln, Air America, took over most of

il cAT's Southeast Asia business; another, Air Asia, operated a
I giant maintenance facility on Taiwan. The portion still called
i' car continued to fly open and covert chartir missions out of' Taiwan and to operate Nationarist china's scheduled domestic
, and international airline. cAT was best known for the extrava-' gant service on its "Mandarin Jetr" which linked Taipei to
. neighboringAsiancapitals.
' {n l9@,-about the time of the mysterious crash of a cAT
1, plane,* the crA decided that running Taiwan's air passenger
i service contributed little to the agency's covert mtssion inAsia, and

that the non-charter portion of cAT should be turned over to the
i chinese Nationalists. But the Nationalists'own china Air Lines

had neither the equipment nor the experience at thattime to take
over cAT'i routes, and the Nationalist government was not pre-
pared to allow the cIA to abandon Taiwan's principal air links

I with the outside world. The crA courd not simply discontinue

' 'i cAT's forrner public-relations director, Arnold Dibble, wrote in thei saturdav !ev!9w of Mav ll, 1968: "A highly-;;pl"iour 
"ti.h of a c-46

f the 1960s), when the crA supported, on its own and in co-li operation with the chiang Kai-shek gov€rnment, guerrilla
i operations against china. cAT was the air-supply arm for these

claimed the lives of flfty-seven persons, inituoing that of perhaps the
richest man in Asia, Dato Loke wan Tho - the Maliysian rnori" -"&-ut*r and several of his starlets from his cathay studios. The full story-of this
gfash has yet to be unraveled; what is known has not been told bicause it
las bryn kept under offigia! and perhaps officious wraps. There has never- been, for instance, an official airing of the part played uv t*o apparently,ir- vwu, rvr_ rur-!_o"w, qu vu!r.r.r .urruB, ur Lrl.i part prayeq oy two apparenuy

l, demented pilitary men aboard who had stolen two radar identification
, manuals (about the size of a mail-order catalog) in the pescadores Islands,, hollowed them out with a razor blade so eac[, would hold a .45 calibei
l; pistot. The manualg and onepistol wire founa, u"i n i urd perhaps in-

adequ-ate investigation marred the evidence. It was never defiditely deter-
mined if the weapoas had been fired."

I
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servico, because such action wourd have offended the chiang.
government ind made uncertain the continued presence of the
agency's other proprietaries and intelligence facilities on Taiwan.

The negotiations over cAT's passenger routes dragged on
through the next four years. The cIA was so eager to reach a
settlement that it sent a special emissary to Taiwan on temporary
duty, but his short-term negotiating urrign-"ot eventually turned
into a permanent position. Finally, in 196g another cAT pimsen-
ger plane - this time a Boeing 727 -crashed near the Taipei air-
port. This second accident caused twenty-one deaths and,
provided that rarest of occurrences on Taiwan, a spontaneous
public demonstration - against u.s. involvement in the airline.
Bowing to public pressure, the Nationarist govemment then
acrepted a settlement with the agency: china Air Lines took over
cAT's international flights; cAT, despite the agency's reluctance,
continued to fly domestic routes on Taiwan; and the cIA
sweetened the pot with a Iarge cash payment to the Nationalists.

Air Ameriea', a spin-off of cAT, was set up in the late 1950s
to accommodate the agencyrs rapidly growing nt'mber of opera-
tions'in southeast Asia. As u.s. involvement deepened in that
part of the world, other government agencies - the state Depart-
ment, the Agency for rnternational Development (AID), and the
united states Information Agency (usIA) - also turned to Air
America to transport their people and supplies. By 1971, AID
alone had paid Air America more than $83 million for charter
services. In fact, Air America was able to generate so much
business in southeast Asia that eventuafly other American
airlines took note of the profits to be made.

one pgivate company, continental Airlines, made a successful
moye in the mid-1960s to tahe some of the market away from Air
America. Pierre salinger, who became an officer of continental
after his years as President Kennedy's pressl secretary, led con-
tinental's fight to gain its share of the lucrative southeast Asian
business. The continental position was that it was a questionable,
if not illegal, practice for a government-ourned business (even a
crA proprietary under cover) to compete with truly private com-
pnies in soeking govenrment contracts. The cIA officers who had
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to deat with continental were very uncomfortable. They knew

i_ 
tlat s$ince1 had learned o*ilg irc tVhite House days of theagency's activities in southeast Asia and, specift""u;, of AirAmerica's tie to the cIA. They feared that irnplicit in continental,s
approach for a share of the southeast Asian market was theI' threattnat ifthe agency refused to cooperate, continental would

i *"^]t:, *t- publiclv - ugins information supplied by salinger.I Rather than face the possibilitv or unwanted nonri"rty, the cLA' permitted continentar to move into Laos, *hu.u .i; A; i"t"
1-960s, it has flown charter flights worth milions of dollars annualry.: And Continental,s best customer is the CIA ltself.

But even with continentar flying in Laos, the agency was abre' to keep most of the flights for its own Air America. This cIA air-
Iine has done everything from parachuting Meo tribesmen behind
North vietnamese Iines in Laos to dropping rice to refugees in the, vietnamesehighlands. AirAmericarrasirained pilotsfor theThai
national police, transported political prisoners for the South Viet-
namese government, carried paymasters and payrolrs for cIA
mercenaries, and, even before the Tonkin Gotf R.rolution,

, furnishg.d pilots for seqet bbmbing raids on Norrh i"r;;;;
", supply lines in Laos. rt has also been accused of participating in

southeast Asia's heroin trade. Air America,s operations regurarryI cross national boundaries in southeast Asia, and its flights are' almost never inspected by customs authorities. rt has lts own, separate passenger and freight terminars at airports in southvietnam, Laos, and Thail*d. At udom, in Thailand, Air' America maintains a rarge base which is hidden within an even
Iarger u.s; Air Force r*irtv (which is ostensibrv unaer rnai
governnaent contror). The udorn base is used to support virtuallyall of the "sesret" war in Laos, and it also houses a ..secret,,
maintenance facility for the pranes of the Thai, c.ambodian, and

i

; Iaotian airforces.
Before the cease-fire in vietnam, Air America was flying r2i

planes of its own, with roughry 40 more oo r""rr, uoa it had about, 5,000 employees, roughly 10 percent of whom were pilots. rt was
one of,America's largest airrines, ranking just behini Natiouar in
total number of planes. Now that tn" u.s. .ititu.y forces haue
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withdrawn from the Vietnamese theater, ihe role of maintaining
a significant Arnerican influence has reverted largely to the CIA -
and Air America, under the circumstandes, is finding its services
even more in demand than previously. Even the International
Supervisory and Control Commission, despite the membership of
communist Poland and Hungary, has signed a contract with the
CIA proprietary to support its supervision of the Vietnam cease-
fire. In 1973,Air America had contracts with the Defense Depart-
mentworth $41.4million. r

A wholly owned subsidiary of Air America, Air Asia, operates
on Taiwan the largest air repair and maintenance facility in the
Pacific region. Established in 1955, Air Asia employs about 8,000
people. It not only services the CIA's own planes, it also repairs
private and military airsraft. The U.S. Air Force makes heavy use
of Air Asia and consequently has not had to build a major main-
tenance facility of its own in East Asia, as would have been
necessary if the CiA proprietary had not been available. Like Air
America, Air Asia is a self-sustaining, profit-miking enterprise.
, Until the CIA decided to sell it off in mid-1973, Southern Air
Transport, another agency proprietary, operated out of offices in
Miami and Taiwan. Unlike CAT, Air America, and Air Asia, it
was not officially connected with the Pacific Corporation holding
company, but Paiific did guarantee $6.6 million loaned to it by
private banks, and Air America loaned it an additional $6.7 mil-
lion funneled through yet another CIA proprietary called Actus
Technology. Southern's role in the Far East was largely limited to
flying profitable routes for the Defense Department. Other U.S.
governinent agencies have also chartered Southern on occasion.
In the first half of 1972 it received a $2 million AID contract to
fly relief supplies to the new state of Bangladesh.

But within the ClA, Southern Air Transport was primarily im-
portant as the agency's air arm for potential Latin American
interventions. This was the iustification when the CIA took control
of it in 19ffi, and it provided the agency with a readily available
t'air force" to support counterinsurgency efforts or to help bring
down an unfriendly govemment.While Southern awaited its call
to be the Air America of future Latin American guerrilla wars, it

Proprietary Organizatiow l7l

"Iivedits coyer" and cut dornr CIA's costs by hiring out its planes

oncharter. (

DELETED

) \ilhen the CIA brought fibetatr
tribesmen to the Uniterl States in the late 1950s to prepare them
for guerrilla forays into China, t[b agency's lntermountain Aviation
assisted in the training program.

Then, in the early 1960s CIA air operations grew by leaps and
bounds with the expansion of the wars in Southeast Asia and the
constant fighting in the Congo.

(

DELETED

) But a reporter visiting Tucson in,1966 still
wrote, "Anyone driving by could see more than a hundred B-26s

with their armor plate, bomb bays, and gun ports." Not long after
this disclosure airpeared in the press, (DEIJIED) were made

available to (DELETED) to build hangars for the parked air-
craft'.Prying reporters and the curious public soon saw less.

In 1965, Intermountain Aviation served as a conduit in the sale

of B-26 bombers to Portugal for use in that country's colonial

,]
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wars in Africa. The sale directly violated the officiar united
states policy against arms exports to Portugal for use in Angora,
Mozambique, or Portuguese Guinea. The U.S. government, at its
highest level, had decided to sell twenty B-26s to portugal, and
the cIA proprietary was following official orders. Theoretically,
the embargo on weapons exports for use in portugal's coronies
remained intact - but not in fact. The U.S. government was, thus,
doing covertly what it had forbidden itself to do openly.

Through the spring and summer of 1965, seven B-26s were
flown from Arizona to Lisbon by an English pilot hired by an
ostensibly private firm called Aero Associates. By September the
operation's cover had worn so thin that Soviet and Hungarian
representatives at the united Nations specifically attacked the
transaction. The American u.N. delegation conceded that seven
B-26s had been delivered to Portugal, but Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg stated that "the only involvement of officials of the
United States has been in prosecuting a malefactor against the
laws of the country." This was a simple mistruth. Ambassador
Goldberg, however, may have not known what the facts were.
Adlai Stevenson before him had not been fully briefed on the Bay
of Pigs invasion and wound up unknowingly nraking false state-
ments at the U.N.

The same techniques were used to distort the prosecution.of the
"maiefactor." Ramsey Clark, at the time Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral, got in contact with Richard Helms, when the latter was the
CIA's Deputy Director, and the agency's General Counsel, Law-
rence Houston, to discuss the Portuguese airplane matter. Agency
officials assured clark that the cIA had not been involved. Recall-
ing the case, Clark says, "We couldn't have gone to trial if they
[theClA]had been involved.I'donot see howyou can justprosecute
the little guys acting in the employ of a government agency."
, Still, the United States had been exposed as violating its own
official policy, and, for political reasons, those knowledg6able
about the facts refused to intervene to aid "the little guys.', Thus,
one agency of the government, the Justice Department, un-
wittingly found itself in the curious position of prosecuting
persons who had been working under the direct orders of another

\
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.governpgnt agency, the cIA. Five indictments' were finally
secured, but one of the accused fled the co,ntryr and charges
against two of the others were dropped. But in the fall of 1966
the English pilot, John Richard Hawke, &Dd Henri Marie
Frangois de Marin de Montmarin, a Frenchman who had been
a middleman in the deal, were brought to trial in a Buffalo,
New York, federal court.

Hawke admitted in court, "yes, I flew B-26 bombers to portu-
gal for use in their African colonies, and the operation was
arranged through the state Department and the cIA.,, However,
crA General counsel Houston flatly denied under oath that the
agency had been involved in the transaction. Houston did reveal
that the agency "knew about" the bomber shipment on May 25,
1965,five days before it began, and that this information had been
passed on to the state Department and eleven other government
agencies. He also said that on July 7 the cIA was iinformed,,
that four of the B-26s had actuafly been delivered to portugal;
again the cIA gave notice to state and other agencies. He did
not explain why, if the u.s. government had so much intelligence
on the flights, nothing was done to stop them, although their
fli8ht plans had been filed with the Federal Aviation Adminisha-
tion and Hawke, on one mission, even inadvertently buzzed the
White House.

The jury found Hawke and Montmarin innocent. Members
of the panel later let it be known that they had not been con-
vinced that the two accused had deliberately violated the law. (

rl
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- Former Director Helms, however, refused to fly (DELEIED)
because he believed that its commercial cover was too transparent.
He preferred instead to travel on legitimate commercial airlines.
Less reluctant was Vice President Hubert Humphrey, who often
used (DELETED) Gulfstream during his 1968 presidential
campaign. (

DELETED

)
Perhaps the cIA's most out-of-lhe-way proprietary was located

ln Katmandu, Nepal. It was established to provide air support for
agency'financed and -directed tribesmen who were operating in
chinese-controHed Tibet. cAT originally flew these missions, as
indicated by General Laqsdale's reference to cAT's "more than
200 overfligfuts of Mainland china and ribet." But flying planes
from Taiwan to the crA's operational base in northeastern India
proved too cumbersome; thus the Nepalese proprietary was set up.
As the Tibetan operations were cut back and eventually halted
during the 1960s, this airline was reduced in size te a few planes,
helicopters, and a supply ofspare parts. still, up to the rate rg6os,
it flew charters lbr the Nepalese government and private organiza-
tionsinthearea.

The CIA's Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Staff back
in Langley believed that the airline's usefulness as an agency asset
had passed, and the decision wos made to sell it off. But, for the
cIA to sell a proprietary is a very difficult process. The agency
feels that it must maintain the secrecy of its covert involvement,
no matter how moot or insignificant the secr@y, and it does not
want to be identified in any way, either before or after the actual
transaction. Moreover, there is a real fear within the clandestine

rl'.'
I ..jt Proprietary Organlzotiotts , l7S
'r sgrvices that a profit will be made, and then by law, the cIA."' would be obriged to return the gain to the u.s. ri"asury. The

clandestine operatives do not wait to be troubred uv it 
" 

bureau-

i, :11,1: lf! p".trris uaourd entail. rt simply go., ug"i*t the grain
I :, the crandestine mentality to have to explain and justify such ar transaclion to anyone - let alone to the bookkeepers at the

Treasury.
tl

1r _ 
unloading Southern Air Transport in 1g73 proved to be some-. thing of a fiasco for the agency. Following puri p.utii;;,;;i;

tried to sell it quietry to a former emproyee - pr..o.ubry at an
attractive price - but the effort failed when three regitimatei airlines protested to the civil Aeronautics nouro. rnJv;;:; plained that southern had been built up with government

\ money, thatithad consequentryreceived lucrative charter routes,, and that it represented unfair competition. when word of thisprospective sale got into the newspapers, the crA backtracked
, *9 voluntarily dropped southernis cAri certification -.greatlyI reducing the airline's value but guaranteeing that the ug*rv

could sell it offin complete secrecy., suuru strIr t[ oII tn complete secrecy.
i And with the Neparese airline, crA found a buyer who had, previously-worked for other agency air proprietaries. so*. he was
I a former t'company ma,r, secrecy was preserved. fre ; 

"u";t', !9 rrurchase the airlines for a small down payment. Following
, hiohlv rrnnrfhrvlnv l.r'oi-^-- --^-^r---^ ,t,) highly unorthodox business procedure, ttre aiitine itself served,, os collateral for the balance due. A cIA auditor at headquarters

i nrivately described the sale as a (.giveawayr,, but this was ther,' way the clandestine services wanted the afrair handled. The
. new owner remained in Miami although all his airlines'olrcratlons
l. I.i: 1T-f.?ur...Within 1 comparativety short period of time,
! he liquidated^all the airline,s assets. He wound-up with a con-+' siderable profit, but the agency made back only a fraction of its' original costs. The clandestine Services was pleased with the sale,

in any case, because it had been able to divest itsetf of a useless
asset in a way both to guarantee maxinun security and to assure
the futrue loyalty and availability of the buyer. (oErrerno
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DELETED

)
While the ethics of transactions of this sort are questionable,

conflict of interest laws presumably do not apply to the CIA; the
Crntral Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 conveniently states that
"The sums made available to the Agencymay be expended with-
out regard to the provisions of law and regulations relating to the
expenditure of Government funds." In any case, the use of pro-
prietary companies opens up to the participants an opporttrnity to
make substantial profits while "living their cover. "

The fact remains that CIA proprietaries are worth hundreds of
millions of dollars, and no one outside the agency is able to audit,
their books. And, as will be seen later in thig chapter, CIA head-
quarters sometimes has only the vaguest notion about what
certain proprietaries are doing or what their assets are. Un-
doubtedly, there are wide opportunities for abuse, and many
of the people involved in fields such as the arms trade, paramilitary
soldiering, and covert air operations are not known for high
ethical standards. While only a few agency car@r employees
would take money for personal gain, there is little to prevent
officers of the proprietaries from doing so, if they are so inclined.

As can be seen, the CIA's proprietary corporations servelargely
in support of special, or paramilitary, operations. Some, of course,
were established for propaganda and disinformation purposes

and,like most other covert assets, proprietaries can also be used
on occasion to further the espionage and counterespionage efforts
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ir of the Clandestine Services.In the main, however, there has been
i a definite trend in the agency for more than a decade to develop
[1 the air proprietaries as the tactical arm for the CIA's secret

i military interventions in the Third World. The fleets of these CIA
l' airlines have been continuallyexpanded andmodernized, as have
,' been their base facilities. In the opinion of most CIA profession-
i als, the agency's capabilities to conduct special operations would

.l b" virtually nonexistent without the logistical and other support
' provided by lhe air proprietaries.

; The performancc of the Pacific Corporation and its subsidiarles,
Air America and Air Asia, in assisting the CIA's nany special ops

I adventuresl over the. years in the Far East and Southeast Asia has

deeply impressed the agency's leadership. Ihe exploits of the con
i tract air officers in that strife-ridden corner of the world have

become almost legendary within the ClA. Furthermore, the ad-
vantages of having a self-sustainilg, self-run complex which
requires no CIA funds and little agency manlxlwer are indeed much
appreciated by the Clandestine Services.

Without the air proprietaries, there could have been no sectet
, raids into Communist China. There could have been no Ti'betan

or Indonesian or Burmese operations. And, most important of
all, there could have been no "secret" war in Laos. Even many
of the CIA's covert activities in Vietnam could not have been
planned, much less implemented, without the assurance that
CIA airlines were available to support such operations. Thus, it
is small woirder that the agency, when it moved to intervene in the
Congo (and anticipating numerous other insurgencies on the
continent), hastily tried to develop the same kind of air support
there that traditionally was available to special operations in Asia.

; And one can easily understand why the plannprs of the Bay of' 
Pigs operation now regret not having made similar arrangements
for their own air needs instead of relying on the U.S. armed

,l forces.
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The Fabulous Georgg Doole
Although the boards of directors of tfre air proprietaries are
studded with the names of eminently respectable business leaders
and financietrs, several of the companies'operations were actually
Iong in the hands of one rather singular man, George Doole, Jr.
until his retirement in 1971, Doole's official titles were president
of the Pacific Corporatioh and chief executive officer of Air
America and Air Asia; it was under his leadership that the CIA
air proprietaries bl ossomed.

Doole was known to his colleagues in the agency as a superb
businessman. He had a talent for expanding his airlines and for
making them, functionally if not formally, into profit-making con-
cerns. In fact, his proprietaries proved somethlhg ofan embarrassment
to the agency because of their profitability. While revenues neyer
quite covered all the costs to the cIA of the original capital
investment, the huge contracts with U.S. government agencies
resulting from the war in lndochina made the Pacific corloration's
holdings (CAf, Air America, and Air Asia) largely self-sufficient
during the 1960s. Consequently, the CIA was largely spared
having to pay in any new money for specific projects.

Some of the agency's top officials, such as the former Executive
Director-Comptroller and the chief of Planning, Programming,
and Budgeting, felt uncomfortable with the booming business
Doole managed, but they did nothing to change it. The Executive
Director once privately explained the inaction: ..There are things
here better left undisturbed. The point is that George Doole and
CAT provide the agency with a great number of services, end
the agency doesn't have to pay for them." Among the other
services he provided was his ability as a straight-faced liar: asked
by the New York Times in 1970 whether his airlines had any
connection with the CIA, Doole said: "If 'someone out there' is
behind all this, we don't know about it." At that time Doole had
been working for the CIA for seventeen years, and for most of those
years had held a CIA "supergrade" position.

Doole's empire was formally placed under the ClAts Directorate
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of Support on the agencyrs orsanization chart, although many of
its operations were srrpervised by the crandestine services. But so

l" little was known inside cIA headquarters about the air proprietariesI which employed almost as m,rny people as the agency itself
(18,000) that in 1965 a cIA officer wlth extensive clandestine

i. service experience was assigned to make a study of thelr ogrcrations
' for the agency's top officials.
i This officer spent the better part of a year trying to assemble the', relevant dpta, an{ he became increasingly frgstrated as he prg-
r ceeded. He found that the various proprietaries were constantly

trading, leasing, and selling aircraft to each other;* that the tail
; numbers of many of the planes were regularly changed; and that
, the mixture of profit-making and covert flight made accounting' almost impossible. He finally put up a huge map of the worrd in a
l, secure agency conference room and used flags and pins to try to
,i designate what proprietaries were operating with what equipment

io what'countries. This offioer later compared his experience to
I trying to assemble a military order of battle, and his estimate was

that his map was at best 90 percent accurate at any given time.
;, Finally, Helms, then Deputy Director, was invited in to see the

map and be briefed on the complexity of the airlines. A witness
I described Helms as being "aghast."

That same year the Executive Committee for Air (Ex Comm
Air) was formed in order to keep abreast of the various air pro-
prietaries. Lawrence Houston, the agency's General Counsel, was
appointed chairman, and representatives were appointed from the
Clandestine Services, the Support Dirmtorate, and the agencyrs
executive suite. But the proceedings were considered so secret that
Ex Comm Air's executive secretary was told not to keep minutes
orevennotes.

In 1968, Ex Comm Air met to deal with a request from Geor[p
Doole for several million dollars to "modernizeD Southern Air

, Transport. Doole's justification for the money was that every maior
airline in the world was using jets, and that Southern needed to
follow suit if it were to continue to "live its cover.r, Additionally,

t,i r The CAT jet that crashed on Taiwan in 1968 was on lease from
, SouthernAirTransport.

:,
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Doole said that Southern should have equipment as effective as

possible in the event the agency had to call on it for future con-

tingencies.in Latin America.
Previous to Doole's request, the agency's Board of National

Estimates had prepared a long-range assessment of events in Latin
America. This estimate had been approved by the Director and

sent to the President as the official analysis of the intelligence

community. The conclusions were generally that political,

economic, and social conditions in Latin America had so

deteriorated that a long period of instability was at hand; that
existing American policy was feeding this instability; and that
there was little the United States could do, outside of providing

straight. economic and humanitarian assistance, to improve the

situation. The estimate strongly implied. that continued open

U.S. intervention in the internal affairsof LatinAmericannations
would only make matters worse and further damage the American

imagein that region.*
At the meeting on Southem Air Transport's modernization

request, Doole was asked if he thought expanding Southem's

capabilities for future interventions in Latin America conformed

with tle conclusions of the estimate. Doole remained silent, but a

Clandestine Services offieer working in paramilitnry affairs replied

that the estimate -iglt well have been a correct appraisal of the

Latin American situation and that the White House might accept

it as fact, but that non-intervention would not necessarily become

official American policy. The Clandestine Services man pointed out

that over the years there had been other developments in Latin

America - in countries such as Guatemala and the Dominican

Republic - where the agency had been calld on by the White
House to take action qgqinst existing political trends ; that the CIA's
Director had a responsibility to prepare estimates for the White
House as accurately as possible; but that the Director (and the

+ This estimate came much closer to recommending future American
policy than almost any other paper previously prepared by the Board of
National Estimates. The board member in charge of its preparation was a
former division chief and chief of station in the Clandestine Services. He
and his colleagues apparently hoped that the estimate would have a direct
bearing on future agency covert operations in Latin America.
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iClandestine Serytces and Doole) atso had a responsibility to be
I ready for the wotst possible contingencies.

In working to shengthen Southern Air Transport and his other
Broprietaries, Doole and the CXandestine Services were following
one of the basic maxims of covert action: Build assets now for
future contingencies. It proved to be persuasive strategy, as the
Director personally approved Doole's request and Southern
received its several million dollars for jets.*

The meeting ended inconclusively. Afterwaril the CIA officer
who had been questioning Doole and the Clandestine Services
man was told that he had picked the wrong time to make a stand.

So if the U.S. government decides to intervene covertly in the
internal affairs of a Latin American country - or elsewhere, for
that matter - Doole's planes will be available to support the
operation. These CIA airlirtes stand ready to drop their legitimate
charter business quietly and assume the role they were established
for: the transport of arms and mercenaries for the agency's
"special operations." The guns will come,from the CIA's own
stockpiles and from the warehouses of Interarmco and other
international arms dealers. The mercenaries will be furnished by
the agency's Special Operations Division, and, like the air
proprietaries, their connection with the agency will be "plausibly
deniable" fo the American public and the rest of the world.

Doole and his colleagues in the Clandestine Services have
worked hard over the years to build up the airlines and the othet
assets for paramilitary action. Their successors will fight hard to
retain this capability - both because they want t6 preserve their
own secret empire and because they believe in the rightness of
CIA clandestine intervention in other countries'internal affairs.
They know all too well that if the CIA never intervened, there
would be littlejustification for their existence.

I When the CIA tried to sell off Southern in 1973, only three propeller-
driven planes were listed in its inventory. It is not known what happened to
thejets, but it is a safe bet that somehow they have been transferred to a
bctter-hidden CIA proprietary.

:
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By the mid 1960s most of the professionals in the CIA's Clandes-
tine Services thought that the day of the balloon as an effective
delivery vehicle in propaganda operations had long since passed.

Years before, in the earlyrough-and-tumble era of the Cold War,
agency operators in West Germany had often used balloons to
@W anti-communist literature into the denied axeas behind the
Iron Curtain. These operations, althougb lacking in plausible
deniability, normally a prerequisite in covert propaganda efforts,
had scored high - judging from the numerous angry protests
issued by the Soviet Union and its East European satellites.

Since then the propaganda game had evolved into a subtle
contest of wits, and the agency's Covert Action Staff had
developed far more sophisticated methods for spreading ideologi-
cal messages. Thus, there was a sense of "d6ii vu" among the
covert-action stafrers when officers bf the Far East Division suggested
inltgtl that a new balloon operation be undertaken The target this
time was to be mainlanrl China;

The People's Republic was at that time in the midst of the
cultural revolution. Youthful Red Guards were rampaging
tbroughout the country, shattering customs and laws alike;
confusion, near chaos, engulfed the nation. But the CIA's China
watchers in Hong Kong and elsewhere on the periphery of the
mainland had detected that a reaction was setting in, especially in
southern China around Canton and Foochow in the provinces
of Kwangtung and Fukien. They believed that a kind of backlash
to the excesses of the Red Guards was building, for inseasingly
groups within the military and among the workers were beginning
to resist the Red Guards and to call for a rettrn to traditional
lawandorder.

To the agency's operators, these were conditions worth exploit-
I

it.
il

Propaganda and Disinformation

[r ins. No one really believed that communism could be eliminated
! nom the mainland, but the short-term political objectives which
I mignt be aclieved throueh covert propaganda were too tempting

to pass up. china was an avowed enemy of the united states, andl the cIA felt that each bit of additional domestic turmoil thati could be stirred up made the world's most populous country -, already experimenting with rong-range ballistic missiles - tlatI much less of a threat to American national security. Furthernrore,
i if nekins could be kept preoccupied with interniproblems, then
i the Iikelihood of chinese military intervention in the vietnarnese
i war, in a manner similar to that so effectively employed years
, earlier in Korea, could be diminished. perhaps, too, china could
, be forced to reduce its materiar support to North vietnarn and toI cut back on its export of revorution to other areas of the develop-

ingworld.
; The operation was accordingly approved by the 303 committeei (now the 40 committee) and the agency took its balloons out of

storage, shipping them to a secret base on Taiwan. There they were .

loaded with a variety of carefurly prepred propaganda materials -
leaflets, pmphlefs, newspapers - ard, when the winds were right'Iaunched to float over the mainland provinces due west of the
frlr"d. The literature dropped by the balloons had been desiened
by the agency's propagandists to appear as simflqr as possible in
substarce and style to the few publications then beins fiutively

i'' distributed on a small scale by conservative groups inside china.
Names of no genuine anti-revorutionary org:rnizations were used;:j ftctitious associations, some identified with the antrvr others with

q agricultural communes or urban industrial unions, were invented.
, The main thrust of all the propaganda was essentially the same,, criticizing the activities (both real and imaginary) of tn" n a

Guards and, by implication, those leaders who inspired or permitted
such excesses. It was hoped that the lrolnganda and its attendant
dlsinformation would create firrther reactions to the cultural

, revolution, on one hand adding to the growing domestic conftision
rnd_on-the other disrupting the internal balance of power among
the leadership in Peking. The cIA calculated that when the chinese
realized they were being propagandized, the u.s. goverament
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could confidently disclaim any responsrbiuty. rle assumed culprit
would mmt likely be chiang Kai+hek's.Taiwan regime, the
agency's witting and cooperative host for the operation.

Almost immediately after lt began, the balloon prolect was a
suosess. rhe CIA's china watchers soon saw evidence of increased
resistance to the Red Guards in the southern provinces. peking,
apparently believing the reaction to the cultural revolution to be
greater than it actually was, displayed strong concern over develop-
ments in the south. And withln weeks, refugees and travelers
from the mainlqnd began arriving in Hong Kong with copies of the
Ieaflets and pamphlets that the agency's propagandists had m?nu-
hctured - a clear indication of the credence being glven the false
llterature by the chinese rlasses. rt was not long, therefore, before
the clandestine services were searching for other ways to exland
theirpropaganda effortagainst the new target.

A decision was therefore made to install on Taiwan a pair of
erandestine radio transmitters which would broadcast propaganda -
and disinformation - of the same nature as that disseminated
by the balloon drops. If the chinese people accepted the radio
broadcasts as genuine, the CIA reasoned, then they might be
convinced that the countemovement to the cultural revolution was
gaining strength and perhaps think that the time had come to
resistthe Red Guards and theirsupporters stillmore openly.

(

DELETED
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Against a closed-society target, simply providing information

and news that the government wishes to keep fromits people cani have a significant effect. If, in addition, some clever disinforma-r tion can be inserted, then so much the better. The listeners ,realiz-
ing that much of what they are hearing is true, tend to believe that
allthey arctold is accurate.

one sour@ of news used by agency propagand.ists was the
clA's own Foreign Broadcast Information service (FBIS), which
daily monitors open radio broadcasting around the world from
llore than a dozen listening posts located in such varied places as, Hong Kong, Panama, Nigeria, Clprus, even San Francisco. The
product of the rBIs was also utilized to deteruine whether the
broadcasts of the crandestine transmitters were reaching theiri target in Chinaand creating theanticipated effect.

rhere was a third (and deleterious) way, however, in which the, monitoring service played a role in the operation, and the clandes-
tine services were slow to correct it. unlike most of the intelligence
collected by the age,ncy, the programs monitored by the FBIS are
widely disseminated within the u.s. govemment and to certain
subscribers among the press corps and the academic community.:, These daily reports, verbatim transcripts translated into English,
are pachsed :urd coror<oded accord"ing to major geographicali ar.,, - Far East (yellow), Middle East/Africa (blue), Latin/ America (pink), and so on. But even thoueL the Fnis ed.itors are
members of the cIA:s Intelrigence Directorate, the operators in

i tne chndestine services are riluctant to reveal their propaganda
'operations to them. As a result, for its Far East daily report the'
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FBrs frequentlymonitored and distributed the texts of programs
actually originating from the agency's secret stations on Taiwan
along with the transcripts of broadcasts from real counter-
revolutionary oryanizations on the mainland.

crA operators seemed uniroubled by this development and the
accompanying fact that the agency's own china analysts back at
headquarters in washington (along with their colleagues in the
state and Defense departments) were being somewhat misled. Nor
did they appear to mind that unwitting schorars and newsmen
were publishing articles based to some extent on the phony in-
formation being reported by the FBrs. Eventually the clA
analysts at homewereinformed of the existence of the clandestine
radios, but no steps were taken to rectify the farse data passed on
to the other U.s. government agencies or to the press and
academia; operational security precluded such revelations.
Besides, communist china was an enemy, and the writings of
recognized journalists and professors publicizing its state of near
chaos and potential rebellion helped to discredit peking in the
eyes of the world -which was, after all, in keepingwith the CIA,s
interpretation of American forergn policy at the time. The cLA,s
secret radios thus proved to be highly successfrrl, even after the
ctirese government discovered their origin and announced to its
people that the broadcasts were false.

Meanwhile, the agency's operatives turned to outright dis-
information in their effort to exploit china's internal difficulties.
polelampler (

DELETED
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DELEIED ) began to show results. The Red Guards

l, dedicatedto Mao's principles of communism.
(

DELETED

To be sure' propaganda and disinformation are not new phe-
nomena. Nations and factions within nations have long em-

I ployed such techniques to enhance their own images while at the
i y-. time attempting to discredit their enemies and rivals. yet

, turned their fury on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, demanding
,lu-, chinese diplomats, too, be cleansed of western ways and re-

the great advances in communications during the twentieth
oentury have vastly changed the potential of prgpagandisticeffort,
making possible rapid, widespread distribution of propaganda

, not actively enter the field until world war Ir, when the oss
i *u the office of war Informatiou (owD started their psycholo-

i material. Nazi Germany refined and made 
"oo.*ou-. 

use of the
, "big lie." The soviet union and other communist countries have
, ur9 many of the methods invented by the Germans and have; added new twists of their own. Although the united states did
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gical-warfare prograrr, its progaganda effort has grown - under
the eyes of the Covert Action Staff of the CIA's Clandestine
Services - to be thoroughly expert.

Working on the CA Staff are sociologists, psychologists,
historians, and media specialists - atl skilled at selecting "reach-
able" targets, such as the youth or intellectuals of a particular
country, and at getting a message through to them. In planning
and carrying out its activities, the branch often works closely
with other agency officers in the area divisions. The idea for an
operation may be initiated by a field component-say, a station
in Africa or I-atin America - that sees a special need or a target
of opportunity within its area of responsibility; it may originate
at headquarters in Langley, either in the propaganda branch
or in one of the area divisions; or it may come from the White
House, the State Department, the Pentagon, or any member of
the U.S. intelligence community in the form of a requirement
for the CIA to take action. If it is considered to be a program
of major political significance or entailing an inherent high-risk
factor - that is, if its exposure would cause substantial em-
barrassment for the U.S. government - a project proposal de-
veloped in the Clandestine Services is submitted to the Director's
office for review. Subsequently, the plan will be sent to the
40 Committee for final approval. Thenceforth, control of any
propaganda operation and responsibility for its coordination
within the Clandestine Services and the government may rest
with either the Covert Action Staff or an axea division. Crrtain
Iong-standing operations, such as Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty, were traditionally under the control of the CA Staff.
But responsibility for the newer and smaller operations usually is
determined on an adhoc basis, with the CA Staffserving in either
an advisory or controlling capacity, depending on the circum-
stances of the particular undertaking.

A propaganda operation might not be anything more sinister
than broadcasting straight news reports or rock music to the
countries of Eastern Europe. Others arefar more devious. (

P r op ag anda Md D is info r mat ion
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The CIA also makes considerable use of forged documents.*

During the mid-1960s, for instance, the agency learned that a

certain West African country was about to recognize the People's

Republic of Cftina and that the local govenrment intended to force

the withdrawal of the diplomatic representatives of Nationalist
China. This was considered to be contrary to American foreign-
policy aims, so the CIA went into action. (

DELETF,D

')
The Pentagon Papers haverevealed some other examples of CIA

propaganda and disinformation activities. One topsecret ddcu-

ment written in 1954 by Colonel Edward Lansdale, then an agency

operator, describes an effort involving North vietnamese

astrologers hired to write predictions about the coming disasters

which would befall certain Vietniinh leaders and their under-

takings, and the suc@ss and unity which awaited the South.
* Watergate burglar E. Howard Hunt was questioned in 1973 about his

forgery ofi State iepartment cable directly linlling the K€nnedy adminis'
ti"iiori to the assassination of South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem.
a.Aft"r all,,, Hunt told the federal prosecutor, "I had been giv_en some train-
ing in my'past cIA career to do just this sort of thing . . . floating forged
oewspaper-accounts, telegrams, that sort of thing."

191
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Lansdale also mentioned that personnel under his control
had engineered a black pspvar strike in Hanoi : leaflets signed
by the Vietminh instructing Tonkinese on how to behave for
the Vietminh takeover of the Hanoi region in early October,
including items about property, money reforrr, and a three-
day holiday of workers upon takeover. The day following
the distribution of these leaflets, refugee registration tripled.
Two days later Vietminh took to the radio to denounce the
leaflets; the leaflets were so authentic in appearance that even
most of the rank and file Vietminh were sure that the rad.io
denunciations were a French trick.

Lansdale's black propaganda also had an effect on the Ameri-
can press. One of his bogus leaflets came to the attention of
syndicated columnist Joseph Alsop, who was then touring South
Vietnam. The leaflet, indicating that many South Vietnamese were
to be sent to China to work on the railroads, seemed to have been
written by the communists. Alsop naively accepted the leaflet at
face value and, according to Lansdale, this "led to his sensa-
tional, gloomyarticles later. . . . Alsop was never told this story."
Nor, of course; was the false impression left with Alsop's readers
evercorrected.

CIA propaganda activities also entail the publication of books
and periodicals. Over the years, the agency has provided direct
subsidies to a number of magazinss and publishing houses,
ranging from Eastern European 6migr6 organs to such reputable
finns as Frederick A. Praeger, of New York - which admitted in
1967 that it had published "fifteenor sixteen books" at the CIA's
request.

(
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:)
Many other anti-communist publishing con@rns in Gerrnany,

Italy, and France were also supported and encouraged by the
i agency during the post-World War II years. (

DELETED ) According to a former high-ranking agency
official, ( -

DELETED ) and the Parisian newspaper, ,r!,e
combaL" This same ex-official also recalls with an ironic smile
that for several years the agenry subsidized the New york
communist paper, The Daily worker.rn fairness to the y[/orker's
staff, it must be noted that they were ,naware of the CIA's
assistance, which came in the form of several thousand secretly

, purchased prepaid subscriptions. The CIA apparently hoped to
demonstrate by this means to the American public that the threat
of communism in this country was indeed real.

Althoueh the CIA inherited from the OSS responsibility for covert
, propaganda operations, the agency has no specific authority in

the open law to engage in sirch operations -.other than the vague
i' charge to carry out "such other functions and duties related toI intelligence affecting the national security as the National security

council may from time to time direct." yet since its founding in
1947 the cIA has spent over one billion dollars for propaganda
activities (mainly foreign but also domestic) to further what it
perceived to be the national interests of the United States.

sometimes this means simply telling the truth to an audienoe
, (called "white" propaganda); other times a mixture of truths,r haffi+ruths, and slieht distortions is used to slant the views of the

audience ("rat'' propaganda); and, on occasion, outright lies
, (*black" propaganda) are used, although usually accompanied,

for credibility's sake by some truths and half-truths.
l;, , 'rBlack" propaganda on the one hand and.,disinformation,, on
I the other are virtually indistinguishable. Both refer to the spread-

ing of false information in order to influence people's opinions or
actions. Disinformation actually is a special tlpe of ..black,'
propaganda which hinges on absolute secrecy and which is

I

I

I
I
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usually supported by false documents; originally, it was some-
thing of a soviet specialty, and the Russian word for it,
dezinformatsiya, is virtually a direct analogue of our own.
within the KGB there is even a Department of Disinfor-
mation.

on June 2, 1961Qess than two months after the clA's humiliat-
ing failure at the Bay of Pigs), Richard Helms, then Deputy
Director of the clandestine services, briefed the senate Internal
security subcommittee on communist forgeries. Helms discussed
thirty-two fraudulent documents "packaged to look like com-
munications to or from American officiars." Twenty-two were
meant to demonstrate imperialist American plans and ambitions;
seventeen of these asserted u.s. interference in the affairs of
several free-world countries. of the seventeen, eleven charged
u.s. intervention in private business of Asian nations. one was a
fake secret agreement between the secretary of state and
Japanese Premier Kishi permitting use of Japanese troops any-
where in Asia. Another alleged that American policy in southeast
Asia called for u.S. control of the armed forces of all s.E.A.T.o.
nations. Two forgeries offered proof that the Americans were
plotting the overthrow of Indonesia's sukarno; the remaining
two were merely meant to demonstrate that the u.s. government,
despite official disclaimers, were secretry supplying the anti-
Sukarno rebels with military aid.

These last examples concerning Indonesia are especially
interesting. A'cursory examination of the documents, as sub-
mitted by Helms, indicates that they were indeed rather crude
forgeries, but their message was accurate. Not only did the cIA
in 1958 support efforts to overthrow the sukarno govemment,
but Helms himself, as second-ranking official in clandestine
services, knew it well. And he knew that the s.officialdisclaimers"
to which he referred were deceptions and ouhight lies issued by
u.s. government spokesmen. Helms'testimony was released to the
public with the approval of the crA, which was, in effect, targeting
a propaganda operation against the American people. Not only
did he lie about the communists'lying (which is not to say that
they are not indeed culpable), but Helns in the process quite
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lli, uuty managed to avoid discussion of the pervasive lying the cIA; commits in the name of the United States.

The Radios

until 1971, the clA's largest propaganda operations by far were
i Radio Free Europe (RFE) and Raclio Liberty (RL). RFE broad-
, cast to Poland, Hungary, czechosrovakia, Romania, andI Bulgaria, while RL was aimed at the soviet union. Theser ostensibly private stations had been started by the agency in the
i early 1950s at the height of the cord war. They op"i"t"d under

tle.c9ver provided by their New york-based boardi of directors,
which were made up principally of distinguished statesmen,
retired military leaders, and corporate executives. with studios
in Munich and transmitters in west Germany, spain, portugal,

,. and raiwan, the two stations broadcast thousands of hours of
, , programs a year into the communist countries. Their combined
i annual budgets ranged from $30 to $35 million, and the cIAi financed over 95 percent ofthe costs.*I In their early years, both RFE and RL quite stridently pro-

moted the "rolling back" of the Iron curtain. (Radio Libertywas
ir originally named Radio Liberation.) The tone of their broadcastsi softened considerably in the aftermath of the 1957 Hungarian-^uilEErr*uI revolt, when RFE was subjected to severe criticism for its role inr s@ming to incite continubd, but inevitably futile, resistance by im-
I plylng that American assistance would be forthcoming. During

and after the Hungarian events, it became quite clear that the
I united States would not actively participate in freeing the captive
]. nations, u,od the emphasis at both RFE and RL was changed tor promote liberalization within the communist system throueh

A.particularly deceptive aspect of the RFE operation was, and is, the- annual fund-raising drive carrled out in the uiit.a siuio. Under the, auspices of the Advertising CouriCil, RFE solicits 
-i""d, -*itU 

the clearl, implication that if money is not donatio uv ttri A-;il;uiic ttre stationIr will no longer be able to function and thi..t.rrh-;iiGSii;, throush to'r rastern Europe. Although berw-eea g12 and siri -irii"rl; F; fiiiffi;] time was made avaiLable-ia 1969, ior e*aipr", tis, tu*-itoo,ooo *u,

I

i

!

I

raised from a not terribly alarmed puUlic.
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peaceful change. The crA continued, howeuer, to finance both
stations, to provide them with key personnel, and to control
programcontent.

The ostensible mission of RFE and RL was to provide accurate
information to the people of Eastern Europe. rn this aim they
were largely successful, and their programs reached milrions of
Iisteners. while RFE and RL broadcasts contained a certain
amount of distortion, they were, especially in the earlyyears, con-
siderably more accurate than the Eastern European media. But
to many in the crA the primary value of the radios was to sow
discontent in Eastern Europe and, in the process, to weaken the
communist governments. HardJiners in the agency pointed to the
social agitation in Poland which brought wadyslaw Gomulka to
power in 1'956, the Hungarian uprising in lg17, and the fall of
ctmh stalinist Antonin Novotny in 1967 as events which RFE
helped to bring about. others in the cIA did not specificailycon-
nect RFE or RL to such dramatic o@urrences, but instead
stressed the role of the two stations in the more gradual de-
Stalinization and liberalization of Eastern Europe.

Like most propaganda operations, RFE's and RL,s principal
effect has been to contribute to existing trends in their target areas
and sometimes to accentuate those trends. Even when events in
Eastern Europe have worked out to the agency's satisfaction, any
direct contribution by the radios would be nearly impossible to
prove. In any case, whatever the success of the two stations, the
cIA intended from the beginning that they play an activist role
in the affairs of Eastern Europe - well beyond being simply
sour@s of accurate news. For, in addition to transmitting in-
formation to Eastern Europe and harassing the communist
goveflrments, RFE and RL have also provided the clandestine
services with covert assets which courd be used against the
Soviet Urion and Eastern Europe.

The two rbdio stations, with their large staffs of Eastern
European refugees, are a ready-made source of agents, contacts,
information, and cover for operations. Among further radio-
derived sourc€s of intelligence was the comparatively large
number of letters RFE and RL received from their listeners in

rl
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[fl', Eastern Europe. Delivered by mail and by travelers coming to the

l; W"rt, these letters were considered by the agency's clandestine
rj' operators to be an intelligence-collection resource. RFE and RL
i' 6migr6 personnel used the letters and other information available

i' to the stations to prepare written analyses of what was happening
in the East. Much of this analysis, however, was thought to be of' '+, 

,..9

doubtful value back at CIA headquarters, and was held in low
esteem throughout the U.S. intelligence community.i However debatable the direct effect of RFE and RL on events
in Eastern Europe, the governments of the communist countries
obviously were quite disturbed by the stations. Extensive efforts
were made to jam their signals, and by the late 1950s the com-
munist intellisence services were activelv trvins to discredit theI , munist intelligence services were actively trying to discredit the' stations and to infiltrate the radios' staffs. In many cases, they
succeeded, and by the mid-1960s the general view at CIA head-
quarters was that the two facilities were widely penetrated by
communist agents and that much of the analysis coming out of

i Munich was based on false information planted by opposition

i aSenfs. During this same time the spiril of East-West dAtente was
i growing, and many officersin the CIA thought that RFE and RL
I had outlived their usefulness. supporters of the stations were
, finding it increasingly difficult at budget time to justify their

yearly costs. Even the Eastern European governments were
' showing a declining interest in the stations, and the jamming

efforts fell off considerably.
' The agency carried out several internal studies on the ulility of '

RFE and RL, and the results in each case favored phasing out
, CIA funding. But after each study a few old-timers in the CIA,
' whose connections with the stations went back to their beginnings,

would come up with new and dubious reasons why the rad.ios
should be continued. The emotional attachment of these veteran
operators to RFE and RL was extremely strong. Also defending

,' the stations were those influential personalities, like former
'' N.A.T.O. chief Lucius Clay, CBS president Frank Stanton, and
r General Motors chairman James Roche, who made up the radios'
I boards of directors. All of these efforts ran counter to attempts

of the CIA's own Planning, Programming and Budgeting Staffto
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end agency support. Additionally, the CIA's top manageme,nt ap
peared reluctant to part with the stations because of a fear that
if the $30 to $35 million in annual payments were ended, that
moneywould be irrevocably lost to the ClA. Each internal agency
study which called for the end of the CIA's involvement in-
variably led to nothing more than yet another study being made.

Thus, bureaucratic inertia, the unwillingness of the USIA to
take over the radios' functions, and well-placed lobbying efforts
by RFE and RL boards of directors combined to keep CIA funds
flowing into both stations through the 1960s. Even when agency
financing of the stations became widely known during the 1967
scandal surrounding the CIA's penetration and manipulation of
the National Student Association, the agency did not reduce its
support. In the aftermath of that scandal, President Johnson's
special review group, the Katzenbach committee, recommended
that the CIA not be allowed to finance "any of the nation's
educational or private voluntary organizations." Still, with the
approval of the White House, the agency did not let go of RFE
or RL.

No change occurred until January l971,when Senator Clifford
Case of New Jersey spoke out against the CIA subsidies to the
radios and proposed legislation for open funding.

C-ase's move attracted quite a bit of attention in the media and
it became obvious that the Senator was not going to back down
in the face of administration pressure. When the Senate Forergn
Relations Committee scheduled hearings on Case's bill and the
Senator threatened to call former RFE employees as witnesses,
the CIA decided that the time had come to divest itself of the two
stations. Open congressional funding became a reality, and by the
end of 1971 CIA financial involvement in RFE and RL was
officially ended. Whether the agency has also dropped all its
covert assets connected with them is not known, but, given past
experience, that is not likely. For the time being, the largest
threat to the future of RFE and RL would seem to be not C-on-
gress, which will probably vote money indefinitely, but the West
German government of Willy Brandt. Now that the stations are
in the op€o, Bonn faces pressure from the Eastern European

,-''l
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;'countries to forbid them to b,roadcast on German soil. (
DELETED

) but he still might at some point acc€pt the argurirent,
as part of an effort to further the East-West dAtunte,that RFE and

i RL represent unnecessary obstacles to improved relations.

O ther Propaganda Operations

The CIA has always been interested in reaching and encouraging
dissidents in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. In the early
days of the Cold War, the agency sent its own agents and sub-
stantial amounts of rnoney behind the kon Curtain to keep things
stirred up, mostly with disastrous results. In more recent times,
operations against Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. have become
less frequent and less crude. The agency, however, has continued
to maintain its contacts with 6migr6 groups in Western Europe
and the United States. These groups are sometimes well informed
on what is happening in their home countries, and they often
provide a conduit for the CIA in its dealings with dissidents in
those countries.

(

DELETED
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DELEIEI)

) has found the 6mier6 group to be of
only marginal usefulness.

Another organiz,ation heavily subsidized by the CIA was the
Asia Foundation. Established by the agency in 1955, with a care-
fully chosen board of directors, the foundation was designed to
promote academic and public interest in the East. It sponsored
scholarly research, supported conferences and symposia, and ran
academic exchange prograrns, with a CIA subsidy that reached
$8 million dollars a year. while most of the foundation's activities
were legitimate, the CIA also used it, ttrough penetrations among
the officers and members, to fund anti-communist academicians
in various Asian countries, to disseminate throughout Asia a
negative vision of mainland China, North Vietnam, and North
Korea, and to recruit foreign agents and new case officers.
Although the foundation often served as a cover for clandestine
operations, its main purpose was to promote the spread of ideas
which were anti-communist and pro-American - sometimes
subtly and sometimes stridently.

The focus of the Asia Foundation's activities w:ls overseas, but
the organization's impact tended to be gtreater in the American
academic community than iir the Far East. l-arge numbers of
American intellectuals participated in foundation programs, and
they - usually unwittingly - contributed to the popularizing of
CIA ideas about the Far East. Designed - and justified at budget
tfune - as an overseas propaganda operation, the Asia Foundation
also was regularly guilty of propagandizing the American
people with agency views on Asia.

The agency's connection with the Asia Foundation came to
light just after the 1967 exposure of CIA subsidies to the National
Student Association. The foundation clearly was one of the
oryanizations which the CIA was banned from financing and,
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DELETED
) More and more, as the

United states cuts back its overt aid programs and withdraws
from direct involvement in foreign countries, the agency will
probably be called upon to carry out similar missions in other
nations.

The CIA has also used defectors from communist governments

for propaganda purposes - a practice which has had more impact
in this country than overseas. These defectors, without any
prodding by the ClA, would have interesting stories to tell of
politics and events in their homelands, but almost all are

immediately taken under the CIA's control and subjected to
extensive secret do-briefings at a special defector reception

center near Frankfurt, West Germany, or, in the cases of par-

ticularly knowledgeable ones, at agency "safe houses" in the

United States. In return for the intelligence supplied about the

defector's former life and work, the CIA usually takes care of his

resettlement in the West, even providing a new identity if
necessary. Sometimes, after the lengthy debriefing has been
finished, the agency will encourage - and will help - the defector

to write articles or books about his past life. As he may still
be living at a CIA facility or be dependent on the agency for his

livelihood, the defector would be extremely reluctant to jeopard-

ize his future by not coopdfating. The CIA does not try to alter
the defector's writings drastically; it simply influences him to
leave out certain information because of security considerations,
or because the thrust of the information nrns counter to existing

American policy. The inclusion of information justifying U.S.

or CIA practices is, of course, encouraged, and the CIA will
provide whatever literary assistance is needed by the defector.

while such books tend to show the communist intelligence

services as diabolical and unprincipled organs (which they are),

atnost never do these books describe triumphs by the opposition
services over the ClA. Although the other side does indeed win
on occasion, the agency would prefer that the world did not
know that. And the defector dependent on the CIA will hardly
act counter to its interests.

,, ' In helping the defector with his writing, the agency often steers

:i him toward a publisher. Even some of the ptiblic-relations aspects
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i 
lof p.o*oting his book may be aided by the CIA, as in the case' of Major Ladislav Bittman, a Cz.wh intelligence officer who
defected in 1968. Prior to the 1972 publication of his book, The

Deception Game, Bittman was interviewed by the Wall Street

lournal, which quoted him on U.S. intelligence's use of the dis-

information techniques. "It was our opinion," the former Cznch

operative said,"that the Americans had more effective means than

this sort of trickery-things such as economic-aid programs -that
, were more influential than any black propaganda operation-"

While Bittman may well have been reflecting attitudes heldby
his former colleagues in Czech intelligence, his words must be

considered suspect. The Czechs almost certainly know something
about the CIA's propaganda and disinformation programs, just

as the CIA knows of theirs. But Bittman's statement, taken along

with his extensive desctiptions of Czech and Russian dis-
, 'information programs, reflects exactly the image the CIA wants

to promote to the American public - that the communists are

; always out to defraud the West, while the CIA, skillfully un-
govering these deceits, eschews such unprincipled tactics.

To the CIA, propaganda through book publishing has long
been a successful technique. In 1953 the agency backed the
publication of a book called The Dynamics of Soviet Society,

which was written by Walt Rostow, later President Johnson's

Assistant for National Security Affairs, and other members of
the staff of the Center for International Studies at the Mas-

Bachusetts Institute of Technolory. The center had been set up
with CIA money in 1950, and this book was published in two
versions, one classified (for tHe CIA and governme,lrt policy-

makers) and the other unclassified (for the public). Both versions,

o(cept in some minor details, promoted the thesis that the Soviet

Union is an imperialistic power bent on world conquest, and that

it is the responsibility of the United States to blunt the com-

munistmenace.
Most CIA book operations, however, are more subile and

clandestine. A former CIA officiat who specialized in Soviet affairs
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r€calls how one day in 1967 aClA operator on the Covert Action
Staff showed him a book called The Foreign Aid Prograrns of the
Soviet Bloc and Communist China by a German named Kurt
Muller. The book looked interesting to the Soviet expert, and he
asked to borrow it. The Covert Action man replied, "Keep it.
We've got hundreds more downstairs." Muller's book was some-
thing less than an unbiased treatment of the subject; it was highly
critical of communist forei$ assistance to the Third World. The
Soviet speialist is convinced that the agency had found out
Muller was interested in cornmunist foreign-aid progranrs,
encouraged him to write a book which would have a strong anti-
commtnist slant, provided him with information, and then helped
to get the book published and distributed.

Financing books is astandard techniqueused by all intelligence
services. Many writers are glad to write on subjects which will
further their own careers, and with a slant that will contribute to
the propaganda objectives of a friendly agency. Books of this
sort, however, add only a false aura of respectability and
authority to the information the intelligsnce agency would like
to see spread - even when that information is perfectly accurate -
because they are by definition restricted from presenting an
objective analysis of the subject under consideration. And once
exposed, both the writer and his data become suspect. (

DELEIEI)

)
Spies, however, do not keep journals. They simply do not take

that kind of risk, nor do they have the time to do so while they
are leading double lives.

(

DELETEI)
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) Allen Dulles seemed to be rubbing salt
in their wounds whe,lr he wrote n The Craft of Int elligence that the

, Penkovsky defection had shaften the Soviet intelligence services
with the knowledge that the West had located Russian officials
willing to work "in place for long periods of time," and others who

r'"have never been'surfaced'and [who] for their own protection
, must remain unknown to the public."

Anq of course, the publication of Thc Penkovsky Papers
. opened the Soviets up to the embarrassment of having the world

'1 learn that the top level of their government had been penetrated by

, I Western spy. Ftuthermore, Penkovsky's su@ess as an agent
I' made the CIA look good, both to the American people and to the
, test of the world. Failures such as the Bay of Pigs might be
j forgiven and forgotten if the agency could recruit agents like

Penkovsky to accomplish the one task the CIA is weakest at -
gathering intelligence from inside the Soviet Union or China.

The facts were otherwise, however. In the beginningn Penkovsky
I ras not a CIA spy. He worked for British intelligence. He had
tled to ioin the CIA tn Turkey, but he had been turned doum, in

i, lrrBe part because the Soviet Bloc Division of the Clandestine
Services was overlycardulnotto betaken in byKGB provocateurs

r,ii'1,i

I
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and double agents. To the skittish CIA operators, Penkovsky
seemed too good to be true, especially in the period following the
Burgess-Mclean catastrophe. The CIA had also suffered several
recent defeats at the hands of the KGB in Europe, and it was
understandablyreluctant to be duped again.

Penkovsky, however, was determined to spy for the West, and
in 1960 he made contact with British intelligence, which even-
tually recruited him. The British informed the CIA of pen-
kovsky's availability and offered to conduct the operation as a
joint project. CIA operators in Moscow and elsewhere participated
in the elaborated clandestine techniques used to receive information
from Penkovsky and to debrief the Soviet spy on his visits to West-
ernEurope. (

DELEIED
)

The Penkovsky Paperswas a best-seller around the world, and
especially in the United States. Its publication certainly caused
discomfort in the Soviet Union. (

DELETED

)
Richard Helms years later again referred to Penkovsky in this

vein, although not by name, when he claimed in a speech before
the American Society of Newspaper Editors that "a number of
well-placed and courageous Russians . . . helped us" in uncover-
ing the Soviet move. One person taken in by this deception was
Senator Milton Young of North Dakota, who serves on the CIA
oversight subcommittee. In a l97l Senate debate on cutting the
intelligence budget, the Senator said, "And if you want to read
something very interesting and authoritative where intelligence
is concerned, read the Penkovsky papers . . . this is a very interest-

Propaganda md Disinformotion

ing story, on why the intelligence we had in Cuba was so im-
portant to us, and on what the Russians were thinking and just
how far theywould go."

Yet the CIA intelligence analysts who were working on the
Cuban problem at the time of the missile crisis and preparing the
agency's intelligence reports for the President up to and after the
discovery of the Soviet missiles saw no such information from
Penkovsky or any other Soviet spy. The key intelligence that led
to the discovery of the missiles came from the analysis of satellite
photography of the U.S.S.R., Soviet ship movements, U-2
photographs of Cuba, and information supplied by Ctrban
refugees. Penkovsky's technical background information, pro-
vided well before the crisis, was of some use - but not of major
or critical importanoe.

Several scholars of the Soviet Union have independently
charactqizd,The Penkovsky Papers as being partly bogus and as

not having come from Penkovsky's "journal." The respected
Soviet expert and columnist for the Manchester Guardian and the
Washington Post, Victor Zorza,wrote that "the bogk could have
been compiled only by the Central Intelligence Agency." Zorza
pointed out that Penkovsky had neither the time nor the
opportunity to have produced such a manuscript; that the book's
publisher @oubleday and Company) and translator (Peter
Deriabin, himself a KGB defector to the CIA) both refused to
produce the original Russian manusctipt for inspection; and that
Tlw Penkovsky Papers contained errors of style, technique, and
fact that Penkovskywould not havemade.

British intelligence also was not above scoring a propaganda

victory of its own in the Penkovsky affair. Penkovsky's contact
officer had been MI-6's Greville Wynne, who, working under the
cover of being a businessman, had been a"rrested at the same time
as Penkovsky and later exchanged for the Soviet spy Gordon
Lonsdale. When Wynne returned to Britain' M[{ helped hin
write a book about his experiences, called Contact on Gorky
Street. British intelligence wanted the book published in part to
make some money for Wynne, who had gone through the ordeal
of a year and a half in Soviet prisons, but the MI-6's main

i
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motive was to counteract the exhemely unfavorable pubricity
that had been generated by the defection of its own senior officer
Harold "Kim" Philby, in 1963, and the subsequent publication
of his memoiis prepared under the auspices of the KGB.

Interestingly, nowhere in Contact on Gorky Steet does Wynne
cite the help he received from the cIA. The reason for this omis-
sion could have been professional jealousy on the part of British
intelligence, good British manners (i.e., not mentioning the
clandestine activities of a friendly intelligence service), or most
likely, an indication of the small role played by the CIA in the
operation.

Another book-publishing effort in which the CIA may or may
not have been involved - to some degree - was Khrushchev
Remembers, and the second volume of Khrushchev memoirs
scheduled for publication this year. While these autobiographical
and somewhat self-serving works unquestionably originated with
the former Soviet premier himself, there are a number of curious
circumstan@s connected with their transmission from Moscow
to Time Inc. in New York, ffid to its book-publishing division,
Little, Brown and Company. Time Inc. has been less than forth-
coming about how it gained access to the 180 hours of taped
reminiscences upon which the books are based, and how the tapes
were taken out of the U.S.S.R. without the knowledge of the
Soviet government or the ubiquitous and proficient KGB. The
whole operation - especially its political implication - was simply
,too important to have been permitted without at least tacit
approval by Soviet authorities. Unlike Alexander Solztrenitsyn,
Khrushchev was subsequently neither denounced nor exiled by
Moscow's all-powerful party chiefs.

Most of the explanations offered by Time Inc. to clarify the
various mysteries involved in this episode have a slightly dis-
ingenuous air. They may be true, but a number of higtrly regarded
American and British scholars and inteliigence officers dealing
with Soviet affairs find them difficult to accept in toto. Why, for
example, did Time Inc. find it necessary to take the risky step
of sending a copy of the bound galleys of the book to its Moscow
bureau - secretly via Helsinki - before it was published? The
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complete story of the Khrushchev memoirs, in short, may never
be publicly known. And if it is, it may turn out to be another
example of secret u.s.-soviet cooperation, of two hostile powers
giving wide circulation to information that each wants to see
published, while collaborating to keep their operatiorrs away from
the eyes of the general public on both sides. After alr, the publica-
tion of the first volume, in l97l had a relatively happy effect - it
supported Moscow's anti-stalinists, and in tum insreased the
prospects for detente.





Intelligence agencies, in the popular view, are organizations of
glamorous master spies who, in the best tradition of James
Bond, daringly uncover the evil intentions of a nation's enemies.
In reality, however, the CIA has had comparatively little success
in acquiring intelligence through secret agents. This classical form
of espionage has for many years ranked considerably below spac€
satellites, code-breaking, and other forms of technical collection
as a source of important foreign information to the U.S. govern-
ment. Evrn open sources (the press and other. communications
media) and official channels (diplomats, military attachds, and the
like) provide more valuable information than the Clandestine
Services of the CIA. Against its two principal targets, the Soviet
Union and Communist China, the effectiveness of CIA spies is
virtually nil. With their closed societies and powerful internal-
security organizations, the communist countries have proved
practically impenetrable to the CIA.

To be sure, the agency has pulled off an occasional espionage
coup, but these have generally involved "walk-ins" - defectors
who take the initiative in offering their services to the agency.
Remember that in 1955, when Oleg Penkovsky first approached
CIA operators in Ankara, Turkey, to discuss the possibility of
becoming an agent, he was turned away, because it was feared
that he might be a double agent. Several years later, he was re-
cruited by bolder British intelligence officers. Nearly all of the
other Soviets and Chinese who either spied for the CIA or
defected to the West did so without being actively recnrited by
America's Ieading espionage agency.

Technically speaking, anyone who turns against his government
is a defector. A successfully recnrited agent or a walk-in who
offers his services as a spy is known as a defector-in-place. He has
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not yet phpically deserted his country, but has in fact defected
politically in secret. Refugees and 6migr6s are also defectors, and
the CIA often uses them as spies when they can be persuaded to
risk return to their native lands. In general, a defector is a person
who has recently bolted his country and is simply willing to trade
his knowledge of his former government's activities for political
asylum in another nation; that some defections are accompanied
by a great deal of publicity is generally due to the CIA's desire to
obtain public approbation of its work.

Escapees from the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe are handled
by the CIA's defector reception center at Camp King near
Frankfurt, west Germany. There they are subjected to extensive
debriefing and interrogation by agency officers who are experts
at draining from them their full informational potential. Some
defectors are subjected to questioning that lasts for months;
a few a." int"rrogated for a year or more.

A forrrer CIA chief of station in Germany remembers with
gtreat amusementhis role in supervising the lengthy debriefing of a
Soviet lieutenant, a tank-platoon commander, who fell in love
with a Czech girl and fled with her to the West after the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. The ex-agency senior offi.cer
relates how he had to play marriage counselor when the couple's
relationship started to sour, causing the lieutenant to lose his
willingness to talk. By saving the romance, the chief of station
succeeded in keeping the information flowing from the Soviet
lieutenant. Althoueilr a comparatively lowJevel Soviet defector
of this sort would seem to have small potential for providing
useful intelligence, the CIA has had so little suc@ss in penetrating
the Soviet military that the lieutenant underwent months of
questioning. Through him, agency analysts were able to learn
much about how Soviet armor units, and the ground forces in
general, are organized, their training and tactical procedures,
and the mechanics of their participation in the build-up that pre-
ceded the invasion of Czechoslovakia. This was hardly intelligence
of strategic importance, but the CIA's Clandestine Services have
no choice but to pump each lowJevel Soviet defector for all he is
worth.
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The same former chief of station also recalls with pride the
defection of Yevgeny Runge, a KGB iflegal (or "deep cover"
agent) in late 1967. Runge, li!<e the more infamous Colonel
Rudolf Abel from Brooklyn and Gordon Lonsdale of London,
was a Soviet operator who lived for years under an assumed
identity in West Germany. Unlike his colleagues, however, he

was not exposed and arrested. Instead, Runge defected to the
CIA when he lost interest in his clandestine work. According to
the ex-agency official, Runge was of greater intelligence value to
the U.S. govenrment than Penkovsky. This assessment, however,
is highly debatable because Runge provided no information
which the CIA's intelligence analysts found to be useful in
determining Soviet strategic capabilities or intentions. On the

other hand, the KGB defector did reveal much concerning the

methods and techniques of Soviet clandestine intelligence opera'
tions in Germany. To CIA operators who have been unsuccessful

in penetrating the Soviet government and who have consequently
become obsessed with the actions of the oBposition, the defection
of an undercover operator.like Runge represents a tremendous
emotional windfall, and they are inclined to publicize it as an

intelligence coup.
Once the CIA is satisfied that a defector has told all that he

knows, the resettlement team takes over. The team's objective is

to find a place for the defector to live where he will be free from
the fear of reprisal and happy enough neither to disclose his

connections with.the CIA nor, more important, to be tempted to
return to his native country. Normally, the team works out a

cover story for the defector, invents a new identity for him, and
gives him enough money (often a lifetime pension) to make the

transition to a new way of life. The most important defectors are

brought to the United States (either before or after their de-

briefing), but the. large majority are permanently settled in
Western Europe, Canada, or Latin America.t

The defector's adjustment to his new country is often quite

. on occasion, a defector will be hired as a contract employee to do
specialized work as a ffanslator, interrogator, counterintelligence analyst,
or the like, for the Clandestine Services.

I
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'difficult. For security reasons, he is usually cut off from any
contact with his native land and, therefore, from his former
friends and those members of his family who did not accompany

i' him into exile. He may not even know the language of the country
I where he is living. Thus, alarge percentage of defectors become

psychologically depressed with their new lives once the initial
excitement of resettlement wears off. A few have committed

,' suicide. To try to keep the defector content, the CIA assigns a
case officer to each one for as long as is thought necessary. The
case officer stays in regular contact with the defector and helps
solve any problems that may arise. With a particularly volatile

, defector, the agency maintains even closer surveillance, including
,' telephone taps and mail intercepts, to guard against unwanted

developments.
l' In some instances, case officers will watch over the defector for

the rest of his life. More than anything else, the agency wants no
defector to become so dissatisfied that he will be tempted to return

, to his native country. Of course, redefection usually results in a
propaganda victory for the opposition; of greater consequence,

; however, is the fact that the redefector probably will reveal every-
thing he knows about the CIA in order to ease his penalty for

'l

t havingdefectedinthefirst place. Moreover,when a defector does
return home, the agency has to contend with the nagging fear that
all along it had been dealing with a double agent and that all the

r intelligence he revealed was part of a plot to mislead the CIA. The
possibilities for deception in the defector game are endless, and

[' the communist intelligence services have not failed to take ad-
rlt vantageof them.
I

Bugs and Other Devices

Strictly speaking, classical espionage uses human beings to gather' ytL.vtLJ elrw urE, vr@qrver vsyrvusSv sDvg llslrtsu wlU6o tv Eglllu

information; technical espionage employs machines, such as
photographic satellites, long-range electronic sensors, and
communications-intercept stations. Technical collection systems
were virtually unknown before World War II, but the same
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technological explosion which has affected nearly every other
aspect of modern life over the last twenty-five years has also

drastically changed the intelligence trade. Since the war, the
United States has poured tens of billions of dollars into develop-

ing ever more advanced machines to keep track of what other
countries - especially cornmunist countries - are doing. Where
once the agent sought secret information with little support
beyond his own wits, he now is provided with a dazzlitg assort-

ment of audio devices, miniaturized cameras, and other exotic
tools.

Within the CIA's Clandestine Services, the Technical Services

Division (TSD) is responsible for developing most of the equip-
ment used in the modern spylng game. Some of the paraphernalia

is unusual: a signal transmitter disguised as a false tooth, a'pencil
which looks and writes like an ordinary pencil but can also write
invisibly on special paper, abaareautomobile rear-view mirror
that allows the driver to observe not the traffic behind but the

occupants of the back seat instead. Except for audio devices,

special photographic equipment, and sectet communications
systems, there is.in fact little applicability for even the most
imaginative tools in real clandestine operations.

Secret intelligence services in past times were interested only in
recruiting agents who had direct access to vital foreign informa-
tion. Today the CIA and other services also search for the guard

or janitor who is in a position to install a bug or a phone tap in a
sensitive locdtion. Even the telephone and telegraph companies of
othercountries have become targets for the agency. In addition to
the foreign and defense ministries, the CIA operators usually try
to penetrate the target nation's communications systems - a task
which is on occasion aided by American companies, particularly
the International Telephone and Telegraph Company. Postal
services also are subverted for espionage purposes.

Most agency operators receive training in the installation and
servicing of bugs and taps, but the actual planting of audio sur-
veillance devices is usuallycarriedout byTSD specialists brought
in from headquarters or a regional operational support center,
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;like ( DELETED ). The more complex the task, the

more likely it is that headquarters specialists will be utilized to do
j the job. On some operations, however, agents will be specially

trained by TSD experts, or even the responsible case officer, in

,; the skills ofinstalling such equipment.
Audio operations v&rY, of course, in complexity and sensitivity

- that is, in risk potential. A classic, highly dangerous operation
calls for a great deal of planning, during which the site is surveyed

; in extensive detail. Building and floor plans must be acquired or
; developed from visual surveillance. The texture of the walls, the

,, colors of interior paints, and the like must be determined. Activity
r1. in the building and in the room or omce where the device is to be

installed must be observed and recorded to ascertain when the
ri oreo is accessible. The movements of the occupants and any

i, security patrols must be also known. When all this has been

accomplished, the decision is made as to where and when to plant
the bug. Usually, the site will be entered at night or on a weekend

and, in accordance with carefully pre-planned and tightly timed
I actions, the audio device will be installed. High-speed, silent drills
I may be used to cut into the wall, and after installation of the bug,

the damage will be repaired with quick-drying plaster and

@vered by a paint exactly matching the original. The installation
may also be accomplished from an adjoining room, or one above

or below (if a ceiling or floor placement is called for).
The agency's su@esses with bugs and taps have usually been

limited to the non-communist countries, where relatively lax
internal-security systems do not deny the CIA operations the free-

dom of movement oecessary to install eavesdropping devices.

i A reporl 6p glandestine activities in Latin America during the

1960s by the CIA Inspector General, for example, revealed that a
good part of the intelligence collected by the agency in that region

carne from audio devices. In quite a few of the Latfu nations, the

report noted, the CIA was regularly interccpting the telephone

', conyersations of important officials and had managed to place bugs
, ln the homes and offices of many key personnel, up to and including

, Gabinet ministers.In some allied countries the agency shares in the
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information acquired from audio surveil}ance conducted by the

host intelligence service, which often receives technical assistance

from the CIA for this very purBose - and may be penetrated by the

CIA in the process.

Audio devices are fickle. As often as not, they fail to work after

they have been installed, or they function well for a few days,

then suddenly fall silent. Sometimes they are guickly discovered

by the local security services, or, suspecting that a room may be

bugged, the opposition employs effective countermeasures. The

Soviet KGB has the habit of renting homes and offices in foreign

countries and then building new interior walls, floors, and

ceilings covering the original ones in key rooms - thus completely

baffiingtheeffectiveness of anybugs that mayhdve been installed.

The simplest way to negate audio surveillance - and it is a method

universally employed - is to raise the noise level in the room by
constantly playing a radio or a hi-fi set. The music and other ex-

traneous noises tend to mask the sounds of the voices that the bug

is intended to capture; unlike the human ea^r, audio devices

cannot distinguish among sounds.

CIA technicians are constantly working on new listening

devices in thehope of improvingtheagency's abilityto eavesdrop.

Ordinary audio equipment, along with other clandestine devices,

are developed by the Technical Servic.es Division. In addition to
espionage tools, the TSD devises gadgets for use in other covert

activities, such as paramilitary operations. Plastic explosives, in-
capacitating and lethal drugs, and silent weapons - high-powered
qrossbows, for example - are designed and fabricated for special

operations. The more complex or sophisticated instruments used

by the CIA's secret operators are, however, produced by the

agency's Directorate of Science and Technology. This component
also assists other gxoups within the CIA engaging in clandestine

research and development. (

DELEIET)
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DELETED ) The D/S & T, furthermore, assists

the Office of Communications in devising new and improved

methods of communications intercept and security countermeasures.
' Although the experts in the Science and Technology Directorate
i have done much outstanding work in some areas - for example,
i overhead reconnaissance - their performance in the audio field for

clandestine application is often less than satisfactory. One such

device long under development was a laser beam which could be
aimed at a closed window from outside and used to pick up the
vibrations of the sound waves caused by a conversation inside the
room. This system was successfully tested in the field - in West
Africa - but it never seemed to function properly elsewhere,

except in the United States. Another (

DELETED

; When CIA operators are successful in planting a bug or making
, a tap, they send the information thus acquired back to the

Clandestine Services at headquarters in Langley with the sourco

i, clearly identified. However, when the Clandestine Services, in
turn, pass the information on to the intelligence analysts in the

ll agency and elsewhere in the federal government, the source is

disguised or the information is buried in a report from a real

agent. For example, the Clandestine Services might credit the

information to "a source in the foreign ministry who has

i, reported reliably in the past" ot "a Western businessman with

I t id. contacts in the local government." In the minds of_the

Covert operators, it is more important to protect the source than
I

I
I
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Ihe fertileimaginatiea5 of the S & TDlrectorate experts during

the following years produced many more unique collection schemes

aimed atsolving the mysteries of China's strategic missileprogram.
Most eventually proved to be unworkable, and at least one entailed
a frighteningly high-risk potential. The silliest of all, however, called
for the creation of a small one-man airplane that could theoretically
be packaged in two large suitcases.In concept, an agent along with
the sultcases would somehow be infiltratetl into the denied of,olr
where, after performing hfu espionage mission, he would assemble

the aircraft and fly to safety over the nearmt friendly border. Even
the chief of the Clandestine Services refused to have anything to do

withthissc.heme, and the prolrt died onthe drawing boa(ls.
(

DELEIED
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The technical difficulties involved in the @ELETED) system

l, and the (DELETED) device were too gtreat and too time-

consuming for either to be fully developed by their inventors

,, before improvements in intelligence-satellite surveillance pro-

I grams were achieved. Other clandestine collection devices - a few

more sensibly contrived, but most of dubious value - were also
r, developed by the agency's tecbnicians and may now be in opera-

tion. The CIA's technical experts often feel compelled to build
r, oxotic systems only because of the mechanical challenge they pose'

ii Such efforts mrght be justified by an intelligence requirement;
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unfortunately, too nrany intelligence requirements are not
honestly based on the needs of the policy-makers but are instead
generated byand for the CIAand theotherintelligence-community
membersalone.

The Technical Collection Explosion

While technology has increasingly tended to mechanize classical
espionage, its most important impact on the intelligence trade has
been in large-scale collection - satellites,long-range sensors, and
the interception of communications. These technical espionage
systems have become far and away the most important sources of
information on America's principal adversaries. Overhead-
reconnaissanc€ prograrns have provided much detailed inforrra-
tion on Soviet and Chinese missile programs, troop movements,
and other military developments. They have also produced valu-
able information regarding North Vietnamese infiltration of
South Vietnam and North Korean militaly preparations against

South Korea And such collection has ftequently contributed to
the U.S. governmdnt's knowledge of events in the Middle East.

As technical collection becomes more refined, classical spies

have, of course, become nearly obsolete in clandestine operations
against the more important target countries. So, too, has the shift
to technical espionage caused America's intelligence costs to sky-
rocket to more than $6 billion yearly. Not only are classical spies

relatively cheap, but technical collection systems, producing in-
credible amounts of information, require huge numbers of people

to process and analpe this mass of raw data.
In terms of money spent and personnel involve{ the CIA is

very much a funlor gnrtner to the Pentagon ln the technical'
espionage field. Ihe l)efense DeBartment has an overall intelligence

budget of about $5 billlon a year, some 75 to 80 percent of which is

spent on technical collection and promsing. The CIA's technical
prqgrarr, however, amount to no more then $lfl) million yearly.
(Ihis ls exclusive of several hundred milliorn h fuflls annualty
supplied by the Pentagon for certaln communi$-wtde progralns'
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such as satellite development, ln whie.h the agency shares.) Simitarly,
rtherp are tens of thousands of people - both oilitary and civilian -
worklng for the Defense Departmeat in the techdcal fields, rvhereas
the CIA only has about 1r5fi) srrch personnel.

: Sti[, the agency hasmadeasubstantialcontribution to research
'and development in technical espionage. Over the years, CIA
scientists have scored major successes by developing the U-2 and
SR-71 spy planes, in perfecting the first workable photographic-

j, reconnaissance satellites, and in producing outstanding advances
in stand-off, or long-range, electronic sensors, such as over-th+
horizon radars and stationary satellites. A good part of these

' research and operating costs have been funded by the Pentagon,
and in seve,ral instances the progra(ns were ultimately converted
into joint ClA-Pentagon operations or "captured" by the
military se,lrrices.

America's first orperience in technical espionage came in the form
of radio intercepts andcode-breaking, an art known as communi-
cations intellige,nce (COMIND. Althot gh Secretary of State
Henry Stimson closed down the crlptanalytical section of the
State Department in 1939 with the explanation that "gentlemen
do not read each other's mail," COMINT was revived, and

I played an important part in U.S. intelligence activities during
World War II. In the immediate postwar period this activity was

' initially reduced, then expanded once again as the Cold War
'r intensified. In 1952 the President, by secret executive order,

established the National Security Agency (NSA) to intercept and
decipher the communications of both the nation's enemies and

i fyends and to ensure that U.S. codes were s@ure from gimilar

i epvesdropping.The NSA, though placed under the control of the
I Defense Department, soon established an independent bureau-

sratic identity of its own - and at present has a huge budget
of well over a billion dollars per annum and a workforce of some

r' 25,000personnel.
Before the NSA can break into and read foreign codes and

ciphers, it must first intercept the encoded and encrypted messages
Of the target @untry. To make these intercepts, it must havo

I

t
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listening posts in locations where the'signal waves of the trans-
mitters that send the messages can be acquired. Radio traffic be-
twedn foreign capitals and embassies in Washington can be easily
picked off by listening equipment located in suburban Maryland
and Virginia, but communications elsewhere in the world are not
so easily intercepted. Thus, the NSA supports hundreds of listening
posts around the globe, such posts usually being operated by
other U.S. government agencies. Most commonly used to run the
NSA's overseas facilities are the armed seryices' cryptological
agencies: the Army Security Agency, the Navy Security Service,

and the Air Force Security Agency. These three military organiza-
tions come under the NSA's policy coordination; the messages

they intercept are sent back to NSA headquarters at Fort Meade,

Maryland, near Washington.
Perhaps the most controversial NSA base (operated by the

Army) is at (DELETED) in (DELETED). A Senate subcom-
mittee investigating American commitments abroad, chaired by
Stuart Symington, revealed in 1970 that this heretofore secret
facility had been secured from the Haile Selassie regime in return
for hundreds of millions of dollars in military and economic as-

sistance - without most members of Congress ever being aware of
its existence. The Symington subcomrn-ittee also discovered a simi-
lar NSA facility (operated by the NaW) at (DELETED) in (DE"
LETED) which also had been kept secret from Congress. Both
these bases have been used to intercept communications from
the Middle East and Africa, and both required the U.S. govern-
ment to offer an implicit - but secret - comrtitment to the host
government.

(

DELETED
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Althoug[ the NSA engineered some successes against the

Easte,m European countries and Communist China in its early
days, foratleast thelast fifteen years ithas beencompletelyunable
to break into the high-gade cipher systems and codes of these
nations. Against such major targets, the NSA has been reduced
to reading comparatively unimportant cornmunications between
low-level mililay components and the equally inconsequential
routine exchanges between low-grade bureaucrats and economic
planners. This is far short of learning the Soviet Union's or China's
most vital secrets. (

DELETED

).' One such benefit is derived from trafrc
analysis, the technique by which the NSA gleans some useful in-
formation through the study of communication patterns. A
principal assistant of the NSA Director observed at the sarne

meeting that another justification for the agency's continuing
* David Kahn, author of the definitive work on modern cryptology. The

. Code Breakers, explained in the June 22, 1973, New York Tilnes why NSA
has had and will continue to have so little luck with reading advanced com-
munications systems like the Soviets': "Cryptology has advanced, in the last
decade or so, to systems that, though not unbreakable in the absolute, are
unbreakable in practice. They consist essentially of mathematical programs
for computer-like cipher machines. They engender so many possibilities that,
even given torrents of intercepts, and scores of computers to batter them
with, c,rJrptanalysts could oot reach a solution for thousands of years. More-

, over, the formulas are so constructed that even if the cr5ptanalyst has the
ideal situation - the original plain text of one of the foreign cryptograms -
he cannot recreate the formula by comparing the two and then use it to
crackthe next message that comes along.
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programs against the Soviets and Chinese is the hope that
"maybe we'll get a break sometime, like the Pueblo." He was, of
course, referring to the capture in 1968 of the NSA spy ship by
North Korea. Much of the Pueblo's cryptological machinery w:N
seized intact by the North Koreans and probably turned over to
the Soviets. While these machines were not associated with the
highest-grade U.S. military or diplomatic systems, the Soviets
would have been able to use them to read messages previously
sent througlr certain American military channels and intercepted
and stored by the Soviets. The NSA has for many years been
recording and storing not-yet-"broken" Soviet and Chinese
messages, and can presume the same has been done with American
communications; for our part, there are literally boxcars and
warehouses full of incomprehensible tapes of this sort at NSA's
Fort Meade headquarters.

As with so many other parts of the Arnerican intelligence ap-
paratus, the NSA has had considerably more success operating
against the Thifd World countries and even against some of our
allies. With what is reportedly the largest bank of computers in the
world and thousands of cryptanalysts, the NSA has had little
trouble with the codes and ciphers of these nations. Two of the
highly secret agency's young officers, William Martin and Bernon
Mitchell, who defected to the Soviet Union in 1960, mentioned
thirty to forty nations whose systems the NSA could read. In
addition, Martin and Mitchell told of a practice under which the
NSA provided encoding and cryptographic machines to other
nations, then used its knowledge of the machinery to read the
intercepted messages of these countries. The practice still flour-
ishes.

One of the countries that Martin and Mitchell specifically
named as being read by the NSA at that time was Egypt - the
United Arab Republic. After making their revelation at a Moscow
press conference, (

DELETED
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Foreign Ministry. Realizing that he should have encrypted the
transmission, he sent the same message again, but this time in
cipher. With the "before and after" messages in hand, the NSA
had little difficulty thereafter, of course, reading that country's
secret communications. Malfunctioning or worn-out crypto-
graphic equipment results in triumphs for the NSA by uninten-
tionally establishing repetitious patterns which detract from the
random selections that are vital to sophisticated ciphers. A rou8lr
analogy would be a roulette wheel which, because of poor
construction or excessive wear, develops certain predictable
characteristics discernible to a keen observer who is then able to
take advantage because of his special knowledge.

Another type of break comes as a result of a physical (rather
than cerebral) attack on another country's communications sys-

tem. The attack may be a clandestine operation to steal a code
book or cipher system, the suborning of a communications clerk,
or the planting of an audio device in an embassy radio room.
Within the CIA's Clandestine Services, a special unit of the
Foreign Intelligence (i.e., espionage) Staff specializes in these

attacks.* When it is successful, the information it acquires is sent
to the NSA to help that agency with its COMINT efforts.

In 1970, NSA Director Admkal Noel Gayler and his top
deputies admitted privately that a good part of the NSA's suc-
cesses carne from breaks, and they emphasized that the agency
was extrembly adept at exploiting these non-cryptanalytical
windfalls. Nevertheless, breaks are never mentioned in the

* This apptoach apparently appealed to President Nixon when he ap-
proved the 1970 Huston plan for domestic espionage which surfaced during
the Watergate scandal. The plan called for breaking into foreign embassies
in Washington because it would be "possible by this technique to secure the
material with which the NSA can crack foreign cryptographic codes. We
spend millions of dollars attempting to break these codes by machines. One
surreptitious entry can do the job successfully at no dollar @st." While the
Huston plan mig;ht have been effective against Third World countries with
unsophisticated cryptological systems, it was unlikely to score any significant
gains against major powers - even if there had been any successful break-ins.
David Kahn explains why: "Codebooks could be photographed, [becausel
today's cipher secrets reside in electronic circuits, some of them integrated
on a pinhead, some of them embodied in printed-circuit boards with up to
fifteenlayens."
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authorized U.S. government "leaks" concerning the NSA's
activities that from time to time appear in the press. In its con-
trolled revelations to the public, the NSA deliberately tries to
create the impression that it is incredibly good at the art of
deciphering secret forergn seamrrnications and that its triumphs
are based purely on its technical skills. (

DEI,ETED

)

A side effect of the NSA's programs to intercept diplomatic and
commercial messages is that rather frequently certain information
is acquired about American citizens,including members of Con-
gress and other federalofficials, whichcan be highlyembarrassing
to those individuals. This type of intercepted message is handled
with even greater care than the NSA's normal product, which it-
self is.so higilyclassifiedthat a special securityclearance is needed

to see it. Such information may, for example, derive from a
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Senator's conversation with a foreign ambassador in Washington
who then cables a report of the talk to his Foreign Ministry.

A more serious embarrassment happened in 1970 during the

cours€ of delicate pease talks on the Middle East. A State Depart-

ment official had a conversation about the negotiations with art

Arab diplomat who promptly reported what he had been told to
his government. His cable disclosed that the State Department man

had either grossly misstated the American bargaining position or
the diplomat had badty misunderstood what had been 1s1fl him. In
any qase, high State Department officers were quite disturbed about

the misrepresented position and the incident did not reflect well on

the competence of the American official in the eyes of his superi-

ors.
Not even the CIA is immune to such pryrng by the NSA. On one

occasion the Director of Central Intelligence was supplied with an

intercepted message concerning his deputy. According to this mes'

sage, a transmission from a Western European ambassador to his

Forcign Office, the CIA's number-two man had a few evenings
.earlier at a dinner party hosted by the ambassador indiscreetly

opined on several sensitive U.S. policy positions. Theanrbassador's

interBretation of the conversation was contradicted by the Deputy

Director - to the apparent satisfaction of the DCI - and the matter

was quietly dropped.
Some NSA-intercepted communications can cause surprising

problems within the U.S. government if they are inadvertently

distributed to the wrong parties. When particularly sensitive

foreign-policy negotiations are under way which may be com-
promised internally by too much bureaucratic awareness, the

White House's usual pollcy has been to issue special instructions

to the NSA to distribute messages mentioning these negotiations

only to Henry Kissinger and his immediate staff.

The FBI operates a wiretap program against numerous foreigp

embassies in washington which, like some of the NsA intercept

operations, also provides information about Americans. In co-

operation with the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company

(a Bellsubsidiary), FBI agents regularly monitor the phones in the

I

;,:
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offices of all communist governments represented here: on
occasion, the embassies of various non-communist countries have

their phones tapped, especially when their nations axe engaged in
negotiations with the U.S. government or when important
developments are taking place in these countries. (

DELEIED

)
wiretaps on foreign embassies,iustified on the grounds of pre-

serving national security, must be approved by the State Depart-

ment before they are installed by the FBI. As it is often State

which requests the FBI to activate the listening devices, approval

is almost always given. The transcripts of such conversations are

never marked as having come from wiretaps, but instead carry

the description "from a source who has reported reliably in
the past.', Such reliable sources include State Department

officials themselves - the CIA has, on occasion, intercepted

communicAtions between American ambassadorial officials and

their colleagues in Washington.
In the way of background, it should be understood that CU\

communications clerks handle nearly all classified cables between

American embassies and washington - for both the clA and the

state DeBartment. To have a separate code room for each agency

I

l

I

l
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in every embassy would be a wasteftrl Brocedure, so a senior CIA
communications expert is regularly assigned to the administrative
part of the State Deparfuent ln order to oversee CIA's communi'

cators who work under State cover.In theory, CIA clerks are not

suBposed to read the messages they prooess for State, but any code

clerk who wants to have a successful career quickly realizes that his

promotions depend on the CLA and that he is weII advised to show

the CIA station chief copies of aII tmportant State messages. Ihe
State Department long ago implicitly recognized that its most secret

cables are not secure from CIA inspection by setting up special

communications channels which supposedly cannot be deciphered

by the CIA.
When in 1968 Ambassador to Iran Armin Meyer ran into trou-

bles with the CIA station chief in Teheran, Meyer switched his

communications with State in Washington to one of these 66secrrie"

channels, called "Roger." But the CIA had nonetheless figured out

a way to intercept his cables and the replies he received from

washington; the clA Director thus received a copy of each inter-
cepted cable. Written on top of each cable was a warning that the

contents ofthe cable should be kept especially confidential because

State was unaware that the CIA had a copy.

Satellites and Other Systems

The most important source of technical intelligence gathered by
the U.S. is that collected by photographic and electronic recon-

naissance satellites. Most are launched into north'south orbits de'

signed to carry them over such targets as the [J.S.S.R. and China

with maximum frequency as they circle around the earth. Others

are put into orbits synchronized with the rotation of the globe,

giving the illusion that they are stationary. All satellite progranrs

come under the operational authority of the National Reconnais-

sanoe Office (NRO), a component of the Secretary of the Air
Force's office. The NRO spends well over a billion dollars eyery

year for satellites and other reconnaissance systems. While thd

Defense Department provides all the moneyr policy decisions on

t,,l
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the funds wiII be aflocated are made by the Executive Com-
ll'nittee for Reconnaissance, consisting of the Assistant secretary of
i Defense for Inteiligence, thgDirector of central rntelligencen and

the Assistant to the hesident for National security Afrairs. Re-
i quirements for satellite collection are developed by the u.s. Intel-
i'r: ligence Board (usIB), which is chaired by the Director of central

Intelligence and whose members are the heads of all other intel.
, ligence agdncies. A special committee of the usIB designates the
' specific targets each satellite will cover.

Employing high-resolution and wide-angle cameras, the photo-
graphic satellites have for years provided voluminous and detailed

, information on Soviet and Chinese military developments and,, lrrrurllflalLruu ULl DUYIEL allllJ \/llrtllilig rrrlulizlJ \TSY9IUPTIrEIILU au(l

other matters of strategic importance; conversely, except for
special cases such aS the Arab-Israeli situation, there has been
little reason to apply satellite reconnai'ssance against other, less

,l
I

powerful countries.
Some photographic satellites are equipped with color camerasr

for special missions, and some even carry infrared sensing devices

which measrue heat emissions from ground targets, to detemine,
for example, if a site is occupied or what the level of actiyity is ati certain'location. There are sateUites that have television camerag

i to speed up the delivery oftheir product to the photo interpreters
who analyze, or read out, the film packages of the spies in the sky.
But, good as they are, photographic satellites have inherent

I limitations. They cannot see through clouds, nor can they see into
buildings or inside objects.

In addition to photographic satellites, U.S. intelligence possesses

a wide array of other reconnaissance satellites which perform
numerous electronic sursing tasks. These satellites collect data on
missile testing, on radars and the emissions of other high-power
olectronic equipment, and on communications traffic. Electronic
iatellites are in some cases supported by elaborate ground stations,

:,both in friendly foreign countries and in the United States, that
: feed targeting directions to the sensors, receive the collected data

l,from the satellites, and transmit the processed data to the intel-
.llgence agencies in Washington. (

DELEIED
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iiequipment. Similarly, Afo Force SR-71s have continued to fly
i,ou"r North Korea despite that country's lack of meaningful

i intelligence targets. With the Soviet Union declared off bounds
rfor secret overflights since 1960, and China since 1971, the Air
Force can devise no other way of justifying the operational need

ior these aircraft. (

DELEIED

I clearly, the prevailing theology in the u.S. intelligence com'

i munity calls for the collection of as much information as possible'

i fittt" careful consideration is given to the utility of the huge

ii amounts of material so acquired. The attitude of "collection for

collection's sake" has resulted in mount'ains of information which

i *r, only overwhelmintelligence analysts chargedwith interpreting

it. Further, such material contributes little to the national require-

i dination between the managers of the various technical espionage

, orog.u*r, and even less between the collectors and the policy-

; makers. Each of the many agencies which carry out such pro-

i uents, though it may prove interesting to certain highly specialized

i analysts, particularly in the Pentagon. There has been little coor-
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Until satellites became operational in the early 1 960s, 5py planes

and shiprwere valuable sources of information, serving as supple-

ments to the product of the NSA, then the best material available

to u.s. intelligence. Air Force and cIA aircraft frequently flew

along the perimeters of the communist countries and even over

theirterritory in search of badly needed electronic and photo-

graphic information. spy ships operated by the Navy - like the

buiUto - sailed along the coasts listening in on communications

and other electronic signals. Although these programs were

considered to be Sireat successes by the intelligence community,

occasional blunders such as the 1959 lJ-2 affait and the Tonkin

Gulf incident in 1964 (the two U.S. destroyers "torpedoed" by

North Vietnamese boats were on a clandestine spy mission) had

a serious and detrimental effect on world politics. Aggressive

technical intelligence-collection efforts have also led to the capture

of the Pueblo, thelsraeli attack on the Liberty in 1967, and shoot-

downs of RB-47s by the soviets, and of EG121s and several

U-2s by the Chinese
pespite ttre risks incurred by such provocative collection actions

in the name of intelligence, the Pentagon continues to sponsor

these now obsolete programs. satellites and long-range stand-off

(i.e., non-penetrating) systems have deeply reduced, if not elimi-

natea, the-need for spy flights and cruises. But the armed services

have spent billions of dollars to develop the spy planes and ships

(just aS the CIA and the NSA have invested in outmoded listening

posts ringing the U.S.S.R. and China); consequently' there has
-u"". 

u stuuuorn bureaucratic reluctance to take these collectors

out of service. The"drone" - pilotless aircraft -flights over China,

for example, were continued even after the Chinese started shoot'

ing thern down on a regular and embarrassing basis, and after

thiy had proven nearly useless. State Departrnent reconnaissance

intelligence experts insisted that the Air Force maintained the

drone activity, even though the information thus gathered was of

marginal value, because it had nowhere else to use such spy
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grams has a vested bureauclatic interest in keeping its particular

system in being, and the extreme compartmentalization of the

operations has made it almost impossible for the programs to be

evaluated as a whole. Former CIA Director Helms failed almost

completely in his assigned mission of bringing a more rational

and coordinated approach to the myriad technical espionage

systems. It is not likely that his successors will do much better.

No CIA Director has ever been able to manage the intelligence

community.
Despite the roughly $5 billion already being spent each year on

technical systems and on processing the great amounts of data

collected, there remains significant pressure within the intelligence

community to collect still more information. (

DELETED

) This secrecy is unquestionably

needed to protect the actual workings of the system, but then the

operation of the ABM was no less classified, and the national

security did not seem to be injured by the ABM debate in con-
gress. However, the very word "intelligence" seems to make our

legislators borr and genuflect. They have in the past bestowed

virtual blank checks on the various intelligence agencies, allowing

these orgarlizations to do practically anything they desired. The

soviets have a fairly clear idea of the functions performed by

American satellites and -other collection systems ; there would seem

to be little practical reason why the Congress and the American

people must be kept completely in the dark.

Furthermore, technical espionage of any kind has a limited

value. It can identify and measure missile development and troop

,,i
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ff,fmor"*.ots, but it cannot tell what foreign leaders are planning

(::to do with those missiles and troops. In 1968 the U.S. intelligence

i community had a relatively clear picture of the Soviet prepara-fl,' community had a relatively clear picture of the Soviet prepara-

ti tions for military action against Czechoslovakia; it had no means

' whatever of knowing whether or not an actual attack would be

I made. That kind of information could have been provided only by

il' a human spy inside the Kremlin, and the CIA had none of those,

and small prospect for recruiting any. The United States knew

, what couldhappn, but intelligence consumers have an insatiable
I appetite for knowledge of what will happen. Their clamoring

makes for more and bigger collection systems to attempt to
i satisfy their demands.

Counterespionage

Counterespionage, the clandestine warfare waged between rival
intelligence agencias, is usually referred to more delicately in the

spy business as corrnterintelligence. Essentially, it consists of pre-

i venting the opposition from penetrating your own secret service

il while at the same time working to penetrate the opposition's - to
learn what he is planning against you. As practiced by the CIA

I and the Soviet KGB, counterespionage is a highly complex and

devious activity. It-depends on cunning entrapments, agents pro-
',, vocateurs, spies and counterspies, double and triple crosses. It is
i' the stuffthat spy novels are made of, with limitless possibilities for
l, deception andiurns of plot.
, Wtrite foreign intelligence organizations with longer histories

have traditionally emphasized counterespionage, U.S. intelligence

was slow to develop such a capability., To Americans during
World War II and immediately thereafter, counterespionage

: meant little more than defensive security measures such as

electrified fences, watchdogs, and codes. The obscure subtleties

and intricate conspiracies of counterespionage seemed alien to the

American character and more suited to European back alleys and
, the Orient Express. But the demands of the Cold War and the
i successes scored by the KGB in infiltrating Western intelligence

lll
l
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tend to see espionage value or information-gathering

fiiVatue in counterespionage operations, which are referrred to in

i,',Oener as joint FI/CI projects -.FI ltt _.lll 
*ligence) being

i the Clu.rdestine Services'euphemism for espionage'
,' Almost every CIA station or base oyerseas has one or more

,, offi*rr assigned to it for counterespionage purposes. The first
I :priority for these counterspy specialists is to monitor agency espi-

; orug" and covert-action operations to make sut'e that the opposi-

i tiorhas not penetrated or in some other way compromised the

activity. All reports submitted by CIA,case officers and their

foreign agents are carefully studied for any indication of enemy

involvement. The counterintelligence men know all too well that

agents, wittingly or unwittingly, can be used by the KGB as

i deceptions to feed false information to the CIA, or employed as

; provocations to disrupt carefully laid operational plans. Foreign

, agents can also be penetrations, or double agents, whose task it is

: |il.,, ;; ih. clA's secret activities. when a double agent is

, Oi..ou"t.d in an operation, consideration is given to "turning"

r him - that is, making him a triple agent. or perhaps he can be

unwittingly used to deceive or provoke the opposition.

: -ff u Keil officer tries to recnrit a CIA staffemployee, the coun-

i' terespionage experts may work out a plan to entrap the enemy

,o op.ru,or, thrn publicly expose him or attempt to "turn" him. or
they may encourage the agency employee to pretend to cooperate

*iti, ttr" Soviets in order to learn more about what kind of infor-

i mation the KGB wants to collect, to discover more about KGB

il methods and equipment, or merely to occupy the time and money

i of the fGB on a iruitless project. CIA counterespionage special-,' (,t tllg r\\rl, vu e

i irO do not necessarily wait for the KGB to make a recruitment

i effort, btit instead may set up an elaborate trap, dangling one of

;' their own as bait for the opposition'
i, Further, beyond safeguarding the CIA's own covert operations,

, counierespio"ug" officers actively try to penetrate the opposition

' **i"... deefinl to recruit agents in communist and other intel-

G"* serviceslhey hope both to find out what secret actions the

oiposition is planning to take against the CIA, and to thwart or

' deflect those initiatives.
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services gadually drew the cIA deeply into the counterespionage

game.
Primary responsibility for U.S. internal security rests withthe

FBI, but inevitably there has been friction between the agency

and the bureau in their often overlapping attempts to protect the

nation against foreign spies. In theory, the CIA cooperates with

the FBI in counterespionage cases by handling the overseas

aspects and letting the bureau take care of all the action within

ttrd United States. In actual fact, the agency tends to keep within

its own control, even domestically, those operations which are

designed to penetrate opposition intelligence services; the basic-

ally defensive task of preventing the Soviets from recruiting

American agents in the united states is left to the FBI. While the

FBI also on occasion goes on the offensive by trying to recruit

foreign intelligence agents, the bureau's first inclination s@ms

to be to arrest or deport foreign spies rather than to turn them,

as the cIA tries to do, into double agents. This fundamental

difference in approach limits the degree of FBI-CIA cooperation

in counter.rpionugr and confirms the general view within the

agency that FBI agents are rather unimaginative police-offi.cer

types, and thus incapable of mastering the intricacies of counter-

".piorug. 
work. (The FBI, on the other hand, tends to see CIA

counterintelligence operators as dilettantes who are too clever

for their own good.) Althouglr the cIA has had almost no success

in penetrating the Soviet and other opposition services, it none-

thJess continues to press for additional operational opportu-

nities in the United States, claiming that the FBI is not sophistica-

ted enough to cope with the KGB.
Within the CIA, the routine functions of security - physical

protection of buildings, background investigations of personnel,

lie-detector tests - are assigned to the Office of Security' a com-

ponent of the housekeeping part of the agency' the M&S Direc-

torate. Counterespionage policy and some actual operations

emanate from the Counterintelligence (CI) Staff of the Clandestine

services. As with the bulk of espionage activities, however, most

operations are carried. out by the area divisions (Far East,

wrrt - Hemisphere, etc.), which are also responsible. The area
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counterespionage,like covert action, has become a care€r spe.
ciality in the clA; some clandestine operators do no other type of
work during their years with the agency. These specialists have
developed their own clannish subculture within the clandestine
services, and even other cIA operators often find them excessively
secretive and deceptive. The function of the counterespionage of-
ficers is to question and verify every aspect of cIA operations;
taking nothing at face value, they tend to see deceit everywhere.
In an agency full of extremely mistrustful people, they are the
professional paranoids. *

Many experienced CIA operators believe that counterespionage
operations directed against opposition services receive a dispro-
portionate amount of attention and resources within the clan-
destine Services, for even if a spy were requited in the KGB
(which almost never happens), he would likely be of less intelli-
gence value than a penetration at a similar level elsewhere in the
Soviet government or Communist Party. To be sure, the spy could
probably provide the CIA with some information on foreign
agents working for the KGB, perhaps the type of intelligence
received from them and other foreign sources, and maybe a few
insights into KGB operations against the United States and
other countries. But he would know little about the intentions
of the Soviet leadership or Moscow's military and nuclear
secrets - the most crucial information of all to those officials
responsible for looking after the national security of the United
States. The KGB officer, like most clandestine operators, is
usually better versed on developments in foreign countries than
those in his own nation. Although it is interesting to know what

* It is commonly thought within the CIA that the Counterintelligence
Staffoperates on the assumption that the agency - as well as other elements
of the U.S. government - is penetrated by the KGB. The chief of the CI
Staff is said to keep a list of the fifty or so key positions in the CIA which
are most likely to have been infiltrated by the opposition, and he rcportedly
keeps the persons in those positions under constant surveillance. Some CIA
officers speculate - and a few firmly believe - that the only way to explain
the poor performance in recruiting Soviet agents - and conducting classical
intelligence operations in general against the U.S.S.R. - is that KGB pene-
trations inside the agency have been for years sending back advance
warnings.
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'the KGB operators know and how they acquired their know-
' ledge, that in itself is of little significance in achieving U.S. intel-
ligence goals. The justification for the counterintelligence effort,
although usually couched in intricate, sophisticated aigumentn
amounts to little more than "operations for operations' sake."
Admittedly, there can occasionally be a positive intelligence wind-
fall from a counterespionage operation; an agent recruited in a
foreign service may have access to information on his own govern-
ment's secret policies and plans. Penkovsky, who was in Soviet
military intelligence (GRU), provided his British and American
case officers with reams of documents concerning the soviet armed.
forces and their advanced weapons-development programs, in
addition to clandestine operational information and doctrine.
Agents working for other foreign services have from time to time
made similar, although Iess valuable, contributions. But the CIA,s
preoccupation withthis type of clandestine operation, often to the
exclusion of a search for more important secrets, ig at least ques-
tionable.

Within the Clandestine Services, the Soviet BIoc (SB) Division,
quite obviously, is the most counterespionage-oriented of all the
area divisions. The rationale generally given for this emphasis is
that it is nearly impossible to recruit even the lowestJevel spy in
the U.S.S.R. because of the extremely tight internal-security con-
trols in force there. Among the few Soviets who can, however,
move about freely despite these restrictions are KGB and other
intelligence officers. They are, furthernore, part of that small
group of Soviet officials who regularly come in contact with
Westerners (often searching for their own recruits). And they are
among those officials most likely to travel outside the Soviet
Union, where recruitment approaches by CIA operators (or
induced defections) can more easily be arranged. Being the most
accessible and least supervised of all Soviet citizens, KGB
officers are, therefore, potentially the most recruitable.

Outside the Soviet Union, according to the,SB Division's
rationale, recruitment of non-KGB agents is almost as difficult as
in the U.S.S.R. Most other Soviets, including the highest officials,
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are usually under KGB surveillance; they travel or live in groups,
or are otherrrise unreachable by the agency's clandestine
operators. Once again, it is only the opposition.intelligence
officer who has the freedom of movement which allows for
sectet contact with foreigners.'The division's efforts are therefore
conoentrated on seeking out potential agents amongthe KGB.

There is much truth in the Soviet Bloc Division's view of this
operational problem, but the fact that the agency's operators have
recruited no high-level Soviet spies and induced almost no
significant defections from the U.S.S.R. in well over a decade
raises serious questions concerning the CIA's competence as a
clandestine intelligence organization. In fact, since the early
1960s there have been practically no CIA attempts to recruit a
Soviet agent, and only a handful of defection inducements;
Oleg Penkovsky, it must be remembered, was turned away when
he first tried to defect.

To be sure, there is reason for extreme care. Most Soviet
defectors who bolt to the West are greeted by the agency with
great caution because they may be KGB deceptions or provoca-
tions. The clandestine operators are so unsure of their ability to
evaluate the intentions and establish the legitimacy of most
defectors that the CIA has set up an inter-agency committee
within the U.S. intelligence community to review all defector
@ses. This bureaucratic layering not only works to reduce the
number of defectors accepted by the U.S. government (perhaps

wisely), but also serves to spread the blame if mistakes are made.
Despite the CIA's extreme caution, however, a few defectors,

some of them KGB undercover officers, have managed to accom-
plish their goal of escaping and establishing, as it is known in the
clandestine trade, tbeb bonafides, in spite of the agency's doubts.
Svetlana Stalin succeeded simply because the CIA officers on the
scene in India, with the encouragement of Ambassador Chester
Bowles, refused to be held back by the SB Division's bureau-
cratic precautions.

It has been well established that the CIA cannot spy, in the
classical sense, against its major target, the Soviet Union. Nor

;:

Espioruge and &wterespionage

,,doe-s the CIA seem to be able to conduct effective counter-
, espionage (in the offensive aspect) against the Soviets. It even has
' difficulty dealing with the gratuitous opportunities presented
i by walk-ins and defectors. Much of this obviously can be

attributed to the inherent difficulties involved.in operating in a
closed society like the U.S.S.R.'s, and against a powerful,
unrelenting opposition organiralion like the KGB; and some

, of the lack of su@ess can, too, be explained by the ClA,s
incompetence. But there is more to the failure against the soviet
target than insurmountable security problems or ineptitude.
The CIA's Clandestine Services are, to a large extent, fearful
of and even intimidated by the soviet KGB because they have so
frequently been outmaneuvered by it.

Most Soviet spylng su@esses against the major Western powers
have involved penetrations of their intelligence services. The
KGB, with its origins in the hiqhly conspiratorial czarist secret

, police, has often appeared to professional observers to be more
adept at penetrating foreign intelligence organizations than in
recruiting ordinary spies.

Most notorious :Lmong the KGB's infil6alions of Western
;r intelligence (at least those that have been discovere$ was

,, Harold '5KiqI" Philbn who spied for Moscow for over twenty
years while a very higtr-ranking official of Britain's MI-6*. There
have been several other highly damaging KGB penetrations

; of British intelligence, French and German intelligence, and the
' gorvices of most of the smaller N.A.T.O. countries. And KGB

agsnts have been-uncovered on several occasions iu U.S. in-
tclligence agencies, including the National Security Agency,

' tcveral of the military security agencies, and the intelligence
loction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

But as far as is publicly known, no car@r officer of the CIA
has ever been proved to be an enemy spy. There have been some

' odd dismissals of clandestine officers from time to time for
. r Io his memoirs (unquestionably full of KGB disinformation) philby
[ fiprcssed little profeisional iespect for the CIA's talents in counierespio-
i Drfo. But he did admit that it was an agency ofhcer (ironically, an ex-FBI

fpnt) who ultimately saw through his masquerade and was responsible for
, gpocing him to British authorities.

I

t.

ir
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reasons that have smacked of more than rnere incompetence or
corruption, but none of these has ever officially been designated

as a peneffation. On the other hand, foreign agents recruited by

the agency have sometimes been found to be working for an
-opposition 

service. Whenever such a penetration is discovered

in a clA operation, the agency's counterespionage specialists

compile a damage report assessing how much information has

been revealed to the subject and the possible repercussions

of such disclosures on other CIA activities.. Similarly, agency

counterespionage officers participate in the preparation of
damage reports when a penetration is exposed elsewhere in the

U.S. intelligencecommunitY. (

one such report was prepared in cooperation with the Defense

Department in 1966 when Lieutenant C-olonel W. H. Whalen, a

u.s. Army intelligence officer working for the Joint chiefs of
Staff, was arrested as a KGB spy. The investigation disclosed that

Whaten had had ac@ss to almost all the U.S. national intelligence

estimates of Soviet strategic military capabilities during the "mis-
sile gap" controversy sweral years earlier. Evidently, he had

delivered copies of these topseqret documents to his KGB
employers.

However, the results of Whalen's actions were' upon examina-

tion, as surprising as they were discouraging to u.s. intelligence.

A principal reasonwhy CIA and Pentagon analysts believed there

was a missile gap during the late 1950s and early 1960s was the

numerous references in speeches made at the time by Khrushchev

and other Soviet leaders alluding to the development and deploy-

ment of Soviet long-range nuclear missiles. These announce-

ments, carefully timed to correspond to the progressive phases

of intercontinental ballistic missile research, testing, production,
and operational introduction to the armed forces, were studied

in great detail by the Kremlin-watchers of the U.S. intelligence

community. I-earning from American scientists working on U.S.

missile prograq$ what was technically feasible in the field of
ICBM development, and having atready witnessed the startling
demonstration of Soviet space technolory demonstrated in the

launching of Sputoik, the intelligence analpts assumed the worst -

e
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that the Soviets werewell atread of the United States in the missile

rrce. The analysts noted in their estimates that the statements

of the Soviet leaders were a significant factor in making this
judgment.

Neither the U-2 reconnaissance flights nor the first missions of
American photoggaphic satellites confirmed the fears of the

analysts, but the U.S. government took no chances, ffid pressed

fervently ahead with its own strategic strike programs' esp'ecially

the Minuteman ICBM and the Polaris submarine. By 1963 it was

abundantly evident that the only "missile gap" which existed was

in America's favor, created by the rapid deployment of U.S.

systems. Khnrshchev and his colleagues had deliberately at-

tempted to mislead by cleverly implyrng a nuclear attack

r"prUitity which the Soviet Union did not possess; apparently,

they were somewhat encouraged by those U.S. intelligence

estimates secretly provided by Colonel Whalen which showed

how worried U.S. officials were by the Soviet bluff. But even

thoug[ deception was at first sucessful, in that U.S. officials

believed the Soviet claims, it ultimately backfired as the United

States chose to accelerate its own missile-development progranrsi,

thereby placing the Soviet Union in a position of still greater

strategic disadvantage than before.
Perhaps an even greater service which Colonel Whalen un-

intentionally performed for his country while spylng for the KGB

came during the Berlin crisis of 1961. At that time, in addition to

buildingttpwall to separatetheeast andwest portions of the city,

the East Germans attempted, with obvious Soviet support, to

reduce access to Berlin fromWest Germany. The U.S. intelligence

estimate was that the communists were toughening and trnlikely

to back down. This gloomy but influential estimate w'rs passed to

the KGB by colonel whalen, probablyalongwithother informa-

tion that the United States would stand absolutely firm. When the

Soviets suddenly and unexpectedly eased their position, both the

white House and the intelligence cornmunity, although pleased,

were confused by Moscow's turnabout. Only yAars later, during

the preparation of the Whalen damage report, did the analysts

get a better idea why their origiOal estimates of Soviet behavior
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had proved to be wrong in 1961. With the benefit of hindsight, the
analysts reasoned: The Soviet leaders had decided to ease their
stand when they realized the U.S. government would not back
down, despite the estimate of Soviet intransigence. Apparently
afraid they might be on the verge of provoking a major military
conflict, the Soviets abruptly softened their demands.

The unexpected benefits to the U.S. government stemming
from the Whalen penetration, while clearly fortuitous, are not
unique in clandestine operations. In 1964 it was learned that the
Arnerican embassy in Moscow had been thoroughly bugged by
the KGB. Scores of Soviet audio devices were found throughout
the building. Counterespionage and security specialists deter-
mined that the equipment had been installed in 1952 when the
embassy had been renovated, and that the bugs had been opera-
tional for roughly twelve years. The damage report asserted
that during this entire period - at the height of the Cold War -
Soviet intelligence had probably intercepted every diptomatic
cable between Washington and the embassy. (

DELElEI)

)
U.S. suspicions about the Soviet eavesdroping were apparently

aroused early in 1964 when Nikita Khrushchev made a remark
to Ambassador Foy Kohler about Kohler's role in blocking the
shipment to the Soviet Union of steel for an important pipeline.
Taken in context, Khrushchev's remark indicated to Kohler that
there was a leak somewhere in American security. Kotrler started
a massive investigation and, within a month or two, found forty-
odd bugs embedded in walls throughout the embassy. Althoueh
Kohler would later claim there was no connection between the
discovery of the bugs and the investigation he ordered after his
conversation with Khrushchev, the timing would seem to indicate
otherwise.
t ,oroo

Esptonqe and Comterespbnage

DELEIEI)

Today the likelihood of ttre Xln eavesdropping on the
activities in an embassy code room is extremely remote. Most
state Department communications overseas are handled by the
cIA. The machines and other equipment are cushioned and covered
to mute the sounds emanating from them. The rooms themselves are
encased in lead and rest on huge springs that further reduce the
intenral noises. Resembling large camping hailers, the code roons
now are normnly located deep in the concrete basements of em-
bassy buildings. Access to them by sound-sensitive devices is, for
all practical purposes, impossible.

The CIA's counterespionage operators not only try to recruit
secret agents in opposition services like the KGB; they also work
against the so-called friendly or allied services. off bounds for the -

most part - in principle, at least - are the intelligence agencies of
the English-speaking countries, among which there is a kind of
unwritten agreement not to spy on each other. (

DELEIE.t)
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DELETED

Espioruge and Cowtere spionage

'Domestic 
Operations

'On 
December 17, 1972, the JVew York Times revealed that the

CIA had secretly provided training to fourteen New york City
policemen. At the time, agency spokesman Angus Thuermer
acknowledged that other American police departments had
received "similar courtesies," but he would not specify how many.
Thuermer said to the Times, "I doubt very much that ICIA offi-
cialsl keep that kind of information." But New york congresss-
man Edward Koch persisted in seeking precisely ..that kind of
information" from the agency. On January 29,1973, the CIA's
Legislative c-ounsel, John Maury (himself a longtime clandestine
operator and former station chief in Greece), admitted to Koch
that "less than fifty police officers all told, from a total of about a
dozen city and country police forces, have received some sort of
Agency briefing within the past two years.,'But again the CIA
was being less than forthcoming, for its police training (which
consisted of much nrcre than a eebriefing,') had been going on
for considerably more than the two years cited by the CIA - at
least since 1967, when chicago police received instruction at both
the agency's headquarters and at'iThe Farm,, in southeastern
Virginia. When queried by newspaper reporters in 1973, police
authorities in ctricago denied that any of their men had received,
any such agency training. But Richard Helms, then recently
departed as Director, specifically told a secret session of the
senate Foreign Relations committee at the beginning of February
that chicago police had been included in the agency training
effort, and his disclosure subsequently leaked out to the press.

It was significant that when the CIA publicly owned up to
training sessions in Maury's letter to Koch, the onry time period
mentioned was "the past two years"; it was likely true that in "the .

past two years" fewer than flfty officers from a dozen rocarities had
been trained. But if the cIA had confessed to the full extent of its
pre-l9Tl police-training activities, the figures would have been
much larger. More important, the agency could not havejustified
its domestic police-training program, as it did, on the grounds
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that a provision of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets

Act of 1968 encouraged federal law+nforcement agrncies to assist

ldcal forces. That law was not passed until June 1968, well after
the CIA training had started. Of @urse, once the agency had
been shown to have carried out this domestic activity, it needed

such a justification or excuse: the National Security Act of 1947

had forbidden it to exercise any "police, subpoena,law'enforce.
ment powers, or internal security functions."

The tactics used by the CIA to cover its tracks in this instance

weretypical of thekindof deceptionthat theagency has generally

used to conceal its numerous activities inside the United States.

The subject of domestic operations is a particularly sensitive one

in the CIA, and probably no other program is handled with
gleater secrecy.

CIA training of local police departments may seem like a
relatively harrrless activity, but it does raise several questions.

Why did the agency at first try to cover up and then mislead
Congress, the press, and the public about its activity? Why could
the same training not have been given by the FBI, which main-

tains facilities and has legal authorization for that purpose?
(HeLns told the Foreign Relations Committee that the police

requested CIA assistance because the agency's techniques in
keeping intelligence files and in performing certain kinds of
surveillance were more advanced than the FBI's.) And why have

subsequent CIA Directors James Schlesinger and William Colby
not specifically ruled out any future police training, even after the
press and the C-ongress have raised the questions of illegality and

impropriety?
None of these questions has an obvious answer. In general,

however, the CIA does not like to admit that it has been doing
something it shouldn't have, and deceptive public statements by
the agency are as much a standard reflex action as an indica-
tion that something particularly unsavory has occurred. An-
other explanation might be that during those days in December
1942 and January 1973 when the police-training incident was

being exposed, the Watergate cover-up had not yet come unglued
and the Qt[ rnight have been trying to keep investigato$ away
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1

from its domestic activities. A few months later, of course, the
prcss would discover, and various public officials would reveal,
that Richard Helms had been "most cooperative and helpful" in

, helping to organize the top-secret White House plan for domestic

) surveillanceandintelligencecollection;thattheClAhadprovided
, "technical" assistance to the White House plumbers in their 19711, "technical" assistance to the White House plumbers in their 1971
;1 Uurgtary of the office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist; that the
! agency maintained "safe houses" in the heart of Washington
, where E. Howard Hunt was clandestinely provided with' CIA-t,,' manufactured false documents, a disguise, a speech-altering

device, and a camera fitted into a tobacco pouch; that five of the
seven Watergate burglars were ex-CIA employees, and one was
still on the payroll and regularly reporting to an agency ca.$ye/, srur oD rne payro[ anc regurarry reporrmg ro an agency case

i; officer; that in the week after the break-in at the Democratic
; Party's headquarters, high White House officials tried to involve

the agency directly in the Watergate cover-upi md, perhaps most
significantly, that top CIA officials remained silent, even in
secret testimony before congressional committees, about the
illegal activities they knew had taken place.In fact,Helms'answers
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's questions on

' Watergate in February and March 1973 proved to be so evasive

,' and mislsading, particularly as subsequent disclosures were
made, that the Washington Post's Laurence Stern wrote on July
10 of the same year "that tho word perjury was being uttered in

, Senate offices by those who were priry to the sectet testimony
given by Helms. . . ." .

At a Febraary 7 hearing, for example, New Jersey's Senator
Clifford Case told Helms it had come to his attention that in 1969
or 1970 the White House had asked the various govemment intel-
ligence agencies to pool resources to learn more about the anti-
war movement. "Do you know anythingr" Case asked Helms,
''about any activity on the part of the CIA in that connection ? Was
it asked to be involved?" Helms replied, "I don't recall whether
we were asked, but we were not involved because to me that was a
clear violation of what our charter was.n'Case persisted, "What
do you do in a ciue like that? Suppose you were?" Helms an-
owered, "f would simply go to explain to the President this didn't
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seem advisable." Case: "That would end it?" Helms: "Well, I
think so, normally."*

But the facts and suspicions to emerge from the Senate Water-
gate hearings during the following months suggested that this is
not at all the way such matters are worked out behind the scenes

in the executive branch of the government, raising still more
questions as to the reliability of the CIA's clandestine leader-
ship - and the ageucy's role in U.S. domestic intelligence
operations.

The CIA and the FBI
The CIA has always conducted clandestine operations within the
United States, although for the most part these have been related
to lts overseas activities or their support. It was for this purpose
that the agency origiually established, a number of years ago, a
special component of the Clandestine Services, the Domestic Op-
erations Division. But the separation between foreign-oriented
covert operations and those considered essentially domestic is
often vague and confusing in the intelligence business. Thus, over
the years there has been constant bureaucratic friction between the
CIA and the FBI, which has primary responsibility for internal
security. Compromises and other working arrangements have had
to be evolved, allowing the CIA a csrtain operational latitude
within the U.S.A. and giving the bureau in returh special privi-
leges abroad in the agency's sphere of responsibility.

The Domestic Operations Division (DOD), with a staffof a few
hundred people and an annual budget of up to $10 million, is a

i Four months later a memorandum written by former White House aide
Tom Charles Huston leaked to the New York Times.It outlined a progfam
for domestic surveillance of U.S. citizens that had been approved by Presi-
dent Nixon on July 15, 1970, and then rescinded by him five days later.
Huston noted a series of meetings with top officials of the FBI, the CIA,
the DIA, the HSA, and the service intelligence agencies, and said, "I went
into this exercise fearful that CIA would refuse to cooperate.In fact, Dick
Helms was most cooperative and helpful." According to the Huston memo-
randum, the authenticity of which has been confirmed by the White House,
the CIA was stated to be a full participating member.
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, well-established part of the Clandestine Services. Divisional head-
quarters for Domestic Operations is not at the main CIA installa-
tion at Langley, but in an office building on downtown Washing-

H ton's Pennsylvania Averiue, within two blocks of the White
I House. This is also theWashington "station", and its subordinate

t'bases" are situated in major American cities. These offi.ces are
separate from the agency's other facilities for routine personnel-
recruiting and overt contact with American overs@s travelers.

I The "salcret" DOD offices serve as springboards for the Clandes-

; tine Services'covert operations in American cities.
The DOD is surrounded by extreme secrecy, even by CIA

standards, and its actual functions are shrouded in mystery. The
extent of the agency's unwillingness to discuss the Domestic
Division could be seen when the CIA officer preparing the agency's
annual budget request to Congress in 1968 was pointedly told by
the Executive Director not to include anything about the DOD
in the serret briefing to be given to the Senate and House appro-

i priations committees. In at least one other instance, Director
Helms was specifically asked in a sectet congressional session

, about the "Domestic Operations Division." In his answer to
the unsuspecting legislators, he described the functions of the
"Domestic Contact S€,rr'ice" - the overt agency office that
rocruits American travelers to be unofficial CIA eyes and ears
abroad - which at the time was a completely separate entity
housed outside the Clandestine Services.

The Domestic Division's task, like all agency clandestine area
divisions, is the colleciion of covert intelligence and the conduct
of other secret operations - but in this instance inside the United
States. It operates some of the espionage progranrs aimed against
foreign students and other visitors to thc United States, but by no
means all of them. Rectuitment of a Soviet diplomat at the United
Nations or in Washington would fall under the Clandestine
Services' Soviet Bloc Division. Programs with Cuban-Americans
ln Florida would be handled by the Western Hemisphere Division,
tho Covert Action Staff, or the Special Operations (paramilitary)
Division - depending on the agent's intended role.

There is a relatively widespread feeling among observers of the
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CIA's Clandestine Services that the DOD would like to do more
on the American scene than it apparently has up to now. It is also

believed that if the Nixon administration's domestic-security plan

of 1970 and the related surveillance of American dissidents had
ever been put into operation - which the White House has denied

but various press accounts have suggested - the DOD probably
would have become deeply involved. The rationale used by the
CIA would most likely have been the same one mentioned by
Director Colby at his confirmation hearing: that the agency can

rightfully spy on Americans "involved with foreign institutions."
To the mistrustful minds of the Clandestine Services, the prob-
lems caused in the United States by dissidents, civil-rights acti-
vists, and anti-war protesters certainly conjured up the specter

of foreign influences. After all, the coveft officers reasoned, the
dissident political groups in the United States were obviously
receiving financial support from somewhere, and the sources
could be foreign. The clandestine operators familiar with the
CIA's secret efforts to aid and strengtheqanti-government groups

in Eastern Europe and elsewhere easily calculated that somehow

the communist countries were now getting even by using Ameri-
can groups to stir up trouble in the United States. CIA support
for dissident movements in Eastern Europe never made any less

real the sour@ of their grievances, but that did not prevent the
agency from using them to put pressure on the Soviet government

and perhaps even to divert Moscow's attention from its struggle
with the West. And in the late 1960s and early 1970s American
dissidents were certainly causing difficulties for the U.S. gov€rn-

ment. Since the Clandestine Services knew it had exploited
similar circumstances in Eastern Europe, its operators naturally
looked fo/r fCf involvement in the United States.*

The Johnson White House, however, had chosen not to involve
the CIA deeply in domestic clandestine operations at the time
whel it first asked, back in the hginnings of the anti-war move-

t Clandestine Services had sympathizers everywhere. H. R. Haldeman,
in a secret memo made public during the Senate Watergate hearings: "We
need our people to put out the story on the foreign or Communist money
th4t was used in support of demonstrations against the President in 1972."

Espionage and Cotmterespbnage

ment. The Domestic Operations Division was given only a small
piece of the action - namely, to increase its surveillance of the

; movement, and its activities against direct foreign involvement in
the movement. The FBI, too, was instnrcted to expand its do-

ri mestic political-intelligence capabilities. But the lion's share of
the responsibility in the matter was given to the Pentagon - in
particular, the Army - apparently under a newly discovered, but
outdated, emergency law granting the President special power to
utilize the military and take whatever measures he deemed
necessary to put down domestic unrest and conspiracies. Literal
legal justification probably was not the sole reason why Army
intelligence was assigned as the main instrument with which to

r attack the domestic targets; size was another consideration.
Neither the CIA nor the FBI had the manpower for an all-out
clandestine offensive against the radicals. Nor did either have
available large numbers of young intelligence personnel who
could actually penetrate the movement. But Army Intelligence
goon blundered, and its domestic surveillance programs were'i, oxposed in January 1970 by ex-agent ctristopher !yle, writing in

i tfl" Washington Monthly. During the following year the military
services were forced to withdraw from their massive attack against
domestic dissidents; the field was once again left to the "profes-
sionals" - the FBI and the CIA.

This situation, however, soon resulted in an open break between
the agency and the bureau. The lVery York Times attributed the
eplit, in late 197 l, to a minor event involving jurisdictional control
over the handling of an informant lagent in Denver, Colorado.
But shortly afterwards Sam Papich, the FBI's officer in charge of
llaison with the ClA, and a member of J. Edgar Hoover's im-
mediate staff, was dismissed by the bureau chief. And onty weeks
later Wifliam Sullivan, head of the EBI's Division of Internal

/ Socurity, the bureau's representative on the U.S. Intelligence
Board, and a good friend of the ClA, was locked out of his
office and fired by Hoover.

In the aftermath of the troubles at the FBI, the press caried a
loies of reports of Hoover's and the bueau's incompetence.
0ome comments, attributed to "authoritative sorlrces" in the
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intelligence community, accused the FBI of having done a poor
job of protecting the nation's internal security in recent yeaxs.

These sarne sour@s also noted that the bureau had uncovered
only a handful of foreign spies in the United States during the
past several years, and described the FBI as lacking in the
"sophisticated" approach to modern counterespionage. Such
statements, in substance and in phraseolory, clearly originated
with, or were inspired by, the CIA.

What the public wa$ unaware of at the time, however, was that
since 1970 - long before the open CIA-FBI split - the White
House had been planning to expand domestic intelligence opera-
tions. And while the CIA had gone along with and encouraged the
secret pohcy, the FBI had resisted it. tt was, in fact, Hoover's
personal refusal to support the new policy that resulted in the col-
Iapse of the White House plan. And it was in these circurnstances
that a paranoid President then established the infamous "plum-
bers" squad, with which the CIA was evidently quite willing to
cooperate - and with which the FBI seems to have been reluctant
to become involved.

When CIA Director William Colby was asked at his Senate con-
firmation hearings, in the fall of 1973, what he believed to be the
proper scope of CIA activities within the United States, his first
response was "We obviously have to run a headquarters here; we
have to recruit people for our staffs, and so forth, and we have to
conduct investigations on those people. . . .n'No one disputes the
need for the agency to conduct certain routine administrative
business within the United States, but few people realize that
what the "headquarters" needs to be "run" includes dozens of
buildings in the Washington area alone, large training facilities at
several locations in Virginia, a pa.ramilitary base in North
Carolina,secret airbases in Nevada and Arizona, communications
and radio intercept basesaround the country, scores of "durnmy"
commercial organizations and airlines, operational offices in
more than twenty major cities, a huge arms warehouse in the
Midwest, and "safe houses" for secret rendezvous in Washington
and other cities. While most of these are oriented toward foreign

l 
),''
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r operations, some are used full- or part-time for purely domestic
activities.

Colby continued: "We have to contract with a large number of
American firms for the various kinds of equipment that we might
have need for abroad." Again, this is on the surface a legitimate
function. The CIA every year purchases tens of millions of dollars'
worth of goods from domestic companies - everything from office
eupplies to esoteric espionage equipment. But Colby carefully left
out any mention of those other "purchases"-theservices provided
for by the CIA's contractual relationships with universities,

"think tanks," and individual professors.

Many of these came to light in the winter of 1967 after Ramparts
first revealed the CIA subsidization'of the National Student Asso-
ciation and as exposure followed exposure Richard Helms asked
his ExecutiveDirectorto report back to himexactlywhat the CIA
was doing on American campuses. The Executive Director quickly
found that he had no easy task before him, since nearly every
agency @mponent had its own set of programs with one or more
American universities and there was no central office in the CIA
which coordinated or even kept track of these programs. A
special committee was formed to compile a report, and its staff
officers spent weeks going from office to separate office to put
together the study:

The cornmittee compiled data on the hundreds of college pro-
fessors who had been given special clearances by the agency's
Office of Security to perform a wide variety of tasks for different
CIA components. The Iirtelligenc€ Directorate, for example,.had
a corps of consultants on campus who did historical and political
research, much like normal scholars, with the difference that
they were almost never perrritted to publish their findings; in a
fcw instances, that rule was suspended on condition that the
Source of their funding was not identified, and if the work neatly
coincided with a prevailing CIA propaganda line.

Similarly, the Directorate of Science and Technologyemployed
, lndividual professors, and at times entire university departments

or research institutes, for its research and development projects.
(This apaxt from the millions of dollars of work the S&T Direc-
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torate contracted out every year to private 66mpanies and "think
tanks.") Research of this type included the development (

DELETED

) commonly used.
In manycases, the CIA's researchinvolvement on thecampuses

went much deeper than simply serving as the patron of scholarly
work. In 1951, CIA money was used to set up the C.enter for
International studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. A key figure at the MIT Center was Walt Rostow, a
political scientist with intelligence ties dating back to oss service
during World War II who later became President Johnson,s
Assistant for National Security Affairs. In 1952, Max Millikan,
who had been Directorof the CIA's Officeof National Estimates,
became head of the center. This linkage between the CIA and
research institutions on campus and in the private sector became
standard practice in later years, just as it did for the pentagon.
But whereas the Pentagon's procedures could to some extent be
monitored by the Congress and the public, the CIA set up and
subsidized its own "think tanks" under a complete veil of
secrecy. When in 1953 the MIT Center published The Dytumics
of Soviet Society,a book by Rostow and his colleagues, there was
no indication to the reader that the work had been financed by
cIA funds and that it reflected thB prevailing agency view of the
Soviet Union. MIT cut off its link with the center in 1966, but
the link between the center and the cIA remained, and the agency
has continued to subsidize a number of similar, if smaller,
research facilities around the country

The compilers of the 1967 study on CIA ties to the academic
community also found that the clandestine services had their o-m
research links with universities, for the purpose of developing
better espionage tools (listening devioes, advanced weapons, in-
visible inks, etc.). But for the covert operators, research was not
the primary campus interest. To the clandestine services the uni-

Espionrye and Co tmterespioruge
t,,:,

';versities represented femile territory for rpcnriting espionage
'l agonts. Most large American colleges enrolled substantial num-

bers of foreigp students, and many of these, especially those from
l', the Third World, were (and are) destined to hold hieh positions
i lo th"ir home countries in a relatively few years. They were much
, oasier to recruit at American schools - when they might have a

i need for moneS where they could be easily compromised, and
t1 where forergn security services could not interfere - than they
',, would be when they returned home. To spot and evaluate these

students, the Clandestine Services maintained a contractual
relationship with key professors on numerous campuses. When '

a professor had picked out a likely candidate, he notified his
contact at the CIA and, on occasion, participated in the actual

,l rectuitment attempt. Some professors performed these services

without being on a formal retainer. Others actively participated
in agency covert operations by serving as "cut-outs," or inter-

' mediaries, and even by carrying out secret missions duing
foreign journeys.

The Clandestine Services at times have used a university to
provide cover or even assist in a covert operation overseas. The
best-known case of this sort was exposed in 1966 when Ramputs

r' revealed that Michigan State University had been used by the
i CIA from 1955 to 1959 to run a covert police-training program in
r/ South Vietnarn. The agency had paid $25 million to the university

for its service, and five CIA operators were concealed in the pro-
gram's staff.

The 1967 study on the CIA's ties with American universities
covered all the activities described above, but the staff officer
responsible for preparing it was told that no research program con-
cerning the use of drugs was to be mentioned in the relnrt.*

The final study that the Executive Director presented to Direc-
tor Helms was several inches thick, but the man who wrote it was
gtill not sure that it was complete, less because he feared having

t lhe agency's lnterest tn drugs was more rhan a passlng one; one officer
tl$l assigned to travel all over Lattn Amerlca, buying up all sorts of hal-
luclnatory dmgs rvhictr mlgbt have some application to lntelligenoe activities
rnd operations.
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overlooked some particular CIA component or proprietary

organization which had its own university program than because

he suspected that inforrration had been withheld f1e6 him,

particularly by the covert operators.
Because of its sensitivity, only one copy of the study was made,

and it was turned over to the Director. Helms reviewed it and

agfeed with its conclusion: that all the CIA's camputl activities

were valuable to the agenry and should be continued, except for
a few individual contracts that had become outdated or too ex-

posed. In the end, there was selective pruning of these programs,

but essentially the CIA's activities with and at the universities con-

tinued as they had before the NSA scandal broke. They do so

today.
The lone copy of the study was placed in the clA Executive

Director's safe for future reference. Within a few weeks after

Helms'review, the report had to be pulled out; a controversy had

erupted at a Midwestern university over alleged contracts between

a ertainprofessor and the CIA. When the study was consulted

to find out if the allegations were colrect, neither the professor nor

the program he was associated with was listed anywhere in the

bulky document. There was a collective sigh of relief in the

agency's executive suite and some mumbling about irresponsible

students making ridiculous charges. Shortly thereafter, however,

the Director's staff found out that the exposed professor was

genuine and had telephoned his cIA contact to discuss how he

should react to the charges. He was told to get a teaching job

elsewhere - and he did.
Soon after, another incident occurred. (

DELETED

itt '

lti

,i',Returning to Director Colby's explanation of the
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CIA's
_domestic activities:

We also, I believe quite properly, can collect foreign intelli-
gence in the United States, including the requesting [sr'cJ
American citizens to share with their Government certain in-
formation they may know about foreigrrsituations, and we
have a service that does this, and I am happy to say a very^
large number of American citizens have given us some in-.
formation. We do not pay for that information. We can
protect their proprietary interest and even protect their narns
if necessary, if theywouldrather not beexposed as the source
of that information.

, What Colbywasreferringtowas theDomesticContactServioe
(DCS). The DCS's primaryfunctionhas traditionally been to col-

t lect intelligence from Americans /without resorting to covert
methods. Until afly 1973 the DCS was part of the CIA's Intelli-

li, 
Snnce Directorate, the overt analytical part of the agency. The

'', DCS's normal operating technique is toestablishrelationshipswith
i, businessmen, scholars, tourists, and other travelerswho havemade

i tips abroad, usually to Eastern Europe or China. These people

ii 1r. asked to Brovide information voluniarily about what they
il; have seen or heard on their journeys. Most often they are con-
t,, tacted by the agency after they have returned. home, but occasion-tl

" ally, if the CIA hears that a particular person plans to visit, say, a
' rcmote part of the Soviet Union, the DCS will get in touch in

advance and ask the traveler to seek out information on certain
targets. In the past the DCS has, however, shied away fromi.,rt -u 3.rv lrwe ruv yvv uqe, uvwvvu, Juwu qwgl ll.lrl"It

S $gigning specific missions, since the travelers are not professional

;, fpies and may easily be arrested if they take their espionage roles
too seriously.

,i On several occasions over the yeaxs, the Clandestine Services

* have expressed an interesl in assuming control of the DCS - with
' tbc argument that in the interest of efficiency all CIA intelligence
: oollection by human sources should be run out of the same direc-
' torate. During the late 1960s the Clandestine Services were speci,

; 0r"lly rebuffed after acrude takeover attempt, but as a compro-
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mise measure Director Helms allowed clandestine operators to be
assigned to the DCS in order to better coordinate intelligence col-
lection. The DCS itself remained under the-Intelligence Direc-
torate. But in'early 1973 Director James Schlesinger approved
the transfer of the DCS to theClandestineServices.Althoughthere
was no public notice of this change and travelers were not in-
formed they were now dealing with the CIA's clandestine opera-

tors, Senator William Proxmire somehow got the word and told
the Senate on August l , 197 3, that he was "particularly disturbed"
by the shift. "Mr. Colby says," Proxmire explained, "that this is
to improve the coordination of its collection activities with those

of the Agency abroad. I find this disturbing because of the pos-

sibility that the DCS, which has a good reputation, may now
become'tainted' by the covert side of the Agency."

Again, Colby at the Senate hearing:

We also, I believe, have certain support activities that we

must conduct in the United States in order to conduct foreign
intelligence operations abroad; certain structures are neces-

sary in this country to give o.ur people abroad perhaps a
retmon for operating abroad in some respects so that they
can appear not as CIA employees but as representatives of
some other entity.

Here Colby was undoubtedly talking about the CIA's training
facilities, weapons warehouses, secret arrangements with U.S.
companies to employ "deeb cover" CIA operators, covert
dealings withrarms dealers, and other back-up activities n@es-

sary to support paramilitary operations and other clandestine
doings overseas. He may also have been referring to the CIA's
use of American foundations, labor irnions, and other gtroups as

fronts to fund covert-action programs overseas, or to the pro-
prietary corporations which operate for the CIA around the
world. In this last category are the complex web of agency-owned
airlines - Air America, Air Asia, Civil Air Transport, Southern
Air Transport, Intermountain Aviatioir, ( DELETED )
- all of which have headquarters in the United States, and some

Espionqe and Counterespionage
I

Of which maintain extenslvb facilities here. These airlines axe run
ln direct competition with private companies, receive charter

r oontracts from the U.S. goveflrment, and often operate domesti.
cally, in additionto taking on secretmissions forthe CIA abroad.
(

I

i
DEI,EIED

) All these companies - and others not yet revealed - do
. much.more than provide cover for CIA employees, as Colby im-

plied. They represent business worth hundreds of millions of
dollars that can be used in all manner of operations by the CIA
both at home and overseas.

Colbyconcluded:

Lastly, I think that there are a number of aciivities in the
I UnitedStateswhereforeignintelligencecanbecollectedfrom
; foreigners, and as long as there is foreign intelligence, I
I think it is quite proper that we do this.

i' In this instance Colby was referring in part to the CIA's efforts
i, to recruit foreign students on American campuses, and a similar
' program, operated with the cooperation of military intelligence,

to suborn foreign military officers who come to the United Stateb

for training. But the CIA also targets other foreign visitors to the
" U.S. - businessmen, ngwsmen, scholars, diplomats, U.N. dele-
' gates and employees, even simple tourists. It is specifically for the

,' rtouitme,nt and handling of foreign agents that the CIA main-
, tdns safe houses in Washington, New York, and other cities.

Another goup of Americans who are very much targetS of the
CIA are recent immigrants. Almost from the moment Fidel Castro

:, took power in 1959, CIA operators have worked closely with
t' ftban exiles, particularly in Florida. Most of the recruiting and
' tome of the training for the agends abortive invasion of the
t lrland in 1961 took place in the Miami area. Even after that
' 0asco the CIA has continued to use Cuban-Americans (few as

0clobrated as "retained" agent - and Watergate burglar -
i
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Eugenio Martinez) to carry out guerrilla operations against the
Castro government. It has also been quite active arnong Eastern
European 6migrds in the United States. fn November 1964,
Eerik Heine, an Estonian refugee living in Canada, sued for
slander dnother Estonian named Juri Raus, a resident of Hyatts-
ville, Maryland. Raus, who was American national comrnander
of the kgion of Estonian Liberation, was alleged to have
denounced Heine as an agent of the KGB. Raus'defense in court
was based not on the specifics of the case but on an affidavit
submitted by then CIA Deputy Director Richard Helms stating
that Raus was a CIA agent and had spoken out against Heine
among Estonian-Americans under direct agency orders. Helms
submitted two more affidavits to the court stating that the
CIA had further ordered Raus not to testify in court, but ex-
plaining he had said what he had "to protect the integrity of the

{Etency's foreign intelligence' sour@s." The federal judge,

Roszel C. Thomsen, ruled in the CIA's favour and did not accept
the plaintiff's contention that even if the agency had ordered that
the alleged slander be committed, it had no power.to do so under
the National Security Act of 1947, which forbade the CIA to
enercise any "internal security functions.'

In his decision, Judge Thomsen wrote:

It is reasonable that 6migr6 groups from behind the Iron
Curtainwould be avaluablesource of information as towhat
goes on in their homeland. The fact that the intelligence
source is located in the United States does not make it an
"internal security function" over which the CIA has no
authority. The court concludes that activities by the CIA to

. protect its foreign intelligence sour@s located in the United
States arewithin the power granted by C.ongress to the CIA.

By extension, it might also be argued that any "foreign intelligence
source" located in the United States,'6migr6 or not, is fair game

for the CIA. Clearly, American citizens traveling abroad are
eligible, clearly, researchers in universities are eligible; and if the
agency can come up with a reason - such as the threat of "foreietn
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The Clandestine
Mentality

The greatest dangers to liberty
lurk in insidious encroachment

by men of zeal, well-meaning
but without understanding.

-rusrrcE sRAI.[Ders, 1928

The nation must to a degree take
it on faith that we too are

honorable men devoted to her
service.

--tIA DrREcroR nruras, 1971



The man who masterminded and ov€rsaw the clA's clandestiire
operations in Indochina during much of the 1960s was william
Colby. He is a trim, well-groomed Princeton and Columbia Law
School graduate who, if he were taller, might be mistaken for a
third Bundy brother. He started in the intelligence business during
World War II with the Office of Strategic Services. His field
assignments included parachuting into German-occupied France
and Norway to work with the anti-Nazi underground move-
ments, during which he showed a remarkable talent for clandes-
tine work. After the war he joined the newly formed CIA and
rose rapidly through its ranks, becoming an expert on the Far
East. From 1959 until tg6}heserved as the CIA's chief of station
in Saigon. In,1962 he was named head of the Far East Division
of the Clandestine Services.

In this position Colby presided over the CIA's rapidly ex-
panding progrtuns in Southeast Asia. Under his leadership (but
always with White House approval) the agency's "sec:ret" war
in Laos was launched, and more than 30,000 Meo and other
tribal warriors were organized into the CIA's own Arm6e
Clandestine. Colby's officers and agents directed - and on oc-
casion participated in - the battles against the Pathet Lao, in
bombing operations by the CIA's proprietary company Air
Anrerica, and in commando-type raids into China and North
Vietnam, well before Congress had passed the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution.

Colby seemed to keep the secret operation always under tight
control. His colleagues in the CIA marveled at his ability to run
all the agency's activities in Laos with no more than forty or fifty
career CIA officem in the field. There wefle, to be stue, several
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thousand other Americans supporting the cIA effort, but these
wcr€ soldierb of fortune or pilots undercontract to theagency, not

'' career men. From the CIA's point of view, the war in-l-aos was
cheap (costing the agency only $20 to $30 million a year) and well
managed.* The number of Americans involved was small enough
that a relatively high degree of secrecy could be maintained. In
contrast to the tens of thousands of Laotians who died in the war,
few Americans were killed, and those who were casualties were
not clA car@r officers but rather mercenaries, contract officers,
and personnel of the agency's air proprietaries. The agency con-
sidered Laos to be a very successful operation. And Colby
received much of the credit for keeping things under control.

The agency's clandestine activities in vietnam were not so well
organized, eoncealed, or successful as its Laotian operation. In
the mid-1960s the CIA was swept along with the rest of the U.S.
government into launching huge programs designed to support
the war effort. The agency would have preferred to run relativery
small, highly secret operations (or to have had complete control
of ,covert action), but the stiffer and stiffer demands of the
Johnson administration made this impossible. Thus, if the
President wanted a larger contribution from the ClA, the CIA
would contribute. In 1965 Colby, still stationed in Washington,
oversaw the feunding in vietnam of the agency,s Counter Terror
(CT) program. In 1966 the agency became wary of adverse
publicity surrounding the use of the word "terror" and changed
thename of the CT teams to theProvincial Reconnaissance Units
(PRUs). Wayne Cooper, a former Forergn Service officer who
spcnt almost eighteen months as an advisor to South Vietnamese
internal-security programs, described the operation: "It was a
unilateral American program, never recognized by the South
Vietnamese govemment. CIA representatives recruited, organized,
supplied, and directly paid CT teams, whose function was to use
Viet Cong techniques of terror - assassination, abuses, kid-
nappings and intimidation - against the Viet Cong leadership."

' The full cost of the war was actually closer to a half-billion dollars a
1tar, but most of this was fuaded by other agencies - the Defense Depart-
aeatandAID.
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Colby also supervised the establishment of a n€twork of Provin-
cial Interrogation Centers. One of these centers was constructed
with agency funds, in each of South Vietna.m's forty-four pro-
vinces. An agency operator or contract employee directed each
center's operations, much of which consisted of torture tactics
against suspected Vietcong, such torture usually carried out by
Vietna^mese nationals.

In 1967 Colby's office devised another program, eventually
called Phoenix, to coordinate an attack against the.Vietcong in-
frastructure among all Vietnamese and American police, in-
telligence, and military units. Again CIA money was the catalyst.
According to Colby's o\iln testimony in l97l before a con-
gressional committee, 20,587 suspected Vietcong were killed under
Phoenix in its first two and a half years.* Figures provided by the
South Vietnamese government credit Phoenix with 40,994 V.C

kills.
Also in 1967, Preside,nt Johnson sent Robert Komer, a fonner

agency employee who had joined the White House staff, to
Vietnam to head up all the civilian and military pacification
programs. In November of that year, while Komer was in
Washington for consultation, the hesident asked him.if there
was anything he needed to carry out his assignment. Komer
responded that he certainly could use the services of Bill Colby
as his deputy. The President replied that Komer could draft
anybody he chose. A year later Colby succeeded Komer as head

of the pacification program, with the rank of ambassador. The
longtime clandestine offi.cer had ostensibly resigned from the
CIA to become a State Department employee.

One of Colby's principal functions was to strengthen the Viet-
namese @onomy in order to improve the lot of the average Viet-

. Even Colby 6ss sdmitted that serious abuses were committed under
Phoenix. Fomer intelligeoce officprs have come before congressional com-
mittees and elsewhere to describe repeated examples of torture and other
particularly repuginant practices used by Phoenix oferatives. However,
according to David Wise, writing in the New York Times Magazine on
July l, 1973, "Not one of Colby's friends or neighbors' or even his critics
on the Hill, would, in their wildest imagination, conceive of Bill Colby
attaching electric wires to a pan's gentials and personalli'turning the crank.
'Not Bill Colby . . . He's a hincetort msn' ."

Vietcong appeals
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thereby make him less susceptible to
more loyal to the Thieu government.

To win over the peasants, colby insisted that comrption within
the saigon government had to be greatly reduced. At one point
he even proposed a systematic campaign called the'.Honor the
Nation" program, which was to be an attack on illegal practices
at all levels of vietnamese society. At that time c,otby was
well aware that black-market trafficking in money was one
of the biggest corruption problems in vietnam. Alr u.s. personnel
in vietnam were under strict orders not to buy vietnamese
piasters on the black market, aod a number of Americans had
either been court-martialed by the military or fued by their
civilian agencies for violating these orders. But colby also knew
that for many years the cIA had been obtaining tens of millions
of dollars in piasters on.the black market, either in Hong Kong
or in saigon. rn this way the agency could get two to three times
as much buyrng power for its American dollars. Additionally,
the clandestine services claimed, black-market piasters were un-
traceable and thus ideal for secret operations.* Although from a
strict budgetary point of view the agency's currency purchases
were sound fiscal policy, they directly violated both vietnamese
Iaw and U.S. official policy. Moreover, the purchases helped to
keep alive the black market which the U.S. govemmeot was
professedly working to stamp out.

During the mid-1960s while Colby was still in Washington, the
Bureau of the Budget lparned that the CIA budget for Vietnam
provided for dollar expenditures figured at the legal exchange rate.
Since in truth the agency was buying its piasters on the black
market, it actually had two to three times more piasters to spend
in Vietnam than itsbudgetshowed. The Bureauof theBudgetthen
insisted that all figures be listed at the actual black-market rate, so
at least examiners of the agency's budget in Washington would
have a true idea of how much money the CIA was spending. The

r Given more than 500,000 Americans in Vietnam, all using Vietnamese
piasters, and a chaotic vietnamese banking system, the cIA could of coursc
heve obtained untracpable or "sterile" mbney without resorting to the black
oarket.

and
and
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bureau then also tried to cut U.S. govemment costs by having the
CIA buy piasters for other agencies on the black market. The
agency was unenthusiastic about this idea and managed to avoid
doing it, not because massive black-market purchases would have
negated the government's avowed efforts to support the piaster,

but because the agency did not want the secrecy of its money-
exchange operations disturbed.

Compared to other aspects of the Vietnam war, the CIA's use

of the black market is not a major issue. It simply points up the
fact that the CIA is not bound by the same rules that apply to the
rest of the government. The Central Intelligence Agency Act of
1949 makes this clear: "The sums made available to the Agency
may be expended without regard to the provisions of law and-
regulations relating to the expenditures of Government."*

Thus, a William Colby can, with no legal or ethical conflict,
propose programs to end corruption in Vietnam while at the same

time condoning the CIA's dubious money practices. And extend-

ing the concept of the agency's immunity to law and morals, a

Colby can devise and direct terror tactics, secret wars, and the like,
all in the name of democtacy. This is the clandestine mentality: a
separation of personal morality and conduct from actions, no
matter how debased, which are taken in the name of the United
States government and, more specifically, the Central Intelligence
Agency.

. When Colby left his post as deputy ambassador to Vietnam in
1971, the CIA immediately "rehired" him, and Director Helms
appointed him Executive Director- Comptroller, the number-three
position in the agency. Wheg James Schlesinger took over the
agency in early l:973, he made Colby chief of the Clandestine
Services. In May 1973, at the heieht of the personnel shake-ups

caused by the Watergate affair, President Nixon moved Schlesin-
ger to the Defense Department and named Colby to head the CIA.

t The CIA in Vietnam even escaped the Johnson administration's world-
wide edict that all cars purchased by the American government would be of
American manufacture. While State Department atrd AID personnel were
forced to navigate Saigon's narrow streets in giant Chewolets and Plymouths
the agency motorpool was full of much smaller and more practical Japanese
Toyotas.

The Clandestlne Mentality

Thus, after about four months under the directorship of the out-
sider Schlesinger, control of the agency was again in the hands of
a clandestine operator.

senator Harold Hughes, for one, expressed grave reservations
about Colby's appointment as CIA Directorin a Senate speech ot
August l, 1973: "I am fearful of a man whose experience has
been so largely devoted to clandestine operations involving the
use of force and manipglation of factions in foreign gbvernments.
such a man may become so enamored with these techniques that
he loses sight of the higher purposes and moral constryaints which
should guide ourcountry's activities abroad."

Deeply embedded within the clandestine mentality is the berief
that human ethics and social laws have no bearing on covert
operations or their practitioners. The intelligence profession,
because of its lofty "natural security" goals, is free from all moral
restrictions. There is no need to wrestle with technicai legalisms
or judgrnents as to whether something is right or vnong. The
determining factors in secret operations are purely pragmatic:
Does the job need to be done? Can it be done? And can sesrecy
(or plausible denial) be maintained ?

One of the lessons learned from the Watergate experience is the
saope of this amorality and its influence on the clandestine.
mentality. E. Howard Hunt claimed that his participation in the
Watergate break-in and the other operations of the plumbers
'gtroup was in "what I believed to be the . . . the best interest of my
country." fn this instance, at least, we can accept Hunt as speaking
sincdrely. He was merely reflocting an attitude that is shared by
most CIA operators when carrying out the orders of their
superiors.

Hunt expanded on this point when interrogated before a
fcderal grand jury in April 1973by Assistant U.S. Attorney Earl
Silbert..

insrnr: Now while you worked at the White House, were
you ever a participant or did you ever have knowledge of any
other so-called "bag job" or entry operations ?
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HUNT: No, sir.
STLBERT: Were you aware of or did you participate in any

other what might commonly be referred to as illegat
activities?

HUNr: Illegal?
sILBERT: Yes, slr.
HUNT: Ihavenorecollection of any, no, sir.
SILBERT: What about clandestine activities ?
EUI.IT: Yes, sir.
srLBERr : All right. What about that ?

HUNI: I'm not quibbling, but there's quite a difference
, between something that's illegal and something that's clan-
destine.

STLBERT: Well, in your terminology, would the entry into
Mr. Fielding's [Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist] office have
been clandestine, illegal, neither or both?

HUNr: I would simply call it an entry operation con-
ducted un{ er the auspices of competent authority.

Within the CIA, similar activities are undertaken with the con-
sent of "competent authority." The Wdtergate conspirators,
assured that "national security" was at stake, did not question
the legality or the morality of their methods; nor do most CIA
operators. Hundreds if not thousands of CIA men have partici-
pated in similar operations, usually - but not always - in foreign
countries; all such operations are executed in the name of
"national security." The clandestine mentality not only allows it;
itveritably willsit.

In early October, 1969, the CIA learned through a secret agent
that a group of radicals was about to hiiack a Bhne in Brazil and
escape to Cuba. Ihis intelligence was forwarded to CIA head-
quarters in r.angley, Vlrginia and from there sent on an "eyes onlytt
basis to Henry Kissinger at the White House and top officials of the
State Department, the l)efense Deparhnent, ind the National
Security Agency. Within a fev days, on October 8, the same radical
identified in the CIA report commandeered at gunpoint a Brazilian
commercial airliner with 49 people aboard, and after a refueling

t 
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The Clagdbstine Mentality

i, itop in Guyana, forced, the pilot to fly to llavana. Neither the CIA
, nor the other agencies of the U.S. government which had advarte

waming of the radicals' plans moved to stop the crime from being
committed, although at that time the official policy of the United
States - as enunciated by the Prmident - was to take all possible
meastues to stamp out aerial piracy.

Afterwards, when officials of the State Department questloned
their colleagues in the CIA on why preventive measures had not
been talren to abort the hiiacktng, the agency,s clandestine opera-
tors delayed more than a month before responding. During the
lnterim, security forces in Brazil succeeded in breahing up that
country's principal revolutionary group and killing its leader, Carlos
lVlarighella. Shortly after the revolutionary leader's death on
November 4, the CIA informally passed word back to the State
Department noting that if any.action had been taken to stop the
October skyiacking, the agency's penetratlon of the radical moye-
ment might have been exposed and Marighella's organization could
not have been destroyed. While it was never quite clear whether the
ogent who alerted the clandestine operators to the hiiaching had
also fingered IMarighelta, that was the impression the CIA hied to
corivey to the State Department. The agency impHed it had not
prevented the hiiae.king because to have done so would have les-
sened the chances of scoring the more important goal of 6.neutraliz-

lng" Marighella and his followers. To the CLArs clandestine
operators, the end,- wiping out the'Brazilian radicat movement -
apparently had iustified the means, thus permitting the hijacking
to take place and needlessly endangering forty-nlne innocent lives
ln the pr(rcess.

During the last twenty-five years American foreign policy has
been dominated by the concept of containing communism ; almost
always the means employed in pursuit of "national security,, have
been justified by the end. Since the "free world" was deemed to be
under attack by a determined enemy, sincere men in the highest
government posts believed - and still do believe - that their coun-
try could not survive without resorting to the same distasteful
methods employed by the other side. In recent years the intensity
of the struggle has been reduced as monolithic communism has
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split.among several centers of power; as a result, there have been
tactical changes in America's conduct of foreign affairs. Yet the
feelingremains strongamongthe nation's top officials, in the CIA
and elsewhere, that America is responsible for what happens in
othercountries and that it has an inherentright-a sort of modern
Manifest Destiny - to intervene in other countries'internal affairs.
Changes may have occurred at the negotiatingtable, butnotinthe
planning arena; intervention - either military or covert - is still
therule.

To the clandestine operations of the ClA, nothing could be more
normal than theuse of "dirtytricks" to promote the U.S. national
interest, as they and their agency determine it. In the words of
fonner Clandestine Services chief Richard Bissell, CIA men "feel
a higher loyalty and . . . they are acting in obedience to that hieher
loyalty." They must be able to violate accepted standards of in-
tegdty and decency when the CIA's objectives so demand. Bissell

admitted in a l965,television inte,l:view that agency operatori at
times carried out actions which "wetre contrary to their moral
precepts" but they believed "the morality of . . .,cold war is so

infinitely easier than the morality of almost any kind of hot war
that I neverencountered this as a serious problem."

Perhaps as a consequenco of the confused morality that guides

him, a clandestine operator is dedicated to the utmost secrecy.

Convicted Watergate burglar Bernard Barker, who long worked
with and for the agency, described these operatorS in a September
197 2 N ew York Time s interview : "They're anonymous men. They
hate publicity; they get nervous with it. They don't want to be

spoken of. They don't even want to F known or anything like
that." And nearly always accompanying this passion for secrecy

comes an obsession with deception and manipulation. Thepe

traits, developed in the CIA's training prograrxi' axe essential

elements for success in the operator's career. He learns that he

must become expert at "living his cover," at pretending he is
something he is not. Agency instructors grade the young
operators on how well they can fool their colleagues. A standard
exercise given to the student spies is for one to be assigned the

i{t 
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of finding out some piece of inforrnation about another.
i, Sinoe each trainee is expected to maintain a false identity and

I.' cover during the training period, a favorite way to coax out the
r' desired information is to befriend the targeted trainee, to wih.

I his'confidence and make him let down his guard. The trainoe
'i who gains the information receives a high mark; his exploited

I colleague fails the test. The "achievers" are those best suited,
in the view of the agency, for convincing a foreign official he

' should become a traitor to his country; for manipulating that' official, often against his wifl; and for "terminating', the agent
when he has outlived his usefulness to the CIA.

Operating with secrecy and deception gradually becomes
second nature to the clandestine operator as his early lpining
progresses and he moves into an actual field assignment. The'; lli,rne habits may at times carry over into his dealings with his
colleagues and even his family. Most operators see no in-' 
consistency between an upstanding private'life and immoral or
amoral work, and they would probably say that anyone who

. couldn't abide the dichotomy is "soft." The double moral
standard has been so completely absorbed at the CIA that Allen
Dulles once stated, "fr'my ten years with the Agency I only
rocall one case of many hundreds where a rnan who had joincd
the Agency felt some scruples about the activities he was asked
to carry on." Even today Dulles' estimate would not be far
off.

As much as the operator pelieves in the rightness of his actions,
'he is forced to work in an atmosphere that is potentially de-
moralizing. He is quite often on the brink of the underworld, or
srcn immersed in it, and he frequently turns to the least savory
types to achieve his goals. Crirninals are useful to him, and are
often called upon by him, when he does not want to perform
personally some particularly distasteful task orwhen he does not
want to risk any direct agency involvement in his dirty work.
And if the clandestine operator wants to use attractive young
women to seduce foreign officials, he does not call on female
CIA employees. Instead he hires local prostitutes, or induces
foreign girls to assune the seductress's role, hoping to use his
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women to fertet infonnation out of targeted opponents and to
blackmait them into cooperating with the CIA.

Other CIA men regularly deal with black-marketeers to
purchase "laundered" currency. The aggncy cannot very well
subsidize a political party in South Vietnam or buy labor peace

on the Marseilles docks with'money that can be traced back to
the ClA. Thus, ClA "finance officers" pemanently assigned to
Hong Kong, Beirut, and other international monetary centers

frequently turn to the world's illegal money changerg to suppo'rt

agency clandestine operations. "Sterile" weapons for CIA
paramilitary activities are obtained in the same fashion from the
munitions merchants who will provide arms to anyone able to
pay the price. And when untraceable troops are needed to assist

a ClA-sponsored revolution or counter-revolution, the agency

will put out the word in such mercenary centers as Brussels,

Kinshasa, and Saigon that it is hiring soldiers of fortune willing
to support any causefor a price.

Yet there are certain standards the CIA's clandestine operator
must maintain in order to hold on to his job and the respect of his
colleagues. By the agency's code, he is not supposed to profit
personally from his activities. If he were involved in narcotics
traffic for his own gain, he would probably be fired for having
been "comrpted by the trade." But if the same CIA man were
involved in narcotics traffic because he was using his narcotics
connections to blackmail a Soviet official, he would be considered

by his colleagues to be doing his work well.
While the CIA has never trafficked in dope as a matter 'of

official pohcy, its clandestine personnel have used this trade - as

theyhave used almost every other criminal activity known to man

- in the pursuit of their goals. In Laos the CIA hoped to defeat

the Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese (and, thus, "stop com-
munism"); for that pu4)oso, it was willing to suppty guns,

money, and training to the Meo tribe, the part of the Laotian
population most eager.to fight for the agency. The CIA was

willing to overlook the fact that the Meos' primary cash crop
was opium and that they continued to sell the drug during most
of the yeaxs that they participated in the "s€c:ret" w.ar as the

lr' 
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lr'cuttingredge" of the anti-communist force in Laos. While
' the planes of the CIA proprietary airline, Air America, we,re on

occasion used to czrrry opium and while some of the highest
military officers supported by the agency were also the kingpins
of the drug trade, the agency could still claim that it did not
officially sanction these activities. But not until the heroin
tra.ffic from Southeast Asia was perceived as a major American
problem a few years ago did the CIA make any serious effort to
surb the flow of the drug, for it mattered not what sort of people

the Meo were - what mattered was what they were willing and
able to do for the CIA. The agency would hire Satan himself
as dt agent if he could help gparantee the "national security."

The key to a successful espionage operation is locating and using
the right agent. There are seven basic areili of agent relations -
gpotting, evaluation, recruiting, testing, training, handling, and
ternrination. Each deserves extended examination.

Spotting: This is the process of identifying foreigners or other
persons who might be willing to spy for the CIA.

The agency operator mingles as much as possible with the

native population in the country to which he is assigned, hoping
' to spot potential agents. He normally concentrates on officials

ln the local government, members of the military services, and

rrpresentatives of the intelligence agencies of the host country.
People in other professions, even if rwtuitable, usually do not
have access to the kind of strategic or high-level information
which the CIA is seeking. Most operators work out of the local
U.S. embassy; their diplomatic cover allows a convenient ap.
proach to their target groups through the myriad of officials and
gocial contacts that characterize the life of a diplomat, even a

bogus one serving the CLA. Some agency officers pose as military
men or other U.S. government representatives - officials of the

AID, the USIA, ffid other agencies. In addition to official
cover, the CIA sometimes puts officers under "deep covetr" as

businessmen, students, newsmen, or missionaries.

The CIA operator is constantly looking for indications of
nrlnerability on the part of potential foreign agents. The in-
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dicators may come from a casual observation by the operator at a

cocktail party, gossip picked up by his wife, suggestions from al-
ready recruited agents, or assistance furnished - wittingly or
unwittingly - by a genuine American diplomat or businessman.

The CIA operator receives instruction, based on studies made by

agency specialists or American college professors under contract

to the ClA, on what kinds of people are most susceptible to the

intrigues and strategies of clandestine life. Obviously, the per-

sonality of the potential spy varies from country to country and

case to case, but certain broad categories of preferable and

susceptible agent types have been identified. The most sought-

after informants are foreign officials who are dissatisfied with
their country's policies and who look to the United States

for guidance. People of this sort are much more likely to
become loyal and dedicated agents than those whose primary

motivation is monetary. Money certainly can go a long way in

obtaining information, especially in the Third World, but the

man who can be bought by the cIA is also a relatively easy mark

for the opposition. On the other hand, the agent who genuinely

believes that what he is doing has a higher purpose will probably

not be vulnerable to approaches from the KGB or other opposi-

tion services, and he is less likely to be plagued by the guilt and

the accompanying psychological deterioration which frequently

hamper the work of spies. The ideological "defector in place" is

the prize catch for CIA operators. Other likely candidates for
spying are officials who have expensive tastes which they cannot

satisfy from their normal incomes, or those with an obviously

uncontrollable weakness for women, other men, alcohol, or

drugs.
The operator does not always search for potential agents

among those who are already working in positions of importance.

He may take someone who in a few years may move into an

important assignment (with or without a little help from the CIA).
Students are considered particularly valuable targets in this

regard, especially in Third World countries where university
graduates often rise to highJevel govemmental positions only

a few y€axs after graduation. In Latin American and African
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countries the agency puts special emphasis on seeking agents
in the armed forces, since so many of these nations are ruled or
controlled by the military. Hence, the "cleared" professors on
the CIA's payroll at American universities with substantial
foreign enrollments, and military training officers at such places
as the field command school at Fort kavenworth, Kansas, are
prime recruiters.

In the communist countries, as we have said, agency operators
tend to focus on members of the opposition intelligence services
in their search for secret agents.

Evaluation: Once a potential spy has been spotted, the agency
makes a thorough review of all information available on him to
decide whether he is, or someday will be, in a position to provide
useful intelligence. The first step in the evaluation process is to
run a "namecheckr" or trace, on the person, using the C[A's
extensive computerized files located at headquarters in Langley.
This data bank was developed by International Business Machines
exclusively for the CIA and contains information on hundreds of
thousands of persons. Any relevant biographical information on
the potential agent found in the files is cabled back to the field
operator, who meanwhile continues to observe the prospect and
makes discreet inquiries about his background, personality, and
chances for advancement. The prospect will probably be put
under surveillance to learn more of his habits and views. Eventu-
ally a determination will be made as to the prospect's probable
motivation (ideological, monetary, or psychological) for becoming
a spy. If he hasn't any such motivation, the CIA searches for
ways - blackmail and the like - of pressuring him. At the same
time, the case officer must determine if the prospect is legitimate
or if he is an enemy plant - a provocation or a double agent.
Some member of the CIA team, perhaps the original spotter,
will attempt to get to know the potential agent on a personal
basis and win hisconfidence.

Recruiting: At the conclusion of the evaluation period, which
can last weeks or months, CIA headquarters in consultation with
the field component, decides whether or not the prospective agent
gbould be approached to spy for the agency. Normally, if the
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decision is affirmative, a CIA outsider will approach the prospect.

Neither the spotter nor the evaluator nor, for that matter, any
member of the local agency team will generally be used to make
the recruitment "pitch"; if something goes wrong, the individual
being propositioned will therefore be unable to expose any of the

CIA operators. As a rule, the CIA officer giving the pitch is

furnished with a false identity and given an agency-produced fake

American passport. The "pitchman" can quickly slip out of the
countryin case of trouble.

Once the recruiter is on the scene, agency operators will concoct
a meeting between him and the prospective agent. The pitchman

will be introduced to the target under carefully prearranged - and
controlled - circumstances, allowing the operator who made the

introduction to withdraw discreetly, leaving the recruiter alone

with the potential agent. Steps also will have been taken to
provide the recruiter with an escape route in the event that the
pitch should backfire. If he is clever in his approach, the recruiter
makes his pitch subtly, without any overt statements to reveal

his true purpose or affiliation with the agency.

If the potential agent has previously voiced opposition to his
government, the recruiter is likely to begin with an appeal to the

man's patriotic obligations and higher ideological inclinations.
Ways by which he could aid his country and its people throuetl
secret cooperation with a benevolent foreign power will be sug-

gested. If, on the other hand, the prospect is deemed susceptible

to money, the recruiter probably will play to this point, emphasiz-

ing that he knows of ways for the right individual to earn big

money - quickly and easily. If the subject is interested in power,

or merely has expensive habits to satisfy (sex, drugs, and so forth),
if he wants to defect from his country, or simply wishes to get

away from his family and social situation, the recruiter will
attempt to concentrate his efforts on these human needs, all the
time offering suggestions as to how they may be met through
cooperation with "@rtain parties." People volunteer or agree to
spy on their governments for many reasons. It is the task of the
recruiter to determine what reason - if one exists - is most
likelyto motivate the potential agent.
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If the agency has concluded that the prospect is vulnerable to
blackmail, thinly veiled threats of exposure will be employed
during the pitch. In some cases, however, the recruiter may
directly confront the potential agent with the evidence which
could be used to expose him, in an effort to shock him into
accepting the recruitment pitch. And in all cases the meeting
between the recruiter and the prospect will be monitored either
by audio surveillance (i.e., a tape recording) or some other
method - photographs, fingerprints, or anything which will
produce evidence that can later be used to incriminate the
prospect. If not at first susceptible to blackmail, the prospect
who wittingly or unwittingly entertains a recruitment pitch may
afterward find himself entrapped by evidence which could be
employed to ruin his career or land him in jail.

After the prospect accepts the CIA's offer, or yields to black-
mail, the recruiter will go into the details of the arrangement. He
may offer an agent with hieh potential $500 to $1,000 a month,
say, partly in cash but mostly by deposit in an escrow account at
some American or Swiss bank. He will try to keep the direct non-
escrow payments as low as possible: first, to prevent the man from
going on a spending spree which could attract the unwanted
attention of the local security service, and, second, to strengthen
his hold over the spy. The latter reason is particularly important
if the agent is not ideologically motivated. The recruiter may
pledge that the CIA will guarantee the safety of the agent or his
family, in case of difficulties wlth the local police, and he may
promise a particularly valuable agent a lifelong pension and even

American citizenship
The fulfillment of such pledges varies greatly, depending on the

operational situation and the personality of the CIA case officer
in charge. Some are cynical, brutal men whose word, in most
instances, is absolutely worthless. Others, though, will go to
extraordinary lengths to protect their agents. In the early 1960s

in Syria, one CIA man endangered his life and that of a trusted
colleague to exfiltrate an agent who had been "rolled up" (i.e.,

captured) by the local security service, tortured, and forcrd to
confess his compliclty in the CIA's operations there. Althougft the
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bgent, rendered a physical and mental wreck, was no longer lmil''

of any use to the CIA, the two operators put him in the trunk of a
private automobile and drove him to a nearby country - and i;
safetY.

The recruiter will try to get the new agent, upon agreeing to i
work for the CIA, to sign a piece of paper that for-mally and 'rr'

evidentially connects him with the agency, a paper which can ;"

later be used to threaten a recalcitrant agent with exposure, r"

should hebalk at continuing to work for the CIA.
The recruiter's last function is to set up a meeting between the

new agent and the clA operator stationedinthat country who will
selve as his case officer. This will often involve the use of pre-

arranged recognition signals. One technique, for example is to
give the agent a set of unusual cuffiinks and tell him that he will ,

soon be approached by a man wearing an identical pair. Another
is to set up an exchange of code words which the case officer can

later use to identify himself to the agent. When all this is ac- DELETEI)

complished, the recruiter breaks off the meeting and as soon as

possible thereafter leaves the country
When therecruitment pitch doesn'twork, (

DELEIED

) meeting with a potentiat agent/defec{or in

a local ..gasthausD only to find that the occupants of the nearby

tables were not viennese but rather members of a KGB goon

. gquad. Inthatinstancerwhenftghtingeruptedrhemanagedtoescape
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by fleeing to the men's room and ignominiously crawllng to safety
throughthe window above the toilet..

TestW: Once an agent has beenrecruited, his case officerim-
mediately tests his loyalty and reliability. He will be given certain

tasks to carry out which, if successfully performed, will establish

his sincerity and access to secret information. The agent may be

asked, for example, to collect information on a subject about
which, unknown to him, the agency has already acquired a great

deal of knowledge. If his reporting does not jibe with the pfevious

intelligence, he is likely to be either a double agent attempting to

mislead his case officer or a poor Source of information clumsily

trying to please his new employer. When feasible, the agent's

performance wil I be carefully monitored during the testing period

through discreet surveillance.
In addition, the new agent will almost certainly be required to

take a lie-detector test. CIA operators place heavy reliance on the

findings of a polygxaph machine - referred to as the "black box"-
in their agent operations. Polygraph specialists are available from

headquarters and several ofthe agency's regional support centers

to administer the tests on special assignment. According to one

such specialist, testing foreign agents calls for completely different

skills than questioning Americans under consideration for @reer

service with the CIA. He found Americans to be normally

straightforward and relatively predictable in their responses to
the testing, making it comparatively simple to isolate someone

who is not up to the agency's standards. But testing foreign

agents, he says, is much more dfficult. Adjustments must be

made to allow for cultural differences, and for the fact that the

subject is engaging in,clearly illegal and higltly dangerous

secret work. An ideologically motivated agent, furthermore,
may be quite emotional and thus unusually difficult to "read"
or evaluate, from the machine's m(asurements. One spyingsolely

for monetary gain or to satisfy some private vice may be im-
possible to read because there is no way of gauging his moral
limits. Congenital liars, psychopaths, and users of certain drugs

can fre,quently "beat the black box.n'According to the polygraph
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expert, a decision on the agent's reliability and sincerity is, there-

foie, based as much on the intuition of the tester as on the

*.us,rr.-"ots of the machine. The agent, however, is led to
believe that the black box is infallible, so if he is neither a well-

trained double agent nor clinically abnormal, he will more than

likely tell the truth.
Training:When the agent has completed the testing process, he

is next given instruction in the special skills required for his new

work as a spy. The extent, location, and specific nature of the

training varies according to the circumstances of the operation. In
Some instances the secret instruction is quite thorough; in other

cases the logistics of such training are nearly impossible to handle,

and consequently there is virtually none. In such circumstances

the agent must rely on his instinct and talents and the professional-

ism of his case officer,learning the ways of clandestine life as the

operation develops.
When training can be provided to an agent, he will be taught

the use of any equipment he may need - a miniature camera for
photographing documents, for example. He will be instructed in
one of several methods of covertcommunicatiOns - secret writing,
coded or encrypted radio transmissions, or the like. He will also

learn the use of clandestine contacts. And he will be given training
in security precautions, such as the detection and avoidance of
surveillance.

Depending upon the agent's availability, however, and his esti-

mated worth in the eyes of the Clandestine Services, he may

receive only a few short lessons from his case officer on how to
use an audio device or how to communicate with the agency

through a series of cut-outs. Or he may be asked to invent a cover

story to give to his family and his employer that will allow him to

spend several days or even a couple of weeks at an agency safe

house, learning the art of espionage. He may even seek an excuse

to leave the country so he can receive instruction at a CIA facility
in another nation, where he is much less likely to be observed by

his country's security service. Or he may Even be brought to the

United States for training, constantly monitored while here by the
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the agent senses he is merelybeinsexptoited by his caseofficer, his

loyalty can quicklY evaPorate.

Agents ,ri iotri.ute and, often, delicately balanced individuals.

The factors which lead them into the clandestine game are many

and highly complex. The stresses and pressures under which they

must function tend to make such men volatile, often unpredict-

able. The case officer, therefore, must continually be alert for any

sigp that his agent is unusually disturbed, that he may not bc

carrying out his mission. The operator must always employ the

right mixture of flattery and threats, ideolory and money,

emotional attachment and ruthlessness to keep his agent actively

workingforhim.
with the soviet oleg Penkovsky, his British and cIA handlers

found that flattery was aparticularlyeffective methodof motiva-

tion. Atthough he preferred British manners, Penkovsky Efeatly

admired Americarpower. Accordingily, he was secretly granted

u.s. citizenship and presented with his "sec,ret" cIA medal. As a

military man, he was quite conscious of rank; co1seque,ntly, he

was made a colonel in the U.S. Army to show him that he suffered

no loss of status because of his shift in allegiance'

On two occasions while Penkovsky was an active spy' he

traveled outside the u.S.S.R. on official dufy with high-level

delegations attending soviet-sponsored trade shows. Both times,

first in London and then in Paris, he slipped away from his soviet

colleagues for debriefing and training sessions with British and

American case officers..During one of the London meetings, he

asked to see his U.S. Army uniform. None of the CIA men, nor

any of the British operators, had anticipated such a request. one

q.ri"t+Uioting officer, however, announced that the uniform was

at another safe house and that driving there and bringing it back

for Penkovsky to see would take a while. The spy was temporarily

placated, and a clA case officer was immediately dispatched to

i'o6 " 
colonel's uniform to show to the agent. After scurrying

around London for a couple of hours in search of an American

Army colonel with a build similar to Penkovsky's, the operator

returned triumphantly to the debriefing session just as it was

concluding-uoifo'minhand.Penkovskywaspleased.

cIA Office of security. special training facilities for foreign

recruits, isolated from all other activities, exist at camp Peary -
"The Farm" - in southern Virginia.

while the tradecraft taught to the agent is unquestionably use-

ful, the instruction period also serves as an opportunity for his

case officer and.the otherinstructors to motivatehim and increase

. his commitment to the CIA's cause. The agent is introduced to

the clandestine proficiency and power of the agency' He sees its

tiehtly knit proiessional 
"u,,,utud.tie. 

He learns that althoueh he

is abandoning his former way of life, he now has a-chance for

a better one. Good work on his part will be rewarded with political

asylum; the government he is rejecting may even be replaced by

asuperiorone.Thushisallegiancetohisnewemployerisfurther
forged. It is the task of the cire officet to maintain this attitude in

themind of his agent.
HandlW: Successful handling of an agent hinges on the

strength of the relationship that thecase officer is able to establish

with his agent. e*o'oi"g to one former CIA operator, a good

case officer must combine the qualities of a master spy' a psy-

chiatrist, and a father confessor'

There are two prevailing views within the CIA's Clandestine

Services on the UJst way ti handle, or run, an agent. One is the

;UuiJr-tJ*n"ique, in-which the case officer develops a close

personal relationship with his agent and convinces him that they

are working togeth; to attain an important political goal' This

approach.uo proria" a powerful motivating force' encouraging

the agent to tate grcat risks for his friend. Most senior operatorsi

believe, however,Ihat the "buddy" technique leads to the danger

or,t. cas" office, forming an emotional attachment to his agent'

sometimes causing the CIA man to lop his professional ob-

jectivity. At the oth", end of the agent-hbndling fpectrum 
is the

..cynical,, style, in which the operator, while feigning personal

concern for the agent, actually deals with him in a completely

callous manner - io" ihut *uy border on ruthlessness' From the

beginning, this case officer is interested only in results. He drives

theagenttoextremesinanattempttoachievemildmum
op.rutjoouf performance. This method, too, has it drawbapks : once
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Months later, in Paris, the CIA operators were better prepared.

A brand-new uniform tailored to Penkovsky'smeasurements was

hung in a closet in a room adjacent to where he was being de-

briefed, and he iuspected it happily when the meeting wT
concluded

In the 1950s the CIA recruited an Eastern European intelligence

officer in Vienna whose motivation,like Penkovsky's, was essen-

tially ideological. While he was promised a good salary (and a

comfortable pension upon the completion of the operation, at

which time he would formally defect to the united states), his

case omcer avoided making any direct payments to him in Vienna

in order not to risk attracting the opposition's attention to him.

The agent well understood the need for such precautions, yet after

he had been spying for a while, he shocked his case officer one day

by demandin! a fairly substantial amount of cash. He refused to

say why he wanted the money, but it was obvious to his case

officer that the agent's continued good work for the agpncy wtls

contingent on getting the money he had requested. After consulta-

tions with the local CIA station chief and with headquarters, it
was finally decided that the risk must be taken and the agent was

given the money, with the hope that he would not do something

outlandish or risky with it. Agency operators then put him under

surveillance to learn what he was up to. To their consternation,

they discovered him the following weekend on the Danube River

cruising back and forth in a motorboat which he had just boueht.

A few days afterward his case officer confronted him and de-

manded that he get rid of the boat, for it was not something a man

of his ostensibly austere circumstances could possibly have pur-

chased on his own salary. The agent agreed, casually explaining

that ever since he was a small boy he had wanted to own a

motorboat. Now that yearning was out of his system and he was

quite willing to give uP the boat. ,'
Another Eastern European, who spied briefly for the clA years

later, refused all offers of pensions and political asylum in the

West. He wanted only Benny Goodman records.

one of the biggest problems in handling an agent is caused by

the changeover of case omcers. In keeping with the CIA's policy

TIe Clurfustine .Mentality

of employing diplomatic and other forms of official cover for most

Of its operators serving abroad, case omcers masqrrerading aS

U.S. diplornats, AID officials, Department of Defense representa-

tives, and the like,.must be transferred every two to four years to
another foreigr country or to Washington for a headquarters

assignment, as is customary with genuine Aperican officials. A
departing case officer introduces his replacement to all his agents

before he leaves, but often the agents are initially reluctant to deal

with a new man. Having developed an acceptable working rela-

tionship with one case officer, they usually are not eager to change

to another. Their reluctance is often heightened by the agency's

practice of assigping young case officers to handle already proven

agents. In this way, junior operators can gain experience with
agents who, as a rule, do not neod as much professional guidance

oi sympathetic "hand-holding" as newly recruited ones. Most

agents, however, feel that dealing with an inexperieitced officer

only increases the risks of compromise. All in all, making the

changeover can be quite sticky, but it is almost always a@om-

plished without permanent damage to the operation. If persuasion

and promises are not adequate to retain the agent's loyalty,

threats of blackmail usually are. The agency precaution of amas:

sing incriminating evidence - secret contracts, signed payment

rec€ipts, tape recordings, and photographs - generally will
convince even the most reluctant agent to see things theClA's way.

In certain highly sensitive operations the problem of case-officer

changeover is avoided in deference to the wishes of a particularly

hiehly placed agent. The potential damage to the operator's cove,r

by his prolonged service in a given country is considered of less

importance than the maintenance of the delicate relationship he

has developed with the agent. Similarly, in those situations where

a(
DELETED

) the agency officer may serve as many as six

or eight yeaxs on the operation before being replaced. And when

he is eventually transferred to another post, great care is taken to

select a replacement who will be acceptable to the friendly chief
of state.
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Terminatioa: All clandestine operations ultimately come to an

end. Those dependent upon agent activities have a short life ex-

pectancy and often conclude suddenly. The agent may die of
natural @uses or by accident - or he may be arrested and im-
prisoned, even executed. In any such event, the sole consideration
of the CIA operators on the scene is to protect the agency's

interests, usually by covering up the fact that the individual was

a sesret agent of the U.S. government. Sometimes, however, the

agency itself must terminate the operation and dispose of the

agent. The decision to terminate is made by the CIA chief of
station in the country where the operation is in progress, with the

approval of agencyheadquarters. Thereason for breakingwith an

agent may be simply his loss of access to the seclets that the CIA
is interested in acquiring; more complicated is emotional insta'
bility,lack of personal trustworthiness endangering the operation,

orthreat of imminentexposure and arrest. Worst of all, there may

be a question of political unreliability - it may be suspected that
the man is, or has become, a double agent, provocation, or decep
tion controlled by an opposition intelligence service.

The useless or unstable agent can usually be bought off or, if
necessary, successfully threatened. A reliable or useful agent in

danger of compromise or exposure to the opposition, or an

agent who has fulfilled his agreement as a spy and has performed

well, can be resettled in another country, provided with the neces-

sary funds, even assisted in finding employment or, at least,

retraining for a new profession. In those cases where the agent

has contributed an outstanding service to the CIA at gteat

personal risk, particularly if he burned himself out in so doing,

he will be brought to the United States for safe resettlement.

The Director of Central Intelligence, under the CIA Act of
l949,can authorize the "entry of a particular alien into the United
States for permanent residence . . . in the interest of national
security or the furtherance of the national infelligence mission."
The agent and his family can be granted "permanent residence

without regard to their inadmissibility under the immigration or
any other laws and regulations."

Resettlement, however, does not always go smoothly. And
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sometimes this is the fault of the clA. In the late 1950s, when

espionage was still a big business in Germany, former agents and

defectors were routinely resettled in Canada and Latin America.

The constant flow of anti-communist refugees to those areas was

too much for the agency's Clandestine Services to resist. From

time to time, an active agent would be inserted into the resettlement

Brocess. But the entire operation almost collapsed when, within a
matter of months, both Canadian and Brazilian governments dis'
covered that the CIA was uslng it as a mears to plant operating

agents in their societies.
Not all former agents are willing to be resettled in the United

States, especially not on the CIA's terms. In the 1960s a high'
ranking Latin American official who had been an agent for years

was forced for internal political reasons to flee his nativecountry.
He managed to reach Mexico City, where agency operators again

made contact with him. In consideration of his past services, the

agency was willing to arrange for his immigration to the U.S.

under the1949 CIA law if he would sign an agtreement to remain

quiet about his secret connection with the U.S. government and

not become involved in exile political activities in this country.
The Latin American, who had ambitions to return triumphantly
to his native country one day, refused to forgo his right to plot
against his enemies back home, and wanted residence in the

United States without citizenship, thus presenting the CIA with a
difficult dilemma. As long as the former agent remained unhappy

and frustrated in Mexico City, he represented a threat that his re-

lationship with the agency and those of the many other CIA
penetrations of his government which he knew about might be

exposed. As a result, CIA headquarters in Langley sent word to
the station in Mexico City that the ex-agent could enter the

country without the usual preconditions. The agency's top

officials hoped that he could be kept under reasonable control and

prevented from getting too deeply involved in political activities

which would be particularly embarrassing to the U.S. govern:

ment.
It is only logical to believe that there are instances when ter-

mination requires drastic action on the part of the operators. Such

t
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cases are, of course, hrghly sensitive and quite unco[lmon in the
CIA. But when it does become necessary to consider the per-

manent elimination of a particularly threatful agent, the final
decision must be made at the hiehest level of authority, by the
Director of Central Intelligence. With the exception of special or
paramilitary operations, physical violence and homicide are not
viewed as acceptable clandestine methods - unless they are acr

ceptable to the Director himself.

Two aspects of clandestine tradecraft which have particular ap.
plicability to classical espionage, and to agent operations in gen-

eral, are secret communications and contacts. The case officer
must set up safe means of communicating with his agent; other-
wise, there will be no way of receiving the information that the

agent is stealing, or of providing him with instructions and guid.
ance. In addition to a primary communication system, there will
usually be an alternate method for use if the primary system fails.

From time to time, different systems will be employed to reduce

the chances of compromising the operation. As with most

activities in the intelligence game, there are no hard and fast rules
governing communication with secret agents. As long as the

methods used are secure and workable, the case officer is free to
devise any means of contact with his agent that is suitable to the

operational situation.
Many agents want to putss on their information verbally to the

case officer. From their point of view, it is both safer and easier

than dealing with official papers or using spy equipment, either of
which could clearly incriminate them if discovered by the local
authorities. The CIA, however, prefers documents. Documents

can be verified, thus establishing the agent's reliability. They can

be studied and analyzed in greater detail and with more accuracy

by the intelligence experts at headquarters. In the Penkovsky case,

for example, the secret Soviet documents he provided were far
more valuable than his personal interpretations of events then

occurring in Moscow's military circles.

On the other hand, some agents want to have as little personal

contact as possible with their case officers. Each clandestine
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moeting is viewed as an invitation to exposure and imprisonment,
or worse. Such agents would prefer to communicate almost ex-
clusively through indirect methods or even by mechanical means
(encoded or encrypted radio messages, invisible ink, micro-dots,
and so on). But the CIA insists on its case officers having personal
contact with their agents, excrpt in exceptionally risky cases.
Periodically, the spy's sincerity and level of motivation must bo
evaluated in face-to-face meetings with the operator.

Each time the.case officer has a personal contact with his
agent, there is the danger that the two will be observed by the
local security forces, or by a hostile service such as the KGB. To
minimize the risk of compromise, indirect methods of contact are
employed most of the time, especially for the passing of informa-
tion from the agent to the operator. One standard technique is
the use of a cut-out, an intermediary who serves as a go-between.

The cut-out may be witting or unwitting; he may be another
agent; he may even reside in another country. Regardless, his
role is to receive material from either the agent or the case officer
and then relay it to the other, without being aware of its sub,
stance.

Another technique is the dead-drop, or dead-letter drop. This
is a kind of secret post-office box such as a hollow tree, the under-
side of a park bench, a crevice in an old stone wall - any natural
and unlikely repository that can be utilized for transferring
materials. (One of the dead-drops used in the Penkovsky opera-
tion was the space behind the steam-heat radiator in the entry of
an apartment building in Moscow.) The agent simply deposits his
material in the dead-drop at a prearranged time; later it is

"servi@d" by the case officer or a cut-out engaged for this pur-
pose.

Still another frequently used technique is that of the brush con-
tact, in which the agent and his case officer or a cut-out meet in
passing at some prearranged public place. The agent nray en-
counter his contact, for example, on a ctowded sgbway platform,
in a theater lobby, or perhaps on a busy downtown street. Acting
as if they are strangers, the two will manage to get close together
for a moment, long enough for one to slip something into the
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other's hand or pocket. Or they may quickly exchange newspapers

or briefcases. Such a contact is extremely brief as well as surrepti-

tious, and usually it is quite secure if well executed.

Although the case officer makes frequent use of indirect con-

tacts, he still must arrange personal meetings with his agent from
time to time. whenever there is a clandestine meeting - on a bus,

in a park, at a restaurant - other CIA operators keep watch as a

precaution against opposition monitoring or interference. This is

known in the covert business as countersurveillance. lhe case

officer works out safe and danger signals in advance of each ren-

dearous with both the agent and the countersurveillanceteam.In
this way, the operator' the agent, or any member of the team can

signal to the others to proceed with the meeting or to avoid or

break off contact if something seems out of the ordinary. Safe

houses (ClA-maintained residences) are also used for meetings

with agents, especiatly if there is a lot to be discussed. A safe

house has the advantage of providing an atmosphere where the

agent and the case officer can relax and talk freely without fear of
surveillance, but the more frequently one location is used' the

more likely it is to be discovered by the opposition. The need for

secrecy can keep the clandestine Operator busy; but it is a need

on which the clandestine operator thrives.

Agency Culture

A few years ago Newsweek magazine described the clA as the

most secretive and tightly knit oiganization(with the possible ex-

ception of the Mafia) in American society. The characterization

is something of an overstatement, but it contains more than a

ke'mel of truth' In its golden era, during the heieht of the cold
War, the agency did possess a rare €lan;it had a staff of imagina-

tive and daring officers at all levels and in all directorates. But

over the years the cIA has grown old, fat, and bureaucratic. The

esprit de corpsand devotion to duty its staff once had, setting the

agency apart from other government departments, has faded, and

to a great degree it has been replaced by an outmoded, doctrin-
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1,, aire approach to its missions and functions. The true purpose of
' secrecy - to keep the opposition in the dark about agency policies

and operations - has been lost sight of. Today the cIA often
practices Secrecy for secrecy's sake - and to prevent the American

iij , public from learning of its activities. And the true purpose of in-

ij tefligence collection - to monitor efficiently the threatening

f;lf moves of international adversaries - has been distorted by the

ii'' need to nourish a collective clandestine ego.
ir,

', After the U.S. invasion of Cambodia in 1970, a few hundred
, clA employees (mostly younger officers from thelntelligence and

, Science and Technolory directorates, not the Clandestine Ser-

,,, vices) signed a petition objecting to American policies in Indo-
'l'i china. Director Richard Helms was so concerned about the

l, prospect of widespread unrest in the agency's ranks and the

i. chance that word of it mieht leak out to the public that he

l'' summoned all the protesters to the main auditorium and lectured
, them on the need to separate their personal views from their
' , orofessional duties. At the same time, similar demonstrations on

other government agencies. Nearly every newspaper in the

,,,, country carried articles about the incipient rebellion brewing in

,i, the ranks of the federal bureaucracy. The happeningS at the CIA,i,y 
which were potentially the most newsworthy of all, were, how-

,' .n.r, never discovered by the press. In keeping with the agency's

clandestine traditions, CIA employees had conducted a secret

' Protest., To agency personnel who had had the need for secrecy dritled
, into them from their moment of recruitment, there was nothing

strange about keeping their demonstration hidden from public

view. Secrecy is an absolute way of life at the agency, and while
. outsiders might consider some of the resulting practices comical

, in the extreme, the subject is treated with Sfeat seriousness in the

, CIA. Training officers lecture new personnel for hours on end

abOut "SeCurityconSCiOusness," and these sesSiOns are augmented

during an employee's entire car@r by refresher courses, warning
posters, and even the semi-annual requirement for each employee

i

i
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to review the agency's security rules and to sign o coFY, as an
indication it has been read. As a matter of course, outsiders

should be told absolutely nothing about the CIA and fellow em-

ployees should be given only thatinformationforwhich theyhave
an actual "n@d to know."*

CIA personnel become so accustomed to the rigorous security
precautions (some of which are indeed justified) that they easily

accept them all, and seldom are caught in violations. Nothing
could be more natural than to work with a telephone book
marked sBcnrr, an intentionally incomplete telephone book which
lists no one working in the Clandestine Services and which in
each semi-annually revised edition leaves out the names of many

of the people employed by the overt directorates, so if the book
ever falls into unauthorized hands, no enterprisingforeign agent

or reporter will be able to figure out how ma,ny people work at

CIA headquarters, or even how many work in non-clandestine
jobs. Those temporarily omitted can look forward to having their
names appear in the next edition of the directory, at which time

others are selected for telephonic limbo. Added to this confusion

is the fact that most agency phone numbers are regularly changed

for security reasons. Most employees manage to keep track of
commonly called numbers by listing them in their own personal

desk directories, although they have to be careful to lock these in
their safes at night - or else risk being charged with a security

violation. For a first violation the employee is given a reprimand
and usually assigned to several weeks of security inspection in his

or her office. Successive violations lead to forced vacation without
pay for periods up to several weeks, or to outright dismissal.

Along with the phone books, all other classified material (in-

cluding typewriter ribbons and scrap paper) is placed in these

safes whenever an office is unoccupied. Security guards patrol

every part of tle agency at roughly half-hour intervals in the

evening and onLweeke,nds to see that no seclet documents have

* The penchant for secrecy sometimes takes on an air of ludicrousness.
Secret mi:dals are awarded for outstanding perforrrance, but they cannot
be worn or shown outside the agency. Even athletic trophies - for iutramural
bowling, softball, and so on - cannot be displayed cxcept withia the guarded
sanctuary of the headquarters building.
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been left out, that no safes have been left unlocked, and that no

ffi spies are lurking in the halls. If a guard finds any classified

I material unsecured, both the person who failed to put it away aod
ij the person within the office who was assiened to double-check tho
. premises have security violations entered in their personnel

t files.

H Thes€ security precautions all take place inside a headquarters
{ building that is surrounded by a twelve-foot fence topped with
'{, barbed wire, patrolled by armed guards and police dogs, and

can enter either the outer perimeter or the building itself without
' showing proper identification. Each CIA employee is issued a

. laminated plastic badge with his picture on it, and these must not
; only be presented to the guards on entry, but bekeptconstantlyin
J view within the building. Around the edges of the badge are
I twenty or so little boxes which may or may not be filled with red
: Ietters. Each letter signifies a special security clearance held by tho

owner. Certain offices at the CIA aredesignatedasrestricted, and' only persons holding the proper clearance, as marked on their
badges, can gain entry. These areas are usually guarded by an
agency policeman sitting inside a glass cage,from which he con-

,i trols a turnstile that forbids passage to unauthorized personnel.
,:' Particularly sensitive offices are protected, in addition to the

, ' guarded turnstile, by a combination or cipher lock which must be
opened by the individual after the badge is inspocted.

' Even a charwoman at the CIA must gain security clearance in
. order to qualify for the badge that she, too, must wear at all

times; then she must be accompanied by an armed guaxd while
she cleans offices (where all classified material has presumably
already been locked up). Somerooms at the agency are considerd
so secret that thecharwoman and her guardmust also bewatched
by someone who works in the office.- 

The pervasive secrocy extends everywhere. Cards placed on
agency bulletin boards offering items for sale conclude: "C.all Bill,
ortension 64&." Neither clandestine nor overt CIA employees
are permitted to have their last names exposed to the scrutiny of

,-{ their colleagues, and it was only in 1973 that employees wero
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allowed to ansrer their phones with any words other than those

sigpifying the four-digit extension number.
Also until recent years all CIA pe,rsonnel were required to

identify thernselves to non-agency people as employees of the

State or Defense Department or some other outside organization.

Now the analysts and technicians are permitted to say they work
for the agency, although they cannot reveal their particular office.

Clandestine Service employees are easily spotted around Wash-

ington because they almost always claim to be employed by

Defense or State, but usually are extremely vague on the details

and unable to furnish an office address. They do sometimes give

out a phone number which corresponds to the correct orchange

for their cover organaation, but these extensions, through

some deft wiring, ring in LangleY

The headquarters building, located on a partially wooded 125-

acre tract eight miles from downtown Washington, is a modernistic

fortressJike structure. Until the spring of 1973 one of the two

roads leading into the secluded compound was totally unmarked,

and the other featured a sign identifying the installation as the

Bureau of Public Roads, which maintains the Fairbanks Highway

Research Station adjacent to the agency.

until 1961 the cIA had been located in a score of buildings

scattered all over Washington. One of the principal justifications

for the $46 million headquarters in the suburbs was that con-

siderable expense would be saved by moving all employees under

one roof. But in keeping with the best-laid bureaucratic plans, the

headquarters building, from the day it was completed, proved too

small for all the CIA's Washinglon activities. The agency never

vacated some of its old headquarters buildinp hidden behind a

naval medical facility on 23rd Street Northwest in Washington,

and its National Photo Interpretation Center shares part of the

Navy's facilities in Southeast Washington. Other large CIA
offices located downtown include the Domestic Operations

Division, on Pennsylvania Avenue near the White House.

And in washington's virginia suburbs thereareeven moreclA
buildings outside the headquarters complex. An agency training
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facility is located in the Broyhiil Building in Arlington, and the

CIA occupies considerable other office space in that county's
Rosslyn section. Also at least half a dozen CIA components are

located in the Tyson's Corner area of northern Virginia, which
has become something of a mini-intelligence community for
technical work due to the presence there of numerous electronics

and research companies that do work for the agency and the

Pentagon.
The rapid expansion of CIA office space in the last ten years

did not happen as a result of any appreciable increase in person-

nel. Rather, the technological explosion, coupled with inevitable

bureaucratic lust for new frontiers, has been the cause. As Direc-
tor, Richard Helms paid little attention to the diffusion of his

agency until one day in 1968 when a CLA official mentioned to
him that still one more technical component was moving to fV-
son's Corner. For some reason this aroused Helms' ire, and he

ordered a study prepared to find out just how much of the agency

was located outside of headquarters. The completed report told
him what most Washington-area real-estate agents already knew,

that a substantial'percentage of CIA employees had vacated the

building originally justified to Congress as necessary to put all
personnel under one roof. Helms decreed that all future moves

would require his personal approval, but his action glowed the

cxodus only temporarilY.
When the CIA headquarters building was being constructpd

during the late I 950s, the subcontractor responsible for putting in
the heating and air-conditioning system asked the agency how
many people the structure was intended to accommodate. For
security reasons, the agency refused to tell him, and he was forced

to make his own estimate based on the building's size. The result-

ing heating system worked reasonably well, while the air-condi'
tioning was quite uneven. After initial complaints in 1961, the

contractor installed an individual thermostat in each office, but so

many agency employees were continually readjusting their
thermostats that the system got worse. The M&S Directorate then

decreed that the thermostats could no longer be used, and each

o11e was sealed up. However, the M&S experts had not considered
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that the CIA was a clandestine agency, ffid that rnany of its
personnel had taken a "locks and picks" course while in training.
Most of the thermostats were soon unlocked and back in opera-
tion.

At this point the CIA took the subcontractor to court to force
him to make improvements. His defense was that he had installed
the best system he could without a clear indication of how many
people would occupy the building. The CIA could not counter
this reasoning and lost the decision.

Another unusual feature of the CIA headquarters is the cafe-
teria. It is partitioned into a secret and an open section, the larger
part being only for agency employees, who rnust show their
badges to the armed guards before entering, and the smaller being
for visitors as well as people who work at the CIA. Although the
only outsiders ever to enter the small, dismal section are emplof-
ees of other U.S. government agencies, representatives of a
few friendly governments, and CIA families, the partition ensures

that no visitor will see the face of any clandestine operator eating
lunch.

The CIA's "supergrades" (civilian equivalents of generals) have
their own private dining room in the executive suite, however.
There they are provided higher-quality food at lower prices than
in the cafeteria, served on fine china with fresh linens by black
waiters in immaculate white coats. These waiters and the execu-
iive cooks areregular CIA employees, in contrast to the cafeteria
personnel, who work for a contractor. On several occasions the
Office of Management and Budget has questioned the hieh cost of
this private dining room, but the agency has always been able to
fend off the attacks, as it fends off almost all attacks on its
activities, by citing "national security" reasons as the major
justification.

Questions of social class and snobbery have always been very
important in the CIA. With its roots in the wartime Office of
Strategic Services (the letters OSS were said, only half-jokingly,
to stand for "Oh So Social"), the agency has long been known for
its concentration of Eastern Establishment, IW Irague t)rpes.

Allen Dulles, a forme,r American diplomat and Wall Street lawyer
with impeccable connections and credentials, set the tone for an
agency full of Roosevelts, Bundys, Cleveland Amory's brother

' Robert, and other scions ofAmerica's leading families. Therehave

, been exceptions, to be sure, but most of the CIA's top leaders havc
. been white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, and gtraduates of the riSht

Eastern schools. While changing times and ideas have diffused
the influence of the Eastern 6lite throughout the government as a

whole, the CIA remains perhaps the last bastion in official Wash-

,i ingfon of WASP power, or at least the slowest to adopt the
'tri, principle of equal opportunity.
,r It was no accident that former Clandestine Services chief Rich-
.# 'ard Bissell (Groton, Yale, A.8., Ph.D., London School of Eco-

# nomics, A.B.) was talking to a Council on Foreign Relations

flt discussion group in 1968 when he made his "gonfidential" speech

{, oncovertaction.FortheinfluentialbutprivateCouncil,composed
'I of several hundred of the country's top political, military,
p;i business, and academic leaders, has long been the CIA's principal

1't, "constituency'' in the American public. When the agency has

{i,' needed prominent citizens to front f6r its proprietary companies

t or for other special assistance, it has often turned to Council

$; members. Bissell knew that night in 1968 that he could talk freely

ro and openly about extremely sensitive subjects because he was
.E among "friends." His words leaked out not because of the

f indiscretion of any of the participants, but because of student

$ upheavals at Harvard in 1971.

,i,. It may well have been the sons of CFR members or CIA of-

fi ficials who ransacked the office housing the minutes of Bissell's

I speech, and therein lies the changin$ nature of the CIA (and the

i Eastern Establishment, for that matter). Over the last decade the
i '' attitudes of the young people, who in earlier times would have fol-
x lowed their fathers or their father's college roommates into the

_r, CIA, have changed drastically. With the Vietnam war as a catalyst,
I the agency has become, to a large extent, discredited in the
r, traditional Eastern schools and colleges. And consequently the

'' CIA has been forced to alter its recruiting base. No longer do

&. Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and few other Eastern schools provide
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the bulk of the agency's professional recruits' or even a sub
stantial number.

For the most part,IW Leaguers do not want to join theagency,

and the clA now does its most fruitful recruiting at the univer-

sities of middle America and in the armed forces. While the shift
unquestionably reflects increasing democratization in American
government, the CIA made the change not so much voluntarily as'

because it had no other choice if it wished to fill its ranks. If the

"old boy" network cannot be replenished, some officials believe,

it will be much more difficult to enlist the aid of American cor-
porations and generally to make use of influential "friends" in

the private and Public sectors.

Despite the comparatively recent broadening of the CIA's
recruiting base, the agency is not now and has never been an

equal-opportunity employer. The agency has one of the smallest

percentages - if not rfte smallest-of blacks of any federal depart-

ment. The CIA's top management had this forcefully called to

their attention in 1967 when a local civil-rights activist wrote to

the agency to complain about minority hiring practices. A study

was ordered at that time, and the CIA's highest-ranking black

wasfound to bea GS-l3 (theroughequivalent of anArmymajor).

Altogether, there were fewer than twenty blacks among the CIA's

approximately 12,000 non-clerical employees, and even the pro'

portion of black secretaries, clerks, and other non-professionals

was considerably below that of most Washington-a"rea govern-

ment agencies. One might attribute this latter fact to the agency's

.suburban location, but blacks were notably well represented in

the guard andchar forces.

Top officials seemed surprised by the results of the 1967 study

because they did not consider themselves prejudiced men. They

ordered increased efforts to hire more blacks, but these were not

particularly successful. Young black college graduates in recent

yr"rr have shied away from joining the agency' some on political

gfounds and others because of the more promising opportunities

available in the private sector. Furthermore, the CIA recruiting

system could not easily be changed to bring in minorities. Most of
the'.spotting" of potential employees is done by individual college
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professors who are either friends or consultants of the agency,

and they are located on predominantly white campuses where

each year they hand-pick a few carefully selected students for the

CIA.
The paucity of minority goups in the CIA goes well beyond

blacks, however. In 1964 the agency's Inspertor General did a

routine study of the Office of National Estimates (ONE). The

Inspector found no black, Jewish, or women professionals, and

only a few Catholics. ONE immediately took steps to bring in
minorities. One woman professional was hired on a probationary

basis, and one black secretary was brought in. When the pro-

fessional had finished her probation, she was encouraged to find

work elsewhere, and the black secretary was given duties away

from the main oNE offices - out of sight in the reproduction

center. oNE did bend somewhat by hiring a few Jews and some

additional Catholics.
There are extremely few women in high-ranking positions in

the cIA, but, of course, the agency does employ women as secre-

taries and for other non-professional duties. As is true with all

large organizations, there is a high turnover in these jobs, and the

agency each year hires a thousand or more new applicants. In a

search for suitable candidates, CIA recruiters concentrate on

r@enthi8h-schoolgraduatesfromthemostlywhitesmalltowns
and cities of Virginia and the neighboring states, Maryland'

West virginia, and Pennsylvania' washington' with its over-

whelming black majority, supplies comparatively few of the CIA's

secretaries. Over the years the recruiters have established good

contacts with high-school guidance counselors and principals

in the nearby states, and when they make their annual tour in

search of candidates, interested girls are steered their way,

with several from the same class often being hired at the salne

time. When the new secretaries come to CIA headquarters

outside of Washington, they are encouraged to live in agency-

selected apartments in the Vireinia suburbs, buildings in which

virtually all the tenants are CIA employees.

securiu considerations play a large part in the agency's lack of
attentionlto urban areas in its secTetarial recruiting. All agency

*

,i
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employees must receive full security clearances before they start

work. This is a very expensive pro@ss, and women from small

towns are easier and cheaper to investigate. Moreover, th€ CIA
se€ms actually to prefer secretaries with the All-American image

who are less likely to have been "corrupted" or "p6liticized" than

thoir urbanized sisters.
Agency secretaries, as well as all other personnel, must pass

lie detector tests as acondition of employment. Then they periodic-

ally - usually at five-year intervals or when they return from
overseas assignments - must submit themselves again to the " black

box." The CIA, unlike most employers, finds out nearly every-

thing imaginable about the private lives of its personnel through
these polygraph tests. Questions about sex, drugs, and personal

honesty are routinely asked along with security-related matters

such as possible contacts with foreign agents. The younger

secretaries invariably register a negative reading on the machine

when asked the standard: "Have you ever stolen government

property ?" The polygraph experts usually have to add the qualify-

ing clause, "not including pens, pencils, or minor clerical items.o'

Once CIA recruits have passed their security investigations and

lie-detector tests, they are given training by the agency. Most ofthe
secretaries receive instruction in the Washingfon area, such

instruction focusing on the need for secrgcy in all aspects of the

work. Women going overseas to type and file for their CIA bosses

are given short courses in espionage tradecraft. A former
secretary reported that the most notable part of her field training
in the late 1960s was to trail an instructor in and out of Washing-

ton department stores. *

The agency's professionals, most of them (until the 1967 NSA
disclosures) recruited through "friendly" college professors,

receive much more extensive instruction when they enter the CIA
as career trainees (CTs). For two years they are on a probationary

status, the first year in formal training programs and the second

with on-the-job instruction. The CTs take introductory courses

* This woman's training proved useful, however, when in her frst post
abroad, ostensibly as an embassy secretary, she was given the mission of
surveilling an apartment buildingin disguise as an Arab woman.

.l
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at a CIA facility, known. as the Broyhill Building, in Arlington,
Virginia, in subjects such as security, the organization of the
agency and the rest of the intelligence community, and the nature
of international communism. Allen Dulles, inhis daysasDirector,
liked to talk to these classes and tell them how, as an American
diplomat in Switzerland during World War I, he received a tele-
phone call from a Russian late on a Saturday morning. The Rus-
sian wanted to talk to a U.S. government representative im-
mediately, but Dulles had a date with a young lady, so he
declined the offer. The Russian turned out to be Nikolai Lenin,
and Dulles used the incident to urge the young CTs always to be
alert to the possible importance of people they meet in their work.

Afterward, CTs go to "The Farm," the establishment near
Williamsburg that is disguised as a Pentagon research-and-
testing faciiity and indeed resembles a large military reservation.
Barracks, offices, classrooms, and an officers'club are grouped
around a central point. Scattered over its 480 mostly wooded acres
are weapons ranges, jump towers, and a simulated closed border
of a mythical communist country. Away from these facilities are
heavily guarded and off-limits sites, locations used for super-
secret projects such as debriefing a recent defector, planning a
special operation, or training an important foreign agent who
will be returning to his native country to spy for the CIA.

As part of their formal clandestine training at "The Farm," the
CTs are regularly shown Hollywood spy movies, and after the
performance they collectively criticiz*- the techniques used in the
films. Other movies are also used, as explained by the former
clandestine operator who wrote about his experience in the April
1967 Ramparts:

We were shown Agency-produced films depicting the CIA in
action, films which displayed a kind of Hollywood flair for
the dramatic that is not uncommon inside the Agency. A
colleague who went through a 1963 training class told of a
film on the U-2 episode. In his comments prefatory to the
film, his instructor intimated that President Eisenhower "blew
his cool" when he did not continue to deny that the U-2 was
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a CIA aircraft. But no matter, said the instructor, the U-2
was in sum an Agencytriumph, forthe planes had been over-
flying Soviet territory for at least five yeaxs. During this time
the Soviet leaders had fumed in frustration, unable to bring
down aU-2 on the one hand, and reluctant to let the world
know of their inability on the other. The photography con-
tained in the film confirmed that the "flying cameras" had
accomplished a remarkable job of reconnaissance. When the
film ended and the lights came on, the instructor gestured

towards the back of the room and announced: "Gentlemen,
the hero of our film." There stood Francis Gary Powers.
The trainees rose and applauded.

All the CTs receive some light-weapons training, and those

destined for paramilitary duties receive a full course which in-
cludes instruction in explosives and demolition, parachute jumps,

air and sea operations, and artillery training. This paramilitary
training is also taken by the contract soldiers (who Seatly resent

being called "mercenaries") who have been separately recruited
for special operations. They join the CTs for some of the other
courses, but generally tend to avoid the younger and less ex-
perienced recent college graduates who make up the bulk of the
CT ranks. Many of these mercenaries and a few of the CTs
continue on for an advanced course in explosives and heavy
weapons given at a CIA training facility in North Carolina.
Postgraduate training in paramilitary operations is conducted at
Fort Bragg in North Carolina and at Fort Gulick in the Panama
Canal Zone.

Fringe Benefits

Although agency personnel hold the same ratings and receive the
same salaries as other govefllment employees, they do not fall
under Civil Servicejurisdiction. The Director has the authority to
hire or fire an employee without any regard to normal govern-
mental regulations, and there is no legal appeal to his decisions.
In general, however, it is the CIA's practice to take extremely
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good care of the people who remain loyal to the organization.
There is a strong feeling among agency management officials
that they must concern themselves with the welfare of all
personnel, and thisfeeling goes well beyond the normal employer-
employee relationship in the government or in private industry.
To a certain extent, security considerations dictate this attitude
on the part of management, since an unhappy or financially
insecure employee can become a potential target for a forergn
espionage agent. But there is more to it than that. Nearly every-
one s€ems to believe: We're atl in this together and anyone who's
on the team slnuld be taken care of decently. The employees
probablyfeel a higherloyalty to the CIA than members of almost
any other agency feel for their organization. Again, this is good
for security, but that makes the sentiments no less real.

Some of the benefits for agency perSonnel are unique in the
federal br:reaucracy. For example, the CIA operates a sulrmer
intern program for college students. Unlike other govprnment
agencies which have tried to hire disadvantaged and minority
youngsters, the CIA's program is only for the sons and daughters
of agency employees. Again the justification is security and
Gr(pense of clearing outsiders, but it is a somewhat dubious claim
the since the State Department manages to clear all its interns
for'"top secret" without significant expense or danger to security.

If a CIA employee dies, an agency security officer immediately
goes to his or her house to see that everything is in order for the
survivors (and, not incidentally, to make sure no CIA documents
have been taken home from the office). If the individual has been
Iiving under a cover identity, the security officer ensures that the
bover does not fall apart with the death. Often the security man
will eve,lr help with the funeral and burial arrangements.

For banking activities, CIA employees are encouraged to use
the agencyis own credit union, which is located in the head-
quarters building. The union is expert in giving loans to
clandestine operators under cover, whose personal-background
staternents are by definition false. In the rare instance when an
cmployee forfeits on a loan, the credit nnion seldom prosecutes
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to get back the money: that could be a breach of security.

There is also a special fund, supported by annual contributions
from agency officers, to help fellow employees who accidentally
get into financial trouble.

The credit union also makes various kinds of insurance avail-

able to CIA employees. Since the agency does not wish to give

outsiders any biographical information on its personnel, the CIA
provides the insuror with none of that data that insurance

companies normally demand, except age and size of pollcy'

The agency certiffes that all facts are true - even that a particular

employee has died - without offering any proof. Blue Cross,

which originally had the agency's health-insurance policy,

demanded too much information for the agency's liking, and in

the late 1950s the CIA switched its account to the more tolerant

Mutual of Omaha. Agency employees are even instructed

not to use the airplane-crash insurance machines available at

airports, but to purchase such insurance from the credit union.
Attempts are made even to regUlate the extracurricular activities

of agency employees - to reinforce their attachment to the organi-

zation and, of course, for security reasons. An employee-activity

association (incorporated for legal purposes) sponsors programs

in everything from sports and art to slimnastics and karate.Ihe
associatiOn also runs a recreational travel service, a SpOrtS and

theater ticket service, and a discount sales store. The CIA runs

its own training programs for reserve military officers, too. And
it has arranged with local universities to have its own offi.cers

teach collegeJevel and graduate courses for credit to its em-

ployees in the security of its headquarters building.
The CIA can be engagingly paternal in other ways, too. On

the whole, it is quite tolerant of sexual dalliance among its em-

ployees, as long as the relationships are heterosexual and not with
enemy spies. In fact, the CIA's medical office in Saigon was known
during the late 1960s for its no-questions-asked cures of venereal

disease, while State Department officers in that city avoided thc

embassy clinic for the srlme malady because they feared the

consequences to their careers of having VD listed on their
personnel records.
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In many other ways the CIA keeps close watch over its em-
ployees'health.If a CIA officer gets sick, he can go to an,agency

' doctor or a "cleared" outside physician.If he undergoes surgery,
he frequently is accompanied into the operating room by a CIA
security man who makes sure that no s€srets are revealed under
sodium-pentathol anesthesia. If he hasa mental breakdown, he is
required to be treated by an agency psychiatrist (or a cleared con-
tact on the outside) or, in an extreme case, to be admitted to a
C[A-sanctioned sanitarium. Althoueh no statistics are available,
mental breakdowns seem more common in the agency's tension-
laden atmosphere than in the population as a whole, and the CIA
tends to have a more tolerant attitude toward mental-health prob-
lems and psychiatric therapy than the general public. In the
Clandestine Services, breakdowns are considered virtually normal
work hazards, and employees are encouraged to return to work
after they have completed treatment. Usually no stigma is at-
tached to illness of this type; in fact, a number of senior officers
suffered breakdowns while they were in the Clandestine Services

and it clearly did not hurt their car@rs. Ex-Clandestine Services
chief Frank Wisner had such an illness, and he later returned to
work as the ClAstationchief in London.

Many agency officials are known for their healy drinking -
which also seems to be looked upon as an occupationalbazard.
Again, the CIA is more syrrpathetic to drinking problems than
outside organizations. Drug use, however, remains absolutely
taboo.

While the personnel policies and benefits extended by the CIA
to its employees can be justified on the grounds of national
security and the need to develop organizaitional loyalty, these tend
to have something of a personal debilitating effect on thq car@r
ofrcers. The agency is unconsciously viewed as an omniscient,
omnipotent institution - one that can even be considered in-
fallible. Devotion to duty grows to fanaticism; questioning the
decisions of the authorities is tantamount toreligious blasphemy.
Such circumstances encourage bureaucratic insulation and
introversion (especially under strong pressures from the outside),
and they even promote a perverse, defensive attitude which
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restricts the individual from keeping pace with signfficant social

events occurring in one's own nation - to say nothing of those

evolving abroad. Instead of continuing to develop vision and

sensitivity irith t giard to their professional activities' the car@r

officers u."om" unthinking bureaucrats conc€rned onlv with

their own comfort and security, which they achieve by catqing

to the demands of the existing politicat and institutional leader-

ships - those groups which can provide the meailt for such

personaleods.

Secret Writings

A number of years ago the CIA established a secret historical

library,later a socret internal professional journal, and ultimately

began the preparation of the exhaustive secret history of thp

"S*ty, 
beingwritten byretired senior officers'

-The 
Historical Intelligence collection, as the special library is

officially known in the cIA, is a fascinating library of spy

literatuie, containing thousands of volumes, fiction and non-

fiction, in many languages. The curator, a senior car@r offi.cer

by trade but by avocation a bibliophile of some note, is annually

ailocated a handsome budget to travel around the world in search

of rare books and documents on espionage. Througlr his efforts,

the CIA today possesses probably the most complete compilation

of such publications in the world. In recent years the collection

has been expanded to include intelligence memorabilia, featuring

exhibits of invisible inks, bugs, cameras' and other equipment

actually used in certain operations by spies or their handlers'

The cIA's own quarterly trade jourrial is called studies in

Intelligence. Articles in recent years have dealt with subjects

ranging from the practical to the theoretical: there have been

article.s on how to react when undergoing enemy interrogation;

how the National Estimate process works; how to covertly

ffiftrate and exfiltrate heavily guarded e'nemy borders' After

tho Cuban missile crisis the journal ran & debate on whether the

ctA had failed to detect the soviet missiles early enough or had
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il,rU".r"Ord in time to allow the government to take remedial

action.
Some articles are of pure historical interest. In 1970 there was a

fascinating account of tht successful efforts at the end of World

war II of the couturier count Emilio Pucci, then in the Italian

army, to keep out of German hands the diary of Mussolini's

Foreign Minister (and son-in-law) count ciano, who had earlier

been executed bi the Duce. Presumably stories of this kind

would be of interestto ordinarycitizens but Studies in Intelligence,

while bearing a physical resemblance to many regularly published

magazines, i. Aifir"ot in one important respect. It is stamped

,*r, and is therefore available only to CIA employees and a few

selected readers elsewhere in the intelligence community' Even

its regular reviews of curent spy novels are withheld from the

AmericanPublic.
The most important of the C[.A's private literary projects is the

massive secret history of the agency that has been in preparation

since 1967. Recoenizing the irresistible tendency of former intel'

ligence officers to write their memoirs and, thereby, often to em-

barrass their orgarlizations and their government with their

revelations, Director Helms prudently agreed to permit the

preparation of an official secret history of the cLA and its clan-

ioii"" activities. A professor of history from a Midwestern

university was hired to act as coordinator and as a literary/

research advisoi to those officers who would participate in the

project. Retired senior officials were rehired on contract at their

ior*", salaries to spend'a couple of additional years with the

agency putting their recollections down on paper for eventual in'

.orp#ion in the encyclopedic summary of the CIA's past.

Helms' decision was a master stroke. The history will never be

completed, nor will it ever be published. By definition it is a per-

.petualprojectandonethatcanbereadonlybythosewlohlvea- 
"t*r 

"need to know" - and they are few indeed. But the writers,

the battle-scarred old hands, have gotten their frustrations out

of their systems - with no harm done - and they have been paid,

well paid, for their efforts. (Probably better than they could

, have been had they gone public.) As for the CIA' it' too' is
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workmen had already started to put the white House christmas
decorations in place on a December day in 1969 when the
President met in the cabinet room with the National security
Council. The(

DELETED

) out to the interested parts of the federal
government the previous April, bureaucrats had been writing
position papers to prepare their chiefs for this meeting. There
was sharp disagreement within the government on how hard a
line the United States should take with the (

DELETED
) Now the time for decision-making was at hand,

and those present included the vice President, the Secretaries of
State and Defense, the Under Secretaries of State and Commerce,
the Director of Central Intelligence, a representative of the
National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA), the Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs, and the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.*

The President opened the session by stating that the NSC had
before it some very complex problems - complex not only in the
usual foreign-policy sense but also in a moral context which, the
President noted, concerned a large poption of the American
population. Nixon then turned to his DCI, Richard Helnrs, and
said, "Go ahead, Dick."

* Admiral Thomas Moorer, the newly named Chairman of the JCS, was
attending his first NSC meeting in this capacity. The President noted thc
occasion by introducing him to all assembled as "Admiral Mormon."
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The NSC meeting had officially begun, and, as was customary,
Helms set the scege by giving a detailed briefing on the political
and economic background of the countries under discussion.
using charts and maps carried in by an aide, he described recent
developments in southern Africa. (His otherwise flawless per-
formance was marred only by his mispronunciation of ..Malagnsy"
fiormerly Madagascar], when referring to the youngrepublic.)

Next, Henry Kissinger talked about the kind of general posture
the United States could maintain toward the ( DELEIED )
and outlined the specific policy options open to the president.In
thecase of (

DELEIEI)

i
i Sofoe of the statements were quite revealing. Early in the meeting

secretary of state william Rogers jokingly poiated out, to general laughtei
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) the United States to do so. To what exte,nt

Helms'arguments played a part in the presidential decision can

be answered only by Richard Nixon himself. But, the following
yeat,atthe request of the British, the United States did end its (

DELETED

in the room, that it miCht be inappropriate for the group to discuss the sub-
ject at hand, since some of those present had represented southem African
clients in earlier law practices. Yice President Spiro Agpew gave an lm'
passioned speect on how the South Africans, now that they had reoently
declared their independence, were not about to be pushed around, and he

went on to compare South Africa to the United States in its infant days.
Finally, the President leaned over to Agnew and said gentlyr "You mean
Bhodesia, don't you, Ted?tt

lished factor that it was not even under review at the NSC meet-
ing.

It wasquite extraordinary for Helms to speak out to the NSC
aboutthe detrimental effecthis agencywould suffer if the (

DELETET) ) since the DCI's noilnal
role at these sessions is limited to providing the introductory back-
gtround briefing. As the President's principal intelligence advisor,
his function is to supply the facts and the intelligenco corl-
munity's best estimate of future events in order to help the
decision-makers in their work. What Helms was saying to the
NSC was entirely factual, but it had the effect of injecting in-
telligence operations into a policy decision. In theory at least,
the decision-makers are supposed to be able to choose the most
advantageous options withthe benefit of intelligence -notfortha

of intelligence.

Analysis v. Operations

Many, but by no means all, intelligence professionals agree that
the primary and, indeed, paramount purpose of the inteltigence
process is to produce meaningful, timely information on foreign
developments after a careful analysis of secret and open sources.
The finished product should be balanced in perspective and
objective in presentation. Under no circunstances is iatelligence
supposed to advise a particular course oiaction. The intelligence
function, when properly perfornred, is strictly an infonnational
service.

This is the theory, but in actual practice the U.S. intelligence
community has deeply intruded - and continues to - into the
policy-making arena. Perhaps it is unrealistic to expect that a

$6 billion activity with more than 150,000 employees working in
over l00countrieswould do otherwise.Nevertheless, it should be

understood that when someone like Richard Helms publicly
doclares, as he did in l97l,"We make no foreign policy," he may

bc tecbnicatty correct in the sense that CIA officials must receive
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) was such an estab-DELETED
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aooroval from the White House for their main programs; but he

i, uUrotot"ty incorrect in leaving the impression that the in-

telligence community, apart from supplying information, does

notlave a profound determinative effect on the formulation

andcarrying out of Arnericanforeign pollcy'

The very existence of the cIA as an instrument for sectet

intervention in other countries' internal affairs changes the way

the nation's highest leaders look at the world. They know that if
open political or economic initiatives fail, theJ can call on the

CfA to bail them out. One suspects that the Eisenhower ad-

ministration might have made more of an effort during its last

ten months to prevent relations with cuba from reaching the

breaking point iittre President had not already given his approval

to the ciandestine training of a refugee army to overthrow the

Castroregime.
The extreme secrecy in which the CIA works incteases the

chances that a President will call it into action. He does not have

to justify the agency's activities to Congress, the press' or the

American people, so, barring premature disclosure, there is no

institutional force within the united states to stop him from

doing what he wants. Furthermore, the secrecy of cIA operations

allows a President to authorize actions in other countries which'

if conducted openly, would brand the United States asi an outlaw

nation.Internatiooa U* and the United Nations charter clearly

prohibit one country from interfering in the internal affairs of

inother, but if the interference is done by a clandestine agency

whose operations cannot readily be traced back to the united

states, then a President has a much freer hand. He does not even

have to worry about adverse public reaction at home or abroad'

For examplg after Salvador Allende had been elected President

of Chile in tgZO, President Nixon was asked at a press conference

why the united States was willins to intervene militarily in

Vietnamtopreventacommunisttakeoverbutwouldnotdo
the same thing in chile to prevent a Marxist from taking power;

he replied that "for the united states to have intervened in a

free iection and to have turned it around, I think, would have

had repercussions all around Latin America that would have
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been far worse than what happened in Chile." The hesident
;,failed to mention that he had approled (

DELETtsD
) but by keeping his action sectet, he was able to

avoid - at least for the time being - the "adverse political reaction"
which he feared. If there had been no CIA to do the job covertlS
the U.S. government almost certainly would not have tried to
involve itself in the Chilean elections, since it was obviously not
willing to own up to its actions.

, Clandestine operations can appear tb a President as a pana@a,
i as a way of pulling the chestnuts out of the fire without going
', through all the effort and aggravation of tortuous diplomatic

negotiations. And if the CIA is somehow caught in the act, the

"deniability" of these operations, in theory, saves a President

from taking any responsibility - or blame. Additionally, the CIA
. is equipped to act quickly in a ctisis. It is not hindered nearly as

' much by a cumbersome bureaucracy as is the Pentagon, and it has

proved its ability to move with little advancd notice, as it did in
i the Coneo during the early 1960s, to put an "instant air force"

, into action. And the agency's field personnel do not demand the

: Bupport facilities of their military colleagues. In Laos forty or frfty

Cax€er CIA officers assisted by several hundred contractees ran an

i Gntire "sectet war," whereas the Pentagon, given the same mission,

ii. p6obably would have set up a military-assistance command with

't thousands of personnel (as it did in Vietnam), at a much greater

cost to the United States. Also, CIA operators are much less

llkely than the military to gtrouse publicly that political restric-

, tlons are forcing them to fight "with one arm tied behind our
1 bAck," and this makes the agency attractive to a President who

, has no desire to engage in a running battle with his generals over
, the tactics to be used in a particular situation.

The CIA does not originate an American commitment to a
@untry. The President and the State Department do that. But

Once CIA operations are started in a foreign land, the U.S. stake

h ttrat nation's future increases. Certainly the American interest

Would be even larger if the President decided to send in combat

EOops instead of his covert warriors, but such open intervention

I
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would have to be justifred publicly.In the 1950sandearly 1960s

neither President Eisenhower nor President Kennedy Wanted to
make such a commitment in Vietnam or Laos. Yet, by using

foreign-aid funds and heavy doses of covert operations, they were

able to create and then keep alive anti+ommunist governments

in both countries. When these palliatives proved insufficient later

in the 1960s, President Johnson chose to send American Eround

troops into Vietnam and to begin thesystematic bombing of Laos

by the u.s. Air Force. It mieht be argued that the cfA's coYert

operations put offthe day when more massiveamounts of Ameri-

can power would be needed, but it also mieht be said that if the

"geo"y 
had not managed to keep the governments in Saigon and

Vientiane functioning for such a long time, the United States

would never have intervened openly at all.
In neither vietnam nor Laos was the cIA acting without the

approval of the nation's hieilrest policy-makers. Indeed, all the

agency,s major covert-action operations are approved by the 4O

Committee, opd the President himself closely reviews this com-

mittee's decisions. But even approved clande.stine activjties have

a way of taking on a life of their own, as field operatives loosely

interpret the general guidelines that come down from the White

House through Langley. By not closely supervising cIA covert

operations, the nation's highest leaders have allowed the agency

to affect foreign pollqy profoundly. For exanrple, during the CIA
revolt against the leftist Guatemalan regime in 1'954, an agency

plane bombed a British freighter which was suspected of carying

ar:ns to the embattled government troops. In fact the ship was

loaded with coffee and cotton, and, fortunately, no one was in-

jured wheD only one of the bombs exploded. Richard Bissell

admitted to the New York Timeson April 28,l966,that the attack

on the British vessel was a "sub-incident" that "went beyond the

established limits of policy." Bissell continued, "You can't take

on operations of this scope, draw boundaries of policy around

them and be absolutely sure that those boundaries will not be

over-stepped."
fne CfA got involved ia another "sub-incident" while it was

training Cuban exiles at secret bases in Guate,mala for an in'
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'i,asion of their homeland. fn November 1960 a rebellion brokc
out against the Guatemalan government which had been so

rgracious in allowing the agency to use its territory as theiumping-

off point for the cuban operation. The cIA returned the favor

by sending its 8-26 bombers to help crush the insurgency.

It is not clear whether White House perrrission was given for
these attacks, but there was no question that the CIA had again

interfered in Guatemalan internal politics - this time to make

sure that no new Guatemalan government would oust it from
its secTet bases. Once embarked on the attempt to overthrow
Castro, the agency had become involved in a chain of events

which forced it to intervene militarily in a second country to
protect its operation against cuba. The President may have set

the original policy, but there was no way he could have known

that simply by approving an attack on Cuba he would set in
motion agency paramilitary activities against Guatemala.

CIA operations can have another unforeseen effect on Ameri-

can foreign pofucy; they can subject the country to blackmail if
something goes wrong. For instance, within five days after the cIA
pilot was shot down and captured by Indonesia in 1958, the U.S.

government approved the sale for local qurency of 37,000 tons of
American rice and lifted an embargo on $1 million in small arms

and other militari, equipment. Considering that at that moment

the CIA was actively baeling an armed revolution against the

Sukarno regime, these would have bren strange actions indeed for
the U.S. government to take if it were not extremely eoucerned

about savingthe caPtured Pilot.
A somewhat similar incident occurred in Singapore in 1960

after a CIA lie-detector expert was flown into'the city to make
gure that a locally recruited agent was trustworthy. When the

agency technician plugged in his polygraph machine in a hotel

room, he blew out all the fuses in the building.* The lie'detootor

.(
DELETED
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man, a CIA case officer, and the local agent were soon under

arrest. The Singepore govefirment and the British, who were in
the process of granting Singapore its indepe,lrdence, were both

disturbed by the incident. Negotiations then ensued to secure

the men,s release. According to singapore Prime Minister Lee

Kuan Yew, the U.S. government offered $3.3 million to get them

out. I-ee claimed that he wanted ten times as much and con-

sequently took nothing. In any case, the two clA officials were

subsequently freed, and the newly installed Secretary of State,

Dean Rusk, wrote a secret letter of apology to the Singapore

leader. In a 1965 speech Lee mentioned the affair as ari example

of the type of activity engaged in by the CIA. The State Depart-

ment issued a routine denial furnished by the cIA - State',s press

office not realizing the truth of Lee's charges. I-ee reacted by
publicly producing Rusk's letter of apology, and State was forced

to retract its original statement, although it still maintained that

no ransom had ever been offered. As well as embarrassing the

U.S. government and making headlines around the world, the

incident caused the State Department to revamp its internal

system for making announcedlents about intelligence matters. (

DELETEI)
)

In general the presence of American intelligence facilities in a
foreign country can have an important effect on American policy

toward that country, esp@ially in the Third world. closely

aligped countries, such as (

DEI,ETED

DELETEI)
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) But to the less developed countries, the

i o*o* of an American installation is both a threat and an op
t 'portunity. 

The threat comes from domestic opposition forces who

ioOk on the base as an exarnple of "neo-colonialism" and use it as

aweapon against thoseinpower.Theopportunity arises out of the
i fact that thi United States will pay dearly for the right to install

: its eavesdropping equipment and keep it in place - as @ELETEI)
) discovered.

(

DELETED

) Both host governments bave been severely criti-

cized by internal forces and neighboring countries for giving the

united states a foothold in their nations, but both have been
I handsomely rewarded in American military and economic
' assistance well into the hundreds of millions of dollars. While
' 

compaxatively modest amounts of aid would probably have been
: 

supplied even if there had been no bases, the large size of the

programs represented, in effect, a direct payment for the in-

telligence facilities.
Simitarly, from 1956 until the end of 1969 the U.S. Air Force

Operated a huge base near Peshawar in Pakistan which was

pimarily an inie$igence facility. For several years before Francis

brry powers' abortive flight over the Soviet Union in 1960, the

CIA'. U-2 planes used Peshawar as a principal takeoff point for

rcconnaissance flights over and along the edges of the Soviet

Union.Inaddition, (

DELETET)

) From the early days of the Eisenhower administration,

the United States had allied itself more closely with Pakistan than

withlndia in thosetwo countries'continuingstruggf,e. Yet at least

rcme experts on the region believe that an important factor in the

Arnerican "tilt" toward Pakistan, at least until the late 1960s, was

tho desire to hold on to the base at Peshawar.

Another site of large American technical espionage instal-
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lations is the island of Taiwan. In this instance the United States

did not have to provide the Nationalist Chinese government with
much inducement to allow the construction of the facilities, since

they were aimed against the Nationalists' archenemy on the main-

land and some of the information gathered was shared with the

Chiang Kai-shek government. Furthermore, in the flfteen or so

years after the Nationalists' expulsion from China, the CIA
closely cooperated with Chiang's intelligence service to run

covert missions against the mainland, and the Nationalists were

so dependent on the United States for their very existence that
they were in no position to extract a large payment from the

United States for the intelligence bases. Yet, by giving the CIA
and the other agencies a free hand to build virtually any kind
of facility they chose, the Chiang government made it much

more difficult for the United States to disengage from Taiwan and

build better relations with China. Many of the most important
installations for the surveillance of the mainland are located

on the island, and they represent an investment valued in the

hundreds of millions of dollars. All American military forces,

including those engaged in intelligence work, will have to be

removed from Taiwan before the United States meets the Chinese

conditions for complete normalization of relations between the

two countries.
Recent history is full of other examples of technical espionage

programs having a profound effect on U.S. foreign policy. The

shoot-down of the U-2 over the Soviet Union in 1960 caused the

cancellation of the Eisenhower-Khrushchev summit meeting. The

spy ship Liberty, while trying to monitor the action during the

1967 Six Day War, moved in too close (because a "warning"
message from Washington was misrouted) and was shot up by
Israeli planes and boats. Thirty-four Americans were killed.

As a result, according to former DIA and CIA staffer Patrick
McGarvey in his book CIA: The Myth and the Madness, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff "proposed a quick, retaliatory air strike

on the Israeli naval base which launched the attack." The Chief's

recommendation was turned down. McGarvey continues:
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The next year the North Koreans seized a similar ship, the

pueblo, and interned its crew. Again we were on the brink

of war because of intelligence, the supposed secret arm of
government. The JCS again recorlmended an air strike. The

Puebloincident was followed by the shoot-down of a United

States reconnaissance plane [a Navy Fjc-l,zlloffthe coast of

North Korea a little over a year later' And again JCS

wanted to mount an air strike.

There have been other disastrous reconnaissance flights - these

over china - that have gone virtually unreported in the American

press. Some of these have been mentioned by the New China News

Agency, but have apparently been dismissed in thd West as com-

mioiri propagandu. rn.y include the shooting down of several

CIAU-Z piurr.r flown by Nationalist pilots and even more U.S.

Air Force-pilotless "drone" aircraft (the Chinese claim nineteen

downed between t964 arld 1969) over the chinese mainland.

American SR-71s also flew regularly over China (and continue to

do so over North Korea) until all reconnaissance flights were

stopped as a result of Henry Kissinger's first trip to Peking in

197r.
At the very time in October 1969 when the United States was

trying to resume diplomatic contact with the Chinese, Air Force

Intetligenc€, with the approvat of the 40 committee, sent a drone

over southern China. On October 28 theNew ChinaNewsAgency

reported the downing of "a u.S. imperialist, pilotless, hieh alti-

tude plane," but (

DELETED
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)

Another extremely provocative drone flight was proposed by

the Pentagon in the period after the American invasion of Cam-

bodia in 1970. The mission wasi aBproved by the 40 committee

over the strong oblections of the State Department which estimated

that roughly one in three of these aircraft would be shot down. (
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The official justification for all the espionage missions caried

out by intelligence planes and ships is to gather intelligence which

helps to protect the national security of the United States. But

with literally hundreds of fl ights and cruises scheduled each month
along the borderS of and over unfriendly countries, inevitably

there are embarrassing failures. That these abortive missions on

occasion cause international crises is understood by the policy-

makers who rather routinely give their approval, and is pre-

sumably figut'ed in as one of the costs of acquiring the intelligence.

Yet it is frightening to realize that some of these spylng forays

could have led - and could in the future lead - to armed conflict.

Missions that violate the territorial integrity of foreign countries

are clear violations of sovereignty, and any country that shoots

at an intruder inside its borders is completely within its legal

rights.

While Allen Dulles professed to believe that U.S. foreign policy

should be based on intelligence estimates developed by an agency

with "no axes to grind and . . . itself . . . not wedded to any par-

ticular policy," his actions were not always true to these words.

Consequently, he made possible the Bay of Pigs - the classic case

of what can happen when intelligence is misused in the carrying

out of a clandestine operation.
The problem started on the eve of Fidel Castro's triumphant

maxch into Havana in January 1959 while CIA analysts were
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preparing a report for the White House stating that the rebels'
success was due largely to the comrption of the Batista regime
and the resulting popular disgust among the Cuban people.

Allen Dulles personally intervened in the intelligence process
- and rewrote this report to suit his own political biases. In Dulles'
view, Castro's victory was not a natural development that could
have been expected in light of the faults of Batista. Dulles'
Calvinistic mind may well have seen the hand of the Devil at
work, and he predicted that there would be a slaughter in
Havana which would put the French Revolution to shame.

"Blood will flow in the streets," he wrote passionately in the CIA
report to the White House.

For the most part, however, the agency's analysts took a more
moderate tone in the months that followed. They stressed that
Castro's Cuba, while something of an annoyance, was in no way a

direct threat to the security of the United States. The Intelligence
Directorate also tried to explain that Castro, despite his socialistic
Ieanings, was fiercely independent and a devout nationalist, much
like Indonesia's Sukarho,Egypt's Nasser, and Ghana's Nkrumah

- all opponents of Western domination of the Third World
but certainly not agents of any international communist con-

spiracy. Most important for future events, the analysts wrote
that, regardless of the emotional reports flowing from Cuban

refugees concerning political unrest on the island, Castro ap-
peared to have general support ofthe populace.

Dulles did not accept this finding of his intelligence analysts,

nor did he promote their point of view at the White House.

Instead, he seized upon the reporting of the Clandestine Services

as more truly reflective of events in Cuba. Dulles had always

believed that the field operator was a more reliable judge of
evbnts than the intelligence analyst back at headquat'ters.

Prior to Castro's takeover, there had not even been a full-time
CIA analyst of Cuban problems in the Intelligence Directorate,

and the two that were added after January 1959 never really won
Dulles' trust. He preferred to read the assessments of the

Clandestine Services' officers, who did their own evaluation

of the clandestine reports received from secret agents.
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Sometime during late 1959 Dulles decided that the best solution
for the Cuban problem would be to invade Cuba with an army of
Cuban refugees and to overthrow Castro. He was unquestionably
influenced by the reports of the Clandestine Services, which,
unlike those of the Intelligence Directorate, stressed the un-
popularity of the Castro regime, its internal frictions, and its
economic troubles. In March 1960, President Eisenhower, at
Dulles'urging and with Dulles'facts at hand, gave his approval
for the CIA to start recruiting and training the ill-fated invasion
force. Robert Amory, the Deputy Director of Intelligence,
was never officially told that the invasion was in the works so
that his experts could analyze the chances of success. Dulles
was convinced that Cuba was ripe for an invasion, and as he
was the hesident's chief intelligence advisor, that was that.

When the CIA's military force failed to topple Castro in the
spring of 1961, the agency's Intelligence Directorate temporarily
gained equal footing with the Clandestine Services. This did not
occur because there was any newfound appreciation of the
analysts'work but rather because the operators were in a general
state of disgrace after the Bay of Pigs. John McCone took over as
Director in November 1961, and after rising above his initial
distrust of the entire organization, he ultimately saw the need for
and the value of high-quality national intelligence.

(
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)* Castro, whose seqret agents had penetrated
* Assassination of Castro seemed to have been a recurrent idea in the CIA

during these years. E. Howard Hunt claims to have recommended it before
the Bay of Pigs, only to be turned down. In November of 1961, President
Kennedy mentioned the idea in a private chat with Tad Szulc, then of the
New York Times. Kennedy asked the newsman, "Ho\il would you feel if
the United States assassinqted Castro ?" When Szulc said he thought it was
a very poor idea, Kennedy said, "I'm glad you feel that way because sug-
gestions to that effect keep coming to me, and I believe very strongly the
United States should not be a party to political assassination." Lyndoa
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the CIA's operations long before the Bay of Pigs, knew perfectly
well what the CIA was doing, and the ongoing American attacks
against his rule may well have been an important factor in his
decision in the spring of 1962 to allow the Soviet Union to install
offensive nuclear weapons in his country.

The Cuban missile crisis that developed as a result produced
one of the finest hours for the CIA and the intelligenc€ com-
munity, although the last National Intelligence Estiniate, pre-
pared by the CIA a little over a month before President Kennedy
went on nationwide television to announce the Cuban "quaran-
tine," declared that it was unlikely that the Soviets would install
nuclear-tipped missiles on the island. The fact remains, however,
that the CIA and the other intelligence agencies did discover the
Soviet missiles in time for the President to take action, and they
presented the facts to Kennedy with no policy recommendations
or slanting which could have limited his options. This was how
the intelligen@ process was supposed to work.

The affair started in the late spring of 1962 when CIA analysts
noted that the Soviets were sending an increased amount of
military assistance to Cuba. These shipments were not viewed
with particular alarm in the agency, since there was still much
to be done in the Soviet re-equipping of the Cuban anny forces,
which was then under way. Furthermore, the CIA had ways
of keeping track of what arms flowed into Cuba.

Since January 1961, when the Eisenhower administration had
broken diplomatic relations with the Castro regime, there had
been no agency operators working out of an American embassy
in Havana, but the (
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) Additionally, a steady flow of refugees

Johnson told his former aide Leo Janos, as recounted in a July 1973
Atlantic article, "We had been operating a damned Murder, Inc. in the
Caribbean." Janos elaborated, "A year or so before Kennedy's death a CIA-
backed assassination team had been picked up in Havana. Johnson specu-
lated that Dallas had been a retaliation for this thwarted attempt, although
he couldn't prove it."
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was arriving in Miami and being debriefed by agency officers
pennanently assigned there. As was true before the Bay of Pigs,
the stories told by many of these refugees were hysterical but
occasionally some valuable nugget of information would be
gleaned from their tales.

Based on President Kennedy's request, the USIB had set Cuba
as a PriorityNational Intelligence ObjectivtiCPNIO), and the vari-
ous military intelligence agencies had been assigned extensive
collection requirements by the USIB. New requirements were

almost continually levied in response to the specific needs of the
analysts. The Air Force and the Navy carEfully watched the
shipping lanes and photographed Soviet ships destined for Cuba.
Surveillance was provided by the Sixth Fleet in the Mediter-
ran@n, by the Atlantic fleet (which even had a listening post at
Guantanamo Bay inside Cuba), and by the Air Force. U.S.
intelligence photographed ship movements and listened in
electronically on Cuban communications. The National Security
Agency tunpd its huge antennae in on Soviet shipping and Cuban
communications. ITT had operated much of the Cuban com'
munications system beforq Castro's nationalizations, and the
company worked closely with the CIA and NSA to intercept

messages. Much of the old equipment was still in use, and the
NSA was collectirlg Iarge amounts of information. Finally, the

CIA was flying two U-2 missions each month over Cuba, and .

the photographs taken by these spy planes were quickly turned
over to the analysts.

So while Soviet military (and economic) assistance to Castro

was on the upswing in the late spring of 1962, there seemed little
cause for alarm in the CIA or elsewhere in the U.S. government.

Moscow had recently eased tensions in Berlin, much to the relief
of Washington policy-makers, whose strong stand in that
divided city appeared to have paid off. But still there were a few

ominous signs. The CIA learned that Soviet military personnel

were being secretly used in combat roles as submarine crews in
Indonesia and as bomber crews in Yemen, a drastic departure from
previous Soviet practice. Then, by July the analysts noted further
increases in thearms being shippedto Cuba, alongwiththearrival
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of a large number of young men from the Soviet Union - who
Moscow claimed were technical advisors to assist in economic
development programs. The CIA doubted this, for, among other
reasons, all the "civilians" were young, seemed to have a military
bearing, and wore only two kinds of sport shirt.It was becoming
clear that the Soviets were supplying too much military equip-
ment for the Cuban armed forces to absorb. A small group of
CIA analysts, expert in deciphering the ways Moscow and its
allies conducted their foreign aid programs, became convinced
that an unprecedented military build-up was o@urring in Cuba.
Their efforts during August to alert top U.S. officials to this
threat were hamp€rd, surprisingly, by military intelligence
agencies, namely the DIA and the NSA, which viewed the
intensified Soviet activity on the island as mostly economic
assistance. Perhaps it was because the CIA had performed so
poorly with its inaccurate reporting on Cuba as a prelude to the
Bay of Pigs that even the hawkish U.S. military establishment was

now leery of the agency's ability to assess the Cuban situation. In
airy event, both the DIA and the NSA saw fit to counter the CIA

' intelligence reports with rebuttals in late Augus t 1962.
The basic reason that the CIA analysts were able to monitor

the Soviet arms build-up more closely than the other intelligence
agencies, which had essentially the same information available,
was the more refined technique that the CIA had developed,
including a special analytical tool known as "c:rate-ology" - a
unique method of determining the contents of the large crates
carried on the decks of the Soviet ships delivering arrns. With a
high degree of accuracy, the specialists iould look at photographs
of these boxes, factor in information about the ship's embarka-
tion point and Soviet military production schedules, and
deduce whether the crates contained transport airctaft or jet
fighters. While the system was viewed with caution by many in
the intelligence community, CIA Director John McCone accepted
its findings, and his confidenqe in the technique proved to be
justified.

Nevertheless, the CIA's analysts did not spot the first shipments
of Soviet offensive missiles, which arrived in Cuba during the
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early part of September. fnt Soviets escaped the scrutiny of the

"crate-ologists" by sending the weapons in the'holds of hugs

freighters, not in crates carried on deck as had been their usual
practice when delivering bulky military equipment..On September

19, the USIB approved the National Intelligence Estimateswhich,

while noting the disturbing Soviet arms build-up, delared it un-

likely that the Russians would bring in nuclear-tipped missiles.

During this period McCone personally suspected the worst of the

Soviets, but, to his credit, he did not put his private views

forward as the CIA position since, as he would later say, it was

based on "intuition," not "hard intelligence." Nevertheless, he

did urge the White House to approve an increased schedule

of U-2 fliehts. The President agreed in early October, but, at

Defense Secretary McNamara's urging, responsibility for the

reconnaissance missions was turned over from the CIA to'the
Air Force because of the danger that Soviet SAMs (strface-to-

air missiles) posed to morefrequent fliEhts.*

On October 14 an Air Force U-2 brought back photographs

of six medium-range ballistic-missile sites which were nearing

operational readiness and four intermediate-range sites in the

early stage of construction. CIA analysts were able to verify these

pictures indisputably with the help of information previously

provided by satellite surveillance of similar installations in the

U.S.S.R. and from documents supplied by Penkovsky, and also

bycomparinethe(
DET,EIED

) And thus the Cuban missile crisis began.

By the end of October, Nikita Khrushchev had been out-
maneuvered by Kennedy and he promised to withdraw his

country's offensive weapons from Cuba, in return for an

American pledge not to invade the island. (This was a pledge that

I Just as the new wave of U-2s was starting surveillance of Cuba, on
october g,1962, the mainland chinese used a sAM to bring down a cIA
U-2 flown by a Nationalist Chinese pilot. A SAM of the same model had
knocked Frincis Gary Powers out of the air over the Soviet Union two
years earlier and would down an Air Force plane over Cuba late in October
at the height of the missile crisis.
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the ClA, with White House approval, seems to have violated
systematically by continuing its eu€rrilla raids on Cuba until the

late 1960s.) The CIA and several military intelligence agencies

tnaintained their surveillance of Cuba to make sure the with-
drawal was complete. It was, despite persistent rumors in the

press that the Soviets had hidden some of the missiles in caveS.

The CIA even noted that a Soup of IL28 jet bombers had beBn

removed from a hiding place which the agency had (unknown to
the Soviets) previously discovered.

President Kennedy chose later to view the missile ctisis as a

nearly disastrous intelligence failure, since the CIA had been

unable to give early warning of the Soviet offensive build'up and

had predicted in its last estimate the unlikelihood of Soviet missiles

being placed on the island. He was not willing to concede that the

agency's warning of heavily increased Soviet military activity on

the island during the summer months (when military intelligence

was claiming otherwise) compensated for the CLA's inability to
predict that nuclear-missile sites would be constructed - even

though it was as a direct result of the agency's warning that

surveillance of the island was intensified and ultimately led to the

discovery of the missiles. To what extent the President still
mistrusted the CIA for its Bay of Pigs blunder is unclear, but

Kennedy obviously expected better information.
The Cuban missile crisis illustrated the inherent limitations of

intelligence, among the most important of which is that certain

revents simply cannot be predicted with accuracy or confidence.

Khrushchev's decision to install nuclear missiles in Cuba was not

knowable until the Soviets had actually embarked on that course

of action. Careful psychological studies of Khrushchev's

character could provide suppositions that he might act in an

unpredictable way, but to have known exactly what he would do

would have required divine analytical wisdom or spies in the

inner reaches of the Kremlin - neither of which the CIA possessed.

As for those people in the intelligence community whose visceral

feelings led them to expect the worst of Khrushchev and Castro

before either had contemplated the missile gamble - to have

accepted their speculations as intelligence would have been the
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height of irresponsibility. Allen Dulles and his Clandestine
Services lieutenants had had their own gut reactions to events in
Cuba nearly two years earlier, and when their 'lfeelings" were
presented to the nation's leaders as intelligence, the outcome was
the Bay of Pigs. John Mc€one proved himself a much more

fesponsible intelligence officer than his predecessor when, unlike
Dulles, he refused to impose his own suspicions upon the Presi-
dent. Hindsight may indicate that the Dulles technique, employed
by McCone, would have had more favorable results - but hind-
sight is too easy.

The CIA and the rest of the intelligence community conducted
extensive post-mortems of the missile crisis. They found that
enough bits and pieces of information and other tenuous evidence
had been available to have warrantod an earlierjudgment that the
Soviets were installing their missiles. Bureaucratic entanglements
and frictions, coupled with some degree of human imperfection,
however, prevented even the most astute intelligence officers from
determining the true purpose of Krushchev's actions. Yet intel-
ligence seems to have done the best it could in the existing circum-
stances; the one or two accurate agent reports picked up during
September were buried among thouSands of useless, inaccurate,
or misleading ones. The collection of huge amounts of secret
information from a multitude of sources and the availability of
analytical staffs even larger than those available at the time are
by themselves no guarantee that the CIA and the intelligence
community will produce correct predictions. Intelligence is in
essence a guessing game, albeit one that is grounded in f-act, logic,
and orperience. It can ba a useful tool to the poliry-makers,
but it is not, even in its purest fonn, a magic art.

Abusing the Product
Unfortunately, intelligence reports are often sent to the nation's
leaders in a far from pure form, especially when the subject is
Soviet military capabilities. Yet, estimating the quantity and
quality of Soviet weapons is probably theintelligence cornmunity's
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most important task, since the Soviet Union, on a strategic basis,
is the only country in the world that offers a real threat to. the
security of the United States. (The Chinese strategic threat is more
potential than real.) Every President since World War II has
wanted to know about any dangerous imbalances between
American and Soviet forces, and presidential decisions on whether
or not to go ahead with the development of new and expensive
weapons systems have been based, to a great extent, on intelli-
gence estimates of . how strong the Russians are (although
domestic political considerations and the view of America's
allies also play a large role).

The Pentagon knows all too well that to justify its constant de-
mands for new. weapons and larger forces, intelligence must show
that the Soviets are moving into a position of strength.* To sup-
port a request for additional ships, the Navy will often magnify an
.increased threat from the Soviet fleet. The Air Force can much
more easily obtain funds for a new bomber if it can show that the
Soviets are developing one. Similar justifications can be - and
have been - made for missiles, tanks, and even the continuance of
American programs forchemical and biological warfare. Military
analysts have tended to take a "worst case" view of the Soviets,
from which they predict the most dire possible cooseque,lrces
from Soviet actio4s. Major General Daniel Graham, formerly
chief of estimates at the DIA, described the process in an April
1973 article in Army Magazine: "To put it bluntly, there is a
considerable body of opinion among decision-makers, in and
out of DOD [Department of Defense], which regards threat
estimates prepared by the military as being self-serving, budget
oriented, and generally inflated." While Graham conceded that
the lack of confidence in military estimates is ",fully understand-
ablo," stemming "from a series of bad overestimates, later
dubbed 'bomber gap,' 'missile gap,' and 'megaton gap,"' he
asserted that military intelligence has now vastly improved and is
capable of making objective estimates. While most observers of the

I Senator Stuart Symington has pointed ou[ that scare stories about Soviet
military Strength appear at congressional budget time in springtime Wash-
lagton as regularly as the cherry blossoms.
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intelligence community would agree with his assessment of the
military's bad record in estimates, few outside the Pentagon

would accept his assertion that objectivity has returned to the

Pentagon's appraisals of the Soviets, although these appraisals

are trnquestionably closer to reality than they were ten years ago.

Graham illustrated another basic point that "is beginning to be

understood in military planner circles." He stated:

Estimates of future enemy forces and hardware are by nature
of int ent - not j ust c ap ab i I i t y . The old arguments about "capa-

bility versus intent" are heard less now in DOD. It remains
true that intelligence should emphasize capability in descrip-

tions of current and near-future enemy forces. But the

minute you tackle the usual problem of estimating enemy

forces (or hardware) a year or so into the future, you have

entered the realm of intent. For example, since World War
II the Soviets have never to our knowledge deployed forces

of fielded hardware as fast as their total capability permitted.

To estimate that they would do so with regard to some

weapon system or type of forcein thefuturewould makelittle
sense. . . . It is remarkable how long it has taken some of our
military users to wise up to it.

As a result of the military's propensity to overestimate, the CIA
(usually supported by the State Department) is almost always sus-

picious of Pentagon positions. Thus, the agency tends to resist and

counter military judgments, which in turn has led to CIA under-

estimation. In the national-security bureaucracy, the agency's

tendency to be wrong on the low side, while occurring far less

frequently than the Pentagon's errors, is considered more serious,

since if estimates of Soviet capabilities run too high, that provides

a margin for safety to the military planners, who may well spend

billions of dollars reacting to a non-existent threat but who at
least do not endanger the country by developing too few weapons.

This continuing confiict between the military agencies and the

civilians in the intelligen@ coglmunity was most evident in the pre-

paration of the National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs), which until
1973 were considered the hiehest form of national intelligence.
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In the internal ClAreshuffiing begun byJames Schlesinger dur-
irtg his short stay at the agency and continued by present Director
Colby, the twelve-to-fourteen-man Board of National Estimates
and its staff of forty to fifty specialists have beerr largely phased
out - alongwith the production of thoroughly researched and well-
thought-out community-wide NIEs. These documents, long the
epitome of finished intelligence production, were found to be in-
adequate for the more immediate foreign-policy purposes of
Henry Kissinger and the Nixon administration. Thus, the BNE
has been replaced by a group of eight senior officers known as

National Intelligence Officers who on short notice produce brief
(no more than ten- or twelve-page) assessments of whatever
international situation is of immediate concern to Kissinger's
NSC staff.

The net result of this change has been that long-term estimates
on broad subjects (e.g., the Outlook on Latin America Over the
Next Decade, Soviet Strategic Strike Capabilities for the Next Five
Years, etc.) have given way to short-term predictions which are
little more than extensions of current intelligence analysis. But the
intelligence system is the servant of the policy-maker and must
meet his needs and demands. Even so, the CIA's new estimating
system has failed to satisfy the NSC staff and the White House.
The tactical approach to world problems has proved to be of no
more value - and probably less - than the traditional strategic
view.

In the past, while the majority of the fifty or more MEs written
each year dealt with political matters, both the CIA and the
Pentagon devoted the most work and attention to estimates that
dealt with foreign military capabilities - especially the Soviet
LInion's. These MEs, on such subjects as Soviet strategic strike
forces, air defense forces, and general-purpose forces, influenced
large decisions about the American military budget, and each

branch of the service as well as the DIA (representing the Defense

Department) as a whole would fight fiercely to have its point of
view included.

For example, in the 1963-to-1965 period when the Pentagon

was seeking funds to build an anti-ballistic-missile (ABM)
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system, the military services joined together to promote the idea

that Moscow was in the process of deploying its own ABM which
would nullify the offensive nuclear threat of American strategic

forces. Thus, the Pentagon reasoned, the united States would no
longer have the power to stop the Soviets from taking bold
initiatives in Western Europe and the Thtrd World, and the

security of the United States itself would be threatened. Although
the military may have believed sincerely that the Soviets were

outdistancing the United States and that Moscow would go on the

offensive once it had an advantage, the benefits to be received

by the armed services through an ABM system were still tremcn-

dously large. The Army stood to receive billions of dollars to

build the system (and, not incidentally, get itself into the strategic-

missile field, which the Air Force and Navy had managed to
pre-empt). The Air Force could justify its requests for more long-

range missiles in order to overcome the Soviet ABM defenses,

and the Navy,.on similar grounds, could ask for additional funds

for its missile-equipped submarines.

The CIA and the State Department, on the other hand, did not

see the Soviet ABM construction to be such a large threat to the

United States. Neither ascribed such hostile intentions to the

Soviets as the Pentagon did, and many analysts were not even

convinced that any sort of ABM could ever be developed which

could effectively stop the other side's intercontinental missiles.

(In fact, quite a few cynical observers of the 1972 S.A.L.T. agree-

ments believe that the reason the American and Soviet govern-

ments agreed to a limitation of two ABM sites each was that

neither country had real confidence that its own ABM would

work properly and thus was just as happy to be able to divert

the money into other sorts of weaponry.)

While the ABM debate was raging within the intelligen@ com-

munity, both the civilian and the military anatysts had access to

the same fragmentary information about what the Soviets were

doing in the field. There was tremendous pressure for additional

intelligence and the USIB was frequently setting new collection

requiriments. Overt sources such as U.S. diplomats and Soviet
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;l periodicals producd some data, and Air Force spy planes flying
along ttre fringes of the Soviet Union picked up more. Huge

; radars and other electronic sensors located in ( DELEIED )
also made a contribution. And the most valuable information wrul

" supplied by the photographic satellites.
Yet, the overall picture on the Soviet ABM was incompletg

and the analysts were forced to make conclusions without having
all the pieces of thejigsaw puzzle before them. Often they turned
to experts at the private "think t&nks" for advice. They also con-
sulted with American corporations - especially Bell Laboratories

- that were performing research and development for the U.S.

ABM in the hope that some of the fragmentary data amassed

would make sense to the people working on similar systems at
home.

Both the civilian and the military analysts agreed that the

Soviets were constructing some sort of new defense system at

Irningrad, and something else at Moscow. Most of the civilians

believed that the Leningrad system was aimed against American

bombers, and that the Moscow system was probably an ABM
defense still undergoing research and development. The military
claimed that the Leningrad site was actually an ABM, and that
research had been completed for a more advanced ABM system

which would be constructed around Moscow.
In those years from 1963 to 1965 the ririlitary entered footnote

after footnote in the MEs, and the views of a divided community
went forward to the White House. The Johnson administration

made hundreds of millions of dollars of development funds

available to the Army for the American ABM, although the

Pentagon would have liked even more money to speed up de-

i' velopment. Several .years later, intelligence learned that the

Leningrad system was indeed aimed against planes, not missiles

, (although the military quickly maintained - and still do today -
that the Leningrad site could be quickly "upgraded" to have ABM
capability), but that at Moscow the Soviets were building a true

but limited ABM. The civilian estimate had been much closer to
the truth tlan the military's, but the Pentagon got the funding it
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wanted from the Johnson and the Nixon adminislplions to
proceed with the deployment of an ABM system.

These intelligence w.rs are not just foueht out in the privacy of
the intelligence community. All the members have on occasion
selectively disclosed secret data to the press and to members of
Congress in support of their budgetary requests. But as columnist
Joseph Kraft has written,". . . far, far more than the civilians in
the government, the uniformed military are in the habit of leaking
information to serve their own interests." The sanctity of classi-
fied information seems to fall apart when fights for additional
funds are under way in Congress. Former Assistant CIA Director
for Research Herbert Scoville, Jr., was absolutely correct when
he told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on March 28,
L972, that "the history of the past twenty years is dotted With
example after example of intelligence being misused to promote
within the Congress the programs of individual organizations or
even of the administration as a whole."

Newsmen friendly to the Pentagon, such as Joseph Alsop (who
helped promote the Pentagon's mythical bomber, missile, mega-
ton, and ABM g&FS, and is currently pushing the military's
latest fright gimmick, the "technological" gap), and William
Beecher,* have long received leaks of material marked HTGHER

TrrAN Top SECRET to buttress the military's case in a particular
dispute. Included have been numerous reports based on satellite
photography and communications intercepts - collection methods
so sensitive that the overwhelming majority of governmont em-
ployees with security clearances are not authorized access to the
informationreceived.

Then Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird and other Defense
r Beecher, for many years the New York Times'Pentagon correspondent,

left,the paper in early 1973 to become a Deputy Assistant Secretary oi
Defense for Public A-ffairs. Ironically, his 1969 story about the secret
American bombing of cambodia and his 1971 piece on the classified
American bargaining position at the s.A.L.T. talks have been credited by the
Nixon administration as being dmong the principal reasons, along with the
more important leak of the Pentagon Papers, for the formation in June l97l
of the so-called white House plumbers to stop unauthorized disclosures in
the press.

t
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'officials publicly quoted and leaked such one-sided intellige,nce
during the 1969 congressional debate over the ABM that some
one - probably in the CIA or the State Department - countered by

r providing the New York Times with the draft of a usIB estimate
:l' that refuted most of the Pentagon arguments about the danger
' posed by the Soviet ABM. ln l97l the Defense Department
i passed satellite-photo-based material concerning afleged soviet
i construction of a new and larger type of missile to military-
I spending champion Senator Henry Jackson. Calling the develop-) ment "ominous indeed," Jackson warned the country on March
i' 7 about what the Soviets were supposedly doing, at the same time

that congress was considering the military budget. Melvin Laird' corroborated Jackson's disclosure three dap later in a television
interview, and on April 2?citedfresh intelligence "confirming the
sobering fact that the Soviet Union is involved in a new - and a1r
parently extensive - ICBM construction program.'r Additionally,

vivid by a spate of unattributed supporting leaks
i; Finally, an anonymous CIA employee struck back at the
', Pentagon. Heknewthattheagencyhadconcludedthatthesoviets
i, were only "hardening" their missile sites rather than deploying

a huge new missile system, and that over two thirds of the ex-r cavations mentioned by Jackson and Laird were intended for an
older and relatively small ICBM. So this CIA man publicly dis-

' closed the agency's sesret finding, according to the New york
', Times of May 26, 1971, through "non-government arms control
l,' experts" and "senate Republican sources." Even though the CIA
r appraisal turned out to be much closer to the truth than the penta-

: Bon's gloomy version, at least for another year, no one in the U.S.
intelligence community knew for sure what the soviet missile
builders were really doing. In the meantime, the military scare
stories - offset to some extent by the CIA's counter-leak - un-

:, doubtedly had a psychological effect on the Congress, which in
'i:; 1971, as usual approved almost the whole Pentagon budget ,

request.
The tragedy of all this maneuvering is that, despite the $6

billion paid out each year for intelligence, aeither the C;ongress

il'
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nor the public receives a true or worthwhile picture of Soviet

military capabilitic. Intelligence professionals explain that the

sensitivity of the sour@s and methods involved in collecting this

information makes the high degree of secrecy necessary' and they

have resisted congfessional attempts to create a regUlar procedure

for sharing data with the legislative branch. Yet the professionals

do not hesitate to leak the most highly classified intelligence when

it serves their departmental interests. Moreover, the intelligence

communiryregularly provides friendly foreign countries with de-

tailed estimates of Soviet military strength, and during the

S.A.L.T. talks the nation's negotiators even told their Soviet

counterparts how much the United States really knew about

Soviet missiles.t Yet, the American Congress, which has the

constitutional responsibility to approve funds for the military

budget, cannot get the same information.
congless, however, has always had the legislative power to

insist that the CIA and the rest of the community share with it
information on soviet military capabilities - or any other sub-
ject, for that matter. Yet, to date, Congress as a whole has refused

to take such action, despite the loud protests of a vocal minority.

And Congfess'unwillingness to take even so small a step to make

itself better informed about the data used to justify military

spending is symptomatic of the legislative branch's much larger

raling: its refusal to exercise any degree of meaningful control

over American intelligence activities.

* In fact, the American s.A.L.T. negotiators were so. explicit in-their
Aescriptioni of Soviet capabilities that at one point, according to John New'
h;;;ft"""o""t in his book Cold Dawn, the ranking Sovre,t_qeneral took
an-american military man aside and asked that the u.s. not_ give

iU" Soriet 
"ivilian 

oegotiators such detailed information on Sovie' missiles'

Controlling
,the CIA

rTEN

I submit that there is no federal
agency of our government whose

activities receive closer scrutiny
and "control" than the CIA.

_LYMAN KIRKPATRICK

former Executive Director, CIA
October 1l,l97l

The reverse of that statement

[Kirkpatrick's] is true in mY

opinion, and it is shameful for
the American people to be so

misled. There is no federal
agency of our government

whose activities receive less

scrutiny and control than the CIA.

_SENATOR STUART SYMINGTON

Member, Joint Senate

Committee for CIA Oversight
November 23,1971



Although Harry Truman wrote in 1963 that ..I never had
any thought when I set up the CIA that it would be injected into
peacetime cloak-and-dagger operations,', he - and each president
after him - willingryemployed the agency to carry out clandestine
espionage and covert intervention in the internal affairs of other
countries - those activities, in short, subsumed. under the..such
other functions and duties" language in the enablinglegislation.
In that phrase lies the authority, according to Richard Helms, for
overthrowing foreign govemments, subverting elections, bribing
officials, and waging "secret" wani. As Helms told the American
Society of Newspaper Editors tn 1971, this ..language was de-
signed to enable us to conduct such foreign activities as the
national govenrment may find it convenient to assign to what can
best be described as a'secret servi@."'

From its beginning, the CIA's actual functions were couched
in deception and secrecy. Richard Bissell's notorious council on
Foreign Relations speech in 1968 (see p. 411) stressed that the
original legislation was "ne@ssarily vague." He continued:

CIA's full "charter" has been frequently revised, but it has
been, and must remain, secret. The absence of a public
charter leads people to search for the charter and to question
the Agency's authority to undertake various actiyities. Tho
problem of a secret "charter" remains as a curse, but the need
for secrecy would appear to preclude a solution.

There was never any doubt in the minds of men like Bissell that
the CIA's functions should not be a matter of public record. Ih
fact, the National Security Act of 1947 and the supporting Central
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Intelligpnoe Act of 1949 arc littlo more than legal covers which
provide for the existenoe of the CIA and authorize it to operate
outside the rules affecting other go\remm€nt agencies. The CIA's

, ' actual role is spelled out in Bissell's "secret charter" -'that series
. of classified executive orders called National Security Intelligene
, Directives (NSCIDs or "en-skids"). These directives were "codi-

fied" in 1959, but remain unavailable to aII but a few key gov-
ernme,nt officials. Not until July 1973 did the CIA offer the
congressional subcornsrittees which supposedly oyersee its
activities a glimpse at the "secret charte,r". And the public still
has no way of knowing if the agenq is exceeding its mandatg
because it has no way of knowing what that mandate is.

' During the1947 congressional debate conoerning the age,lrcy's
' formation, Representative Fred Busby asked, "I wonder if there

is any foundation for the rumors that have come to me to the
I effect that through this CIA they ar,e contemplating operational

activities." The rumo$ were indeed accurate, and the following
year President Tnrman approved NSC directive 10/2 which' JE -rversvue lIre gI:,yr\rYW a\sv UWUTYV rvr! Wuv4

, authorized first the semi-independent Office of Poliry Coordina-
tion, and then in 1951 the CIA itself, to carry out "dirt5l tricla"

. overs@s, with the two stipulations that the operations be socret
and "plausibly deniable." A whole series of NSCIDs expanding the

, CIA's activities were issued in the yeanl that followed. Ole1
NSCID 7, gavethe ClApowersinsidethe Unitd Statesto question
Americansabouttheirforeign travels, and to enter into conhactual
arrangements wtth American universlties, even though the National
Security Act of 1947 forbade the agency to exercise any "polioe,
subpoena, law enforcement powers, or internal security func-
tions."Another NSCID was apparentlyshoum to thejudgpin the
1966 court case in which one Estonian-American slandered a fel-
low refugee and then claimed "absolute privilego" to have done

ri so because he was acting under the CIA's orders. Having seen the
i secret d.irective, the judge ruled that the agency had the power to
r operate among 6mier6 groups in the United States, and he dis-

missed the suit. Yet another, NSCID 6, apparently sBeIIs out the
functions of the National Security AgencV (which itself was created
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by orecutive order), since in the Nixoa administration's 1970
secret plan -for domestic espionage the,re is a recomrnendation
that this directive be revised to allow NSA "coverage of the com-
munications of U.S. citizens using international facilities."

The essential point is that successive Presidents have regularly
enlarged the functions of the CIA by executive fiat. No new laws
have been passed, and only a handful of Congressmen have been
informed of what was happening. And sometimes Presidents have
acted without informing even these normally indulgent congtres-
sional "watchdogs", as was the case when President Nixon ap
proved the domestic spying program, and received the CIA's co-
operation. The CIA, if nothing else, has always considered that
anything a President told it to do was permissible - indeed, neces-

sary - for the defense of the country.
"Out of the crisis of World War II and ensuing cold vya.r,"

Senafor Jacob Javits said on July 18, lg73, "lawyers for'thg
President had spun a spurious doctrine of inherent'commander-
in-chief powers broad enough to cover virtually every 'national
security'contingency." Top CIA officials heartily endorse this
broad interpretation of presidential powers, even though they
understandthat the agency's activities often are of doubtful legal-
ity. Senator Symington asked Director-designate William Colby
on July 2,t973,"Do not largescale operations, such as the war in
Laos, go considerably beyond what Cpngress intended when it
provided [in the 1947 actl for other functions and duties related to
iutelligence?" Colby replied, "I think it undoubtedly did." But
Colby justified the Laotian operation on tho grounds it was car-

ried out with "proper review, instructions, and direction of the
National Security Council" and - most important - the President.
The legality of the matter, in Crolby's apparent view, stemmed

from the chief executive's authorization, not the law. Senator
Harold Hughes later aslied Colby, "Do you believe it is proper
under our Constitution for suchmilitary operationsto beconduc-
ted without theknowledgeor approval of theCongress?" Colby's
written response is an interestiug commentary on the modern
meaning of congressional approval :
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The appropriate committees of the Congress and a number
of individual senators and congressmen were briefed on
CIA's activities in Laos during the period covered. In addi-
tion, ClAns programs were described to the Appropriatious
Committees in ourannual budget hearings.*

, Colby's explanation reflects the general belid in the CIA tbat
legislative and judicial restraints simply do not apply to the
agency - as long as it is acting under presidential order. The CIA
sees itself, in Senator Symington's words, as "the King's men or
the President's army." Nevertheless, Congress must take some
responsibilityfor contributing to the agency view of being"above
the law," since it specifically exempted the CIA fromafl budgetary
Iimitations which apply to other govemment departments. The
1949 statute reads: "Notwithstanrting any other provision of laq
sums made available to the Agency by appropriation otherwise
may be expended for purposes necessary to carry out its func-
tions. . . ." This law, which also gives the DCI the right to spend
unvouchered funds,t does not say, however, that the CIA should
not be accountable to Congress; but that, esseartially, has been the
e:rperience of the past twenty-five years.

The 40 Committee

Theexecutive branch has its own mechanisms to control the CIA.
While these procedures are slanted geatly to favor the agency's

I Colby's claim that these committees were informed conflicts directly
with the 1971 statements of the late Senate Appropriations Committee
Chairman, Allen Ellender (quoted later in this chapter), that he knew
nothingaboutthe CIA'g 36,00Gmaa "secret" army in Laos.

, t These provisions, along with @ngress'practice of hiding the CIA's
budget in appropriations to other government depart[rc,nts, may well violate
the constitutional requirement that "No money shall be drawn from the
Trcasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by law; and a

. regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Bxpenditures of all
public Money shall be published from time to time." A legal challenge
(Higgs et al. v. Helms et al.) to the CIA's secrecy in budgetary matters, based
on these cqnstitutional grounds, is currently pending in the federal court
system.
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pgsition, they do require hieh-level - usually presidential - aF
proval of all major covert operations except the CIA's classical

espionageactivities.
By the l9h law, the CIA falls under the National Security

Council, reports to the President through it, and takes its orders

from it. But the NSC has, in fact, become a moribund body dur-
ing the Nixon administration, and the agency reports sometimes

to the President but more often to the NSC staffheaded by Henry
Kissinger. By leWing intelligence-collection priority requirements
and requesting analytical contributions to policy studies, the

Kissinger staff plays a large part in directing the CIA's informa-
tion-gathering effort. As far as the agency is concerned, however,

the NSC itself is little more thaR a conduit from the President and

Kissinger to the Ch, alegal fiction which is preserved because

thetg4T law gives it aut(rorityover the agency.

Every major CIA proposal for covert action -,including sub'
sidies for foreign political leaders, political parties, or publica'
tions, interference in elections, major propaganda activities, and
paramilitary operations - still must be approved by the President

or the 40 Committee.* The nearly ubiquitous Kissinger chairs this
committee, just as he heads the three other principal White House
panels which supervise the intelligence community.

Allen Dulles described the 40 Committee's role nThe Craft of
Intelligence: "The facts are that the CIA has never @rried out any

action of a political nature, given anysupport of anynaturetoany
porsons, potentates or movements, political or othenvrse, without
appropriate approval at a high political level in our government

outside the CIA" (Dulles' italics). Dulles' statement was and is
correct, but he carefully omitted any mention of the CIA's es'

pionage activities. He also did not mention that the 40 Committee
functions in such a way that it rarely turns down CIA requests for
covert action.

The Cornmittee is supposed to meet once aweek, but the busy

. Over the last twenty-five years this body has also been called the Specia!

Group, tbe 5{12 Group, and the 303 Committee. Its name has changed
with iriw admial5lplions or whenever its existence has become publicly
known.

)
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schedule of its members* causes relatively frquent cancellations.

, YVhen it does meet - roughly once or twice a month in the Nixon
administration - intentionally incomplete minutes are kept by its
one peflnanent staffmember, who is always a CIA officer. All the
proposals for American intervention overseas that come before
thecommittee are drafted by the CIA's Clandestine Services, and
thus are likely to maximize the benefits to be gained by agency
action and to minimize the disadvantages and risks. More often
than not, these proposals are put into final form only a few days
before the 40 Committee meots. Thus, the non-CIA members

'often have little time to investigate the issues adequately. And
even when sufficient prior notice is given, the staffwork that can
be done is extremely limited by the supersecrecy surrounding the

r '40 Committee's deliberations and the fact that only a handful of
I people outside the agency are cleared to know about its activities.

Even within the CIA the short deadlines and the excessive secrecy,
,"allow for little independent review of the, projects by the Direc-
tor's own staff.

The 40 Committee's members have so many responsibilities in
theA oum departments that they usually have only a general

knowledge about most countries of the world. On specific prob-
I lems, they generally rely on advice from their agency's regional

experts, but these officials are often denied access to 40 Committee
proposals and never are allowed to accompany their bosses to
committee sessions. Only the DCI is permitted to bring with him
an area specialist, and the other high officials, deprived of their
own spear carriers, are al a marked disadvantage. Moreover, the
40Committeemembers are menwho have been admittedinto the
very private and exclusive world of covert operations, and they
have an overwhelming tendency to agree with whatever is pro-
posed; once they are let in on the secret. Tho non-ClA members of
the committee have had little or no experience in covert opera-
tions, and they tend to defer to the views of the "exp€,rts."
Columnist Stewart Alsop, himself an OSS veteran, described in

. In addition to Kissinget, they are currently the Under Secretary of Stats
for Political A.ffairs, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the Dirwtor of
Central Intelligence, and the CLairman of the loint Chiefs of Staff.
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the May 25,1973, WashingtonPosthow the brightest men in the
Kennedy aclministration could have approved an adventure with
so small a chance of success as the Bay of Pigs invasion, and his
explanation applies just as well to other CIA activities. Alsop
stated, "The answer lies somewhere in the mystique of the secret-

service professional vis-d-vis the amateur. Somehow in such a

confrontation, the amateur tends to put a childish faith in the

confident assertions of the professional." Similarly, Marilyn
Berger in the M;ay 26, 1973, Washington Post quoted a veteran
intelligence official about his experiences in dealing with the 4O

Committee: "They were like a bunch of schoolboys. They would
listen and their eyes would bug out. I always used to say that I
could get $5 million out of the Forty Committee for a covert
operation faster than I could get money for a typewriter out of
the ordinary bureaucracY. "

The4O Cornmittee process is further loaded in favor of the CIA
because the agency prepares the proposals, and discussion is

thereby within the CIA's terms of reference. The non-ClA mem-
bers have no way of verifying that many of the agency's assertions

and assumptions are correct,'for example, (

DELETED

) The non-ClA members had to accept the agency's

word that this program would have a chance of success. For
security reasons, the specific people and methods that the CIA
intends to use in a secret operation of this type are never included
in the proposal. ,10 Cornmittee members can ask about the details
at the actual meetings, but they have no way of knowing, without
their own regional experts present, whether or not the CIA is
providing them with self-serving answers.- 

In fact, much of the intelligence upon which the recommended
intervention is based oomes from the Clandestine Services' own
sources, and this mixing of the CIA's inforrrational and.opera-
tionalfunctions cancausedisastrous results, as occrtrred wben the
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agency led the Ke,lrnedy administration to believe in 1961 that a
landing of an exile military force would lead to a general uprising
of the Cuban people. A more recent if less cataclysmic case oc-

curred in 1970 when intervention in the Chilean elections was

under government consideration. At (

DELETED

) the content of the report provided a

strong argument for U.S. intervention to forestall Soviet gains.

This report may or may not have been genuine. In either case, it
was disseminated by the people in the Clandestine Services who

favored intervention, and they were well aware of the eff'ect it
would have on the 4O Committee members. If, in this instance, the

covert operators were not actually misleading the committee, they

certainly could have been, and there was no way that any inde-

pendent check could be made on them.

Until the 1967 disclosure of secret CIA funding of the National

Student Association and scores of other ostensiblyprivate organi-

zations, the 4O Committoe was called on only to give initial ap-

proval to covert-action programs.* Thus, most C[A-penetrated

and subsidized organizations went on receiving agency funds and

other support year after year without any outside review whatever

of the continuing worthiness of the project. But the 1967 scandal

* Final approval for a covert-action progf,am is normally giren by the
lO Committee chairman - still Henry Kissinger, even since he has become

secretary of state. He, in turn, notifies the President of what has been

decided, and if there is a matter on which the committee was in disagree-

ment, the chief executive makes the final decision. Although the President
oithei reviews or personally authorizes all these secret intewentions in other
countries'internal affairs, he never siSns any documents to that effect' In'
Stead, the onus is placed on the 40 Committee, and if he chooses, tbe Presi-
delrt can "plapsibly deny" he has been iovolved in any illegal activities
ovelleas.-
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saused the 4O Committe to revise its procedures so that all on-
going non-espionage operations were regularlyreviewed. In theBe
reviews, however, the committee is perhaps even more dependent
on the CIA for information and guidance than with new pro-
grams. For unless there has been a public conffoversy, only the
Clandestine Services usually know whether their efforts to sub-
sidize a particular otgatization or unde,rmine a certain govern-
ment have been successful. And the Clandestine Seryices would
be unlikely to admit that their own operation was going badly,
even if that were the case. (

DELEIED

) American officials hoped that
throuefi this "democratic front" Thieu could widen his politicat
base by rallying various non<ommunist opposition elements to
his camp. The effort rrilas a resounding failure from the American
point of view, since Thieu showed no interest in broadening his
support - as long as the Vietnamese anny and the U.S. govern-
ment still supported him. Even though this was one of the few
instances where the State Department, through its diplomatic
reporting from Saigon, (

DELEIED

)
Even Richard Bissell in his 1968 Council on Foreign Relations

talk admitted that the 4O C-ommittee "is of limited effectiveness.,r
Bissell stated that if the committee were the only control instru-
ment, he would "view it as inadequate," but he believed that
prior discussions on covert projects at working levels in the bur-
eaucracy compensated for the failings of the "interdepartmental
committee composed of busy officials who meet only'once a
week." To some extent what Bissell says is true, but he omits the
fact that the most important projects, such as the Bay of Pigs,
are considered so sensitive that the working levels outside the
CIA are forbidden all knowledge of them. And he does not state
that even when a few outside officials at the Assistant Secretary
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level or just below are briefed on coy€rt operations, they are told
the programs are so secret that they cannot talk to any of their
colleagues about,them, which prevents them from calling into
play the bureaucratic forces usually needed to block another
agency's projects. Furthermore, these officials, having been let in
,on the U.S. government's dirtiest and darkestactivities, are often
reluctant to do anything in opposition that will jeopardize their
right to be told more sectets at a later time. Nevertheless, the
bureaucracy in State and, to a much lesser extent, in Defense does
have some effect in limiting the CIA's covert operations, although
not nearly so much as Bissell claimed.

As previously mentioned, there is one CIA activity, classical
espionage,.over which there is no outside control - not from the
4O Committee, from the bureaucratic working level, nor from
Congress. The Director of Crntral Intelligence has a-statutory
responsibility to protect intelligence soruces and methods from
unauthorized disclosure, and every DCI since Allen Dulles has
taken this to mean that the CIA cannot inform any other govern-
ment agencies of the identity of its foreign agents - the agency's
most closely guarded.,sectets. While this secrecy in order not to
jeopardize the lives of foreigners (or Americans) who spy for the
CIA is understandable, the use of a particular agent can some-
times have a political effect as large as, or larger than, a coveft-
action program. For example, if the CIA rocruits a foreign official
who is or becomes his country's Minister of Interior (e.g. An-
tonio Arguedas in Bolivia), then discovery of his connection to the
agency can cause an international incident (as occurred in 1968
when Arguedas publicly admitted that he had worked for the
CIA). In other instances, there have been Foreign Mimsters and
even hime Ministers who were CIA agents, but the 40 Committee
never was permitted to rule on whether or not the agency should
continue its contact with them. Sometimes the CIA stationchief
in a particular country will advise the American ambassador that
one of his agents is in a very higtr place in the local government
or that he intends to recrtrit such a man, but the station chief does
so at his oum discretion.

The recruitment of lowerJevel foreigners can also have an im-
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portant effect, especially if something goes wrong. This was the
case in Singapore in 1960 (described in Chapter 9) when a CIA
lie-detector expert blew a fuse, wound up in jail, caused the U.S.
government to be subjected to blackmail, and damaged America's
reputation overseas. The point to be noted is that since the cIA
lie-detector man was putting a potential spy through the "black
box," his mission was part of an espionage'operation and hence
not subject to control outside the agency. Similarly, during the
mid-1960s (

DELETED

)
Prepared by the Pentagonts National Reconnaissance Office, the

Joint Reconnaissance schedule is always several inches thick and
fiUed with hundreds of pagm of highly technical data and maps. To
a non-scientist, it is a truly incomprehensible collection of papers,
and the stafrs of the various 40 committee members usually have
only a day or two to look tt over before the meetings. Under these
conditions, the 40 committee usually passes the schedule with titfle
or no discussion. From time to time, the State Department will ob-
ject to a particularly dangerous flight, such as sending an Air
Force drone over South China subsequent to the American in-
vasion'of Cambodia, but nearly always missions - including the
cruise of the Liberty (attacked by the Israelis during the 1967 Six
Day War), the voyage of the spy ship Pueblo (captured by the
North Koreans in 1968), and the flieht of the ECIZI (shot dorvn
by the North Koreans in 1969)- are routinely approved.

(
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)
Even as the 40 committee fails to keep a close watch on secret

reconnaissance activities, is relatively ineffective in monitoring
the cIA's covert operations, and is totally in the dark on es-
pionage operations, President Nixon and especially Henry Kis-
singpr are unquestionably aware of its shortcomings and have
done little to change things. Institutionally, the committee could
easily provide better control over Arnerican intelligence if its
internal procedures were altered, if it were provided with an
adequate staff, and if it could develop its own sources for infor-
mation and evaluation independent of the agency's clandestine
services. But it is the President and Kissinger who ultimately
determine how the clA operates, and if they do not want to im-
pose closer control, then the form of the control mechanism is
meaningless. The fact remains that both men believe in the need
for the united States to use clandestine methods and ..dirty
tricks" in dealing with other countries, and the current level
and types of such operations obviously coincide with their
views of how America's secret foreign policy should be carried
out.

Therefoge, as long as the clA remains the president's loyat
and personal tool to be used around the world at his and his top
advisoi's discretion, no President is likely, barring strong, un-

DELETED
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Irnd, conceived several new technical collection programs.
Iand's sub-committee was instrumental in advancing the develop.
ment of the U-2 spy plane, which, with the exception of the ill-
fated Powers flight over the Soviet Union, may be considered one
of the CIA's greatest successes. (

DELETED

) Ihe new systems are technologica[v feasiblg but
they are fantastically expenslve, costing billions of dollars, and the
intelligence benefits to be gained are margiml.

The President's last potential regulatory body for intelligence
affairs is the Office of Management and Budept (OMB). Known
as the Bureau of the Budget until 1969, the OMB is the White
House agency which closely scrutinizes the spending of all govern-
ment departments and determines fiscal priorities for the ad-
ministration. It has the power to cut the spending of federal
agencies and even eliminate entire programs. Cabinet secretaries
can sometimes appeal the OMB's decisions to the President, but
he is understandably reluctant to ovemrle his own budgstary
watchdog. For the ClA, however, the OMB (and the BOB before
it) has never been more than a minor irritant. Its Intemational
Affairs Division's intelligence branch, which in theory monitors
the finances of the intelligence community, has a staffof only five
men: a branch chief and one examiner each for the CIA, the
NSA, the National Reconnaissanoe Office, and the DIA (includ in g

the rest of military intelligence). These five men could not pos-
sibly do a complete job in keeping track of the $6 billion spent
annually for govemment spying, even if they received full co-
operation from the agencies involved - which they do not. .

The theolqry of national security, with its emphasis on secrecy

and deception, greatly limits the effectiveness of the hesident's
budget examiners, who are generally treated as enemies by the
intelligence agencies, In this regard, the CIA has been partieularly
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gurlty. When the OMB started monitoring the agency in the
1950s, the budgetman wasrefused aperrnanent pass to visit head-

; quarters. He was regularly forced to wait at the building's en-
trance while a CIA official upstairs was telephoned and aske.d to
verify the auditor's credentials. The situation improved some-
what in 1962 after Robert Amory, forme,r CIA Deputy Director
for Intelligence, became head of the OMB's International Divi- r

sion, and the examiner received his own badge. (The former
examiner was meanwhile recnrited by the CIA and assigned to
deal with the OMB, and the new examiner turned out to be him-
self a former agency employee, who eventually returned also to
handlerelations with the OMB.)

In thb mid-1960s President Johnson gave the OMB expanded
power to scrutinize agency spending, but even this presidential
mandate did not appreciably improve the bureau's access. For
example, afterthe (

DELETED

) the OMB examiner wanted to look into
;how 

the money was being spent. At one point, he came to the

i agency with the intention of speaking to the knowledgeable per-
soirnel in the Clandestine Services, after first stopping off to see

, one of the CIA's Planning, Programming, and Budgeting (PPB)
,officers. The PPB man was told not to let the OMB representative
'leave his office while Director Helms was being informed of what
the OMB was trying to.investigate. Helms promptly called a high

'White House official to complain that the OMB was interfering
iwith a program already approved by the 40 Committee. The
, WUite House, in turn, ordered the OMB to drop its inquny. (

DELETET)

)
The significance of this incident is not so much that the CIA

makes life difficult for the OMB and gets away with it. Rather,
what happened reflects the agency's attitude that its operations
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are above normal bureaucratic restraints and that when the

President has given his approval, not even thg technicalities can

bequestioned.
The CIA has also resorted to the use of outright lies and deceit

to prevent the OMB from being infornred about its activities. In
1968 an examiner made a fact-finding tour of CIA installations in
Europe and the Middle East. He was accompanied by an agency

officer from headquarters, and his escort was specifically told by
the Clandestine Services' European Division chief that the budget

man should not be allowed to see anything "which might later
cause us difficulty or embarrassment." The examiner was to be

entertained, given cursory briefings, but noteducated. (

DELETED

CIA headquarters knew that the OJ; Inan was extremely in-
terested in guns and police work, and the field stations were so

informed' t 
,ELETBD

) he was asked if he would first like

to visit Scotland Yard. With his interest in police work, he was

unable to resist such an offer and, by prearrangement, the British
police snowed him under with extensive briefings and tours of the

r(

\l
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l,:facil't'es. This diversion, which had nothing to do with the pur-

,ipose of his trip, cost him a whole day out of his tight schedule.
, The next day he was slated to drive to another CIA installation
Iabout a hundred miles from London. But the agency did not
want him to have much time to ask questions or to look around.
Thus, his route was planned to pass through Banbury, the pic-
turesque old English town whose cross is of nursery-rhyme fame.
As the age,ncy's operators had suspected, he could not forgo the
pleastue of stopping in a typical Fnglish pub for lunch and then
doing some sightseeing. The better part of another day was killed
in this fashion, and he never had time to dig deeply into matters
the agency did not want him to know about. Soon after, he left
England without ever closely inspecting the agency's extensive

activities there (aimed principally at Third World countries). To
be sure, he had hardly been assiduous in his effort to penetrate

the CIA smoke screen.
In the Near East, things worked out better for the man from

OMB. The head of that division, unlike the European Division
clandestine chief, saw the tour as an opportunity to impress the
OMB examiner with the agency's activities. Thus, the escort
officer was instructed to give the visitor "the full treatment," and
the clandestine operators in the field were told to confide in him
in order to win him over to the CIA side.

This examiner's experienc€ was not exceptional. Many similar
instances point up the OMB's - and, earlier, the BOB's - failure
to exercise any degree of meaningful control over the CIA. As
Director, Richard Helms was fully aware and indeed encouraging
of the agency's efforts to escape OMB scrutiny. Still, he could
apparently in good conscience tell the American Society of News-
paper Editors in 1971, "Our budget is gone over line for line by
the Office of Management and Budget."

The Ambassador

The American ambassador in each country where the United
Statesmaintains diplomaticrelations is, in theory, thehead of the

DELETED
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..country team," which is made up of the chiefs of all the u.s.
government agencies operating in thdt coUntry, including the ClA.

The Eisenhower administration originated this expanded role

for the ambassador, but also issued a serret directive exempting

the CIA from his supervision. President Kennedy, shortly after

takingbffice, reiterated that the ambassador should supervise all

the agencies and then sent out a secret letter which said the CIA
was not to be excluded. The Kennedy letter remains in effect

today, but its application varies from country to country'

Jn nearly every case, the personalities of the ambassador and

the CIA station chief determine the degree to which the ambassa'
,dor exercises control over the CIA. Strong-willed diplomats like

G. McMurtrie Godley, first in the congo and then in Laos (where

he became known as the "field marshal"), and Ellsworth Bunker

in Vietnam have kept the agency under close supervision, but

they are also staunch advocatesof extensiveclandestineoperationS.

Some ambassadors insist, as did Chester Bowles in India, that

they.be informed of all CIA activities, but usually do not try to

exert any control over the operations. Still others, because of a

lack of forcefulness or a lack of interest, give the CIA a free hand

and do not even want to be informed of what the agency is up to.

- Again, quoting the Bissell doctrine:

Generally the Ambassador had a right to know of any

covert operations in his jurisdiction, although in special

cases (as a result of requests from the local Chief of State or

the Secretary of Statei the [ClA] chief of station was in'
structed to withhold information from the Ambassador.

, Indeed, in one case the restriction was imposed upon the

specific exhortation of the Ambassador in question, who
jreferred to remain ignorant of certain activities'

One ambassador, John C. Pritzlaff, Jr., refused to play such a

passive role and, in a fashion highlv uncharacteristic of

American envoys, stood up to the CIA. ln the process' Pritdaff' a

political appointee, became something of a hero to th9 few State

bepartment officers familiar with the way he virtually banned

CIAcovert activities from his country qf assignment, Malta. The
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problem started early in 19?0 when retired Admiral GeorgB An-
derson took a trip througtr the Meditemanean countries and

became alarmed that leftist Dom Mintoffmieht win the Maltese

efections scheduled for the end of the year. As a Nalry marl'
Anderson was a strong sea-power advocate, and he feared Malta
might be lost to N.A.T.O. forces and become a base for the

Soviet fleeI. Although he was not yet head of PFIAB, he used his

White House connections to urge the Clandestine Services to
interrrene in the Maltese elections. The agency was not enthusi-

astic about the project, partly because of its lack of "assets" on
the island, but it agreed to send a clandestine operative to make a

study of how the election could be fixed. Ambassador Pritdaff, in
telegfam after telegram, resisted even this temporary assignment

of an agency operative to his country. In the e,nd, the Clandestine

Services did not intervene and Mintoff was elected- N.A.T.O.
retainedaccess to theisland through British bases.*

Congress

Congressional control of the CIA can be broken down into two

distinct periods: before and after watergate. In the agency's first

twenty-six y@fs, the legislative branch was generally content to

vote the CIA more than enough money for its needs, without seri-

ously questioning how the funds would be spent. In fact, only a

handful of Congressmen even knew the amount appropriated,

since all the money was hidden in the budgets of other govern'

ment agencies, mainly the Defense Department. To be sure, four

separate subcommittees of the House and Senate Armed Ser'

vices committees were responsible for monitoring the CIA, but

their supervision was minimal or nonexistent. In the House, the

, I Andeison's fears seemed partially justified, however, in 1971, when

Min;otr precipitated a mini-crisis by expelling the ry.A.T.O. commander

iro* tt 
"-island 

and.by greatly increasing the cost to Britain of keeping- its
iacilities there. In ai iniiAeni reminiscent of Cyprus President Makarios'
bl4ckmail of U.S. intelligence several years before, the U.S. government was

ioicea to contdbute sevJral million ddlars to help the British pay tho higher
rent for the Maltese bases.
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names of the members were long kept secret, but they wore getr-

erally the most sehior (and thus often the most conservative) men
on their respective committees. (Allen Dulles was reported by tho
New York Times in April 1966 to have had "personal control"
over which Congressmen would be selected.) In Auepst 1971,

House Armed Services chairman F. Edward H6bert of Louisiana
broke with past practice and dipped down his committee's
seniority ladder to appoint Lucien Nedzi, a hard-working liberal
from Michigan, head of the oversight subcommittee. H6bert,
however, kept complete control of the subcommittee's staff, and
Nedzi is the only non-conservative among the panel's five perma-
nent and two ex ofrcio members. When Hebert made his unusual
choice, it was widely speculated that he was trying to defuse out-
side criticism of the subcommittee's performance by naming a
Iiberal as chairman, and that he felt he could keep Nedzi isolated.
Nedzi had little time for overseeing the CIA during t972, his first
full year as chairman, because he faced tough primary and re
eloction challenges.Inl9T3 he launched a comprehensive inquiry
into the agency's role in the Watergate affair, but it remains to be
seen whether his subcommittee will delve any deeper into CIA
covert operations than the House panels have done in the past.
In the Senate the Armed Services and Appropriations sub
committees have traditionally met together to maintain joint
oversight of the ClA. As is true in the House, the members have
almost all been conservative, aging, military-oriented legislators.'

Many Congressmen and Senators - but by no means a majority
- believe that these oversight arrangements are inadequate, and
sinw 1947 nearly 150 separate pieces of legislation have been
introduced to increase congressional surveillance of the CLA-
None has passed either chamber, and the House has never even
had a recorded vote on the subject. The Senate, by a 59-27 mar.
gin in l956,and by 61-28 in 1966, has turned down proposals for
expanded and more active watchdog committees for the agency
and the rest of the inte[igence community. To strengthen his
case for maintaining the status quo at the time of the 1966 vote,
Senator Richard Russell, then chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, agreed that starting inl967 the tbreesenior members

of the Foreign Relations Committee would be allowed unofficially
i to sit in on thejoint oversi8ht subcornmittee's meetingF. But after

this arrangement was in effect for several yea"rs, Senator John

[t Stennis, Russell's successor as chaiflnan, simply stopped holding
i,; sessions. There was not a single one in either 1971 or 1972. Sten-
It -io ia -^-^-^tt-, L^ll^-.^l r^ L^--^ ^-J^.! tt-. ---L^---,-!aL- 'r.nis is generally believed to have ended the subcommittee's

functions bocause foreign-policy liberals J. William Fulbrieht aodluusLrerru oesause rorergu-potrcy [oerars J. \ryulam l.'ruongnt aoc
r Stuart S5mington would have been present for the secret deli-

berations. Neither man was trusted at the time by either the CIA
1,, of by the conservative Senators who have kept oversight of the
i CIA as their own private preserve. In the absence of any joint
, subcommittee meetings, the five senior members of the Appro-

r priations Committee, all of whom were staunch hawks and ad-
: ministration supporters, met privately to go over the agenry,s
i, budget.

Senator Symington challenged this arrangement on Novernber

i 23, 1971, when, w.ithout prior warning, he introduced a floor
,i amendment which would have put a $4 billion limit on govern-
, meqt-wide intelligence spending - roughly $2 billion less than'' what the administration was requesting. Although Symington,s

ame,ndment was defeated 51-36, it produced perhaps the most
; illuminating debate on intelligence ever heard in the Senate.

Symingiton berated the fact that the Senate was being asked to
vote billions of dollars for intelligence with only five Senators
knowing the amount; and in a colloquy with the AppropriationsI chairman, the late Allen Ellender, Spington established that

i,, ov€D those five Senators had limited knowledge of the ClA,s
irr operations. Ellender replied to Symington's question on whether

iit or not the appropriations subcommittoe had approved the finan-
li' cing of a 36,000-man'fsecret" army in l*aos:

I did not know anything about it. . . . I never asked, to begin
with, whether or not there were any funds to carry on the
war in this sum the CLA asked for. It never dawued on me
to ask about it. I did see it published in the ne\ryspapen some
timeago.

illr
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Laos whs, of course, the CIA's largest operation at the time
that suppory! overseer Ellender adrnitted ignorance about it.
Richard Russell, too, had had a similar lack bf interest in what
the CIA was doing. He had once even told CIA Director Helms -
privately - that there were certain operations he simp& did not
want to know about. Senator I-everett Saltonstall, who served for
many years as ranking Republican on the oversight subcommit-

tee, expr€,ssed the sdme view publicly in 1966: "It is not a ques-

tion of reluctance on the part of CIA officials to speak to us.

Instead it is a question of our reluctance, if you will, to seek in-
forrration and knowledge on subjects which I personally, &s'8

Member of Congress and as acitiznn,would rather not have."
Faced with this rejection of responsibility on the part of the

congressional monitors, the CIA has chosen to keep the sub-

committee largely in the dark about its covert operations - unless

a particular activity, such as the 1967 black-propaganda effort
against mainland China, has been successful in the agency's eyes

and could be bragged about to the legislators. Helms did make

frequent visits to Capitol Hill to give socret briefings, but these

usually conoerned current intelligence matters and estimates of
the communist countries'military capabilities - not the doings of
the Clandestine Services. Yet Helms won a reputation among

law-makers as a man who provided straight information.*
Senator J. William Fulbright, who sat in on Helms'briefings to

the joint oversight committee until they were discontinued in
lg7l, described the proceedings to author Patrick McGarvey for
thelatter's CIA: The Mythattdthe Madness:

The ten minute rule is iu effect, so the members have little if
any to dig deep into a subject. The director of CIA

i atthough Helms had been for many years providing-arrent rntellige-n3g

and estimates to congressional committees in seoet oral briefingp the CIA
officially opposed legislation introduced i61972 by Senator lohn Sherman
Cooper of Kentucky which would have provided the appropriate_committees
witu tne same sort bf data in the formbf regular CIA reports. Tlie bill was
favorably approved by the Foreigp Relations Commrttee, but subsequently
died in Armed ServGs. Director'designate Wiltiam Colby told the latter
committee in July 1973 that he thought this ioformation could be supplied
on an informd bbsis 'lrithout legislation "

i

i, rp*ar most of the time talking about the Soviet missile
threat and so on. The kind of information he provides is

, - interesting, but it reatly is of little help in trying to find out
what is going on in intelligence. He actually tells them only
what he wants them to know. It seems to me that the men on
the committee are more interested in shielding CLA from its
critics than in anything else.

Once a year the CIA does come before the appropriations sub
corrurrittees in both houses to make its annual budget request.

i,tThese sessions, however, are completely on the agenry's terms.

l,Prior to the meeting, CtA electronics experts make an elaborate
, show of sweeping the committee rooms for bugging devices, and

,l blankets are tlrown over the windows to prevent outside surveil-

,,1 lance. The transcripts of the sessions are considered so secret that
copies are locked up at CIA headquarters. Not one is left with

I the subcomrnittees for future study. Committee staff members,

' Who normally do most of the substantive preparation for hear-

,;' ings, 41s lanned at the CIA's request.*

il the 1950s when he commpnted to a few assistants preparing him
, for his annual'app@ran@, "I'll just tell them a few war stories."
l,A more current example of the CIA's evasive tactics occurred iq
i,,'1966 when the Senate appropriations subcornmittee was thouglrt
to have some hard questions to ask about the growing costs of
r,technical 

espionage programs. DCI Helms responded to the sena-

torial interest by bringing with him the CIA's Deputy Director
for Science & Technology, Dr. Atbert D. "Bud" Wheelon, who

iloaded himself up with a bag full of spy gadgets - a camera
hidden in a tobacco pouch, a radio transmitter hidden in fatse

rrteth, a tape recorder in a cigarette case, and so on. This equip-

,,ment did not even come from Wheelon's part of the agenry liut
t A relatively similar procedure is followed when an individual Senator

'br Congressman writes to the CIA about a covert operation. Instead of
irsending a letter in return. an agency representative ofiers to brief the
legislatorpersonally on the matter, on the condition that no staff members

1&re present. This procedure puts the busy lawmaker at a marked dis'
iltdvantage, since his staff is usually more familiar with the subject than he

is - and probably wrote the original letter.

'::'l

l
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was manufactured by the CXandestine Services; if, however, the
Senators wanted to talk about "tochnical" matte,B, Helms and
his assistant were perfectly willing to distrapt them with James
Bond-typeequipment.

Wheelon started to discuss the technical collection progrEuls,
but as he talked he let the Senators inspect the gadgets. Predic-
tably, the discussion soon turnd to the spy paraphernalia. One
persistent Se,nator asked two questions about the new and ex-
pensive technical collection systems the CIA was then putting
into operation, but Wheelon deftly turned the subject back to the
gadgets. When the Senator asked his question a third time,
Chairman Russell told him to hold his inquiry until the CIA men
were fnished. But the Senators became so enthralled with the
equipment before them that no more questions were asked.*

ln 1967 ttre ClA, as usual, prepared its budget request with a
dazding collection of slides and pictilres, emphasizing the
agency's role in fighting communism around the world and pro-
ducing intelligence on the military threat posed by the Soviet
Union and China. Also included in the "canned" briefing was a
description of the CIA's tochnical collection expertise, its work
with computers and other information-processing systpms, and
even its advanced techniques in printing - but, again, no "dirty
tricks." The presentation was rehearsed seyeral times at CIA
headquarters while calls were awaited from Capitol Hill to set
specific dates. A Congnessman serving on the House appropria-
tions oversight group was even invited to come out to the agency
to see one of the dry runs. A few days later a staff man on the
House panel telephoned the CIA to say that the Congtressman
who had seen the rehearsal said that everythtng seemed in order
and that the chairman simply did not have the time to hear the
preentation, but that the committee would approve the full bud-
get request of nearly $700 million an)^tray. Shortly thereafter a
similar call came from the Senate committee. The cbairman had

* Seven years later, the same panel would investigate the 1971 assistance
furnished by the Clandestine Services to E. Howard Hunt aod Gordon Liddy
for their "plumbens" operatioas - assistance comprised of many of'the same
gadgets that amused the Senators iu 1966.
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',apparently been told by his opposite number in the House that
the CIA request seemed reasonable, and on the strength of the
House recommendation the Senate would also approve the full
amount without a hearing.

Thus, it 1967 the CIA did not eye appear in front of its bud-
getary oversight committees. The experience that year was ex-
treme, but it does illustrate how little congressional supervision
the agency has been subject to over the years.

Many congressional critics of the CIA have advocated broad-
ening themembership of the CIA oversight subcommittees to in-
clude legislators who will hold the agency up to the same sort of
scrutiny that other government departments receive. They axgue
that in the equally se,nsitive field of atomic energy a joint con-
gressional committee has kept close track of the Atomic Enerry
Commission without any breach in security. However, some
liberals who advocate greater control of the CIA fear that a joint
CIA committee analogous to the Joint Atomic Enerry Committee
might easily be "captured" by the agency; just as the atomic
enerry committee has, to a large extent, been co-opted by the
AEC..

Those who oppose increased congressional control of the
agency claim that if the CIA is to operate effectively, total secrecy
must be maintained, and that expanding the functions and the
membership of the oversight subcommittees would mean much
greater likelihood of breaches in security. They fear that larger
subcommittees would necessarily lead to the presence of admin-
istration opponents who might exploit agency secrets for political
gains. Moreover, it is said that friendly foreign intelligence ser-
vices would be reluctant to cooperate or share secrets with the
agency if they knew that their activities would be revealed to the
American Congress.

No matter what the merits of the arguments for closer con-
gressional control, there was no chance that a majority of either

' house would vote forany appreciable change until the Watergate
' affair broke wide open in early ln3. Suddenly the long-dormant
oversight subcornmittees beg;an to meet freque,ntly to investigate
the degree of CIA involvement in the illegal activities sponsored
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by the White House and the Committee to Re-EIect the President.

The obvious abuses of power by the administration and its sup-
porters stirred even conservative legislators into demands for cor-
rective action. And the administration, in trying to justify its ex-

cesses on the grounds of protecting the "national security'n - a
justification largely unacceptable to Congress - seriously weak-
ened the position of those who claimed that the CIA's actions
should escape scrutiny on those same "national security" grounds.

Furthermore, there was a widespread public and media outcry
against concentration of power in the White House, and against

President Nixon's penchant for taking unilateral actions without
the approval or even the advice of Congress. The CIA, as the
President's loyal tool - tainted to some extent by involvement in
Watergate-related activities - also became vulnerable.

The four oversight subcommittees which met so frequently in
the first six rhonths of 1973 are still rnade up of the same over-
whelmingly conservative members. But, pushed by either their
own revulsion over Watergate or by public reaction to it, they
seem likely to take some action to increase congtressional sur-
veillance of the CIA.

For example, John Stennis, the Senate Armed Services chair-
man, declared on July 20,1973: "The experience of the CLA in
Laos, as well as the more recent disclosures here at home have

caused me to definitely conclude that the entire CIA act should be
'entirely reviewed." This is the same Stennis who nineteen months
earlier, when the C[A's "oo.-et" war in l"aos was at its peak,

stated:

This agency is conducted in a splendid way. . . . As has been

said, spying is spying. But if we are going to have an intelli-
gence agency, . . . it cannot be run as if you were running a
tax collector's office or the HEW or some other such

department. You have to make up your mind that you are
going to have an intelligence agency and protect it as such,

and shut your eyes someand takewhat iscoming.

Yet, from all indications, Stennis has become sincerely con-
vinced that the chief executive, on his own, should never again

/i
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"'be able to take the country into a Vietnam-t1pe conflict. On
Octob€r 18,1973, he introduced legislation - while reserving his

right to change it after study and hearings exte'nding lrnrto 1974 -
which would modify the CIA's legal base. First, it would limit
the agency's domestic activities to "those which ar€ necessary

and appropriate to its foreign intelligenoe mission,n'apparently
deffning this in a way to abolish covert activities in the United
'States. Second, it would set up tighter procedures for congtres.

sional oversight, while "recognizing essential security require-

ments."
A simple majority in either chamber would be sufficient to

change the present system of CIA oversight. As much as the

agency wants to keep its activities secret, it would have little
choice but to comply with serious congressional demands for
more information and more supervision. The power of the purse

gives the legislative branch'the means to enforce its will on a
reluctant CIA, and even one house standing alone could use this
power as a control mechanism. That is, assuming that Congress

iS willine to accept the responsibility.

CIA and the Press

i In a reoent inte,lrriew, a nationally syndicated columnist with close

ties to the CIA was asked how he would havereacted in 1961 if he

had uncovered advance information that the agency was going.to

launch the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba. He replied somewhat

;r wistfully, "The trouble with the establistrment is that I would have
gone to one of my friends in the government, and he would have

Itold me why I shouldn't write the story. And I probably wouldn't
have written the story."

It was rather fitting that this colurnnist, when queried about
exposing a CIA operation, should have put his answer in terms of
the "establishment" (of which he is a recognized member), since

mueh of what the American people have learned - or have not

learned - about the agency has been fittered through an "old-boy
network" ofjogrnalistsfriendlyto the CIA. There have been ex-
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ceptions, but, by and large, the CIA has attempted to discourage,
alter, and even suppress independent investigative inquiries into
dgency activities.

The CIA's principal technique for fending off the press has
been to $,:rap itself in the mantle of "national security." Reporters
have been extremely reluctant to write anything that mieht en-
danger an ongoing operation or, in Tom Wicker's words, "get an
agent killed in Timbuktu." The CIA has, for its part, played upon
these completely understandable fears and used them as a club to
convince newsmen that certain stories should never be written.
And many reporters do not even have to be convinced, either
because they already believe that the CIA's activities are not the
kind of news that the public has a right to know or because

in a particuldr case ttrey.approve of the agency's aims and
methods.

For example, on Septemtrer 23, 1970, $mdicated columnist
Charles Bartlett was handed, by a Washington-based officiat of
ITT, an internal ITT report sent in by the company's two repre-
sentatives in Chile, Hal Hendrix and Robert Berrellez. This eieht-
page document - marked pnnsoNlr, lND coNFIDENTIAL - said

that the American ambassador to Chile had received the "green
light to move in the name of President Nixon . . . lwith] marimum
authority to do all possible - short of a Dominican Republic-type
action - to keep Allende from taking power." It stated that the
Chilean aflny "has been assured full material and financialassist-
ance by the U.S. military establishment" and that ITT had

"pledged [its financial] support if needed" to the anti-Allende
forces. The document also included a lengthy rundown of the
political situation in Chile.

With the material for an expos6 in his hands, Bartlett did not
launch an immediate investigation. Instead, he did exactly what
ITT hoped he would do: he wrote a column about the dangers of
a "classic Communist-style assumption of power" in Chile. He
did see some hope that "Chile will find a way to avert the in-
auguration of Salvador Allende," but thought there was little the

United States could "profitably do" and that "Chilean politics
should be left to the Cbileans." He did not inform his readers
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that he had documentary evidence indicating that Chilean
politicswerebeingleft to the CIA andITT.

Asked why he did not write more, Bartlgtt replied n a 1973
telephoneinterview, "Iwasonly interested in the political analy-
sis. I didn't take seriously the Washington stuff- the description
of machinations within the U.S. government. ffhe ITT men who
wrote the reportl had not been in Washington; they had been in
Chile." Yet, by Bartlett's own admission, his September 28
column was based on the ITT report,- in places, to the point of
paraphrase. He wrote about several incidents occurring in Chile
that he could not possibly have verified in Washington. Most
reporters will not use material of this sort unless they can check it
out with an independent source, so Bartlett was showing extra-
ordinary faith in the reliability of his informants. But he used
their material selectively - to write an anti-Allende scarepiece
not to blow the whistle on the CIA and ITT.

An ITT'official gave the same report to Time's Pentagon cor-
respondent, John Mulliken. Mulliken covered neither the CIA nor
Chile as part of his regular beat, and he sent the ITT document to
Time'sheadquarters in New.Yorkfor possibleaction. As far as he
knows, Time never followed up on the story. He attributes this to
"bureaucratic stupidity - the system, not the people." He explains
that Time had shortly before done a long article on Chile, &od
New York "didn't want to do any more."

Thus, the public did noi learn what the U.S. gove,rnment and
ITT were up to in Chile until the spring of 1972, when colrtmnist
Jack Anderson published scores of ITT internal documents con-
cerning Chile. Included in the Anderson papers, as one of the
most important exhibits, was the very salne document that had
been given eighteen months earlier to Bartlett andTime magaz,rne.

Jack Anderson is very much a maverick among Washington
journalists, ind he will write about nearly anything he learns -
and can confirm - about the U.S. govemment and the CIA.
With a few other notable exceptions, howeve,[, the great majority
of the American press corps has tended to stay away from topics
concerning the agency's operations. One of thereasons for this is
that the ClA, being an extremely secretive organization, is a very



hard beat to cover. Newsmen are denied access to its heavily
giuarded buildings, except in tightly controlled circumstances. No
media outlet in the country has ever assigned a full-time corres-
pondent to the agency, and very few report on its activities eveu
on a part-time basis. Except in cases where the CIA wants to leak
some information, almost all CIA personnel avoid any contact
whatsoever with journalists. In fact, agency pokcy decrees that
employees must inform their superiors immediately of any and all
conversations with reporters, and the ordinary operator who has
too many of these conversations tends to become suspect in the
eyes of his co-workers.

For the general view in the CIA (as in some other parts of the
federal government) is that the press is potentially an enemy force
- albeit one that can be used with great success to serve the
agency's purposes. Former Deputy Director for Intelligen@
Robert Amory was speaking for most of his colleagues when in a
February 26, 1967, television interview he said that press dis-
closures of agency funding of the National Student Association
and other private groups were "a commentary on the immaturity
of our society." With the pronounced Anglophile bias and envy
of Britain's Official Secrets Act so common among high CIA
officials, he compared the situation to our "free motherland in
England," where if a similar situation comes up, "everybody
shushes up in the interest of their national security and . . . what
they think is the interestof thefree world civilization."

Former CIA official William J. Barndst was even morecritical
of journalistic probes of the agency in a January 1969 article in
the influential quarterly For eig n Afair s :

The disclosure of intelligence activities in the press in recent
years is a clear national liabilif. These disclosures have crea-
ted a public awareness that the U.S. government has, at least
at times, resorted to covert operations in inappropriate
situations, failed to maintain secrecy and failed to review
r Barnds had been with the agency's Office of National Estimates until he

joined the staff of the Council on Foreign Relations in tho mid-1960s. In
1968 he was the secretary at the CFR session where Richard Bissell laid out
his views on covert operations.
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ongoing operations adequately. The public revelations of
those weaknesses, even though they aro now partially cor-
rected, hampers CIA (and the U.S. government) by limiting
those willing to cooperate with it and its activities. As long
as such disclosures remain in the public mind, any official
effort to improve CIA's image is as likely to backfire as to
succeed.

Barnd's admission that the CIA has certain weaknesses is un-
usual coming from a former (or present) agency official, but very
few in the CIA would disagree with his statement that press
stories about intelligence operations are a "national liability."

The CIA's concern about how to deal with reporters and how
to use the press to best advantage dates back to the agency's
beginnings. During the 1950s the agency was extremely wary of
any formal relations with the media, and the standard answer to
press inquiries was that the CIA "doe.s not confirm or deny pub-
lishedreports."

To be sure, there was a CIA press office, but it was not avry
important part of the agency's organization. To CIA insiders, its
principal function seemed to be to clip newspaper articles about
the CIA and to forward them to the interested component of the
agency. The press office was largely bypassed by Director Alten
Dulles and a few of his chief aides who maintained contact with
certain infl uential reporters.

Dulles often met his "friends" of the press on a background
basis, and he and his Clandestine Services chief, Frank Wisner,
were extremely interested in getting across to the American people
the danger posed to the country by international communism.
They stressed the CIA's role in combating the communist threat,
and Dulles liked to brag, after the fact, about successful agency
operations. The reporters who saw him were generally fascinated
by his war stories of the intelligence trade. Wisner was particularly
concerned with publi caiganti-communist 6migr6 groups (many
of which were subsidized or organized by the CIA), and he often
encouraged reporters to write about their activities.

According to an ex€IA officiat who worked closely with

.,,,.;, i . ..','," ''.' . ,..

TEE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE3t2
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Wisner, the refugees from the "captive nations" were used by the

CIA to give credence to the idea that the United States wps truly
interested in "rolling back the Iron Curtain." This same former
CIA man recalls Dulles and Wisner frequently telling subordi-

nates, in effect: "Try to do a txitter job in influencing the press

through friendly intermediaries."
Nevertheless, the agency's press relations during the Dulles era

were generally low-keyed. Reporters were not inclined to write
uofavorable or revealing stories about the CIA, and the agency,

for its part, received a good deal of useful information from
friendly newsmen. Reporters like Joseph Alsop, Drew Pearson,

Fiarrison Salisbury, and scores of others regularly sat down with
CIA experts to be debriefed after they returned from foreign

travels. These newsmen in no way worked for the agency, but they

were gtad to provide the incidental information that a traveler

might have observed, such as the number of smokestacks on a
factory or the intensity of traffic on a railroad line. The Washing'
ton bureau chief of a large newspaper remembers,being asked,

after he returned from Eastern Europe, "to fill in the little pieces

which might fit into the jigsaw pvzzle." This type of data was

quite important to the intelligence analyst in the days before the

technical espionage programs could supply the same information.
The agency's Intelligence Directorate routinely conducted these

debriefings of reporters, as it does today. Selected newsmen,

however, participated in a second kind of debriefing'conducted
by the Clandestine Services.,In these the emphasis was on the
personalities of the foreign officials encountered by the newsmen
(as part of the unending probe for vulnerabilities) and the
operation of the internal-security systems in the countries
visited.

At the same time the CIA was debriefing newsmen, it was look-
ing for possible recruits in the press corps or hoping to place a

CIA operator under "deep cover" with a reputable media outlet.
The identities of these bogus "reporters" were (and are) closely
guarded secrets. As late as November 1973, according to Oswald
Johnston's Washington Star-News report (confirmed by other
papers), there were still about forty full-time reporters and
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free-lancers on the CLA payroll. Johnston reported that CIA
Director Colby had decided to cut the "five full-time staff cor-
respondents with ge,neral-circulation news organizations," but
that the other thirty-five or so "stringers" and workers for trade
publications would be retained. Amqican corresponde,nts often
have much broader entr6e to foreign societies than do officials of
the local American embassy, which provides most CIA operators
with their cover, and the agency simply has been unable to resist
the temptation to penetrate the press corps, although the major
media outlets havealmost all refused to cooperatewith the CIA.

William Attwood, now publisher of Newsday, remembers
vividly that when he was foreign editor of Look during the 1950s a
CIA representative approached him and asked if Look needed a
correspondent in New Delhi. The agency offered to supply the
man for the job and pay his salary. Attwood tumed the agency
down.

Clifton Daniel, former managing editor of the New Yor k Times
and now that paper's Washington bureau chief, states that in the
late 1950s "I was very surprised to learn that a correspondent of
an obscure newspaper in an obscure part of the world was a CIA
man. That bothered me." Daniel promptly checked the ranks of
Times reporters for similar agency connections, but found "there
did not seem to be any." He believes that one reasion why the
Times was clean was that "our people knew they would be flred"
if theyworked for the agency.

In 1955 Sam Jaffe applied for a job with CBS News. While he

was waiting for his application to be processed, a CIA official
whom Jaffe identifies as Jerry Rubins visited his house in Cali-
fornia and told him, "If you axe willing to work for us, you axe

goiag to Moscow" with CBS. Jaffe was flabbergasted, since he did
not even know at that point if CBS would hire him, and he as-

sumes that someone at CBS must have been in on the arrangement
or otherwise the agency would never have known he had applied
for work. Moreover, it would have been highly unusual to send a

ncry young reporter to such an important overseas post. Rubins

told Jaffe that the agency was "willing to release certain top-secret
:information to you in order that you try and obtain certain in-
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formation for us." Jaffe refused and was late.r hired by CBS for a

domestic assignment.
Before the clA's successful armed invasion of Guatemala in

lgs4,aTimereporterdroppedoffthestafftoparticipate'.bV.\is
own admission, in the agency's paramilitary operations in that

country. After the Guatemalan government had been over-

thrown, he returned to the Time ofrces in New York and asked

for his old job back. According to another Time staffer, the

managing editor asked the returned cIA man if he were still with

the agency. The man said no. The managing editor asked, "trf

yoo rir* stitt reatty with the CIA and I asked you about it' what

would you say?" The returned cIA man replied, "I'd have to say

rlo." Tiine rehired him anYrvaY' *

The Dulles years ended with two disasters for the cIA that

newspapers learned of in advance but refused to share fully with

their readers. First came the shooting down of the u'2 spy plane

over the soviet union in 1960. chalmers Roberts, long the

Washington Post's diplomatic correspondent' confirms in his

book First Rough Draft that he and ..some other newsmen,, knew

about the U-2 flighd in the late 1950s and "remained silent"'

Roberts explains, 
;'R.t otp""tively, it seems a close question as to

whether this was the right decision, but I think it probably was'

we took the position tt ut the national interest came before the

story because we knew the United states very much needed to

MostreportersatthetimewouldhaveagreedwithRichaxd
Bissell that premature disclosure would have forced the Soviets

..to take action.'l Yet Bissell admitted that "after five days" the

Soviets were fully aware that the spy planes were overflying their

* More recently cIA men have turned up as "reporters- in foreign coun'

tiies for little-know-n-p"Ui["ti""s which could not Possibly 1trotd to pay

their salaries withoirt-ig"""V 
"*ittance. 

Stanley -Karnow., 
formerly the-iiiiniiitii 

rr"r'. A.i*-*ri"spondent, recalls, "I remember a guy who

came to Koreq *itir-oo ,itiUi"-ir"uot oisupport. He was supposed to.be

;;;;;fid"it fo, u .orrii pup"r in New Y6rk. In a country where it takes

i""* iJt"iia 
"p 

urq:"ui"tuid"r,I" immediately had good.cont4cts, and he

dined with ttre Clf siation itrief. tt was co---on knowledge he worked

for the agencY."
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country, and that the secrecy maintained by the Soviet and Am-
erican governments was an example "gf two hostile governments

collaborating to keepoperations sectet from the general public on

both sides."
The whole U-2 incident may well have been a watershed ereent.

For much of the American press and public it was the first indica-

tion that their government lied, and it was the opening wedge in

what would grow during the Vietnam years into the "credibility
gap." But as the Eisenhower administration came to an end, there

was still a national @nsensus that the fight against communism
justified virtually any means. The press was very much a part of
the consensus, and this did not start to crack until it became

known that the CIA was organizing an armed invasion of
Cuba.

Five months before the landing took place at the Bay of Pigs,

ttre Nation published a secondhand account of the agency's ef-

forts to train Cuban exiles for attacks against Cuba and called

upon "all U.S. news mddia with correspondents in Guatemala,"

where the invaders were being trained, to check out the story. The

New York Timesresponded on January 10, 196I, with an article

describing the training, with U.S. assistance, of an anti-Castro

force in Guatemala. At the end of the story, which mentioned

neither the CIA nor a possible invasion, was a charge by the

Cuban Foreign Minister that the U.S. government was preparing

"me,r@naries" in Guatemala and Florida for military action

against Cuba. Turner Catledge, then the managing editor of the

Times, declared in his book My Lrfe and The Times; "I don't
think,that anyone who read the story would have doubted that

something was in the wind, that the United States was deeply in-

volved, or that the New York Times was onto the story."
As the date for the invasion approached, the New Republic

obtained a comprehensive account of the preparations for the

operation, but the liberal magazine's editor-in-chief, Gilbert Har-
rison, became wary of the secUrity implications and submitted

the article to President Kennedy for his advice. Kennedy asked

that it not be printed, and I{arrison, a friend of the President,
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complied. At about the same tirhe, New York TimesreprterTad
Szulc uncovered nearly the complete story, and the Times made

preparations to carry it on April 7,1961, under a four+olurnn
headline. But Times publisher Orvil Dryfoos and Washington

bureau chief James Reston both objected to the article on

national-security grounds, and it was edited to eliminate all men-

tion of CIA involvement or an "imminent" invasion. The trun-
cated story, which mentioned only that 5,000 to 6,000 Cubans

were being trained in the United States and Crntral America "for
the liberation of Cuba," no longer merited a banner headline

and was reduced to a single column on the front page. Times

editor Clifton Daniel later explained that DryfoOs had ordered

the story toned down "above all, lout ofl concern for the safety

of the men who were prepffing to offer their lives on the beaches

of Cuba."
Times reporter Szulc states that he was not consulted about the

hea.qy editing of his article, and he mentions that President Ken-

nedy made a personal appeal to publisher Dr5foos not to run the

story. Yet, less than a month after the invasion at a meeting

where he was urging newspaper editors not to print security in-

formation, Kennedy was able to say to the Times'Catledge, "If
you had printed more about the operation, you would have saved

us froh acolossal mistake."
Thefailure of the Bay of Pigs cost cIA Director Dulles his job,

and he was succeeded in November 1961 by John McCone. Mc'
Cone did little to revamp the agency's policies in dealing with the

press, although the matter obviously concerned him, as became

Lvident when he reprimanded and then transferred his press offi-
cer, who he felt had been too forthcoming with a particular re-

porter. In McCone's first weeks at the agency, the New York

Times got wind of the fact that the clA was training Tibetans in
paramilitary techniques at ao agency base in Colorado, but,
according to David Wise's account n The Politics of LyW, the

Office of the Secretary of Defense "pleaded" with the Times tokill
the story, which it did. In the cuban missile crisis of 1962, Presi-

dent Kennedy again prevailed upon theTimes not to print a story

- this time, the news that Soviet missiles had been installed in
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C\rba; which t[1e Tinus had learned of at least a day before the

President made his announcement to the country.*
Then, in 19il, McCone was faced with the problem of how to

deal with an upcoming book about the CIA, and his response

was an attempt to do violence to the First Amendment.

The book was The Invisible Governmenr, by reporters David
wise of the New York HeraldTribwe and Thomas Ross of the

chicago sun-Times. Their work provided anexample of the kind
of reporting on the agency that otherjournalists might have done

but had failed to do. In short, it was an example of investigative

reporting at its best and, perhaps as a result, it infuriated the CIA.
McCone and his deputy, Lieutenant General Marshall Carteg

both personatly telephoned Wise and Ross's publisher, Random

Housi, to raise their strong objections to publication of the book.
The,n a CIA official offered to buy up the entire first printing of
over 15,000 books. Calling this action "laughable," Random

House's president, Bennett Cerf, agreed to sell the agency as

many books as it wanted, but stated that additional printingB

would be made for the public. The agency also approached Laok

magazine,which had planned to run excerpts from the book, and'

according to a spokesman, "asked that some changes be made -
things they considered to be inaccuracies. We made a number of
changes but do not consider that they were significant."

The final chapter in the agency attack against The Invisible

Goviernmen, c{rme in 1965 when the CIA circulated an unattribu-
ted document on "The Soviet and Communist Bloc Defamation

Campaign" to various members of Congress and the press' This

long study detailed the many ways used by the KGB to discredit

the ClA, including the "development and milking of Western
journalists. Americans figure prominently among these." The

study singled out as an example df rcn disinforrration a soviet
r According to the Times' Max Frankel, writing in the Winter 1973

Columbia Forim, there was still a feeling that the paper had been "remiss"
in withholding information on the Bay of Pigs, so the Tlmes extracted a
oromise fromlhe President that while the paper remained silent he would
i.rh"d uO blOod and start no war." Frankel notes that "no such bargain was

, ever struck again, though many officials made overtures. The essential
I ingredient wai trust, and that was lost somewhere between Dallas and

fgnkin."
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radio broadcast that guoted directly from The Invisibte Govern-
rnent.The agency's message was not too subtle, but then the CIA
never put its name on the document.

When Richard Helms took over the agency in 1965, press rela-
tions changed noticeably. Helms hirnself had been a reporter with
United Press in Germany before World War II, and he thought
of hirnself as an accomplished journalist. He would tell his sub-

ordinates, when the subject of the preris came up in the agency's

inner councils, that he understoodreporters'problems, how their
minds worked, what the CIA could and could not do with them.
He had certain writing habits (which may have originated either

with a strict bureau chief or a strict high-school English teacher)

which set him apart from others in the clandestine part of the .

agency, where writing is considered a functional, as gpposed to a
literary, skill. For instance, he would not sign his name to any

document prepared for him that included a sentence beginning

with the words "however" or "therefore. "
It soon became clear within the agency that Helms was intent

on taking care of most of the CIA's relations with the press him-
self. Acutely aware that the agency's image had been badly tar-
nished by the Bay of Pigs and other blown operations during the

dnty 1960s, he was determined to improve the situation. He later

told a congressional committ@, "fn our society even a cland.es-

tine outfit cannot stray far from the norms. If we get . . . the pub'
lic, the press or the Congress against us, wecan't hack it."

So Helms began to cultivate the press. He started a series of
breakfasts, lunches, and occasional cocktail and dinner parties

for individual reporters and grOups of them. On days when he

was entertaining a gathering ofjournalists, he would often devote

part of his morning staff moeting to a discussion of the seating

arrangements and make suggpstions as to which CIA official
would be the most compatible eating partner for which reporter.

While a few senior clandestine personnel were invited to these

affairs, Helms made sure that the majority came from the CIA's
analytical and technical branches. As always, he was trying to por-

tray the agency asi a predominantly non-clandestine organization.
Helms' invitations were not for every reporter. He concentra'

,. .'

ted on what the New York Times'John Finney calls the "double-
domios - the bureau chiefs, columnists, and other opinion mak- ;

ers." David Wise, who headed the New York Herald Tribune's
Washington staff, has a similar impression: "In almost every ,l''
Washington bureau, there's one guy who has access to the agency

on a much higher level than the press officer. Other report€rs
who callup get the runaround." Finney states that HeLns and his '

assistants would "work with flattery on the prestige of" thesp key
journalists. CBS News' Marvin Kalb, who attended several of ,, ,

Helms'sessions with the press (and who was recently bugeed by

give you. He had this marvelous way of talking of suggesting

things with his eyes. Yet, he usually didn't tell you anything."
Helms' frequent contact with reporters was not a sinister thing. , ,

He was not trying to recruit them into nefarious schemes for the i

CIA. Rather, he was making a concerted effort to get his and his i .

agency's point of view across to the press and, through them, to f 
i

the American public - a common activity among top government I

his friends. Columnist Joseph Kraft (another Nixon-adrninistra-
tion bugging victim) generally sums up the view of Hetms by
reporters who saw him frequently: "I wanted to see Helms a lot

good analyst - rapid, brief, and knowledgeable about what was
going on." Kraft recalls that Helms was the only government

official who forecast that South Vietnamese President Thieu
would successfully block implementation of the Vietnamee '

peacg accords until after the 1972 American election, and other
reporters tell similar stories of Helms being among the most ,

accurate high government sour@s available on matters like' 'l

Soviet missiles or Chinese nuclear testing. He did not usually
engage in the exaggerated talk about communist threats that so

often characterizes "informed sour@s" in the Pentagon, and he

seemed to have less of an operational ax to grind than other
Washingtonofficials.
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The source of a news leak is not usually revealed in'the ne$a-
papers. Yet when Helms, or any other government official, gives a
"not-for-attribution" briefing to reporters, he always has a
reason for doing so - which is not necessarily based on a desire to
get the truth out to the American people. He may leak to pro-
mote or block a particular policy, to protect a bureaucratic flank,
to launch a "trial balloon," to pass a message to a foreign govern-
ment, or simply to embarrass or damage an individual. Most
reporters are aware that government offi.cials play these games;

nevertheless, the CIA plays them more assiduously, since it
vtrtually never releases any information overtly. The New York
Tinus Washington bureau chief, Clifton Daniel,\notes that
although the agency issues no press releases, it leaksinformation
"to support its own case and to serve its own purposes.. . . It
doesn't surprise me that even secret bureaucrats would do that."
Qaniel says, however, that he "would accept material not-for-
attribution if the past reliability of the source iS good. But you
haveto beawfullycareful that you arenot beingused."

In early 1968, Time maganne reporters were doing research on
a cover story on the Soviet naw. According to Time'sPentagon
correspondent, John Mulliken, neither the White House nor the
State Department would provide information on the subject for
fear of giving the Soviets the impression that the U.S. government
was behind a move to play up the threat posed by the Soviet fleet.
Mulliken saln that, with Helms' authorization, CIA experts
provided Timewithvirtually all the data it needed. Commenting
on the incident five years later, Mulliken recalls, "I had the im-
pression that the CIA was saying'the hell with the others'and
was taking pleasure in sticking it in." He never did find out exact-
ly why Helms wanted that information to come out at that
particular time when other government agencies did not; nor, of
course, did Time's readers. who did not even know that the CIA
was the source of much of the article which appeared on Feb-
ruary 23,1968.

From the days of Henry Luce and Allen Dulles, Time had
always had close relations with the agency. In more rpcent y@8,
the magazine's chief Washington correspondent, Hugh Sidey, re
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'lates, "With Mc€one and Helms, we had a set-up that when the
nragazine was doing something on the CIA, we went to them and
put it before them. . . . We were never misled."

Similarly, when Newsweek decided in the fall of 1971 to do a
cover story on Richard Helms and "The New Espionagg" the
magazine, according to a Newsweek staffer, went directly to the
agency for much of its information. And the article, published on
November 22,1971, generally reflected the line that Helms was
trying so hard to sell: that since "the latter 1960s . . . the focus of
attention and prestige within CIA" had switched from the Clan-
destine Services to the analysis of intelligence, and that "the vast
mqiority of recvuits are bound for" the Intelligence Directorate.
This was, of course, written at a time when over two thirds of the
agency's budget and personnel were devoted to covert operations
and their support (roughly the same per@ntage as had existed for
the preceding te,n years). Newsweek did uncover several previous-
ly unpublished anecdotes about iast covert operations (which
made the CIA look good) and pubtished at least one completely
untrue statement concerning a multibillion-dollar technical
espionage program. Assuming that the'facts for this statement
were provided by "reliable intelligence sources," it probably re-
presented a CIA disinformation attempt designed to make the
Russians believe something untrue about U.S. technical collec-
tion capabilities.

Under Helms, the CIA also continued its practice of lnter-
vening with editors and publishers to try to stop publication of
books either too descriptive or too critical of the agency. In
April 1972 this book - as yet unnnitten - was enjoined; two
months later, the number-two man in the Clandestine Services,
Cord Meyer, Jr., visited the New York offices of Harper & Row,
fnc., on another anti-book mission. The publisher had announ-
ced the forthcoming publication of a book by Alfred McCoy
called The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia, charging the
agency with a certain degree of complicity in the southeast Asian
drug traffic. Meyer asked old acquaintances :unong Harper &
Row's top management to provide him with a copy of the book,s
galley proofs. While the CIA obviously hoped tq handle the
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matter inforrnally among friends, Harper & Row asked the
agency for official confirmation of its.request. The CIA's General
Counsel, Lawrence Houston, responded with a letter of July 5,

1972, that while the agqncy's intervention "in no way affects the
right of a publisher to decide what to publish . . . I find it difficult
to believe . . . that a responsible publisher would wish to be

associated with an attack on our Government involving the
vicious international drug traffic without at least trying to as-

certain the facts." McCoy maintained that the CIA had "no legal
right to review the book" and that "submitting the manuscript
to the CIA for prior review is to agree to take the first step to-
ward abandoning the First Amendment protection against prior
censorship." Harpetr & Row apparently disagreed and made it
clear to McCoy that the book would not be published unless first
submitted. Rather than find a new publisher at that late date,-
McCoy went along. He also gave the entire story to the press,

which was generally critical of the ClA.
The agency listed its objections to Harper & Row on July 28,

and, in the words of the publisher's vice president and general

counsel, B. Brooks Thomas, the agency's criticisms "were pretty
general and we found ourselves rather underwhelmed by them."
Ilarper & Row proceeded to publish the book - unchanged - in
themiddleofAugust.

The CIA has also used the American press more directly in its
efforts against the KGB. On October 2,1971, the week after the
British government expelled 105 Soviet officials from Engfland

because of their alleged intelligence activities, the NewYork
Times ran a front-page article by Benjamin Welles about Soviet
spyrne around the world. Much of the information in the article
came from the CIA, and it mentioned, among other things, that
many of the Russians working at the United Nations were KGB
operators. According to Welles, the agency specifically "fin-
gpredas a KGB man"aRussian in theU.N.pressoffice,Yladimir
i. Pavlichenko, and asked that he be mentioned in the article.
Welles complied and included a paragraph of biographical infor-
mation on the Russian, supplied by the CIA. Te! days later the
Soviet Union made an official protest to the U.S. government
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about the "slanderous" reports in the American pre$l conceruing

TheTimes'charges about espionage activities of the Soviets at . , 1,,

the U:N. were almost certainly accurate. But, as a Washingfon-
based media executive familiar with the case states, "Ttre truth
of the charges has nothing to do with the question of whether an
American newspaper should allow itself to become involved in
the warfare between opposing intelligence services without giving
its readers an idea of what is happening. If the CIA wants to
make a public statement about a Soviet agent at the U.N. or the
U.S. government wants to expel the spy for improper activities, \

such actions would be legitimate subjects for press coverage - but
to cooperate with the agency in 'fingering'the spy, without in-
forming the reader, is at best not straightforward reporting.:'

The CIA has often made communist defectors available to
selected reporters so news stories can be written (and propaganda ;'

victories gained). As was mentioned earlier, most of the.se defec- ' 
,

tors are almost completely dependent on the Ch, and are cire- i

questionably are legitimate'subjects of the press's attention, but it ,

is unfortunate that their stories are filtered out to the American
people in such controlled. circumstances ,

David Wise remembers an incident at the New York Herald
Tribune in the mid-1960s when the CIA called the papOr's top
officials and a^rranged to have a Chinese defector made available
to reporters. According to Wise, CIA officials "brought him 

i

down from Langley [for the interview] and then put him back on 
,

ice." Similarly, in 1967 the agedcy asked the Times' Welles to
come out to CIA headquarters to talk to the Soviet defector
Lieutenant C-olonel Yevgeny Runge. On November l0 Welles
wrote two articles based on the interview with Runge and addi- l

tional material on the KGB'supplied by CIA officers. But Welles i

also included in his piece several paragraphs discussing the CIA's
motivation in making Runge available to the press. The article
mentioned that at least some U.S. intelligence officials desired "to
counter the international attention, much of it favorable, sur-
rouading the Soviet Union's 50th anniversary," which was then
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taking place. Publicizing the defection, Welles continued, "also
gave United States intelligence men a chance to focus public

attention on what they consider a gtrowing emphasis on the use of
'illegal' Soviet agents around the world."

According to Welles, these paragraphs stating, in effect, that
the CIA was exploiting Runge's defection for its ownpurposesin'
furiated the agency, and hg was "cut off" by his CIA sources. He
experienced "long periods of coolness" and was told by friends
in the agency that Helms had personally ordered that he was to be

give,n no stories for several months.

The CIA is perfectlyreadyto reward its frie,nds. Besides provision

of big news breaks such as defector stories, selected reporters may

receive "exclusives" on everything from U.S. goveflrmentforeign
policy to Soviet intentions. Hal He,lrdrix, described by three dif-
ferent Washington reporters as a known "friend" of the agency'

won a Pulitzer Ptizpfor his t962 Miami Daily Newsreporting of
the Cuban missile crisis.* Much of his "inside story" was truly
inside: it was based on CIA leaks.

Because of the CIA's clever handling of reporters and because

of the personal views held by many of those reporters and their

editors, most of the American press has at least tacitly gone along,

trntil the last few y@rs, with the agency view that covert opera-
, tions are not a proper subject for journalistic scrutiny. The cTedi'

bility gap arising out of the Vietnam war, however, may well have

changed the attitude of many reporters. Tlrre New York Times'

Tom Wicker credits the Vietnam experience with making the
press "more concerned with its fundamental duty." Now that

most reporters have seen repeated examples of government lying,

he believes, they are much less likely to accept CIA denials of
involvement in covert operations at home and abroad. As Wicker
points out, "Lots of people today would believe that the CtA
overthrows govefllmentsr" and most journalists no longer "be-
lieve in the sanctity of classified material." In the case of his own

I This is the same Hal Hendrix who later joined ITT and sent the memo
saying President Nixon had given the "8reen ligbt" for covert U.S. inter-
vention in Chile. See p. 380 above.

I
\
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paper, the New York Times, Wicker feels that "the Pentagon
Papers made the big differeoce."

. The safetding of the Watergate scandal has also opened up the

agency to incteased scrutiny. Reporters have dug deeply into the

CIA's assistance to the White House "plumbers" and the attempts

to involve the agency in the Watergate cover-up. Perhaps most

important, the prqss has largely rejected the "national security"
defense used by the White House to justify its actions. With any

luck at all, the American people can look forward to learning

from the news media what their government - even its secret part
'- is doing. As Congress abdicates its responsibility, and as the

President abuses his responsibility, we have nowhere else to turn.
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Conclusions

In the eyes of posteri8 it will
inevitably seem that, in

safeguardiqg our freedom, we
destroyed it; that the vast

clandestine apparatus we built up
:to probe our enemies'resources
and intentions only served in the

end to confuse our own purposes;

that the practice of deceiving
others for the good of the state

led infallibly to our deceiving

ourselves; and that the vast army
of intelligence personnel built up

to e:recute these purposes wero

soon caught up in the web of their
own sick fantasies, with
disastrous consequences

to them and us.

- MALCOLM MUGGERIDGE

May 1966



It is a multi-purpose, clandestine arm of power . . . motre than an
intelligence or counterintelligence organization. It is an insffir-
me,nt for subversion, manipulation, and violencp, for the secret

interve,ntion in the affairs of other countries." Allen Dulles urote
those words about the KGB in 1963 so fhat Americans would
better understand the nature of the Soviet security seryice. His
description was a correct one, but he could - just as accurately -
have used the same terms to describe his own CIA. He did not
of course, because the U.S. leaders of Dulles' generation generally

tried to impute the worst posible methods and motives to the

forces of international communism, while casting the "defensive
actions of the free world" as honest and democratic. Both sides,

however, resorted to ruthless tactics. Neither was reluctant to
employ trickery, deceit, or, in Dulles' phrase, "subversion, mani-
pulation, and violence." They both operated clandestinely, coo'
cealine their activities not so much from the "opposition" (they

coutdn't) as from their own peoples. Secrecy itself became away
of life, and it could not be challenged without fear of a charge

that one was unpatriotic or unmindful of the "national security."
In the dark days of the Cold War the communist threat was real

to most Americans. Sincere men believed that the enemy's dir'
tiest tricks must be countered. Fire was to be fought with firg' and

America's small 6lite corps of intelligence professionals claircd-
they knew how to do this. The public and the country's leaders

were willing to go along, if not always enthtrsiastically, at least

without serious opposition. Consequently, clandestine operatives

from the United States as well as the Soviet Union were turned
loose in virtually every nation in the world. Each side won secret

victories, but the overall results were decidedly mixed" For its

part, the cIA played some role in forestalling ffirr;#
over of Western Europe, but the 4gency's rqcord in the Middle
East, Asia, and elsewhere in the world left much to be desired.

When the CIA's invaders were defeated iq 1961 on the beachh
of the Bay of Pigs, it should have bee,n a signal to the cotrntry that
something was wrong - both with the CIA and the government
that directed the sesret agency's activities. It should have been

clear that events in.the Third World could (and should) no longer
be easily and blatantly manipulated by Washington. It should
have been obvious that the times were rapidlychanging; that the
fears, following on the heels of World War II, that the "com-
munist monolith" was on the verge of dominating the "frer
world" were invalid. It should have been apparent to the Am-
erican public that theCIA wasliving in the past.

Columnist Tom Braden, a former high-ranking CIA covert ex-
pert, reflecting on the latter-day life of the CA, wrote in January
1973: "Josef Stalin's decision t6 attempt conquest of Western
Europe by manipulation, the use of fronts and the purchasing of
loyalty turned the Agency into a house of dirty tricks. It was nec-

essary. Absolutely n@essary, in my view. But it lasted long after
the necessity was gone."

Yet after the initial public outcry over the Cuban fiasco, the
personnel shake-up at the agency and the high-level reviews of its
performance ordered by President Kennedy had little effect. The
CIA went back to operatingessentiallythe sameway ithadforthe
previous decade, agarn with at least the tacit acceptance of the
American public. Not.until the Indochinese war shocked and
outraged a significant part of the population were CIA's tactics,
such as secret subsidies, clandestine armies, and covert coups,

seriously called into question. Now Watergate has brought the
issue to an inadequately controlled sectet intelligence agency

hbme to us. The clandestine techniques developed over a quarter-

ceirtury of Cold War have, at last, been dramatically displayed
for the people of this country, and the potential danger of a CIA
which functions solely at the command of the President has beeir

demonstrated to the public.
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The CIA has a momentum of its own, and its operativescontinue
to ply their trade behind their curtain of secrecyr They do not
want to give up their covert activities, their dirty tricks. They be-
lieve in these methods and they rather enjoy the game. Of course,
without a presidential mandate they would have to stop, but the
country has not had a chief executive since the agency's inception
who has not believed in the fundamental need and rightness of
CIA intervention in the internal affairs of other nations. When a
President has perceived American interests to be threatened in
some faraway land, he has usually been willing to try to change

the course of events by sending in the CIA. That these covert
interventions often are ineffective, counterproductive, or dam:
aging to the national interest has not prevented Presidents from
attempting them.

(

DELETED

) Kissinger and Nixon were concerned with what
they believe to be a legitimate end - preventing a Marxist from
being elected President of Chile - and the means employed
mattered little to them, as long as secrecy could be maintained.

The new CIA Director, William Colby, has indicated on the
public record that he intends to keep the agency functioning
largely as it has in the past (while pledging to shun future "Water'
gates"). When Senator Harold Hughes asked him where the line
should be drawn between the use of CIA paramilitary warriors
and the regular U.S. armed forces, Colby replied that the dividing
line should be "at the point in which the United States acknow-
ledges involvement in such activities.'? Senator Hughes specifi-

cally put this answer into perspective when he said on August 1,

1973, "Mr. Colby believes that CIA-run military operationg are
perfectlyacceptable as long as they can be concealed."

Colby's - and the CIA's and the Nixon admiqistration's.- view
that "deniability" somehow allows the United States a free hand
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for covert intervention abroad (and at home) is an anachronistic
hangover from the Cold War. Perhaps such actions could once

have been justified when the future of the country was seemingly

at stake, but no such threat now looms on the horizon. The only
two foreign powers with the potential to threaten the United
States - the Soviet Union and China - have long ceased to be

meaningf,ul targets of CIA secret operations. Instead, the agency

works mainly in the Third World, in nations that pose no possible

threat to American security (
DELETED

) The CIA is not defending our national security. It
seeks rather to maintain the status quo, to hold back the cultural
clock, in areas that are of little or no significance to the American
people. These efforts are often doomed to failure. fn fact, at least

since 1961, the CIA has lost many mqre battles than it has won,
even by its own standards. Furthermore, the very fact that the
United States operates an active CIA around the world has done
incalculable harm to the nation's international position. Not only
have millions of people abroad been alienated by the CIAIs
activities, but so have been a large number of Americans, es-

pecially young people.

The time has come for the United States to stand openly be-

hind its actions overseas, to lead by example rather than mani-
pulation. The changeover might disturb those governnlent

officials who believe in the inherent right of the United States to
exercise its power everywhere, clandestinely when that seems

necessary; but in the long run non-interference and forthrightness
would enhance Arherica's international prestrge and position.' 

Even in an era when the public is conditioned to ever expan-

ding and ever more expensive government activities, the $6 billion
yearly cost of American intelligence represents a significant slice

of the national treasure. The government spends more money on

the various forms of spying than it does on the war against crime

and drugs, cofllmunity development and housing, mass trans-
portation systems, and even the country's overt international
progru-r carried out by the State Department, the USIA, and

the AID combined. Yet, unlike other federal activities, informa-
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tion on the intelligence community - how much money is being

spent and where the money goes - is systematically withheld from
the American people and all but a handful of Congressmen.

Behind this wall of secrecy (which exists as much to conceal

waste and inefficiency as to protect "national security") intelli-
gence has grown far beyond the needs of the nation.

The time has come to demysticize the intelligence profession,

to disabuse Americans of the ideas that clandestine agents some-

how make the world a safer place to live in, that excessive sscrecy

is necessary to protect the national security. These notions simply

are not true; the CIA and the other intelligence agencies have

merely used them to build their own covert empire. The U.S.

intelligence community performs a vital service in keeping track

of and analyzing the military capability and strengths of the

soviet union and china, but its other functions - the cIA's dirty
tricks and classical espionage - are, on the whole, a liability for
the country, on both practical and moral grounds.

But because of bureaucratic tribalism, vested interestb; and the

enorrnous size of the intelligence community, internal reform

never makes more than a marginal dent in the community's

operations. The people in charge like things essentially as they

are, and they have never been subjected to the kind of intense

outside pressure which leads to change in our society. Presidents,

furthermore, have not wanted to greatly disturb the existing

system because they have always wanted more, if not better,

intelligence; because they were afraid of openirrg up the secret

world of intelligence to public scrutiny; because they did not

want to risk tosing their personal action arm for intervention

abroad.
The Congress, which has the constitutional power and, indeed,

the responsibility to monitor the CIA and U.S. intelligence, has

almost totally failed to exercise meaningful control. Intelligence

has always been the sacred shibboleth which could not be dis-

turbed without damaging the "national seQurity," and, despite

loud protests from a few outspoken critics, neither legislative

house has been willing to question seriously the scope or the size

of intelligence activities. Yet, if there is to be any real, meaningful

Conclusions 4O5

change in the intelligence community, it must come from Con-

Er6s, and, judging from past experience, Congress will act only if
prodded by public opinion. The Watergate affair has, to some

extent, played such a role, and the full review of the CIA's secnet

charter promised by Senate Arfned Services chairman John

Stennis should be the first step in limiting the CIA's covert

operations and cutting down the duplication and inefficiency of
the rest of the communitY.

Congress should require the vanous intelligence agencies to
keep it informed of the information collected. This kind of data

should be routinely supplied to the legislative branch so it can

properly cafiy out its foreign-policy functions and vote furtds for
the national defense. If the same information can be given to

foreign governments and selectively leaked to the,press by ad-

ministrations in search of votes on military-spending issues, then

there is'no "security" reason why it must be denied to the Con-

Sess. The Soviets know that U.S. spy satellites observe their

country and that other electronic devices monitor their activities;

it makes little sense to classify the intelligence gathered "higher

than top secret". No one is asking that technical details such as

how the cameras work be given to the congress or made public-

but the excessive secrecy which surrounds the finished intelligence

product could certainly be eased without in any way limiting the

nation's ability to collect raw intelligencedata bytechnical means.

As for the CIA proper, Congress should take action to limit the

agency to the role originally set out for it in the National Security

Act of lg47 - namely, the CIA should conc€rn itself exclusively

with coordinating and evaluating intelligence. At the minimum, if
clandestine activities rirust be continued by the U.S. government,

the operational part of the CIA should be separated from the non-

covert components. In the analytical and technical field the

agency can make its most import'ant contribution to the national

security, but these functions have been neglected and at times

distorted by the clandestine operatives who have almost always

been in control of the CIA. Intelligence should not be presented

to the nation's policy-makers by the same men who are trying to
justify clandestine operations. The temptation to use field infor-
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mation selectively and to evaluate information to serve opera-

tional interests can be irresistible to the most honest men - let
alone to the clandestine operatives.

However, the best solution would be not simply to separate the

Clandestine Services from the rest of the CIA, but to abolish them

completely. The few clandestine functions which still serve a use-

ful purpose could be transferred to other government depart-

ments, but, for the most part, such activities should be eliminated.
This would deprive the government of its arsenal of dirty tricks,
but the republic could easily sustain the loss - and be the better
for it.

The Clandestine Services' espionage operations using human

agents have already been made obsolete by the technical collec-

tion systems which, along with open sources, supply the United
States government with almost all the information it needs on the

military strength and deployments of the Soviet Union and

China. The truly valuable technical systems:- the satellitqs and

electronic listening devices - should be maintained, although

without the present duplication and bureaucratic inefficiency.

Since Oleg Penkovsky's arrests bySoviet authoritiesin l.962,there

has been no CIA spy who has supplied the'United States with im-
portant information about any cofirmunist power, and it is diffi-
cult to justify the expenditure of over $l billion in the last decade

for classical espionage simply on the hope that anotherPenkovsky
will someday offer himself up as I CIA agent. Assuming that the

CIA's most valuable agents will continue to be volunteers -
"walk-ins" and defectors - a small office attached to'the State

Department and embassy contacts could be established to receive

the information supplied by these sources.

While the CIA has been much more successful in penetrating

the governments of the Third World and some of America's allies,

the information received is simply not that important and can be

duplicated to some extent through diplomatic and open sources.

While it rnieht be interesting to know about the inner workings

of a partioular Latin American, Asian, or African country, this
intelligence has little practical use if the CIA has no intention of
manipulating the local power structure.

Conclwioris ' N7

The Clandestine Services' counterespionage functions should
be taken over by the FBI. Protecting the United States against
foreign spies is supposed to be the bureau's function anyvay, and
the iricessant game-playing with foreign intelligence services - the
provocations, deceptions, and double agents - would quickly be-

come a relic of the past if the CIA were not involved in its own
covert operations. Playing chess with the tarpayers' money
against the KGB is unquestionably a fascinating exercise for
clandestine operatives, but one that can properly be handled by
the internal-security agency of the United States, the FBI.

As for the CIA's paramilitary tasks, they have no place in an

intelligence agency, no place in a democtatic society. Under the

Constitution, only Congress has the power to declare war, and

the United States should never again become involved in armed

conflict without full congressional approval and public knowledge.
If "American ddvisors" are needed to assist another country
legitimately, they can be supplied by the Pentagon. The other
forms of covert action - propaganda, subversion, manipulation
of governments - should simply be discontinued. These are more

often than not counterproductive and, even when successful,

contrary to the most basic American ideals. The CIA's proprietary
companies should be shut down or sold off. The agency would
have little use for one of the largest aircraft networks in the

world if it were not constaltly intervening in foreign countries.

The proprietaries, with their unregulated profits, potential'con-
flicts of intetrest, and doubtful business practic6s, should in no casie

'be allowed to continue operations.
The other countries of the world have a fundamental right not

to have any outside power interfere in their internal affairs. The

United States, which solemnly pledged to uphold this right when

it ratified the United Nations charter, should now honor it. The

mechanisms used to intervene overseas ignore and undermine

American constitutional processes and pose a threat to the demo-

cratic system at home. The United States is surely strong enough

as a nation to be able to climb out of the gutter and conduct its

foreign policy in accordance with the ideals that the country was

founded upon.
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The third meeting of the Discussion Group on Intelligence and Foreign
Policy was held at the Harold Pratt House oi fouory 8, 1968, at 5:00
p.m. Present were: Richard M. Bissell,lr., Discussion Leaddr; Douglas
Dillon, Chairrnan; William l. Barnds, Secretuy; William R. Harris,
Rryporteur; George Agree', Frank Altschul, Robert Amory,lr., Meyer
Bernstein, Col. Si&tey B. Berry,lr., Allen W. Dulles, George S. Fro*-
lin, Jr., Eugene Fubini,lulius C. Holmes, Thomas L. Hughes, Joseph
Kraft, David W. MacEachron, Philip W. Quigg, Harry Howe Ransom,
Theodore C. Sorensen, David B. Truman.

The Chairman, Mr. Dillon, opened the meeting, noting that although
this entire series of discussion was "off-the-record," the subject of dis-
cussion for this particular.meeting was especially sensitive and subject
to the previously announced restrictions. -l

Mr. Dillon noted that problems involving CIA's relationships with
private institutions would be examined at a later meeting, though
rieither Mr. Bissell nor others should feel restricted in discussion of
such problems this evenin g.

As the session's discussion leader, Mr. Bissell offered a review and
appraisal ofcovert operations in U.S. foreign policy.

Touching briefly upon'the question of responsibility, of whether
these agencies are instruments of national policy, Mr. Bissell remarked
that, in such a Soup, he needn't elaborate on CIA's responsiveness
to national policy; that we could assume that, although CIA participates
in policy making (as do other "action agencies," such as AID, the
military services and Departments, in addition to the Department of
State), CIA was a responsible agency of national policy.

Indeed, in Mr. Bissell's personal experience, CIA's role was more
carefully circumscribed and the established limits observed more at-
tentively than in ECA, where Mr. Bissell had previously worked.

The essential control of CIA resided in a Cabinet-level committee,
comprising a representative of the White House staff, the Under
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secretary of state, Deputy Secretary of Defense, and in recent years the
personal participation of the Director of central Intelligence. over the
years this committee has become a more powerful andiffective device
for enforcing control. It reviews all new projects, and periodically
scrutinizes ongoing projects.

As an interdepartmental committee composed.of busy officials who
meet only once per week, this control goup is of limited effectiveness.
were it the only control instrument, Mr. Bissell would view it as in-
adequate, but in fact this committee is merely the summit of control,
with a series of intermediate review procedures at lower levels. projects
are usually discussdd in the relevant olfice of the Assistant secretary
of State, and, if at all related to Defense Department interests, at a
similar Ievel in DoD, frequently after consideration at lower levels in
these departments. It was rare to take an issue before the special Group
prior to discussion at lower levels, and if there was objection at lower '
levels, most issues were not proposed to the Special Group - excepting
Iarge projects or key issues, which would be appealed at every level,
including the Special Group.

similar procedures applied in the field. crenerally the Ambassador
had a right to know of any covert operations in his jurisdiction, al-
though in special cases (as a result of requests from the local chief of
state or the Secretary of state) the chief of station was instructed to
wittrhold information from the Ambassador. Indeed, in one case the
restriction was imposed upon the specific exhortation of the Ambas-
sador in question, who preferred to remain ignorant ofcertain activitids.

of the "blown" operations, frequently among the larger ones, most
are known to have been approved by the president himself. The u-2
project, for example, was an off-shoot of the Land (intelligence) com-
mittee of the Killian panel on surprise attack; it was proposed as a
Killian panel recommendation to the president, supportedby usIB;
its procurement, in utmost s€crecy, was authoriznd by the president,
and, with the exception of the first few flights (the initial authorization
being to operate for a period of ten days, "weather permitting'), each
individual flight was authorized by the president, with participation by
the Secretary of State and Secretary of Defense.

covert operations should, for some puq)oses, be divided into tw,o
classifications: (1) Intelligenrce collection, primarily espionage, or the
obtaining of intelligence by covert means; and (2) covert action,
attempting to influence the internal affairs of other nations - sometimes
called "intervention'! - bycovert means.

Although thesp two categories of activity can be separated in theory,
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intelligence collection and covert action interact and overlap. Efforts
have been rnade historicaly to separate the two functions but the
resuh has usually been regarded as "a total disaster organizationally.',
one such attempt was the establishment in the early davs of crA
(1948) of the oPC under Frank G. wisner as a separate organ for
covefr action. Althoueh supported and given cover by the crA, this
organization was independent and wisner reported directly to the' secretaries of state and Defense. ..Beedle,' smith decided when he
became Director of central Intelligence that, if he were responsible
for oPC, he was gouu to run it and it was merged with the clandestine
intelligence organizaliea in such a way that within the combined
clandestine service there was a complete integration of intelligence
collectionand covert action functions ineach area division.

In addition to our experience with opc, the Germans and the
British for a time during the war had organizations for covert special
operations separate from, and inevitably in competition with, their
espionage services. In every case the experience has been unfortuaate.
Although there are many disagrecments within cIA on matters of
doctrine, the view is unanimous that the splitting of intelligence and
covert action services would be disastrous, with resulting competition
for recruitment of agents, multipre recruitment of the om" agpnts,
additional security risks, and dissipation of effort.

concerning the first category, inteuigence collection,we should ask:
(a) what is the scope of "covert intelligence collection"? (b) what
intelligence collection functions can best be performed covertly ?

The scope of covert intelligence collection includes: (l) recon-
qaissance; (2) communications and erectronic intelligence, primarily
undertaken by NSA; and (3) classical espionage, by agents. In gaugng
their utilitv, Mr. Bissell ranked (I) the *ori impo.t ot, (2) sliehtly
below, and (3) considerably below both (t ) and (2).

Although it is less effective, classical espionage is .(much the least
costly," with the hardware cdmponents of recon and NSA activities
raising their costs,considerably.

(rn the after-dinner discussion, an authorig on commuaications-
electronics expressed his concurrence in Mr. Bissell's relative rankings.
Notwithstanding tech:rological advances in cryptology, the increased

-sophistication in most cryptosystems assured that (l) (reconnaissance)
outranked (2). Another observer noted that the budgets correlated in
similar manner, the former speaker concurriqg and noting that, how_
ever surprising, the budgets approximated maximum utility acrording
to cost-effectiveness criteria.)
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Postwar U.S. reconnaissance operations began, historically, as

..covert,, operations, primarily a series of clandestine-overflights of

Communisi territory in Eastern Europe, inaugurated in the early 1950s.

These early efforts were followed by the u-2 project, which provided

limited coverage but dramatic results.

Now we have reconnaissance satellites. overhead reconnaissance is

one of the most open of "secrets" in international affairs; it is no lonler

r,eallv a "covert activity," and bureaucratic responsibility for it now

resides in the Pentagon.

Classical espionage, in the early postwar yeaxs' was conducted with

special intensity in West Germany, and before the Berlin wall, in that

JitV, *trictr was ideal for the moving of agents in both directions, pro-

niiir,g a sizable flow of political and economic intelligence (especially

from East GermanY).
Throughouttheperiodsincetheearlyfifties,ofcourse,theCom.

munist b-ioc, and more especially the U.S.S.R. itself, has been recog-

nized as the primary targef for espionage activities. Circumstances have

g"ottv limited ttre scarc or operatiotu that could be undertaken qithin

ite Uto" so much of the effort has been directed at bloc nationals sta-

tioned in neutral or friendly areas, and at "third country" operations

that seek to use the nationals of other non-communist countries as

sources of informationon the Soviet bloc'

More recently there has been a shift in priorities for classical es-

pionage towardtargets in the underdeveloped world. Parllv as a result

lf tni. change in pliorities and partly because of other developments,

the scale of ine classical espionage eflort mounted in Europe has con-

siderablydiminished.TheU.S.S.R.remainsaprimetargetbutCom.
munist Ct i* would today be given the same priority'

As to the kinds of information that could be obtained, espionage has

beenofdecliningrelativeimportanceasameansoflearnirtgabout
observable developments, such as new construction, the characteristics

of transportation systems, the strength and deployment of military

forces and the tite because reconnaissance has become a far niore

effectivecollectiontechniqueand(exceptinChina)tlavelisfreerand
ir, rnor" extensive than some years ago' lt had been hoped that

,rpio*g" would contribute to the collection of intelligence on soviet

andEastEuropeanlechnology,sinbethisisabodyofinformationnot
,*airvouservaute(untilembodiedinoPerationalsysterns).Another
typeofintelligenceforwhichespionagewouldseemto'betheonly
available technique is that concerning enemy intentions' In practice
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however espionage has been flisappointing with respect to both these

types of inielligence. fhey are for-obvious reasons closely guarded and

the task is just too difficult to permit results to be obtained with any
dependability or regularity. With respect to the former category -
technology - the published literature and direct professional contacts

with the scientific community have been far richer sour@s.

(A communications+lectronics expert interjected the observation

that the s:une reasoning applied to inadequacies in S&T intelligence

collection; t'echnology is just too difhcult for agents, who are insuffi-

giently trained to comprehend what they observe as the technologies

become increasingly complicated.)
As to friendly neutrals and allies, it is usually easier to learn what

one wishes by overt contacts, human contacts of overt members of the

U.S. mission or private citizens. We don't need espionage to learn

British, or even French intentions.

Cf-he speaker was questioned as to whether the other side's espionage

was of similarly limited utility, or whether - with their Philbys - they

were more successful?)
Mr. Bissell remarked that Soviet Union successes were primarily in

counterintelligence, though going back aways, the Soviet Union had

been more successful in recruiting U.S. scientists.
(The question was raised as to whether Burgess and Macl-ean

constituted merely C.I. successes.)
. Mr. Bissellthought so.
(In another's recollection, Soviet atomic intelligence efforts had been

of substantial assistance in facilitating the Soviet nuclear weapons
pfogram. Although it is not possible to estimate with precision the

effects of this intelligence, it was Lewis Strauss's gpess that atomic
intelligurce suc@sses allowed the Soviets to detonate their first device

at least one and one-half and perhaps as much as two and one-half
years before such a test would have been possible with purely in-
digenous efforts.)

The general conclusion is that against the Soviet bloc or other
sophisticated societies, espipnage is not a primary source of intelligence,

althoueh it has had occasional brilliant successes (ike the Berlin Tunnel
and several ofthe high level defectors). A basic reason is that espionage

operates mainly through the recruitment of agents and it is enormously

difficult to recruit high level agents. A low level ageat, even assuming

that he remained loyal and that there is some meilN of communicating
with him[,] simply cannot tell you much of what you want to know.
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The secrets we cannot find out by reconnaissance or from open sources

are in the minds of scientists and senior policy makers and are not

accessible to an ordinary citizen even of middle rank.

In contrast, the underdeveloped world presents greater opportunities

for covert intelligence collection, simply because governments are much

less highly oriented; there is less security consciousness; and there is apt

to be nl,ore actual or potential diffusion of power among parties;

localities, organizations, and individuals outside of the central govern-

ments. The primary purpose of espionage in these areas is to provide

washington with timely knowledge of the internal power balance, a

form of intelligence that is primarily of tactical significance

Whyis thisrelevant?
Changes in the balance of power are extremely dfficult to discern

except through frequent contact with power elements. Again and again

we have been surprised at coups within the military; often, we have

failed to talk to the junior officers or non-coms whOare involved in the

coups. The same problem applies to labor leaders, and others. Fre-

quently we don't know of power relationships, because power balances

are murky and sometimes not well known even to the principal actors.

only by knowing the principal players well do you have a chance of
careful Brediction. Th; is real t"op" for action in this area; the tech-

nique is essentially that of "penetration,'! including "penetratiorls" of
the sort which horrify classicists of covert operations, with a disregard

for the..standards" and "agent recruitment rules." Many of the "pene-

trations" don't take the form of "hiring" but of establishing a close or
friendly relationship (which may or may not be furthered by the pro-

vision of moneyfromtime totime).
In some countries the CIA representative has served as a close coun-

selor (and in at least one case a drinking companion) of the chief of
state. These are situatiors, of course, in which the tasks of intelligence

collection and political action overlap to the point of being almost in-

distinguishable.
(The question was raised as to why ordinary diplomats couldn't

maintain these relationships.)
Mr. Bissell observed that often they could. There were special casies,

-however, such as in one Republic where the chief of state had a

"special relationship" with the senior CIA officers without the knowl-
edge of the u.s. Ambassador because the President of the Republic

had so requested it. The CIA man sent reports by CLA channels back

to the Secretary of State, but the Ambassador in the field, as agreed by

thg'secretary of state, wasn't to be informed. In this cpse, a problem
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arose when the relevant Assistant Secretary of State (who had received
cables from the CIA man) became the new Ambassador, but the
President of the Republic liked the new Ambassador and asked that a
"special relationship" beestablished with him too.

Aside from this unique case, it s€ems to have been true generally
that the Ambassador has to be a formal representative of the United
States most of whose relations wlth the government to which he is ac-
credited arethrough or with the knowledgB of its foreign office. On the
other hand, the CIA representative can maintain a more intimate and
informal relationship the privacy of which can be better preserved both
within the government of the country in question and within the United
States goverrrment. Moreover, if a chief of state leaves the scene or
changes his mind, you can quietly move a station chief, but it could be
embarrassing if it were necessary suddenly to recall the U.S. Am-
bassador.

(Was the previously described relationship really a "@vert opera-
tion" ?)

The "cover" may be to shieldvisibility from some juniorofficials or,

.in the case of a "private adviser" to a chief of state, to shield this fact
frompoliticians of the local government..

(Another observation was that the method of reporting, through
CLA channels, constituted one difference and had some influence. A
chid of state who knew that CIA's reports would be handled in a
smaller circle, with less attendant publicity, might prefer these channels
for some communications.)

Concerning the second category, covert actiona

The scope of corrert action could include: (1) political advice and
counsel; (2) subsidies to an individual; (3) financial support and

"technical assistan@" to political parties; (4) support of private organ-
izations, including 14$61rtnions, business fums, cooperati.ves, etc.; (5)

covert propaganda; (6) "private" training of individuals and exchange

of persons; (7) economic operations; and (8) paramilitary [or] political
action operations designed to overthrow or to support a regime (like
the Bay of Pigs and the progfiuns in Laos). These operations can be

classified in various ways,: by the degree and type of secrecy required [,]
by their legality, and, perhaps,.by their benign or hostile character.

From whom is.the activity to be kept secret? After five days, for
exarnple, the U-2 flights were not sectet from the Russians but these

operations remained highly secret in the United States, and with good

reason. If these overflights had "leaked" to the Arnerican press, the

U.S.S.R. would bave had been forced to take action- On a less severe
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level the same problem applies to satellite reconnaissance. These are
examples of two hostile governments collaborating to keep operations
secret from the general public of both sides. "Unfortunately, there
a.ren't enough of these situations."

(The remark was interjected that there was another reason for
s€crecy; if one had to admit to the activity, one would have to show
the results, and exactly how good or bad they were.)

Covert operations could be classified by their legality or illegality.
Many of them are legal.

They can also be classified as "benign" or "hostile." Most operations
in Western Europe have been "benign," though involving the gravest

improprieties, and in some cases clearly illegal action. (E.g., covert
support of political parties.)

In the case of a large underdeveloped country, for example, money
was put into a party's funds without the knowledge of that party. The
relatively few economic operations that have been undertaken have

been both benign and legal. One of these involved the provision by
CIA of interim ostensibly private financing of an overt project pending

an overt and official loan by AID. It's purpose was to give AID time
for some hard bargaining without causing a complete failure of the

transaction. The stereotype, ofcourse, is that all cotert operations are
illegal and hostile, but this is not really the case.

The role of covert intervention can best be understood by contrast
with the overt activities of the United States government. Dlplomacy
seeks results by bargaining on a government-to-government basis,

sometimes openly - sometimes privately. Foreign economic policy and

cultural programs seek to modify benignly the economies of other
countries and theclimate of opinion within them. Covert intervention is

usually designed to operate on the internal power balance, often with
fairly short-term objectives in view. An effort to build up the economy

of an underdeveloped country must be subtle, long continued, probably
quite costly, and must openly enlist the cooperation of major groups

within the country if it ib to have much influence. On the other hand

an effort to weaken the local Communist party or to win an election,

and to achieve results within at most two or three years, must obviously
be covert, it must pragmatically use the people and the instrumentalities
that are available and the methods that seem likely to work. It is not
surprising that the practitioners within the United States government

of these two types of intervention differ temperamentally and in their
preferences for methods, friends, and ideologies.

The essence of such intervention in the internal power balance is
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the identification of allies who can be rendered more effective, more
powerful, and perhaps wiser through covert assistance. Typically these

local alties know the source of.the assistance but neither they nor the

united States could afford to admit to its existence. Agents for fairly
minor and low sensitivity interventions, for instance some covert
propaganda and certain econornic activities, can be recruited simply
with money. But for the larger and more sensitive interventions, the
allies must have their own motivation. On the whole the Agency has

been remarkably successful in finding individuals and instrumentalities

with which and through which it could work in this fashion. Implied
in the requirement for a pre-existing motivation is the corollary that

an attempt to induce the local ally to follow a course he does not believe

in will at least reduce his effectiveness and may destroy the whqle

operation. It is notably true of the subsidies to student, labor, and cul-

tural groups that have recently been publicized that the Agency's

objective was never tocontrol their activities, only occasionally to point
them in a particular direction, but primarily to enlarge them and render

them more effective.
Turning to relations with other agencies, Mr. Bissell was impressed

by the degree of improvement in relations with the state Department.

Seen from the Washington end, there has been an increase in con-

sultation at the country-desk level, more often at the Bureau level or
the Assistant Secretary of State level as the operation shapes up. The

main problem some five to six years ago was not one of responsibility

or authority but of cover arrangements.
Mr. Bissell provided a brief critique of covert olrrations, along the

followinglines:
That aspect of the Agency's operations most in need 6f change is the

Agency's use and abuse of "cover". In this regard, the "backgtround
pmper" for this sessionraised many cover-oriented questions.

On disclosure of private institutional support of late, it is very clear

that we should have had greater compartmenting of operations

If the Agency is to be effective, it will have to make use of private

institutions on an expanding scale, though those relations which have

"blown" cannot be resurected.
we need to operate under deeper cover, with increased attention to

the use of "cut-outs." CIA's interface with the rest of the world needs

to be betterprotected.
If various groups hadn't been aware of the source of their funding,

the damage subSequent to disclosure might have been far less than

occuaed.
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The CIA interface with various private Soups, including business
and student Soups, must be remedied.

The problem of Agpncy operations overseas is frequently a problem
for the State Department. It tends to be true that local allies find.them-
selves dealingalways withanAmerican and an official American-since
the cover is almost invariably as a U.S. government employee. There
are powerful reasons for this practice, and it will always be desirableto
have some CIA personnel housed in the Embassy compound, if only
for local "@mmand post" and communications requirements.

Nonetheless, it is possible and desirable, although difficult and time-
consuming, to build overseas an apparatus of unofficial cover. This
would require the use or creation of private organizations, many of
the personnel of which would tle non-U.S. nationals, with freer entry
into the local society and less implication for the official U.S,
posture.

The United States should make increasing use of non-nationals, who,
with effort at indoctrination and training, should be encouraged to
develop a second loyalty, more or less comparable to that of the
American staff. As we shift our attention to Latin America, Asia, and
Africa, the conduct of U.S. nationals is likely to be increasingly circum-
scribed. The primary change recommended would be to build up a
system of unofficial cover; to see how far we can go with non-U.S.
nationals, especially in the field. The CIA mieht be able to make in-
creasing use of non-nationals as "car@r agents" that is with a status
midway between that of the classical agent used in a single compart-
mented operation perhaps for a limited period of time and that of a
stafl member involved through his career in many operations and well
informed of the 4gency's capabilities. Such car@r agents should be
encouraged with an effort at indoctrination and training and with a
prospect of long-term employment to develop a second loyalty and they
could of course never be employed in ways that would conflict with
their primary loyalties toward their own countries. This still leaves
op€tr, however, a wide range of potential uses. The desirability of more
effective use of foreign nationals increases as we shift our attention to
Latin America, Asia, and Africa where the conduct of United States
nationals is easily subject to scrutiny and is likely to be increasingly
circumscribed.

These suggestions about unofficial cover and car@r agents illustrate
and emphasize the need for continuing efforts to develop covert action
capabilities even where there is no immediate need to employ them.
The central task is that of identifying potential indigenous allies - both
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individuals.and organizations - making contact with them, and estab-
Iishing the fact of a community of interest.

There is some room for improvement, Mr. Bissell thought, in the
planning of covert action country by country. Covert intervention is
probably mosf effective in situations where a comprehensive effort is
undertaken with a number of separate operations designed to support
and complqment one another and to have a cumulatively significant
eflect. The Agency probably finds itself involved in too many small
covert action operations having no particular relationship with one
another and having little cumulative impact.

There is no doubt that some covertly funded progriims could be
undertaken overtly, Mr. Bissell thought. Often activities have been
initiate.d through CIA channels because they could be started more
quickly and informally but do not inherently need to be secret. An
orample might be certain exchange of persons programs designed to
identify potential political leaders and give them some exposure to the
United States. It should be noted, however, that many such innocent
progriuns a"re more effective if carried out by private auspices than if
supported officially by the United States government. They do not need
to be covert but if legitimate private entities such as the foundations
do not initiate them, there may be no way to get tlpm done except by
covert support to "front" organizations.

Many propaganda operations are of declining effectiveness, Some
can be continued at slight cost, but some of the larger ones (radio, etc.)
are pretty well "blown" and not inexpensive. USIA doesn't like them,
and although they did have a real justification some ten to fifteen years
ago as the voice of refugees and emigr€s, groups which also have
declined in value, and in the view of some professionals are rikely to
continue declining in value.

In his last two years in the Agency, Mr. Bissell felt that the clandes-
tine Services could have been smaller.

Indeed, steps were taken to reduce their size. It is impossible to
sepaxate the issue of si2e from personnel and cover problems. It was
Mr. Bissell's impression that the clandestine services were becoming
increasingly a career service, too much like the Foreign Service (per-
sonnel looking to a succession of overt posts in a safe career). one
result was the circumscription of local contacts. There wqs a subtle
changetakingplace, which threatened to degrade some of clA's former
capabilities. Formally, the cIA had a staffwith a wide variety of back-
grounds, CI(periences, &Dd capabilities. rts members were recruited
from every sort of public and private occupation. If this diversity and
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variety is lost through the process of recruiting staff members from

college, trainrng them in a fairly standard patt€rn, and carrying them

through orderly planned careers in the Agencg one of the organiza-

tion's most valuable attributes will disappear.

Finally, Mr. Bissell remarked on large operations. It is self-evident

that if an operation is too large, it can't remain a deeply kept secret.

At best, one g:tn then hope for a successful formal disclaimer. The

worst of many faults of the Bay of Pigs op'eration was excessive

reliance on the operation's disclaimability.
It has been a wise decision that operations of that scale not be under-

taken by the Agency, except in theaters such as Vietnam, where the

stakes and standards are different.
Covert action operations are generally aimed a! short-term goals

and the justification for the control machinery is that bias of operators

to the short run can be compensated for in the review proiess. Mr. Bis'

sell can conceive of no other way to force greatgf attention to l6ng'

rarrge costs and values. One alternative is that caution will lead to in-

effectuality. "Operational types" will be risk-takers; the counterweight

is, and should be, applied by the other agencies in government.

In the discussion following Mr. Bissell's talk, the issue of CIA cover

was cited as among the more interesting from the perspective of. a

former State Department appointee. The size of covert operations

known to other governments was a continuing embarrassment' and the

overseas staffmaintained for these purposes and known to host govern-

ments was a similar source of embarrassment. From time to time,

efforts were made to reduce overseas staff; although agreement in
principle was readily forthcoming, Ihe particulars of staff reduction

*., iiffirult to obtain
A former member of the Special Group (who served eighteen

.months on that committee) agreed with Mr. Bissell's earlier remarks

on control mechanisms, insofar as they applied to review of new

projects. These received most careful scrutiny. Insofar as the Special

G.oop considered ongoing projects during this eighteen-month period,

it was recalled that there was not any systematic, thorough procedure

for such review, the committee finding itself busy with all the new

proposals. If it were true that most operations were most useful for
itort+rr* goals, then perhaps there should be greater attention to

review of ongoing projects, and termination of more projects earlier

than in past Practice.
A continuing problem which worries one former official was tbat

concerning the "charter" of cIA, r^"K:::#:::::::j";;ff;
the National Security Act of 1947, was necessarily vague. CIA's full
"charter" has been frequently revised, but it has been, and must re-
main[,] secret. The absence of a public charter leads people to search for
the charier and to question the Agency's authority to undertake various
.activities. The problem of a secret "charter" remains as a curse, but
the need for secrecy would appear to preclude a solution.

Another former official remarked on the inadequacy of clandestine
intelligence as a means of obtaining enemy intentions. Sherman Kent
(former Chairman, Board of National Estimates) distinguishes "the
knowable" from "the unknowable," and we should recognize that
much remains impossible to know, including, frequently, enemy in-
tentions.
' Respecting the reduction of overseas personnel and programs of
dsslining utility, it was noted that the curtailment of over-age and un-
productive personnel was a thorny issue. Recognizing the likelihood of
appeal to the President and the absence of widespread participation in

' a manpower review, a former budget official arranged the'participation
of the Bureau of the Budget, CLA, FIAB, and relevant Under Secre-

taries in considerations of budgetary modifications. What emerged was

an inertia, partly the inertia of the cold war. Parenthetically, a couple

of much-criticized public media projects (cited by name) had proven

of value,. as the fall of Novotny in Czechoslovakia suggested, but a
number of ineflective programs were retained. The problem was to free

the budget, to do something new, in the place of old programs not to
reduce the budget, but unfortunalely, the chiefs in CIA wanled to
control their working capital. If it were only possible to tell these of-
ficials not to worry, that we were setting aside $xxx million for CIA,
and merely seeking to encourage better use of the same dollar amounts,

. 
then it would have been possible to move around some money. The big

"ifiy" question w:N a particular (named) foundation, which received

a sizable allocation. Finally, everything was cleared up, and the next

big review was scheduled, but never really effected as a consequence of
thi Cuban missile crisis. The review was geared up in i963 once

again.
Another observer, drawing upon work with the "combined cryp

tologic budget" and private industry, concluded that it was usually
impossible to cut a budget; usually it was only possible to substitute

a new project for an old one.

The Chairman suggested a number of questions: What are the effects

of covert operations being blown? What can be done to improve the
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image of the Agency? what can be done to improve relations between

the Agpncy and the Press?
It was thought that a journalist's perspective might aid in discussing

these questions, but a number of prior issues were thought to require

attention:
(1) The matter of size required attention. In any government

age,ncy size can become a problem; increasingly there is a realization

that the government is tOO big and "an ever-swelling tumor." At sorne

point there will have to be a fairly sharp cutback in the U.S. foreign

"3&?|,JlXTi-1;r* impressed bv the use orclA in the developing

world; in any case, we could have increased confidence in the rangp of
choice in most developing areas. Conversely, it might not be as easy

as Mr. Bisell suggested to know the power structure in more developed

areas, in Western EuroPe and JaPan.

(A query was interjected: why should we have increasing confidence

in the range of choice in developing areas?

Perhaps there are less yariations than we earlier thought. "Things
are evening'out and we can live more comfortably.")

(3) Where do you bury the body? one is not completely convinced

by citation of the experience with Frank Wisner's OPC. We could

get around the responsibility issue raised by "Beedle" smith; we could

get around conflicting chains of command.
(4) Related to (3). Maybe there is a qost to be paid for having

covert operations under CIA. Perhaps we could have intelligence col-

lection under State and covert operations under the Special Assistant

to the President for National Security Affairs.
In response to items (3) and (4) some earlier remarks were clarified:

or. *ould not claim that the operational side of CIA need be where it
is: Rather, one would inveigh against the splitting of covert intelligence

collection and covert operations. One could, however, split the opera-

tional side from the analytic side. This is a plausible case, a solution

for which could be worked out (though, on balance, the speaker was

against it). But to split the operational side - as the German case, the
gritish case for a time, and our own for a time suggested - would be

disastrous.
Remarking.on labor activities, one participant stated that before

Mray 1967 it-was common knowledge that there had been some CIA
support for labor progfiuns, but first Rwnparts and then Tom Braden

spelled out this support in public. Those in international labor affairs

were dismayed, and certain Dewspapeflnen compounded their difficul-
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ties by confusing AID with CIA, and claiming that the AFLCIO's
Free Labor Development program was tainted

Sinoe these disclosures, the turn of events has been urexpected.
First, there hasn't been any real trouble with international labor pro-
grams. Indeed, there has been an incnease in demand for U.S. labor
progxErms and the strain on our capacity has been embarrassing. For-
merly, these foreign labor unions knew we were short of funds, but now
they all assume we have secret CIA money, and they ask for more help.

Worse yet, Vic Reuther, who had been alleging that others were
reoeiving CIA moneS and whose brother's receipt 6f $50,000 from
CIA in old bills was subsequently disclosed by Tom Braden, still goes

on with his charges that the AFLCIO has taken CIA money. Her,e
again, no one seems to listen. "The net result has been as close to tnro
as possible. We've come to accept CIA, like sin." So, for example,
British Guiana's labor unions were supported throueh CIA conduits,
but now they ask for more assistance than before. So, our expectations
to the contrary, there has been almost no damage.

A former State Department official offered some remarks on intel-
ligence operations as seen from the field. He concurred in Mr. Bissell's
remarks on "@ver." The initial agreement between the Agency and
State was intended to.be "temporar1r," but "nothing endures like thc
ephemgral."

How are Agency officials under "official cover" specially equipped,
to handle covert operations? If the AgBncy station chief has a "special
relationship" with the chief of state, one would submit that it was be-
cause the Ambassador wasn't worth a damn. Moreover, such a "special
relationship" created the risk that the chief of state, seeing two chan-
nels to Washington, could play one off against another. Some foreign
stafesmen are convinced that an "invisible government" really exists,
and this impression shouldn't be allowed.

Also, prejudice in favor of covertly obtained intelligence is a trouble-
some thing.

One way to overcome thc misconceptions is to make CIA a truly
secret service, and not merely an agency duplicating the Foreign Ser-
vice. With money shortages CIA has often filled a vacuum, but this
does not make it right.

Another questioned the discussion leader's proposal for greater
utilization of non-U.S. nationals How could you get non-nationals to
do the job and to develop loyalty to the United States?

One was not sure that it was doable, but it was worth trying. It
would be more prone to work if you used a national of Country B to
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wbrk in Country e, if what you axe asking is neither (l) against the
interest of Country B, nor (2) nefarious You do need some cover, and
the natural vehicle is an organization with non-American nationals.

Another observer was struck by the lack of interest in the "blowing"
of covertly sponsored radio activities. Why has there been so little
interest in these'activities, in contrast to th€ irirmense con@rn over the
CIA.I{SA relationship? One might conclude that the public is not
likely to be concerned by the penetration of overseas institutions, 4t
Ieast not nearly so much as by penetration of U.S. institutions. "The
public doesn't think it's right; they don't know where it ends; they take
a look at their neighbors." Does tlris suggested expansion in use of
private institutions include those in the United States, or U.S. institu-
tions operating overseas ?

In response, attention was drawn to the clear jurisdictional bounda-
ries between CIA and the FBI, CIA being proscribed from "internal
security functions." CIA was averse to surveillance of U.S. citizens
overseas (even when specifically requested), and averse to operating
in the United States, excepting against foreigners here as transients.
One might want CIA to expand its use of U.S. private corporations,
but for objectives outside the United States. It was recalled that the
Agency funding of the National Student Association was, in every
case, for activities outside the United States or for activities with
overseas objectives.

Whn we might ask, should the U.S. government use non-goi,ern-
mental institutions more, and why should it deal with them in the
United States? If dealings are oversez$, then it is necessary to maintain
an overseas bureaucracy to deal with the locals. It is also necessary
to engage in communications in a possibly hostile environment. If one
deals through U.S. corporations with overseiu activities, one can keep
most of the bureaueratic staff at home and can deal thrciugh the
co4rorate headquarters, perhaps using corporate channels for overseas
communications (including classfied communications). In this opinion,
the policy distinction should involve the use to which the private
institution is put, not whether or not to use private institutions.

In another view it was desirable for this discussion group to examine
difibrent types of institutions. For example, should CIA use educational
institutions?Should CIA haveinfluenced the selection of NSA officers?

One was not awaxe that CIA had influenced the election of NSA '

officers; if it had, it shouldn't have done So, in s11s's opinion.
Mightn't it bepossible to deal with individuals rather than o. rganiza-

tions?
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Yes, in many cases this would be preferable. It depended upon skill
.in the use of our operating capabilitiix
, As an example of the politicaluse of ..*.tly acquired intelligence,
a'former official oot€d the clandestine acquisition of Khrushchev'e
"secret speech" in February 1956. The speech was too long for even
Khrushchw to memorize, and over one hundred people had heard it.
IVe-targpted it, and by secret means acquired a copy. The State Depart-
ment relea,sed the text and The New York Tbtus printed it in full. The
repercussions were felt around the world, and particularly within the
Communist bloc. The Soviets felt unable to deny the authenticity.of
the text we released, and the effect upon m&ny of the satellite states

was profound. It was the beginning of the split in the Communist move-
ment. If you get a precise target, and go after it, you can change history.

Another observer was troubled by the earlier-expressed point about
increased use of private institutions. Most demoralizing in the academic
community was the sense of uncertainty about institutions with which
individuals were associated. There is a profound problem in penetrating
institutions within the country when there is a generalized loss of faith"
a fear that nothing is what it seems.

It was noted that the next session, on February 15, 1968, would
concentrate upon relations with private institutions

To one observer, part of this solution would be found in the political
process, involvingextragovernmental contacts in the sphere of political
action.

In response to a query, the relative utilities of tfpes of intelligpnce
data were reviewed. Most v.aluable was reconn4issaoce, then communi-
cations-electronic intelligence, then classical espionage.

We have forgotten, it was noted, the number one over-all sourccr-
namely, overt data.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m., and participants were
reminded of the next meeting on February 15.

WIIIIAM R. I{ARRII'
RAPPORTEUR
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